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The Sea Has Many Voices: 
British Modernism and the Maritime Historical Imagination 
 
Maxwell Uphaus 
This dissertation reorients the study of British modernism towards the ocean by uncovering 
modernism’s engagement with a set of ideas about the historical significance of the sea that I term 
“maritime foundationalism.” A key component of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century British 
nationalism and imperialism, maritime foundationalism held that British history and identity were 
fundamentally maritime and that the sea, in turn, propelled Britain’s historical development and the 
course of history in general. Reading works by Rudyard Kipling, Joseph Conrad, Virginia Woolf, 
and T. S. Eliot alongside contemporary historical, geographical, and scientific texts, I trace how 
British modernism developed by incorporating, modifying, and contesting this pervasive maritime-
historical ideology. Even as modernist works build on notions of the sea as the foundation of the 
empire and conveyer of its history, they also disrupt these notions by representing the sea in more 
unsettling ways, as a testament to the dark sides of maritime-imperial history or an element that 
threatens to engulf history altogether. Each of my chapters details the literary effects of this 
interaction of maritime foundationalism and more melancholy conceptions of the sea’s historicity at 
key points in the intertwined histories of modernism and empire between the 1890s and the 1940s. 
“The Sea Has Many Voices” thus shows how competing constructions of the sea shape modernism’s 
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About midway through Virginia Woolf’s Jacob’s Room, Jacob Flanders and a friend 
make their way home “boastful [and] triumphant” after a night of revelry. As the two young men 
trade Greek quotations and imagine themselves familiar with “every sin, passion, and joy,” 
Woolf describes their conviction of occupying the center of the universe and the summit of 
human experience through a significantly maritime simile: “Ages lapped at their feet like waves 
fit for sailing” (101). To these embodiments of masculine British prewar privilege, Western 
history stretching back to ancient Greece seems as continuous, as compliant, and as affirmative 
as a calm sea. In their eyes, they can range over this historical span with the ease and authority of 
sailing on a halcyon day, and the currents of these wave-like ages all lead towards them, their 
place, and their moment. Woolf quickly goes on to hint, furthermore, that such a sense of 
seaborne supremacy is not merely metaphorical. The proprietor of a coffee stall, “[t]aking Jacob 
for a military gentleman,” begins talking about “his boy at Gibraltar” (102), the great British 
naval base at the mouth of the Mediterranean—where Jacob’s brother, who has gone into “the 
King’s Navy” (24), will later be stationed (171). The novel suggests that Jacob’s assurance of a 
sea of history—a maritime history—linking him to the Greeks has something to do with his 
country’s command of the actual sea route between Greece and Britain.  
Such a link between the sea, and Britain’s command thereof, and a progressive, 
legitimating view of history surfaces often in Jacob’s Room. At the end of the novel, it is above 
all the sea power—“the fleet…at Gibraltar”—controlled by the Admiralty officials and Cabinet 
members who meet in Whitehall’s “tethered grey fleet of masonry” (240) that enables them, as 
they see it, to “[decree] that the course of history should shape itself this way or that way” (241). 
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According to such “men in clubs and Cabinets,” “actions” like those of “battleships ray[ing] out 
over the North Sea” “are the strokes which oar the world forward” (216). Not only does the 
deployment of sea power, in this view, epitomize historically consequential action; historical 
progress itself is imagined as maritime—the forward movement of a ship. As it connects 
teleological historical authorization and the maritime, Woolf’s figure of “[a]ges…like waves fit 
for sailing” thus distills a powerful belief, with which her novel repeatedly engages, of the sea’s 
fundamental importance to British history, even history itself.1 
My dissertation traces the role of this ideological connection of the sea and history in 
British literature between the 1890s and the 1940s. Woolf was far from the only British author in 
this period to discern a set of ideas about the historical importance of the sea and seafaring at the 
center of the nation’s self-conception. Nor was she the only modernist author to use these ideas 
as key aspects of her literary practice—core elements of her works’ historical imagination. This 
dissertation will show how the depictions of the maritime in the work of writers belonging by 
either birth or adoption to the British Empire reflect the sea’s rich historical significance in early 
twentieth-century British culture.2 I argue that as it draws on this contextual cultural significance, 
                                                
1 A note on terminology: I follow Samuel Baker in using “maritime” or “the maritime” to designate “the broad 
scope of involvement with the ocean,” including both “the marine,” or “what pertains to the sea in its independent 
nature,” on the one hand, and “the nautical,” or “what pertains specifically to seafaring in its social and 
technological aspects,” on the other (5). Unlike Baker, however, I try not to “use ‘sea’ and ‘ocean’ interchangeably”; 
as often as possible, I refer to “sea” when that element is being thought of as facilitating imperial expansion and 
historical continuity (along the lines of the ideology I define below as “maritime foundationalism)” and “ocean” 
when the element’s resistant, non-human dimensions are being emphasized. In other words, my use of “sea” versus 
“ocean” lines up with the binary in oceanic conceptions described in more detail below.  
2 “British Empire” is defined in this dissertation in its most expansive sense, as designating the empires of both 
colonialism and colonization, as well as the so-called “informal empire” dominated by British economic interests. 
Much recent historical scholarship has emphasized the economic and conceptual cohesiveness, during the modernist 
period, of a “British world” comprising Britain and its territories of significant overseas settlement—or, as it tended 
to be called at the time, “Greater Britain”; see Bridge and Fedorowich; Magee and Thompson; and Belich. In 
particular, many of these scholars have emphasized the sea’s practical and ideological centrality to “Greater 
Britain.” I seek to incorporate this scholarship while still keeping in view the violence that characterized British 
seaborne expansion into both the settler and the colonial empires. Since my emphasis is on the British as, in J. G. A. 
Pocock’s words, “an imperial, oceanic or global people (or peoples)” (Discovery 19), I refer throughout to 
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the sea in British modernism serves a historiographical function: it acts as a way of exploring the 
course and nature of history and of defining and questioning contemporary identity in the light of 
this historical exploration.3 Consequently, their treatments of the maritime constitute one of the 
principal means whereby modernist works participate in the debates over the nature of British 
history, and thus the orientation of British identity, unfolding over the whole of this period—
from J. R. Seeley’s influential claim in the 1880s that “the history of England is not in England” 
(13) but rather in its seaborne expansion, to the literary and cultural effort, gathering steam from 
the 1930s onwards, to redefine the nation in self-contained, insular terms.4 As they turn their 
maritime representations to historiographical purposes, thereby reflecting shifting conceptions of 
British history and identity, the authors studied in this dissertation extend and modify a two-
centuries-old tradition of maritime literature. In this regard, identifying the historical work 
performed by the maritime in British modernism not only enriches our understanding of 
modernist literature’s historical consciousness and relationship to empire; it also enables us to 
revise prevailing critical opinions that, by the modernist era, “maritime experience no longer 
serves as a reflection of the national experience” (Peck 153). Instead, analyzing the role of the 
maritime in the modernist historical imagination can help us see how the sea continues to 
influence literary development well into the twentieth century. 
                                                                                                                                                       
“Britain”/“British” rather than “England”/“English,” even when (as was often the case in this period), the sources I 
quote use “England” to refer to the Union state as a whole. 
3 Joanna Rostek identifies such a historiographical role in depictions of the sea in contemporary Anglophone 
literature but construes this role in metaphorical terms: “in a notable proportion of contemporary Anglophone 
fiction, the past and history are metaphorically conceived of in terms of the sea” (17). However, Rostek only touches 
on modernist literature in passing in her introductory survey: “Originators of the Modernist masterpieces… 
concentrated on exploring the metaphorical import of the sea in new contexts” (59). Furthermore, while I agree with 
Rostek’s analysis of the “salient features” that make the sea and history metaphorically “comparable” (17), I argue 
that modernist maritime depictions also draw on a direct, literal connection of the sea and history in British culture, 
and my analyses will seek to foreground the fact that, as Rostek acknowledges, “the sea may not be reduced to its 
metaphorical import, as it constitutes an actual site of imperial history” (22). 
4 For notable studies of the relationship between literature and British or English national self-definition in the 
modernist period, see Baucom, Out of Place, and Esty, A Shrinking Island. 
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I develop this argument through readings of works by Woolf, Rudyard Kipling, Joseph 
Conrad, and T. S. Eliot. Most basically, I focus on these authors because all of them dwell 
profoundly on the sea, though they have not all been equally recognized for doing so. Conrad’s 
status as a quintessential practitioner of nautical fiction is beyond dispute (his own disinclination 
to be seen as such notwithstanding), and Woolf’s persistent interest in the sea has often been 
noted, but Kipling is thought of more often as the great literary record-keeper of Britain’s Indian 
empire than as a writer deeply concerned with the maritime empire upon which Indian empire 
depended, while Eliot’s recurrent maritime and oceanic fixations have received relatively little 
attention. In addition, though I have selected them in part for the diversity of their ideologies and 
origins, all these writers had complicated, ambivalent relationships with the kind of British 
identity embodied (to an extent) by Woolf’s Jacob Flanders: Kipling, the arch-imperialist with 
colonial origins and an imagination often out of sync with his political commitments; Conrad, 
the exiled Pole who combined dedication to Britain’s imperial seafaring heritage with a critical 
awareness of the crimes empire perpetrates; Woolf, in some ways the closest of these authors to 
the British establishment, in other ways the most distant from it and most hostile to it; and Eliot, 
the transplanted American, notoriously combining radical aesthetics and conservative politics, 
who strenuously sought to affiliate himself with an organic, insular Englishness while remaining 
keenly aware of his connections to a diverse, expansive Britishness. My readings seek to 
elucidate how, for all of these writers, their treatment of the ideological touchstone of the sea 
served as a means of negotiating their ambivalent relationship to metropolitan British identity.  
Finally, Kipling, Conrad, Woolf, and Eliot constitute a particular literary lineage among 
themselves. Kipling and Conrad belonged to the same literary generation and, at the time of the 
works of theirs I examine, to the same literary circles—as, in the following generation, did 
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Woolf and Eliot. Woolf persistently drew from and reworked Conrad while reacting against 
nearly everything Kipling stood for. Eliot inherited more equally from both, making his name 
with the Conradian Waste Land (a poem he initially planned to adorn with an epigraph from 
Heart of Darkness) and crowning his career with the Kipling-esque Four Quartets (marked by 
allusions to Kipling, not least in its maritime poem, “The Dry Salvages,” which shares a setting 
and focus with Kipling’s sea novel Captains Courageous). Hence, despite the equally strong 
claims of writers like James Joyce and Katherine Mansfield for inclusion in a study of the sea 
and modernism, I have confined my focus to these four authors, all of whom linked themselves 
primarily (if ambivalently) with Great Britain or with the British Empire as a whole rather than 
with one of its colonies, and who constitute a distinct chain of inheritance and influence. 
My analysis of the historical significance of the sea in the works of Kipling, Conrad, 
Woolf, and Eliot hinges on the nexus of maritime-historical thinking Woolf highlights in Jacob’s 
Room: the link between viewing the sea as a stage and facilitator of national power and viewing 
history as controllable, comprehensible, and legitimating. Adapting a term from the oceanic-
studies scholar Christopher Connery, I call this line of thinking “maritime foundationalism.”5 
The core tenet of maritime foundationalism is exactly the claim Woolf ascribes to “the men in 
clubs and Cabinets”: that the “actions” taken on and by means of the sea are “the strokes which 
oar the world forward” (JR 216). That is, sea power—the ability of a nation to use the 
opportunities for transport and communication provided by the sea to advance its own interests 
and hinder those of its enemies—is, in Connery’s words, “central to world hegemony” and “the 
key to world history” (“Sea Power” 686). In an inventory of the big ideas current in Edwardian 
                                                
5 In his essay “Sea Power,” Connery introduces the term “oceanic foundationalism”—but only once and in 
passing—to characterize a distinctive Western tradition of spatial and historical maritime conceptualization (687). I 
use maritime rather than oceanic foundationalism in order to emphasize the idea of identity and history resting on 




Britain, cultural historian Francis Spufford summarizes maritime foundationalism’s core claim 
similarly: “The history of the world was the history of sea-power” (242).  
This twining of history and sea power extends far back in Western thought. Historian 
David Armitage has proposed, in fact, that “history” as a distinct Western discourse is founded 
on an analysis of sea power’s distinctive characteristics and consequences: “It is possible…to 
argue that the opposition of land-powers and sea-powers…is fundamental both chronologically 
and ontologically to western historiography. Indeed, it can be seen to arise simultaneously with 
historical thinking itself in the works of Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon and later, Polybius” 
(“The Elephant and the Whale” 28). After its classical Greek introduction, the theme of the sea’s 
role in shaping societies and histories returned to the fore in modern Western history, as a 
succession of European states made use of the worldwide access the sea afforded to amass an 
unparalleled degree of global power. In the wake of Europe’s seaborne ascendancy, the decisive 
role which a superior ability to exploit the sea had played in their own history came to seem, in 
the eyes of many Western thinkers, like a universal law: the sea, more than anything else, was 
what made history happen, and attaining dominance over sea traffic thus conferred the ability, in 
Woolf’s words, to “[decree] that the course of history should shape itself this way or that way” 
(241). To Hegel, for example, the sea “vitalized” “the process of general historical development” 
(87): as Christopher Connery summarizes this aspect of Hegel’s historical thought, “Ocean-going 
activates Western history, and proximity to the sea is one of several ‘natural’ factors separating 
those regions that entered world history from those that did not” (“Oceanic Feeling” 296-97).6 In 
                                                
6 Hegel further posited that the inherently dialectical character of seafaring made the sea a spur to Aufhebung and 
thus to human development (90-91). For a modern statement of the case that “the relative progressiveness of peoples 
with a close physical proximity to the sea has been a major element not only in the national experience of each such 
people but for civilization as a whole” as “not necessarily the sole determining force but rather one important 
catalyst for change and growth” (22, emphasis in original), see Reynolds 20-65. Zvi Herman similarly identifies a 
historical school of “thalassologists, or people who place stress on the significance of the sea and the part it has 
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other words, as historian Jonathan Scott puts it when discussing the formulation of similar ideas 
in early modern Britain, “civilization was oceanic, and continents barbaric” (156).  
At the end of the nineteenth century, such ideas reached a mass worldwide audience 
through the bestselling works of the American naval historian Alfred Thayer Mahan.7 Like such 
contemporaries as Burkhardt, Nietzsche, Seeley, and J. B. Bury—with whom, according to the 
maritime historian Clark G. Reynolds, he bears comparison as “a major historical philosopher” 
(67)—Mahan sought to formulate a systematic explanation for historical development: in his 
case, as the title of his breakthrough study put it, the influence of sea power.8 In Mahan’s scheme 
of history, the struggle to expand, protect, and control maritime trade provides “the key to much 
of the history, as well as of the policy, of nations bordering upon the sea” (Mahan, Influence 25). 
As a result, “the sea” is “the most potent factor in national prosperity and in the course of 
history” (Interest of America 118). According to this “thalassocratic determinism” (Reynolds 
74), one cannot understand history without understanding the nature, means, and effects of sea 
power.9 The sea is history’s main motive force—even its condition of possibility. 
Mahan’s principal case study of sea power imparting national greatness and affecting 
“the course of history” was the example of Britain. In this regard, Mahan’s immensely popular 
works—cited by writers as different as Woolf (Essays I 239) and Kipling (Fleet in Being 55)—
gave further impetus to British “maritime nationalism” (O’Hara, Britain and the Sea 127): the 
                                                                                                                                                       
played in the crystallization of human history” (xii-xiii). In more or less one breath, Herman both calls this historical 
doctrine “too extreme” and avers that it “rests on pretty solid foundations” (xiii). Recent historical scholarship along 
these lines includes Finamore, ed., and Paine.   
7 For studies of Mahan’s ideas and their relationship to other schools of geostrategic thought, see Kennedy, “Mahan 
versus Mackinder,” and Connery, “Ideologies.” 
8 For a discussion of the place of Mahan’s scheme among the other would-be scientific explanations of human 
history and behavior circulating at the time, see Gough. 
9 Thalassocracy comes from the Greek word for rule by sea and refers, in Reynolds’ words, to “control of the sea 
lanes and islands by one state to insure its economic prosperity and thus its political integrity” (20), or to a state 
wielding such control. By “thalassocratic determinism,” Reynolds seems to mean both a deterministic explanation 




belief that many of the fundamental character traits, historical events, and economic and political 
conditions by which Britishness was defined were shaped or enabled by the sea, such that, in the 
imperialist historian J. A. Froude’s words, “the sea is the natural home of Englishmen” (Oceana 
18).10 Maritime nationalism was a feature of modern British history, but this ideology reached its 
height at the turn of the twentieth century: as the historian Glen O’Hara puts it, 
“Without…fundamental maritime concepts… Britons’ sense of themselves by the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries simply does not make sense” (Britain and the Sea 240).11 Besides 
inherited “sea-myth,” the dominance of maritime nationalism by the 1890s reflected a realistic 
appraisal of the maritime’s fundamental economic importance for Britain, spurred by the 
beginnings of what Bernard Semmel has termed the “neo-mercantilist” cycle of modern British 
capitalism: an economic phase, lasting from 1897 to 1947, during which the free-trade ethos of 
the mid-Victorian period gave way to a widespread belief in tariff protection and preferential 
trade within the Empire and a redoubled commitment to maintaining British naval supremacy (9-
10).12 This mentality fostered a renewed feeling of proprietorship towards the sea as the element 
upon which national wellbeing—indeed, national survival—depended. The growing sense of 
insecurity in fin-de-siècle Britain that fed into the neo-mercantilist mindset also prompted a turn 
                                                
10 For discussions of Froude as a leading propagandist for maritime empire, see Döring, and Klein, “‘The Natural 
Home of Englishmen.’” For a more general discussion of Froude’s historical thinking, see Koditschek, Liberalism, 
Imperialism, and the Historical Imagination. 
11 Representative studies of the sea’s role in modern British history and in the construction of British identity 
include Klein, ed.; Black; O’Hara, Britain and the Sea; and Stokesbury. For a study of how England/Britain 
transformed itself into a maritime state and came to define itself in insular and oceanic terms between 1500 and 
1800, see Scott, When the Waves. For studies of the role of the maritime in British national culture and the 
imagination of nation and empire in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, see Behrman; Rüger; Taylor, ed.; 
Lunn and Day; Redford, ed.; Blyth et al., eds., and Conley.   
12 For another study of Anglo-American maritime literature that uses Semmel’s cycles for its periodization, see 
Peck. James Belich has recently reframed Semmel’s “neo-mercantilist” cycle as the phase of “recolonization” 
between Great Britain and its settler “newlands” beginning in the 1890s and lasting until the 1940s, during which the 
settler colonies were economically re-integrated back to Britain as suppliers of long-range staples exports—a 
process that also led to a strengthening of collective identity. Belich points out the renewed practical and ideological 
importance this process gave to the sea and sea power: “Greater Britain and its re-colonial system…had always been 
fundamentally dependent on the British navy’s control of the sea. Relying on distant lands for your daily bread and 
meat was only possible if you were confident that the sea-lanes were, and would remain, secure” (471).  
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to the nation’s seafaring past in search of reassuring authorization and continuity.13 My 
dissertation locates British modernist writing about the maritime within this context of Western 
maritime foundationalism and British maritime nationalism—ideologies which, as Semmel’s and 
Belich’s periodizations imply, played an important, if steadily smaller, role throughout the 
modernist period as conventionally defined.14 
Yet to quote one of the works at the center of this dissertation, “[t]he sea has many 
voices” (Eliot, CP 192). Alongside maritime foundationalism, British modernism also draws on 
other conceptions of the sea, which complicate or counteract assumptions about the sea’s 
instrumental and progressive role in history. For examples of this, we can turn back to Jacob’s 
Room. Some time before what Woolf describes as their foundationalist perception of Western 
history, culminating with themselves, as waves fit for sailing, we find Jacob and his friend 
Timmy Durrant actually sailing off the Cornish coast. As Jacob prepares to go swimming, “the 
whole floor of the waves was blue and white, rippling and crisp, though now and again a broad 
purple mark appeared, like a bruise” (61-62). The waves initially appear again to be a 
foundation—a “floor”—for Jacob and the British establishment he stands for, but now they also 
disclose a wound: “a bruise.” This disquieting image of the waves bearing the mark of injury and 
pain also harks back to Joseph Conrad’s The Nigger of the “Narcissus,” which describes “the 
island of Flores” (89)—the mid-Atlantic island off which the novel’s title character, the black 
sailor James Wait, dies and is buried at sea—as “a sombre ruin” and a “purple stain” (90). 
Conrad’s account of a black man’s wretched shipboard death and committal overboard in the 
middle of the Atlantic evokes the atrocities of the Middle Passage, especially in the light of the 
                                                
13 On the roots of the turn-of-the-century popular enthusiasm for sea power in concerns about national security, see 
Redford, “The Royal Navy,” and Hamilton. 




novel’s prior references to a maritime past filled with exactly such “gruesome things, …horrors, 
hecatombs of niggers” (80). Flores’s ruinous “purple stain” emblematizes this history of 
seaborne atrocity—as, by extension, does the “purple mark…, like a bruise” borne by the sea in 
Jacob’s Room, in the wake of which the novel’s whole seascape becomes “infernally sad,” 
eliciting an “overpowering sorrow” and prompting the awareness that “All history backs our 
pane of glass. To escape is vain” (63). If it superficially supports the British establishment, that 
is, the sea of Jacob’s Room also bears the painful imprint of the violence perpetuated by that 
establishment and preserves a dark and even hellish (“infernally sad”) history underlying it, 
epitomized by what Paul Gilroy has dubbed the Black Atlantic.15 
Woolf’s novel also goes one step further. A little later in the same scene, while Jacob 
gives a parodic rendition of “Rock of Ages,” “[l]ike the blunt tooth of some monster, a rock 
broke the surface; brown; overflown with perpetual waterfalls” (67). Woolf juxtaposes Jacob’s 
(sardonic) invocation of providential support with a real rock of ages, attesting instead to 
insensible nature and geological time. Instead of constituting a progressive history of “ages…fit 
for sailing,” or even bearing witness to the violence perpetrated in the course of that same 
maritime-imperial history, the “waves” that beat “with regular and appalling solemnity” (67) 
against this seaside rock assert “the oppression of eternity” (223), in the face of which human 
history becomes unintelligible and meaningless: “What for? What for?” (224) Over against its 
representation of the British establishment’s belief in the sea’s foundational historical 
significance, that is, Jacob’s Room invokes the sea as a memorial of a history of violence while 
also reworking equally longstanding ideas about the ocean as a chaotic element preexisting and 
                                                
15 In an analysis of this passage, Sarah Cole writes that Woolf’s seaborne “bruise” brings to light “the deep mark of 
violence on the world that never really disappears,” thereby evoking “a whole, gigantic narrative of world 
violence…just beneath the surface, just out of view” (241). Laura Doyle has argued more fully that Jacob’s Room, 
like others of Woolf’s works, reflects a racialized “Atlantic history, with its wars, empires, exiles at sea, and 
capsized desires” (Freedom’s Empire 419); see also “Transnational History.”  
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circumscribing human history to avow what it calls “the old old fact—how there is a sea coldly, 
greenly, swaying outside” (225).16 
The many voices of the sea in Jacob’s Room, as both the essence of official history and 
an element in various ways inimical to it, resound throughout the works studied in this 
dissertation. My readings all pivot on the interaction of, or tension between, maritime 
foundationalism and other, less affirmative oceanic conceptions. These include Kipling and 
Conrad’s evocations of the Black Atlantic, with its attendant traumatic history of displacement, 
subjugation, and violence that indicts the official narratives of British maritime-imperial 
history17; Woolf’s assimilation of Victorian and Edwardian marine science, with its view of an 
ocean filled with “living fossils” attesting to “the simultaneity of the prehistoric in our present 
moment” (Beer, Common Ground 17)18; and Eliot’s sense of the resurgence, due to submarine 
warfare, of what Deleuze and Guattari would call a “smooth” oceanic space resistant to political 
control and historical ordering (387). Though they differ markedly from one another, these 
alternate ways of conceiving the oceanic or maritime all run counter to the assumptions about the 
sea’s relationship to historical continuity, intelligibility, and progress entailed in maritime 
foundationalism. Framed in such alternate guises, the ocean either preserves and reasserts 
traumatic pasts, like the recollections of slavery and massacre at sea in The Nigger of the 
                                                
16 On the tradition of representing the ocean as a space of evil, chaos, or primitive wildness outside of history and 
society, stretching from the Bible and classical antiquity to the Enlightenment/Romantic sublime and beyond, see 
Auden; Corbin; Blumenberg; and Connery, “There Was No More Sea.” Margaret Cohen describes a “sublimation of 
the sea” (Novel and the Sea 117) over the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, during which the sea was 
“transformed into a wild space of raw, natural power,” “an elemental, wild zone devoid of human life” (104). Philip 
Steinberg similarly identifies, as the dominant construction of ocean-space under industrial capitalism, a concept of 
the ocean as “a great void outside society and insulated from social forces. It was constructed as the wild antithesis 
of society (or place), the space of anti-civilization” (Social Construction 112, emphases in original). For recent 
theoretical descriptions of the ocean as an element attesting to human contingency and resisting the inscription and 
memorialization upon which history depends, see Mentz, At the Bottom; Harrison; and de Villiers.   
17 On the Atlantic as an archive of atrocity that challenges conventional understandings of history, see Baucom, 
Specters. 
18 On Victorian and Edwardian marine science, see Schlee, Deacon, Corfield, and Rozwadowski. 
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“Narcissus,” or evokes alternative temporalities that completely overshadow the “ages” of 
human history, like the geohistorical timescale, just shy of “eternity,” the ocean conjures in 
Jacob’s Room.19 One way or another, the sea’s other voices cast doubt on the structure, logic, 
and significance of the kind of affirmative maritime history Jacob envisions. 
My readings therefore tend to organize themselves around a binary: the sea as historically 
foundational versus the ocean as disrupter of progressive history or reminder of non-human time. 
I recurrently highlight how the texts I study draw on both sides of the question of the sea’s 
relationship to history, playing these opposing conceptions off against one another. I am hardly 
alone in seeing the sea assume such opposed guises. Similar binaries regarding the historicity or 
ahistoricity of the sea, or the extent to which the sea can or should be seen as a historical element 
or studied in historical terms, have figured prominently in oceanic studies, as that subfield has 
taken shape over the last decade. The maritime cultural historian John Mack, for example, 
focuses on two “[c]oncepts of the sea” from among the wide variety of human ways of relating 
to the sea he surveys: “the sea as wilderness, …a place without paths or distinctive marks” (72), 
and “the sea as an integrative cosmopolitan medium” that “connects and has been the means of 
ancestral voyaging” (73)—“revelatory of history, not…an instrument of its concealment” (18).20 
                                                
19 For a relevant discussion of how an ocean “as old as matter itself” “takes us back in the deepest of deep time,” see 
Dening: “[I]n the five hundred years since Europe’s Discovery of the Sea…the historicizing of the sea—its setting 
into story and representation—has moved from putting in mind its vast spaces to putting in mind its vast time. Its 
exploration has moved from enveloping everything that was in it—its vegetation, its rocks and soil, its fauna, the sea 
itself—within systems of Eurocentered science and cosmology to exploration of its deep time” (24). 
20 Mack derives this second concept mainly from Australasian and Pacific Islander traditions like those of the 
inhabitants of pre-contact Oceania, whose worldview has been characterized by Epeli Hau’ofa as that of “a sea of 
islands,” in which the human universe “comprised not only land surfaces but the surrounding ocean as far as they 
could traverse and exploit it” (31): “[p]eople raised in this environment were at home with the sea” (32). British 
maritime nationalism, however, incorporated very similar ideas: what Mack describes as the Maori conception of “a 
profound sense of a maritime ancestry, …a past which is fundamentally linked to the sea” (18), for instance, closely 
parallels Victorian Britain’s “aetiological myth of migration by sea” (Jones 185), “the origin myth of the English as 
a seafaring migratory people” (189). Elizabeth DeLoughrey has called attention to the congruence between 
Hau’ofa’s “sea of islands” and the beliefs about the sea, identity, and history held by Anglo-American imperialists 
like Froude and Mahan, which similarly naturalize the identities of “peoples of the sea” (Routes and Roots 27-28).   
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The binary in thinking about the sea I identify in British modernism maps broadly onto this 
duality of oceanic concepts. 
 Much oceanic-studies scholarship has taken the form of arguments for the primacy of 
one or the other of these concepts in the study of the sea’s role in literature; indeed, oceanic-
studies practitioners argue about this among themselves almost as energetically as they advocate 
for the sea’s significance to the rest of the literary-critical establishment. For some scholars, 
understanding the sea as “a deeply historical location whose transformative power is not merely 
psychological or metaphorical…but material and very real” outweighs its analysis as a 
wilderness “outside and beyond history” (Klein and Mackenthun 2).21 For others, a “historical… 
approach to the sea narrative” (de Villiers 40) focused on “the formation and impact of maritime 
cultures and practices, especially in relation to questions of exploration, imperialism and 
globalisation” (46) risks losing sight of the ocean’s distinctive material character, which instead 
warrants studying the ocean “as a metaphor for ontological reflection upon the fundamental 
contingency of human…existence” (39).22 As works like Jacob’s Room weigh maritime 
foundationalism against the ocean as the embodiment of deep time, I argue, they anticipate the 
terms of this current critical debate.23 
                                                
21 Making a similar case for an oceanic studies devoted to historical analysis of the particular mentalities and 
epistemologies of maritime communities rather than to the ocean’s metaphorical potential, Hester Blum concentrates 
this argument into a rallying cry: “The sea is not a metaphor” (“Prospect” 670). The critic David Drysdale has also 
recently sought to correct an overemphasis on the sea’s status as an a- or anti-historical “insurgent space” (312).  
22 Other scholarship in this vein includes that of Steve Mentz, for whom maritime literature attests to “the 
estrangement of mankind from the watery world” (“Toward a Blue” 1002), and Harrison. 
23 For a similar account of the binarism of recent oceanic scholarship in the humanities, see Steinberg, “Of Other 
Seas.” Steinberg sees the two poles of this binary as, on the one hand, maritime regionalization (for example, that of 
Atlantic studies), and, on the other, poststructuralist approaches that use the ocean as a means of rethinking identity, 
subjectivity, and their terrestrial groundings or assumptions. These two approaches, according to Steinberg, either 
undertheorize or overtheorize the sea. Steinberg argues instead that “the oceans that anchor ocean regions need to be 
understood as ‘more-than-human’ assemblages, reproduced by [a variety of human actors] as [these actors] interact 
with and are co-constituted by the universe of mobile non-human elements that also inhabit its depths, including 
ships, fish, and water molecules” (159). For a study of the sea in literature along the lines Steinberg recommends, 
see Brayton. While I do not pursue Steinberg’s third way in detail myself, I hope that my readings have a similar 
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My purpose in tracing the competing oceanic conceptions in British modernist texts and 
pointing out their correspondence to the binarisms in present-day oceanic studies, however, is 
not to join the debate by using my readings to promote one conception over another. Rather, I 
seek to show how the interaction of these oceanic conceptions animates the works I study and 
deepens their engagement with history. In this regard, I am guided by Antonis Balasopoulos’ 
insight that what is literarily generative about the sea is precisely “its unsettling duality as a 
space that is at once ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ society and history, simultaneously proximate and 
alien, central and peripheral, semiotically inscribed and semiotically empty” (133). Balasopoulos 
is describing the specific significance of the maritime to early modern utopian literature, but 
what he says resonates with Joanna Rostek’s argument that it is the sea’s “subjection and 
concurrent resistance to control and administration,” among other qualities, that make it a potent 
metaphor for “the past and history,” also simultaneously regulated and recalcitrant domains, in 
contemporary Anglophone fiction (17). I suggest that the same holds true for modernist literature 
informed by maritime foundationalism and British maritime nationalism: its depiction of a sea 
that is both “‘inside’…society and history,” as these discourses assert, and “coldly, 
greenly…outside” (Woolf, JR 225) shapes and enriches its historical imagination.  
This is true even for a writer like Woolf, whose feminist and anti-imperialist 
commitments lead her to reject what she depicts as Jacob’s self-aggrandizing fantasy about the 
sea and history, with its patriarchal and imperialist import, and incline instead towards what she 
tellingly calls the “fact” of the ocean’s physical and temporal transcendence. The persistence, 
power, and urgency with which Woolf depicts the sea’s “resistance to control and 
administration” itself attests to the sway and scope of maritime foundationalism and maritime 
                                                                                                                                                       
effect by reorienting critical discussion away from debating the claims to primacy of opposed oceanic guises to 
analyzing how they interact in specific works.   
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nationalism in the context in which she wrote, as she strives, as it were, to pit the sea against 
itself, using one oceanic concept to contest another. Woolf can be seen negotiating these oceanic 
concepts throughout her fiction, writing her way out of maritime foundationalism in a way that 
does not simply replace it with a view of the ocean as an inhuman, anti-historical abyss. Other 
writers less politically opposed to maritime foundationalism and maritime nationalism similarly 
juggle conceptions of the sea as they work through ambivalent views of history: Conrad, for 
example, attempts to square his British self-fashioning, with its attendant embrace of British 
maritime nationalism, and his pessimism about history and progress, while Eliot weighs his 
ancestral heritage spanning the Atlantic against his propensity to see the ocean as an empty waste 
swallowing histories. The sea’s many voices in British modernist literature, in short, make it an 
especially subtle, complex, and profound vehicle for thinking through history and for 
investigating the present in the light of its pasts and futures. 
Such historiographical concerns, of course, have ample precedent in the longer literary 
history of the sea narrative. Many of the landmarks of maritime fiction from the previous century 
use their voyage narratives to reflect on recent history, whether that of the American Revolution, 
in James Fenimore Cooper’s The Pilot (1824); the Napoleonic Wars, in Frederick Marryat’s Mr 
Midshipman Easy (1836); or, more obliquely, nineteenth-century imperial conquest, in Jules 
Verne’s Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1870). In Moby Dick (1851), that monstrous 
white whale of the genre, whales and whaling become a means of registering and ranging across 
a variety of historical and temporal scales, from the particular histories of racial and imperial 
violence—“Republican slaves,” “Ireland,” “Poland,” “India”—encapsulated by the whaling 
metaphors of “Fast-Fish” and “Loose-Fish” (356-7), through the broader human histories 
represented by the mythical lineage of whalemen—“Perseus, St. George, Hercules, Jonah, and 
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Vishnoo” (326)—and archived by the bodies of whales (one of which contains both “a corroded 
harpoon” and a “lance-head of stone” [322]), to the vertiginous abysses of inhuman oceanic time 
within which the whale itself exists: “I am horror-struck at this antemosaic, unsourced existence 
of the unspeakable terrors of the whale, which, having been before all time, must needs exist 
after all humane ages are over” (408). To this extent, the British modernist works studied in this 
dissertation emerge from what was already a rich tradition of depicting the sea as alternately 
constituting and disrupting history. 
However well-established and insightful this historiographical strain in nineteenth-
century maritime literature may have been, though, scholars of sea fiction have not seen it as 
central. Instead, a succession of maritime literary critics, including John Peck, Cesare Casarino, 
and Margaret Cohen, have located the essence of the pre-twentieth-century sea narrative in its 
ability to comment on contemporary society and experience (Peck), reflect the defining crises of 
an emerging industrial-capitalist economy (Casarino), or model characteristically modern 
mentalities and capacities (Cohen). All three critics agree that this ability in maritime fiction 
waned in the latter nineteenth century, due to the technological and economic changes 
accompanying the shift from sail to steam, and their cultural consequences. Peck and Cohen also 
locate Conrad, in particular, at the end of the literary lineage they survey, as exemplary of sea 
fiction’s diminished ability, at the turn of the century, to speak meaningfully to its contemporary 
moment. There are reasons to doubt this critical narrative in all three of its manifestations, and 
Cohen’s, the most recent and ambitious in scope, is beginning to receive cogent critiques.24 
Whatever the validity of these particular literary-historical accounts, however, the late 
nineteenth-century transition from sail to steam does deserve to be seen as a watershed, not least 
                                                
24 See, for example Berger 28-29, 256-57 n.13, 144, and 269-70 n.59. 
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for the way in which it made the fact of historical transition an immediate and urgent issue for 
writing about the sea to confront. Add to this the surge in popular maritime nationalism in 
Britain in the 1880s and ‘90s, with its attendant focus on the sea as a defining historical space; 
the heightened currency given to maritime foundationalism from 1890 by the worldwide 
popularity of Mahan; and the revolutions in evolutionary theory and oceanography of the latter 
nineteenth century, which gave rise to a view of the ocean’s place in deep time beyond even that 
available to a writer like Melville; and it becomes clear that the topic of the sea’s relationship to 
history takes on a new kind of saliency by the turn of the century. Accordingly, I begin with 
Conrad (and Kipling) rather than ending with him, seeking to show how, in contrast to Peck, 
Casarino, and Cohen’s arguments about sea fiction’s loss of cultural vitality by the twentieth 
century, modernist literature draws on historical change in the maritime sphere and newly 
relevant maritime-historical discourses to give the maritime a reconceived and reinvigorated 
cultural status as a means of reflecting on history.    
My contention that the literary treatment of the maritime changes meaningfully in the late 
nineteenth century also leads me to marginalize at least one significant maritime conception: the 
maritime as what Foucault termed a “heterotopia,” that is, “a kind of effectively enacted utopia 
in which…all the other real sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously 
represented, contested, and inverted” (24). To Foucault, “[t]he ship is the heterotopia par 
excellence. In civilizations without boats, dreams dry up, espionage takes the place of adventure, 
and the police take the place of pirates” (27). Foucault’s notion of the maritime as inherently 
politically oppositional—a space in which societal power structures “are simultaneously 
represented, contested, and inverted”—has been hugely influential for literary and historical 
maritime scholarship. Marcus Rediker (sometimes in collaboration with Peter Linebaugh), for 
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example, has found historical instances of maritime heterotopias in the diverse, egalitarian 
societies of eighteenth-century pirates or the rebellious solidarities formed among “dispossessed 
commoners, transported felons, religious radicals, insurgent servants and slaves, riotous urban 
laborers, and mutinous soldiers and sailors” across the “Red Atlantic” in the revolutionary period 
at the turn of the nineteenth century (“Red Atlantic” 111-12).25 Such accounts of the sea as a site 
of hybridity, heterogeneity, and resistance have led scholars like Bernhard Klein to conclude that 
heterotopia is the maritime’s historical truth: “The modern sea, in historical reality, was never 
what Froude saw in it,” namely “the…safe ‘home’” of Britons (“‘Natural Home’” 118). 
Klein does not consider, though, that it may have been a good deal easier to imagine the 
sea as “the natural home of Englishmen” by the 1890s than it was, for example, in the war-torn 
and rebellion-wracked 1790s, the quintessential decade of Linebaugh and Rediker’s “Red 
Atlantic,” or indeed at any time before the Battle of Trafalgar and the abolition of the slave trade. 
After nearly a century of naval Pax Britannica, the scope for heterotopic maritime societies 
“contest[ing]” and “invert[ing]” terrestrial law and order had been considerably diminished.26 
Nineteenth- and twentieth-century Britain’s sense of having used its post-Trafalgar maritime 
preeminence to “assur[e] the supremacy of law at sea,” as historian J. Holland Rose put it in 
1935 (241), was a key component of its maritime nationalism; moreover, this belief figured 
prominently in maritime foundationalism by casting the sea as both a main agent in historical 
                                                
25 See Rediker, Between the Devil, and Linebaugh and Rediker. The “Red Atlantic” introduced by Linebaugh and 
Rediker does, in fact, figure in my analysis of Conrad’s The Nigger of the “Narcissus” in my first chapter. The 
Black Atlantic does not cite Foucault in this connection (thought it does cite the early work of Linebaugh and 
Rediker), but the maritime as heterotopia nevertheless has affinities with Gilroy’s account of the Atlantic as a means 
for constructing alternative, transnational identities and cultures across the African diaspora. Cesare Casarino also 
takes up Foucault’s idea of the ship as heterotopia. 
26 For a reading of Melville’s Billy Budd as a depiction of the 1790s from the vantage point of the 1890s which 
“traces the state’s ability to appropriate the potential of discrepant forms of political community in order to reify its 
own authority on the insurgent space of the sea” (315), see Drysdale. 
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progress and a primary setting bearing witness to it.27 In Rose’s words, “the extension of law and 
order over the oceans” (241) spearheaded by Britain meant that, if “[p]hilosophers and theorists 
may dispute whether on land progress is a reality,” “[t]hose who study man’s relations to the sea 
need harbour no doubts” (262). In Foucault’s terms, one might say that, in the modernist-era 
British imaginary, the police had to a significant degree taken the place of pirates, precisely 
through their association with the ostensible “heterotopia par excellence,” the ship. 
In short, despite the popularity of books like Treasure Island and the widespread 
celebration of the buccaneering Elizabethan sea dogs in which Britain’s own sea power had its 
roots, there are good grounds for arguing that the maritime as heterotopia had less cultural sway 
and less historical substance in the modernist era than in other periods. Central to both my 
periodization and my argument, indeed, is the contention that a non-heterotopic concept of the 
sea, as a politically integral and historically foundational part of the British imperial polity, was 
at its height between the 1890s and the 1940s, even as this concept was challenged by other 
oceanic conceptions in the manner outlined above. The rise of a strongly state-centered neo-
mercantilist view of the maritime in the 1890s was counterbalanced by sweeping technological 
and economic changes in maritime commerce beginning in the 1940s: the invention of container 
shipping, the development of a denationalized ship registry system of “flags of convenience” that 
made national merchant fleets a thing of the past, and the general trend of hyper-capitalist 
internationalization and deregulation that has led journalist William Langewiesche to term 
today’s maritime world an “outlaw sea.”28 In Britain during the intervening half-century, I 
contend, a construction of the sea as not an “outlaw” or heterotopic sphere but a national space—
                                                
27 On the ways in which “[s]uppression [of the slave trade]” through the use of sea power “was inextricably linked 
to the morality and purpose of the Victorian Empire” (56), see Oldfield. 
28 In addition to Langewiesche’s journalistic account, see Allan Sekula’s discussion of the technical and economic 
reconfiguration of maritime commerce from the late 1940s and the cultural changes it wrought. 
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in particular, a space activating and enshrining national history—was uniquely prevalent and 
powerful. Accordingly, in my readings, heterotopic conceptions of the maritime hold a 
secondary place, as one of the means whereby texts from this historical conjuncture complicate 
or resist the maritime foundationalism of their moment. 
The fifty-year high tide of maritime foundationalism in British culture aligns closely, of 
course, with the conventional periodization of literary modernism. Despite this highly suggestive 
congruence, however, modernist studies have tended to overlook or minimize the sea.29 There 
have been useful analyses of particular authors, like Conrad, Woolf, and Joyce, with prominent 
oceanic interests, but few attempts at broad, systematic treatments of the subject, and even those 
studies that do concentrate on the sea tend to construe its presence as primarily metaphorical.30 
The absence of the sea is especially noteworthy in scholarship on modernism and empire, given 
the British Empire’s maritime basis and the crucial transitions in imperial history that unfolded 
over the same fifty-year span.31 Numerous scholars have “read Englishness as a cultural and a 
literary phenomenon produced in the ambivalent space that separated, but also conjoined, 
metropolis and colony,” in Simon Gikandi’s words (xii), but few have paid much attention to the 
material form of that ambivalent space of separation and conjunction, the sea itself. When the sea 
is invoked in such studies, as in the “Afterword” to Ian Baucom’s Out of Place, it is again in 
                                                
29 Such oversight is hardly exclusive to modernist studies, of course, belonging instead to what Margaret Cohen 
describes as a general literary-critical “disregard for global ocean travel” that amounts to “hydrophasia” (14). 
30 Studies of the sea in Woolf’s fiction include those by Bradshaw, Muscogiuri, Vlasopolos, and Berman. For a 
reading of the sea in Joyce, see Day. A representative example of the metaphorical thrust of most of these readings 
is Muscogiuri’s analysis of “Woolf’s informed handling of the sea as a radical metaphor…with reference to women 
as bearers of alternative politics” (“‘This, I Fancy’” 101). Some notable large-scale surveys of or centering on 
modernism in which the sea does figure prominently, in one form or another, include DeKoven, and Doyle, 
Freedom’s Empire. However, DeKoven and Doyle respectively overtheorize and undertheorize the sea itself in the 
manner described by Steinberg in “Of Other Seas,” either concentrating on its metaphorical significance or focusing 
on the maritime regions it anchors rather than on its own material character. For a recent work that seeks to open 
channels between modernist studies and oceanic studies, see Sarah Cole’s At the Violet Hour.  
31 Anna Snaith’s recent study of colonial women modernists goes some way towards correcting this absence, but 
despite the conceptual centrality of voyaging to her book, only one of her chapters focuses squarely on the literary 
impact of the sea voyage between settler colony and metropole. 
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metaphorical terms: for Baucom, “the metaphor of sea change” serves as a figure for “England’s 
imperial transformations” and the ongoing “cultural change and exchange” to which maritime 
empire gave rise (222-23).32 The critic David Bradshaw summarizes this prevailing neglect of 
the sea in modernist studies when explaining why, in his view, “neither the sea nor the seaside 
figure prominently in modernist literature beyond the writings of Conrad, Joyce and Woolf”: 
“the sea had become associated with a conception of character which was being debunked, a 
view of history that was being repudiated, a hallowed version of England which had lost its 
appeal and a hearty communality that many modernists reviled” (114). Views like Bradshaw’s 
also dovetail with the influential oceanic-studies narrative summarized above, according to 
which the sea in the twentieth century largely loses its cultural significance. If modernist studies 
has given short shrift to the sea, in other words, oceanic studies has licensed it to continue to do 
so. 
In undertaking to bring the sea into modernist studies and to extend oceanic-studies 
narratives about the sea into the twentieth century, this dissertation departs from Bradshaw’s 
verdict. My study explicates some of the ways in which British modernists, even at their most 
critical, engaged with the sea and the ideologies in which it was vested in ways that went beyond 
simple rejection.33 In so doing, I hope, first, to enrich the conversation about modernism’s 
relationship with Britishness and empire. My readings elucidate modernist literature’s creative 
negotiation with a way of envisioning the sea that at the time constituted an influential and 
pervasive form of British self-definition and a crucial aspect of both the discourse and the 
practice of British imperialism. A maritime perspective reveals modernism to be shaped not just 
                                                
32 Baucom, however, went on to consider the maritime and the transformations it causes in their own right in his 
subsequent book, Specters of the Atlantic. 
33 Other recent studies that make different cases than mine for modernist literature’s engagement with maritime 
settings, environments, and/or practices include Feigel and Harris, eds. (on the British seaside) and Shawna Ross (on 
the ocean liner). 
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by Britain’s ties to its overseas domains, as many critics have long contended, but by the actual 
seas that simultaneously facilitated those ties and rendered them radically contingent. Similarly, 
focusing on the element that made Britain both an empire and an island clarifies the connections 
between different definitions of national identity and different views of the sea and highlights the 
ways in which literary works mediated or problematized those connections. Attending to the sea, 
in short, can help us arrive at a fuller understanding of how modernist works variously 
incorporated, participated in, reworked, and resisted the currents of imperial expansion and 
contraction and shifting definitions of British national identity that characterized modernism’s 
historical moment. 
Taking British modernism offshore also yields a new way of understanding how some of 
its central works conceptualize and represent the history underlying them—what I call 
modernism’s historical imagination.34 Major changes in the field of modernist studies over the 
last twenty years have altered if not dispelled modernism’s longstanding associations with 
ahistorical aestheticism or a simple discourse of novelty and rupture; nevertheless, those 
associations still cast a long shadow. I argue that the sea’s inherent, multifaceted historical 
coding in contemporary British culture lends modernist literature engaging with the maritime an 
intrinsic but underexplored historical orientation. As Laura Doyle has suggested, “attention to the 
Atlantic dimension of their work may allow us to do fuller justice to the historical consciousness 
of modernist writers, so long decried as being altogether absent” (“Transnational History” 
532)—although I argue that this sea-oriented historical consciousness comprehends not just the 
Atlantic history Doyle rightfully asks us to consider but also the ocean’s deeper, non-human 
history. Kipling, Conrad, Woolf, and Eliot exploit these different historical resonances of the 
                                                
34 My notion of the “historical imagination” draws on Koditschek, Liberalism, Imperialism, and the Historical 




maritime and oceanic in order to unfold complex visions of the course, nature, and significance 
of history. I thus aspire to show both that thinking about history is a central concern of the 
modernist texts I study and that the sea plays a critical role in such modernist historical thinking. 
My argumentative focus on modernism’s engagement with and conceptualization of 
history accords with a historicist, cultural-studies methodology. Each of my chapters pairs its 
core literary texts with representative examples of contemporary conceptions of the maritime, 
both foundationalist and non-, drawn from historical, scientific, and other non-fictional works as 
well as other literary texts. Beyond the general aptness of thinking historically about how 
literature thinks historically, my historicist approach follows from the fact that I am trying to 
reconstruct a quite historically specific constellation of maritime and oceanic conceptions and 
trace the way in which literary works from this specific era deploy that constellation. The period 
between the 1890s and the 1940s constitutes a unit not just in literary history, British imperial 
history, and the economic history of maritime commerce, as outlined above, but also in the 
history of transportation (from the twilight of the age of sail to the dawn of the jet age) and even 
in the history of oceanography (in between the revolutionary deep-sea discoveries of the 
Challenger expedition in the 1870s and the discovery of seafloor spreading in the 1950s—an era 
in which the idea that the ocean was “ancient and unchanging” had been challenged but was still 
dominant [Kunzig xii]). The overlap of all these distinct but interacting historical trends at the 
same time as the efflorescence of literary modernism gives the sea in this period a unique 
significance and warrants, I maintain, a historicist approach to modernism’s representations of 
the maritime. Hence, if conceptually I seek to balance views of the sea as “inside” and “outside” 
history, methodologically my commitments lie on the historicizing side. As far as my analyses 
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are concerned, even a sea “outside” history, insofar as it is seen as outside history for historically 
specific reasons, is still inside it. 
At the same time, besides the arguments about the challenge the ocean’s material 
character poses to many of the technologies and practices of history put forward by scholars like 
Mentz, Harrison, and de Villiers, I am sensible of some of the broader methodological critiques 
of historicism recently aired within literary studies.35 In particular, Allen Dunn and Thomas F. 
Haddox have called attention to the way in which the “critical distance” historicist scholarship 
cultivates often “obscures the critic’s moral, political, and aesthetic commitments, as well as his 
or her place in the contemporary historical moment” (xv). As Dunn and Haddox suggest, my 
historicist interest in British modernism’s maritime historical imagination, as this imagination 
frames itself by mingling maritime foundationalism with more melancholy conceptions of the 
ocean’s historicity, arises from judgments and commitments rooted in my “contemporary 
historical moment”: that of a twenty-first century which promises to be an oceanic age, marked 
by polluted and acidified seas, collapsing marine ecosystems, and the superstorms and rising sea 
levels caused by climate change. The urgency of what is happening on the oceans, however, runs 
up against the fact that, due to technological, commercial, and economic developments dating 
back to the end of the modernist era, the sea has receded from the consciousness of most people 
in Europe and America as anything but a space for recreation and pleasure. The present dramatic 
return to prominence of oceanic issues requires us to redress this “forgetting [of] the sea” (Sekula 
48). We need alternative ways of envisioning the sea as an unpredictable but integral force in our 
societies. Such alternative visions of the sea, by affirming its importance to our conceptions of 
                                                
35 For another critique of historicist approaches in oceanic studies, see the epilogue of Berger’s Antebellum at Sea. 
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collective identity, might additionally help instill a sense of responsibility towards the sea that 
might better equip us to address the crises afflicting it. 
These present-day stakes motivate my interest in ascertaining how, within its own 
historical moment, British modernist literature wove together different ways of thinking about 
the sea and conceiving of its relationship to history. According to another recent practitioner of 
oceanic studies, Dan Brayton, “[o]ur being at home in the world hangs on our ability to come to 
terms with a fluid element—water—that was traditionally figured as hostile and 
incomprehensible” (167). British modernist literature, I suggest, can provide exactly what 
Brayton says we need: a way of envisioning the “fluid element” not as “hostile and 
incomprehensible” but as “home.” In this regard, the oceanic vision my dissertation recovers in 
British modernism—the sea as a multifaceted, volatile element that is integral to the existence of 
political communities, and to their imagination of themselves and their histories, while 
simultaneously exposing their contingency—can be a valuable imaginative resource in our 
current confrontation with a sea that both sustains and threatens us.36 
My dissertation proceeds in chronological order, with each chapter detailing how, at 
particular stages of imperial history between the 1890s and the 1940s, maritime foundationalism 
and competing conceptions of the sea interacted within modernist works. My first chapter 
focuses on two contemporaneous maritime novels by authors for whom reflection on seaborne 
imperialism spurred formal and generic innovation: Rudyard Kipling’s Captains Courageous 
                                                
36 To the extent that I thus focus on both the foundational sea and the ocean’s threatening, non-human dimensions, 
as modernist texts incorporate and juxtapose them, my dissertation combines its historicism with a dash of “blue 
cultural studies”—Steve Mentz’s term for an oceanic reconceptualization of ecocriticism, one mindful of the fact 
that, as he puts it, “the ocean is no place to live”: “Most of our world is water. Most of that water is salt…. The oikos 
of ecology too often gets imagined as a house built for people, a world fit for living in if not controlling. The sting of 
salt reminds us that the world isn’t a happy story” (At the Bottom 96). Adopting a maritime and oceanic perspective 
of British modernism can thus not only help foster “recent efforts towards a greening of modernism” (Scott, 
“Regionalism” 243) but contribute towards modernism’s “blueing” as well. For other recent ecocritical forays into 
modernist studies, see Scott, In the Hollow and “Green.”    
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and Joseph Conrad’s The Nigger of the “Narcissus.” Published in the Jubilee year of 1897, when 
imperial triumphalism mingled with growing anxiety about the empire’s durability, these novels 
mirror the ambivalence of their moment by depicting the sea as both an element propelling 
historical progress and a space in which historical progress ceases to be legible. Both novels seek 
to resolve this tension by associating the ocean’s threat to historical progression with the 
supposedly arrested or retrograde status within historical time of their black characters. However, 
this recourse to race as a means of explaining away the threat of historical stasis at sea also 
evokes the atrocities of black Atlantic history, thereby further compromising the historical 
narratives upon which British maritime-imperial identity rests. In making this argument, the first 
chapter also shows how, rather than dwindling at the end of the nineteenth century, the literary 
function of the maritime shifts from a social to a historiographic dimension. The chapter thereby 
reframes an influential critical narrative about maritime literature’s trajectory in the twentieth 
century and lays the groundwork for the following two chapters.  
My second chapter acts as a bridge from the prewar peak of maritime foundationalism 
and seaborne empire to their incipient decline after World War I. This chapter considers Virginia 
Woolf, a writer whose preoccupation with the ocean has been well remarked but seldom read in 
the light of the sea’s powerful ideological mobilization in the Britain of her time. Focusing on 
The Voyage Out and To the Lighthouse, I trace how Woolf’s writing about the sea changes with 
the changing status of the maritime-imperial ideology that she both draws on and resists. The 
Voyage Out opposes the sea of maritime foundationalism, which activates but also constrains its 
protagonist’s development, with an oceanic otherness apart from history and development, in 
order to represent the all-pervasive and coercive ideological scriptedness of the sea in prewar 
British culture. The diminished stature of maritime foundationalism after the war, by contrast, 
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frees To the Lighthouse to frame its vision of islands of human history in an oceanic universe as 
vibrant and liberating rather than anxious and paralyzing. 
My final chapter studies T. S. Eliot’s The Waste Land and Four Quartets in the light of 
the maritime crises of the world wars. The revelation of Britain’s vulnerability at sea prompts 
Eliot’s poetry to downplay a view of the sea as sustaining historical progress and political 
identity in favor of a vision of it as an inhuman, anti-historical force. The poems strive to make 
sense of threats to maritime empire and its sustaining ideologies by naturalizing these threats as 
permanent features of an oceanic existence. This rejection of the political, historical sea leads to 
a redefinition of British identity as insular rather than maritime—tentatively and obliquely in The 
Waste Land, clearly and emphatically in Four Quartets. Yet even in the midst of this 
redefinition, Eliot’s poetry also renders the unsettling but all-pervasive power of an ongoing 
oceanic history and asserts the concomitant need to conceive of history in oceanic terms. As 
Four Quartets puts it, “We cannot think of a time that is oceanless” (CP 193). As it insists on an 
integral, even necessary connection between the ocean and a time that humans can 
conceptualize—or in other words, between the ocean and history—this line distills the profound 
temporal and historical resonances of the maritime and oceanic that constitute British 










Hurry Up and Wait: Kipling, Conrad, and the Fin-de-Siècle Sea 
 
By the turn of the twentieth century, to adapt Derek Walcott’s famous phrase, the sea was 
history (Walcott, Selected 137). I offer this phrase as an encapsulation of what has become a 
prevailing view of maritime literature’s role in the modernist era. Oceanic-studies scholars like 
Margaret Cohen have described how accelerating technological and economic changes—
including the calculation of longitude, more accurate navigation, advancing geographical 
knowledge, and finally “the supersession of sail by steam”—made long-distance ocean travel in 
the second half of the nineteenth century safer, faster, and more regular than it had ever been: 
what Cohen has termed “the routinization of the work of the sea” (9-10). As routinization 
rendered traditional nautical skills obsolete, the argument goes, literary forms and genres rooted 
in the old maritime world could no longer model or make sense of the mental capacities, social 
structures, and economic forces shaping the present, as they had previously done. As John Peck, 
another critic of maritime fiction, puts it, by the late nineteenth century “the maritime tale seems 
to be losing its capacity to embrace and sustain a broader analysis of society” (8).1 The modernist 
scholar David Bradshaw comes to the same conclusion, averring that the sea, by the modernist 
era, had come to stand for nearly everything the modernists “debunked,” “repudiated,” and 
“reviled” (114). In other words, routinization made the maritime history, consigning it to 
anachronism and cultural irrelevance. 
                                                
1 In his study of Melville’s and Conrad’s sea fiction as a “laboratory” (1) for depicting and coming to terms with the 
constitutive crises of modern capitalism, Cesare Casarino concurs with this view: “the sea narrative was not able to 
maintain its centrality in culture during the twentieth century” (6). 
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Against this negative view of the sea becoming history in the modernist era, however, can 
be set Joseph Conrad’s description, in one of the last pieces he wrote, of the sea as history in a 
positive, substantive sense: “The unchangeable sea preserves for one the sense of its past, the 
memory of things accomplished by wisdom and daring amongst its restless waves” (Last Essays 
14-15). This chapter proposes to take Conrad’s cue by reading the sea in his work—and in 
contemporary work by his counterpart Rudyard Kipling— not as history in the sense of an 
irrelevant anachronism but as an intrinsically historical element, one with a key role to play in 
the envisioning and conceptualization of history. In so doing, the chapter also undertakes to 
revise the prevailing critical narrative of maritime routinization and its literary and cultural 
effects, at least with regard to Britain. While the end of the age of sail caused undeniably 
profound changes in the way the sea was conceived, represented, and related to social, economic, 
and political life, such changes do not mean, in Peck’s words again, that henceforward “maritime 
culture…los[es] its centrality and importance” (9). Rather than diminishing the sea’s social, 
political, and cultural salience, maritime routinization might be seen to augment it. For one thing, 
by making ocean travel easier and more common, routinization brought the sea within more 
people’s sphere of experience and strengthened the links between Britain and its domains 
overseas, thus reinforcing a perception of the sea as an integral basis of the imperial polity.2 In 
what follows, I develop a related but distinct argument: that routinization helped make the sea 
into an integral component of the modernist historical imagination, though in a more complicated 
way than Conrad’s description of a sea that “preserves…the sense of its past” would have it. As 
routinization brought issues of historical rupture and transition into high relief at sea, writing 
                                                
2 For an argument that the routinized sea lanes of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries should be viewed 
as “a ‘British sea’, in which passengers from the settler colonies and the various regions of the United Kingdom, 
travelled the routes not just of empire but also of global trade, forging as they did so an idea of the British nation and 
a ‘global British’ identity” (446), see Pietsch. James Belich similarly argues that improved maritime ties enabled the 
economic “recolonization” by Britain of its settler colonies, thereby fostering a “Greater British” identity. 
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about the sea began to grapple with these questions. In such writing, the sea exemplifies, and 
indeed propels, the movement of history from past to present. Simultaneously, however, the sea 
casts the progression of history into doubt: it calls into question whether the present supersedes 
the past, and thus whether history is progressing at all. 
The following chapter will elaborate this claim through readings of the depiction of 
history and temporality at sea in two contemporaneous maritime novels: Kipling’s Captains 
Courageous, an account of an adolescent boy’s maturation during several months spent with 
fishermen on the Grand Banks, and Conrad’s The Nigger of the “Narcissus,” which narrates a 
merchant ship’s troubled voyage from Bombay to London. These two novels warrant 
comparison for a variety of reasons. Both are nautical novels published in the landmark Jubilee 
year of 1897, written in response to routinization’s profound and ongoing changes in the 
maritime sphere and intended to honor skills, values, and ways of life perceived to be passing 
away as a result of those changes.3 Both, moreover, despite their avowedly nostalgic, 
conservative posture, were described by their creators and received by many early readers as 
innovative or anomalous, lacking in plot and in the familiar features of sea voyage narratives.4 
Both, finally, are the work of writers born outside Britain, armed with correspondingly complex 
and distinctive perspectives on British identity, distinguished at the time and subsequently for 
their firsthand acquaintance with overseas imperialism, and connected to the same literary circles 
                                                
3 Kipling, for instance, avowed that Captains Courageous had mined “fishing on the Grand Banks” for “all the 
romance in sight” (Letters 249), while Conrad proclaimed that The Nigger of the “Narcissus” was intended to 
“enshrine my old chums [in the merchant marine] in a decent edifice” (Collected Letters 1: 310).  
4 Both Kipling and Conrad described their respective novels as lacking “plot” (Kipling, Letters 237) or “a story” 
(Conrad, Collected Letters 1: 418). The December 1897 Atlantic similarly judged that Captains Courageous had “no 
plot” (“Notable” 855), as did a review of The Nigger of the “Narcissus” in a January 1898 Academy: “The tale has 
no plot” (qtd. in Carabine, ed., 258). For a study of the differences between the British and the American reception 
of Conrad’s novel, see Carabine, ed. 264-70. 
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(though at the time the novels appeared, Kipling was much the more established and popular).5 
Given this strong congruence between the novels and their authors, it is worth ascertaining the 
degree to which Captains Courageous and The Nigger of the “Narcissus” pursue a similar 
project and exploring how that project reflects their common historical moment. 
Both Captains Courageous and The Nigger of the “Narcissus” certainly address the 
issues of historical transition being brought to the fore on the seas in which the novels are set at 
the time that they appeared. As critic Richard Niland notes, “The Nigger of the ‘Narcissus’ 
displays an overt consciousness of the historical process” (51); the novel thematizes historical 
change rather than simply depicting its aftermath. Questions of process and transition would 
seem to be even more overtly at stake in Captains Courageous, insofar as it combines a focus on 
the routinizing seas with a coming-of-age narrative. Possibly because it focuses on a period of 
transition, however, Conrad’s sea fiction in particular, and especially The Nigger of the 
“Narcissus,” occupies a disputed, liminal position in literary history.6 On the one hand, 
modernist scholars have regularly granted the novel a privileged place early in, if not at the 
beginning of, the “genealogy of modernism.”7 On the other hand, scholars of maritime fiction 
                                                
5 Kipling and Conrad are two of only five writers (the others being Spenser, Orwell, and John Le Carré) to be 
allotted essays in the “Literature” section of volume III of Patriotism, the survey of constructions of British identity 
edited by Raphael Samuel; see Parry (on Conrad) and Kaarsholm (on Kipling). Comparative studies of the two 
include Lyon; McClure; Sunderland; and Nagai (the last three focusing in particular on the representation of 
colonialism and empire). For Kipling on Conrad, see Bojarski. In response to a critical review of The Nigger of the 
“Narcissus” and Captains Courageous, Conrad wrote an essay on Kipling, and implicitly also himself, for the 
imperialist journal Outlook in early 1898, but it was never published and no manuscript of it has been found; see 
Conrad, Collected Letters 2: 31-34 and Notes xxix; and Bojarski 12. Conrad’s surviving comments on Kipling 
include Collected Letters 1: 369-71.  
6 The place of Captains Courageous in literary history is less disputed—not, however, because there is much critical 
consensus about it but because it has received only scant, “hit-and-run treatment” (Moss 73), even from Kipling 
specialists or scholars of maritime fiction. In one of the few works incorporating the novel into a broader literary-
historical survey, John Peck denies that it engages substantively with the technological and economic changes of its 
moment, viewing it instead as reactionary fantasy that works so hard at recovering a sense of maritime masculine 
solidarity that this vision of an alternative to the impersonality and amorality of the emerging industrial-capitalist 
world appears strained, unconvincing, and obviously archaic (159-62). 
7 See, for example, Levenson, Genealogy; DeKoven; North, Dialect; and, for a recent reading of the novel as “one 
of the decisive moments in the emergence of modernism” (271) focused on the difficult questions of historical and 
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typically place Conrad at the end of the line, maintaining that works like The Nigger of the 
“Narcissus” exhibit a “loss of confidence” that “undermine[s] the sea story” (Peck 169).8 I hope 
to synthesize these competing situations of Conrad’s novel within literary history by showing 
how, in it, the very conditions that end one literary lineage also initiate another—an analysis 
underscored by the fact that Captains Courageous, at the same time, responds to similar 
conditions in a similar way. Both novels reflect on the historical changes that made “the sea 
story” as Peck and Cohen define it obsolete, but that act of historical reflection also revitalizes 
the genre, giving the maritime in literature a new significance as a means of probing the course 
and nature of history. 
The Nigger of the “Narcissus” depicts a routinizing maritime world in the midst of 
epochal transition. The novel presents the sea as an element that enables the ever-quicker 
passage of people and commodities across space and thus propels a historical passage, a passage 
between eras. Conrad certainly looks askance at these developments, at least in one sense; 
indeed, it has become a critical commonplace that the novel voices Conrad’s regret at the 
historical forces that were turning the maritime world of the age of sail into an anachronism. 
Such regret frames the beginning of the Narcissus’ voyage early in the novel, as Conrad opposes 
the elegant sailing ship, “gliding, all shining and white, through the sunlit mist,” with the steam-
powered tugboat that has led it out of the harbor, belching smoke and soot as it “beat[s] the water 
with fierce hurry” (16). This steam-driven “creature” (16) embodies a mechanized future into 
which the Narcissus, like the rest of the maritime world, is being hustled; its “fierce hurry” is 
also the rush of time passing from one era to another. The crew of the Narcissus is likewise 
                                                                                                                                                       
temporal relationship raised by the novel’s thematic interest in “haunting, ghosts, and betrayal” (272), Ross, “The 
Nigger of the ‘Narcissus.’” 
8 Margaret Cohen sees Conrad’s “maritime modernism” as more creative but likewise puts Conrad at the end of her 
critical narrative, arguing that he redeploys “sea fiction’s poetics” from the actual maritime world to “the foggy, 
uncharted seas of language and thought” (10). 
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hurried along by history: Conrad describes the old sailor Singleton, an avatar of traditional 
nautical craft, as “a lonely relic of a devoured and forgotten generation,” “with a vast empty past 
and no future” (15). In the same vein, Captains Courageous juxtaposes the Grand Banks 
fishermen on their schooners, vulnerable to and reliant on the winds and waves, and the massive 
steam-powered liners that plow through the Banks at high speed, periodically “massacr[ing] a 
boat” as they do so: “somewhere close at hand a thirty-foot steel stem was storming along at 
twenty miles an hour!” (91) The coming of age of Harvey Cheyne, the novel’s spoiled adolescent 
protagonist, can only begin once he has been freed from the heedless entitlement of the liner (by 
falling overboard) and entered the laborious, skillful life lived on the schooner that rescues him, 
but it is clear on which side of the opposition all the momentum lies.9 As site of dramatic 
technological change, precipitating increasingly rapid transportation and communication and 
superannuating time-honored practices, the maritime in both novels exemplifies time’s “fierce 
hurry” and impels an onrushing historical transition. 
This, however, was not the only way of understanding how the sea exemplifies or enacts 
a historical process available to Kipling and Conrad in the mid-1890s. On both sides of the 
Atlantic, the sea was increasingly seen in this decade as historical terrain: the space in which the 
history of the last several centuries had been decided and in which the nature of history and the 
forces that governed it were made plain. In the wake of Alfred Thayer Mahan’s massively 
popular Influence of Sea Power upon History, such retrospective views of maritime history—of 
the maritime as history—were common by the 1890s. This was especially true in Britain, after 
the better part of a century of naval Pax Britannica, as Britons reflected on the events and figures 
that had made them globally preeminent. Ten major biographies of Nelson alone were published 
                                                
9 According to Mark Kinkead-Weekes, the novel’s opposition of liners and schooners indicates how “[p]rogress and 
technology have obscured reality, and with it, responsibility” (212). 
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between 1885 and 1905 (Behrman 96). The critic Jacques Berthoud has termed the 1890s “the 
decade of the sea,” in which seafaring, sea power, and the sea itself became a British “national 
obsession” (viii), and much of this maritime obsession was also a historical obsession. 
In 1897, the year both The Nigger of the “Narcissus” and Captains Courageous were 
published, Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee brought this wave of maritime-imperial 
commemoration to its height. As the highlight of that year’s celebratory spectacles, the June fleet 
review of nearly 165 Royal Navy vessels at Spithead staged Britain’s naval supremacy while 
also bearing witness to the “fierce hurry” of technological change: among the thirty miles of 
warships was the Turbinia, whose cutting-edge steam turbine engine made it the fastest ship in 
the world.10 Yet historically minded observers, surveying such sea power and the processes that 
had created it, discerned not disruptive change but essential continuity. According to sea-power 
advocates George Clarke and James Thursfield, the sea “has been styled, with strange oblivion of 
the plain teaching of history, ‘the unstable element’” (3); what “history” plainly teaches, in their 
eyes, is that the sea is a stable element, a reliable, enduring foundation for national greatness 
through the ages. The more things change at sea, the more they remain the same: “From out of 
the rich and varied teaching of the past the principles of the defence of a maritime Empire stand 
forth clear and unchangeable” (15). Sea power was the path to greatness for Elizabethan England 
and has remained the path to greatness through all the intervening centuries. Looking to the 
maritime allows one to see the unity and continuity of history. 
Such tenets of what I have called an ideology of “maritime foundationalism” circulated 
widely in the 1890s, amid increased naval spending, an upsurge of popular maritime nationalism, 
                                                
10 See Hamilton 82 and Paine 527. Kipling attended the Jubilee fleet review and found it “beyond words—beyond 
any description!” He was particularly impressed by the swiftest of the naval vessels, the destroyers, for their 
“suggestion of deviltry” (Letters 303). For a study of the place of fleet reviews in British national and imperial 
culture in the decades leading up to World War I, see Rüger. For a description of the importance of “naval 
spectacle” (688) to Western “oceanic foundationalism” (687), see Connery, “Sea Power.”  
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and the proliferation of Mahan’s ideas.11 The British naval journalist Spenser Wilkinson, for 
example, casts the sea as an agent of historical destiny when considering, in an 1894 tract, “how 
the oneness of the sea serves the general purpose of history and contributes to that perfection of 
the race which, under the name of civilisation, humanity, or progress, is the chief end of all 
human effort” (149). Wilkinson sees his period as one in which the European nations are 
irresistibly imposing their civilization on the world and deems it “impossible to see how this 
movement can cease” (150). He associates oceanic “oneness” and boundlessness with this 
inevitable, unlimited Europeanization of the world: “The movement began in the fifteenth 
century with the discovery of the oceans; it has gone on continuously ever since.” The sea both 
facilitates and stands for Europe’s inevitable global dominance and the unbounded continuity of 
this dominance: European expansion “has gone on continuously ever since” the opening of the 
world-ocean, and it is “impossible to see how [it] can cease,” just as it is impossible to see how 
the sea itself can cease. The sea carries and enables history—is the foundation for history. 
In the mid-1890s, such ideas reached Kipling and Conrad (among other routes) through 
their common association with the editor, poet, and patron W. E. Henley. The Nigger of the 
“Narcissus” was serialized in Henley’s New Review; Conrad sought publication in this journal 
from a fairly early stage in the novel’s composition, and critics have argued that he tailored its 
themes and style to Henley’s aesthetic and political opinions.12 Among Henley’s notoriously 
right wing views was a strong sense of the sea’s importance for the empire—a belief reflected in 
                                                
11 In 1889, Britain had enacted the Naval Defence Act, which allocated £21,500,000 for shipbuilding, officially set 
the so-called “Two-Power Standard” according to which “the British Navy was to be maintained as large as the 
fleets of the next two naval powers combined” (Hamilton 23), and “committed the Admiralty and the nation to a 
naval building programme lasting five years” (357). On the rise of popular enthusiasm for sea power between the 
1880s and World War I, see, for example, Hamilton; Redford, “Royal Navy”; and Rüger.  
12 For arguments that Conrad’s pursuit of publication in the New Review strongly influenced the novel’s 
development, see Willy, and McDonald. For a contrary view, see Simmons, “The Nigger of the ‘Narcissus.’” 
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the journal he helmed.13 The third installment of The Nigger of the “Narcissus,” for example, 
appeared in the September 1897 New Review alongside an essay on “Imperialism” (the first part 
of three) describing how “The stormy Atlantic, the illimitable expanse of the Pacific, the lonely 
waste of the Southern Ocean, are bridged by the fleets of English ships, which ceaselessly 
traverse them…. [B]y means of the Navy and Mercantile Marine, England unites a world” (De 
Thierry 316). In writing his third novel, the work he intended as his breakthrough into the British 
literary establishment, about a voyage along the imperial sea route around the Cape of Good 
Hope, Conrad was thus catering to what one of Henley’s literary protégés, Robert Louis 
Stevenson, called “the pretension that the sea is English” (36). Meanwhile, Kipling, another 
Henleyite protégé, was immersed in his own literary exploration of the maritime empire, as he 
explained to Henley in 1892: “I’ve brought back a deckload of notions from beyond sea and I’m 
busy putting ‘em in order against the time that I can write ‘em out” (Letters 58). In the fall of 
1896, as Conrad waited to hear whether “the patron of Kipling and Stevenson” (Collected Letters 
1: 320) would accept his sea novel, Kipling published his collection of predominantly maritime 
poetry, The Seven Seas,14 and completed Captains Courageous, both works showing the mark of 
his “patron’s” maritime-imperial convictions. Emerging from this common literary-political 
milieu, The Nigger of the “Narcissus” and Captains Courageous both carry the stamp of the 
maritime foundationalism that figured so prominently in it. 
At the same time, both novels also reflect less triumphalist aspects of their moment: the 
fin-de-siècle fears of degeneration and imperial decline that were just as prevalent by the mid-
                                                
13 As Ford Madox Ford wrote much later when explaining Henley’s influence on Conrad’s literary development, 
“Henley was the British Tory Imperialist and it was the sea as seen from British bottoms about which he desired to 
read” (14-15). 
14 All citations to Kipling’s poetry in this and subsequent chapters are to the version collected in The Cambridge 
Edition of the Poems of Rudyard Kipling, citing by line number. 
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1890s.15 These fears, bolstered by events like the 1895-96 war scare with the United States and 
the Jameson Raid and subsequent crisis in South Africa, also often focused on the maritime. 
Much of the impetus for maritime foundationalism, indeed, came from awareness that the sea 
was Britain’s Achilles heel as much as it was the vehicle of its power.16 Britain at the end of the 
century was arguably more dependent on imports and thus “much more vulnerable to hostile 
naval pressures upon her own lines of communication with the outside world” than any potential 
British adversary (Kennedy, “Mahan versus Mackinder” 55). By the mid-1890s, moreover, 
serious challenges to clear-cut British naval supremacy were beginning to arise, from both the 
traditional enemies France and Russia and emergent rivals like the United States, Japan, and 
especially Germany.17 And on top of such specific threats to Britain’s sea power, observers were 
starting to wonder if sea power itself had a future. The historian J. R. Seeley, author of a very 
popular study of British expansion, had already predicted that the British Empire’s main future 
rivals would be the great continental powers, Russia and the United States, and in 1904 the 
geographer Halford Mackinder would repudiate maritime foundationalism tout court by arguing 
that the “Columbian epoch” of seaborne expansion was coming to an end and that the history of 
the next century would hinge on the Eurasian heartland, with its practically unlimited potential in 
terms of population, resources, and capacity for industrial development.18   
                                                
15 For an overview of “the shared and mutually reinforcing influence of degenerationist ideas on imperialist and 
modernist writing at the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth” (39), see Edmond. 
16 According to Bernard Semmel, the “neo-mercantilist” phase of British capitalism arising around 1897—which, in 
its advocacy of a naval strategy of sea command and of the empire’s consolidation into a tariff-protected trading 
bloc, formed maritime foundationalism’s economic base—was itself largely a manifestation of risk-aversion and 
anxiety. See Hamilton and Redford, “Royal Navy” for similar arguments. 
17 In his study of British “relative decline” between 1895 and 1905, Aaron Friedberg argues that Britain 
mismanaged its response to these challenges such that within a decade “Britain had acquiesed [sic] in the loss of its 
longstanding control of the world’s oceans” (138). 
18 See Kennedy, “Mahan versus Mackinder,” and Semmel 3-4. Tension between the claims to primacy of seas and 
continents as bases of national power is a theme in Captains Courageous; for a detailed discussion, see Karlin. 
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As they reflect on “the historical process” in response to a dramatically changing 
maritime world, then, Captains Courageous and The Nigger of the “Narcissus” draw on both of 
these opposed perspectives on the sea’s relationship to the movement of history. To different 
degrees, both novels incorporate the maritime-foundationalist idea that the sea made history 
possible and governed its unfolding. Instead of simply seeing the maritime receding into the past 
to become an object of nostalgia, Kipling and Conrad depict it as the site and agent of historical 
development, the vehicle of Britain’s national and imperial progression. Yet this sense of the 
maritime as agent and setting of history coexists in each work with an alternative view, one 
reflecting fin-de-siècle anxieties about the ocean’s ability to sustain historical progress. Rather 
than as foundational, the ocean appears in this alternative view as an element attesting to what 
Fernand Braudel calls the longue durée of “geographical time” (21), a timescale that casts the 
very ideas of transition and progress into doubt. In Braudel’s terms, the sea in the two novels 
shifts from anchoring a “social history, a history of groups and groupings” (20) such as 
“economic systems, states, societies, civilizations” (21), to asserting “a history whose passage is 
almost imperceptible,” an “almost timeless history…of man’s contact with the inanimate” (20).19 
Within this oceanic “geographical time,” historical progress threatens to lose its significance. 
This dilemma varies in centrality and potency between the two novels, but both depict it, 
and both come to grips with it in the same way: through race. Captains Courageous racializes 
the experience of vulnerability to a hostile ocean by associating it with a range of non-Anglo-
Saxon characters, foremost of which is the figure of the black Gaelic-speaking ship’s cook. 
Similarly, the title character of The Nigger of the “Narcissus,” James Wait, embodies the 
                                                
19 My use of “geographical time” and “social time” expands both these concepts beyond the parameters of 
Braudel’s definition of them—particularly “social time,” which, as Susan Gillman points out in an article on the 




ocean’s vaster temporality; his unsettling passivity provides the novel with both a way of 
exemplifying the stasis imposed by geographical time and a means of distancing itself from this 
stasis. Through their black figures, and the history of the Black Atlantic they evoke, both novels 
thus seek to reframe the ocean’s anti-progressive temporality as an essentially racial condition.20 
To different degrees in both novels, however, this effort to explain away oceanic temporality’s 
threat to progressive history in racial terms undoes itself. Instead, the evocations of the history of 
the Atlantic slave trade that form part of both novels’ representations of race end up making the 
sea history in Derek Walcott’s sense: an archive of the “[b]one soldered by coral to bone” of 
drowned slaves (Walcott 137), an enduring testament to atrocity and historical trauma.21 By 
tracing the complexity of the sea’s relationship to history in Kipling’s and Conrad’s novels, I will 
thus show that if the sea no longer anchors a “broader analysis of society” at the turn of the 
century, its cultural relevance does not recede but relocates. In Captains Courageous and The 
Nigger of the “Narcissus,” we can see the literary function of the maritime, at the outset of 
modernist literature, shifting from primarily social to primarily historiographical—from 
analyzing a dynamic present to exploring its pasts and futures, on a variety of timescales.22 
                                                
20 Hence, my argument seeks to offer a new answer to the question Jeremy Hawthorn poses about The Nigger of the 
“Narcissus”: “Why does Conrad make a black man the centre of this story, and draw attention to him and his 
blackness in its title?” (101) The “silence” on this question that Hawthorn perceived in criticism up to his time no 
longer, of course, prevails; besides Hawthorn, see also DeKoven; North, Dialect of Modernism; Livingston; Marcus, 
“Writing, Race, and Illness”; Messenger; and Christensen. For the most influential argument about Conrad’s 
handling of race, see Achebe. The depiction of race in Captains Courageous, like everything else about the novel, 
has received little attention; see Peck 160-61, Hagiioannu 85, and, for a reading that focuses almost entirely on 
Kipling’s representation of his Portuguese characters, Silva.  
21 With regard to The Nigger of the “Narcissus,” my reading thus parallels but expands on Richard Niland’s recent 
analysis of the novel as balancing the two “conflicting traditions of Polish historical thought” (6) Conrad derived 
from his Polish upbringing: a pragmatic Positivist commitment to development and progress, on the one hand, and a 
melancholy Romantic preoccupation with historical catastrophe and “refusal to accept the present as the fulfilment 
of history” (4) on the other. While I agree that the novel juxtaposes these two ways of understanding history, I 
maintain that its oceanic perspective also threatens the very idea of historical intelligibility. For an argument that 
Conrad’s immersion in Poland’s dark historical experience colored his representation of British maritime history, 
see also Carabine. 
22 In viewing the sea in these maritime novels as a historiographical vehicle, I build on Jacques Berthoud’s rejoinder 
to Fredric Jameson’s claim that, as Berthoud summarizes it, “in Conrad the sea is an ahistorical device for 
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 Captains Courageous: “That Roaring Town Upon the Waters” 
 Captains Courageous was written during Kipling’s four-year residence in the United 
States, and it is also one of his few works to be set there.23 Critics like Judith Plotz, who have 
attempted to incorporate the novel into “American literature” and use it to revise “[t]he received 
conception of Kipling as the young Anglo-Indian bard who evolves into the English mastersinger 
of the British Empire and Britishness” (“Kipling’s Very Special Relationship” 43), thus have 
good reason for doing so.24 Yet there are also ample grounds for placing the novel in more 
specifically British contexts and reading it as a reflection of more specifically British ideologies. 
A few months before he began writing Captains Courageous, Kipling himself avowed—
discussing illustrations for a recently published story of his that he liked but thought were 
“rampantly American” (Letters 203)—that the works he was gestating would not really belong to 
their place of birth: “My ‘American’ stories when they come out will probably be just as English 
as the pictures are TransAtlantic” (204). My argument will take Kipling at his word about his 
foremost “American story,” echoing and developing John Seelye’s judgment that Captains 
Courageous is “detectably British in theme if American in subject matter” (x).25 Specifically, the 
novel’s “theme,” and its major formal determinant, is the maritime foundationalism that, though 
given a significant boost by the American Mahan and becoming increasingly influential in 
America during Kipling’s years there, figured more centrally in the imagination and 
representation of Britishness. 
                                                                                                                                                       
naturalizing an all-too-historical ideological position” (viii). Berthoud holds, rather, that “in The Nigger of the 
‘Narcissus’, the sea does not serve to block ‘history’ out but on the contrary is the means by which it is let in” (ix). 
For Jameson’s influential argument about Conrad, see The Political Unconscious chapter 5 (207-280). 
23 For an account of the novel’s composition from the perspective of the local history of Gloucester, Massachusetts 
(the fishing port depicted in the novel), see McAveeney. 
24 For a reading of Captains Courageous as a critical examination of American national identity, see Karlin. For an 
account of Kipling’s American reception, see Plotz, “How ‘The White Man’s Burden’ Lost its Scare-Quotes.” 
25 For a similar argument that other works from Kipling’s American period, the stories collected in The Day’s Work 




 Captains Courageous belongs fully to the maritime-imperialist period of Kipling’s 
career, which began with his globetrotting travels after he left India in 1889 and first saw literary 
fruition in 1896 with The Seven Seas. When Kipling began work on Captains Courageous early 
in 1896, questions of the sea’s role in facilitating imperial expansion and historical continuity 
were very much in the air due to the Anglo-American dispute, the previous winter, over the 
border between Venezuela and British Guiana, which pitted British maritime imperialism against 
an American view of the ocean as a natural divide and which affected Kipling profoundly.26 
Kipling’s letters as he drafted the novel intersperse requests for charts of the Grand Banks and 
monographs on cod fishing with discussions of “[t]his year’s naval estimates” (Letters 233). He 
completed the draft while preparing The Seven Seas for publication in the late summer of 1896 
(247), shortly before moving back to Britain, and he revised it “from beginning to end” amid the 
massive maritime-imperial enthusiasm of the Jubilee summer of 1897 (299)—a period that also 
saw Kipling become deeply involved with the Royal Navy, attending warship sea trials, the 
Jubilee fleet review, and naval maneuvers (documented in A Fleet in Being).27 Every stage of the 
novel’s composition was thus marked by its author’s maritime-imperial preoccupations.  
Seen in this light, Kipling’s sea novel becomes legible as an attempt to do what Mahan 
urged in an 1894 essay: “Let each nation [America and Britain] be educated to realize the length 
and breadth of its own interest in the sea; when that is done, the identity of these interests will 
become apparent” (Interest 112). Captains Courageous attempts to educate a transatlantic 
                                                
26 Affirming America’s authority to mediate the border dispute, Secretary of State Richard Olney asserted in a note 
to Britain that “distance and three thousand miles of intervening ocean make any permanent political union between 
an European and an American state unnatural and inexpedient” (Foreign Relations, 1895 I 556). The British prime 
minister, Lord Salisbury, avowed in response that British Guiana “belonged to the Throne of England long before 
the Republic of Venezuela came into existence” (565), implying that “the Throne of England” is both inherently 
transoceanic and—for that very reason?—older and more continuous. For Kipling’s reaction to the dispute see 
Letters 215, 221, 222, 225-26, 295.   
27 See Letters 298-301, 303, 305. For an overview of Kipling’s relationship with the Royal Navy and the writing 
produced by that relationship, see Wilson. 
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readership about “its own interest in the sea” by bringing the foundational sea into fiction, 
focusing not on exploration and adventure at “modernity’s dynamic frontiers” (Cohen 10) but on 
the everyday ways in which the maritime holds the center, binding and even creating 
communities. Doing so, however, requires Kipling to reinvent the traditional narrative structure 
of maritime fiction, built as it is, according to Margaret Cohen, around the effort “to negotiate 
the edges of an unknown, expanding, chaotic, violent, and occasionally beautiful sublunary 
realm” (3) through the exercise of metis or maritime craft: the physical and mental skills, 
technical knowledge, and problem-solving capacity of the working mariner. The need to depict 
craft’s negotiation of an always problematic but never metaphysically overwhelming oceanic 
environment also gave sea fiction, in Cohen’s telling, a distinctive narrative structure based on 
problem-solving: “Dangers and remedies were yoked in cause-and-effect fashion, and problems 
were immediately followed by solutions, which became new problems in their turn” (8). Yet if 
the representation of the crafty mariner’s ability to solve problems and navigate “unknown, 
…chaotic, violent” waters is thus not just thematically but structurally central to traditional sea 
fiction, the whole point of maritime foundationalism is that the sea is not unknown, chaotic, and 
violent but an integral, comprehensible part of the polity. In order to give literary form to 
maritime foundationalism, Kipling’s novel therefore breaks from the problem-solving narrative 
structure of sea fiction and fundamentally redefines the attribute at the heart of the genre, 
maritime craft.28 
                                                
28 Identifying the ways in which Captains Courageous redefines the traditional sea narrative also provides another 
way of understanding the emphasis that Kipling himself laid on the novel’s innovativeness. He wrote to James 
Conland, the New England physician and former Grand Banks fisherman who was his major informant for the 
novel, that his father had agreed that “it’s a new world that we’ve opened” (Letters 273) and later argued, in 
response to a negative review in the Atlantic, that in the writing of the novel he had “change[d] my style” (323). For 
modern criticism corroborating Kipling’s idea that he was up to something entirely new, see Shahane, and Seelye. 
William B. Dillingham also takes Kipling’s initial enthusiasm for the novel seriously and analyzes it as a subtle and 




To be sure, fishing on the Grand Banks was, in Kipling’s own words, “a laborious and 
dangerous trade” (Letters 249), and Captains Courageous does not exactly slight this fact. The 
novel recurrently displays “[t]he never-ending fatal power of the ocean” (Scott, “Kipling’s 
Combat Zones” 59). We see two ships sunk or wrecked, with the loss of many if not all of their 
crew; four fishermen are killed in a storm, one of whose corpses becomes the center of a grisly 
and important tableau; and the novel’s penultimate scene, a memorial service for the dead of the 
Gloucester fishing fleet, recites a grim litany of those lost at sea: “September 9th.—Schooner 
Florrie Anderson lost, with all aboard, off the Georges” (151); “April 19th.—Schooner Mamie 
Douglas lost on the Banks with all hands” (153). Yet the four men killed in the storm—which 
Kipling disposes of in a paragraph (103-4)—are “[o]nly” (104) four out of “about a thousand” 
(96), a ratio which roughly encapsulates the degree to which the novel depicts the sea as overtly 
problematic. The sea rarely poses a challenge that requires the exercise of craft to overcome it, or 
if it does the threshold of craft necessary is set quite low. For example, the foundering of the 
trawler captained by “Uncle Abishai” (63), the novel’s major set-piece of death by water, is 
presented in no uncertain terms as the victims’ own fault: the ship “might have been the very 
Flying Dutchman, so foul, draggled, and unkempt was every rope and stick aboard” (62), and its 
crew is drunk and hubristic, “mock[ing]…and laugh[ing]” when the captain of the We’re Here—
the ship aboard which most of the novel’s action is set—tries to warn them that they’ve sprung a 
leak (63). It is hard to see the sea as a significant “threat” (Scott, “Kipling’s Combat Zones” 59) 
within the plot of the novel when the ostensibly threatened bring their doom upon themselves 
with such reckless incompetence. Tellingly, the greatest danger to the fishermen in the novel 
stems from other ships: the huge onrushing transatlantic liners, one of which accounts for the 
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other vessel lost in the course of the novel (90-96). Little or no narrative momentum, in short, 
comes from the need to cope with problems posed by the sea itself. 
The Atlantic Monthly’s December 1897 review of Captains Courageous—a review to 
which Kipling took great exception—is correct, therefore, when it claims that the novel contains 
“no plot, no development, no surprise” because “[e]verybody is reasonably safe” (“Notable” 
855). Kipling’s novel decidedly does not exhibit the problem-solving narrative structure of the 
traditional sea novel, which requires the consistent presentation of a marine environment in 
which people do not seem “reasonably safe” so that they can demonstrate their ability to save 
themselves from it. However, the Atlantic review, like the numerous other critiques of the 
novel’s plotlessness or formlessness that have been levied since, misses the point of Kipling’s 
departures from the norm of sea fiction even while correctly identifying them. Kipling’s 
representation of a sea upon which “everybody is reasonably safe” and his consequent 
undermining of maritime fiction’s basic narrative structure is an essential part of his purpose in 
the novel; as John Seelye puts it, “plotlessness is essential…to his craft” (xlii). The Atlantic 
review glimpses the aim to which that craft is put, the reason that Kipling’s sea novel must, in 
conventional terms, have “no plot,” when it mentions in passing that Kipling’s “Grand Bankers” 
are depicted “holding a part of the ocean almost to themselves” (856). It is the representation of 
exactly such maritime proprietorship—the ability to “hold” the ocean as a claimable space, an 
integral part of the polity—that is the novel’s goal, from which its vision of a “reasonably safe” 
marine environment and its consequent plotlessness spring. Maritime craft, in Captains 
Courageous, involves not negotiating or mastering the sea but living with and on it, “holding” 
it—and Kipling’s literary craft involves representing this new form of maritime craft. 
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Far from being primarily, in Carole Scott’s words, “a combat zone” (53) in which 
characters must prove themselves in the face of brutal challenges, the maritime in Captains 
Courageous is a workplace and a home; far from being an empty void, it is a place. The first few 
pages of the novel—over the course of which the protagonist, spoiled rich boy Harvey Cheyne, 
Jr., falls off the liner carrying him to Europe and is rescued by fishermen—significantly 
juxtapose two ways of constructing maritime space. Aboard the liner, a passenger’s question, 
“Where are we now…?” is answered with, “Just there or thereabouts” (7). Maritime location is 
abstract (and imprecise), a point on a map, not a place one can inhabit. Conversely, when Harvey 
comes to on a fishing dory and asks, “Where am I?”, his rescuer responds, “You are with me in 
the dory—Manuel my name, and I come from schooner We’re Here of Gloucester” (9). The liner 
engineer’s “there” is replaced by the “here” the schooner’s name proudly designates, whereby it 
locates itself in a precise, proprietary way completely different from the liner’s abstract and 
transient positioning. As Danny Karlin puts it, the name “We’re Here” evinces a “sense of place” 
(14) that embodies the way in which the sea “is paradoxically an element of stability for the 
fishermen” (17). One key indicator of such a sense of place is the fact that the fishermen 
anticipate being buried “here.” As one of them sings:  
“And naow to thee, O Capting, 
       Most earnestly I pray, 
 That they shall never bury me 
       In church or cloister gray.” (23) 
 
The anticipation of burial at sea further attests to its stability in the eyes of the fishermen. 
Kipling’s Grand Banks are not a space to be passed through but a place in which one can dwell. 
The remainder of the novel substantiates this sense of the sea as an inhabited space. As 
Leonee Ormond points out, Kipling provides a “domestic and cosy” image of maritime life: “The 
boat, for all its masculinity, is a homely place, with the sewing of sails, the warmth of the stove, 
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the singing of songs” (26).29 Yet this maritime domesticity also extends beyond the ship itself to 
encompass the whole marine environment. Kipling’s fishermen live on the sea in a much more 
direct sense than is typically true of ships’ crews in sea voyage narratives, since they are not 
trying to sail from one place to another as fast as possible (as is the case with Conrad’s 
Narcissus) but rather “strolling from berth to berth” (111) across the Banks, sailing for short 
distances in between long stretches of relative fixity. As a result, fishing on the Banks, as Kipling 
presents it, comes to possess what Conrad, speaking of travel under sail, calls the “charm 
and…intimacy of a settled existence” (LE 29). Rather than an interval to be travelled across, the 
sea becomes a place where, for months at a time, relatively normal human life is lived.  
The “charm and intimacy of a settled existence” on the sea comes luminously into view 
early in the novel, once Harvey—spurred by a judicious blow to the nose from the We’re Here’s 
captain, Disko Troop—abandons his spoiled petulance to work alongside the ship’s crew. As 
Harvey begins to join the community of the ship, “the loneliness of the sea” (20) that initially 
afflicts him accordingly gives way to a sense of maritime community: 
 “I’ve never seen the sea from so low down,” said Harvey. “It’s fine.” 
 The low sun made the water all purple and pinkish, with golden lights on the 
barrels of the long swells, and blue and green mackerel shades in the hollows. Each 
schooner in sight seemed to be pulling her dories towards her by invisible strings, and the 
little black figures in the tiny boats pulled like clockwork toys. (22) 
 
Harvey sees a vibrant, interconnected maritime world in which it is impossible to feel 
“loneliness.” The sea is full of life, even in metaphor (the “blue and green mackerel shades”), 
while the spider-web networks of schooners and dories linked by “invisible strings” that cover it 
delineate a tightly intermeshed space: an interactive force field, the components of which are all 
“pulling” one another together. Harvey, too, is brought into intimate proximity with this field of 
                                                
29 For a discussion of the ideological importance in turn-of-the-century Britain of representing “sailors’ domesticity 
afloat” (3), as a way of refashioning seamen into fitting emblems of the nation, see Conley. 
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interconnections—“I’ve never seen the sea from so low down”—and even the sun hangs “low” 
over it. Shortly afterwards, we find “[t]he moon…beginning to walk on the still sea” (28). 
Kipling paints a picture of the maritime as a world that inherently connects and holds together, 
integrating human and non-human alike into an intimate community.  
 Nor does this maritime community exist only in metaphor. It has a reality that extends 
across species lines, as Harvey witnesses when, at the end of his first day working with the crew, 
he throws the detritus of the day’s catch overboard: 
At the first splash a silvery-white ghost rose bolt upright from the oily water and sighed a 
weird whistling sigh. Harvey started back with a shout, but Dan [Disko Troop’s son] only 
laughed. “Grampus,” said he. “Beggin’ fer fish-heads. They up-eend thet way when 
they’re hungry.” (32) 
 
Human and grampus relate to one another, even communicate, and belong integrally to the same 
ecosystem, to which humans also contribute even as they prey upon it: part of what they harvest 
from some marine species goes back to feed other marine species. Kipling reiterates this “chain 
of interdependence,” as his contemporary Frank Bullen terms humankind’s integral relationship 
with the ocean’s “store of animal food” (xvii), when describing a shark that “rubbed alongside 
[Harvey and Dan’s] dory begging for small fish” (96). The We’re Here’s consumption of marine 
life becomes most fully naturalized when Kipling depicts his fishermen as just one of a variety of 
marine predators: “cod, men, and whales together flung in upon the luckless bait [caplin]” (99). 
In the course of this common harvest, inter-species maritime community is underscored when 
Harvey notices “the wicked, set little eye—something like a circus elephant’s eye—of a whale 
that drove along almost level with the water, and, so he said, winked at him” (99). As this 
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evident gesture of recognition from a fellow marine predator affirms, humans blend into the 
marine environment, belonging there just as much as whales and cod do.30 
 Rather than a precarious, dangerous, asocial space, then, the maritime world of the Grand 
Banks is a coherent, naturally inclusive community. Human existence in this world, accordingly, 
does not require the defensive or adversarial exercise of maritime craft—the deployment of 
knowledge and skills to survive, nullify, or turn to human purposes the features of the marine 
environment. Instead, craft in Captains Courageous primarily means being able to join the 
maritime community, dwell with and on the sea. The most awe-inspiring and effective quality of 
Disko Troop, the We’re Here’s captain, is not his nautical or navigational expertise but his 
ability to be, at least mentally, a fish: “Disko Troop thought of recent weather, and gales, 
currents, food-supplies, and other domestic arrangements, from the point of view of a twenty-
pound cod; was, in fact, for an hour a cod himself, and looked remarkably like one” (35). Like 
traditional maritime craft, this ability to inhabit the sea, at least in imagination, comes from 
“knowledge and experience” (35), and though it also requires “instinct” (70), and sounds 
supernatural, Kipling frames it simply as the outcome of long familiarity with a fundamentally 
intelligible seascape. As Dan Troop puts it, “Dad says everythin’ on the Banks is signs, an’ can 
be read wrong er right” (38). Craft consists in interpreting a maritime world that offers itself to 
be read, and being able to interpret this world makes one a part of it. 
 Noting this aspect of Captains Courageous helps make more apparent the political 
implications of Kipling’s reconceptualization of the maritime. Disko Troop’s ability to become 
                                                
30 Kipling’s attention to marine life, though appropriate to a novel about fishing, also markedly contrasts the total 
absence of marine life in The Nigger of the “Narcissus.” This contrast underscores the difference between Kipling 
and Conrad’s prevailing oceanic conceptions, since one of the primary ways in which the ocean becomes humanly 
utile and comprehensible—“teleological,” in Kant’s terms—is as “a vast kingdom of aquatic creatures” (qtd. in 
Cohen 116). For a recent argument, with affinities to Kipling’s depiction of inter-species maritime communities, that 
“the oceans that anchor ocean regions need to be understood as ‘more-than-human’ assemblages” comprising both 
humans and “ships, fish, and water molecules” (159), see Steinberg, “Of Other Seas.”  
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“a cod himself” reiterates much of the rhetoric of British maritime imperialism. Kipling’s 
fishermen may be American, even outspokenly so, but the naturalness with which they dwell on 
and, in Disko’s case, mentally in the sea echoes J. A. Froude’s famous description of the sea as 
“the natural home of Englishmen” (Oceana 18). Disko the fish-man, indeed, brings to life the 
metaphorical summation of Britain’s commitment to the maritime voiced in 1886 by Lord 
Salisbury: “We are fish” (qtd. in Dugdale 249).31 And as it literalizes these tropes of British 
thalassocracy and natural maritime affinity, the ocean-dwelling craft into which Captains 
Courageous translates traditional metis imparts to those possessing it what British sea-myth 
sought to claim for the empire: maritime proprietorship. His ability to read all the “signs” of the 
Grand Banks and become “a cod himself” makes the Banks Disko’s “own sea” (Kipling, CC 35). 
 Breaking with the narrative structure of the traditional sea novel and redefining its core 
attribute, maritime craft, thus enables Kipling to represent the sea as not just a habitable space 
but a politically foundational one. Dwelling on the sea connects humans to the non-human 
marine environment in a larger maritime community, but this maritime community also connects 
specific human communities with one another. Though the novel’s action is largely confined to a 
small corner of the Atlantic, its characters and their perspectives encompass the entire Atlantic 
world. Kipling, in fact, depicts the Atlantic as a world—an integrative, self-contained unit in 
which people on opposite shores have more in common with one another than with the people 
inland from them.32 The crew of the We’re Here is drawn from both sides of the North Atlantic, 
comprising New Englanders like the Troops but also the “Portugee” Manuel (25) and the 
                                                
31 Salisbury was prime minister in both 1886 and 1897. Ironically, this quintessential avowal of maritime 
Britishness was made, according to the German diplomatic communiqué in which it is recorded, in French: “Nous 
sommes des poissons.” 
32 For arguments for the enduring relevance of an “Atlantic World” paradigm, typically associated with the early 




“Galway man” Long Jack (22). Likewise, the fishing fleet as a whole mingles the peoples and 
languages of the North Atlantic littoral—“[e]very dialect from Labrador to Long Island, with 
Portuguese, Neapolitan, Lingua Franca, French, and Gaelic” (98).33 By contrast, the fishermen 
find Harvey Cheyne’s privileged upbringing “[o]ut West” (17) not just socially unfamiliar but 
culturally foreign; as Dan asks of Harvey’s railway tycoon father, “Does he go around with a 
pistol on a trick-pony, same ez the circus? They call that the Wild West, and I’ve heard that their 
spurs an’ bridles was solid silver” (17-18). The continent divides, but the sea connects. Harvey’s 
impression of the sea as a field of “invisible strings” pulling things together thus accurately 
captures the way the Atlantic does in fact bind the communities surrounding and spanning it. 
The interconnected and interactive Atlantic world depicted in the novel, in turn, imparts a 
view of maritime space conducive to political integration and expansion. The fishermen’s stories 
present the Atlantic as practically a pond one can hop across, sailing from Boston to the Irish 
coast (84-85) or “right across to Africa” (86) without even knowing it. In this view of the 
Atlantic as a mediating center rather than a sundering abyss, Kipling’s fishermen exemplify the 
perspective that J. R. Seeley urged upon the British as necessary for understanding and 
perpetuating their imperial history: a perspective in which the Atlantic “becomes a 
Mediterranean” (82), the “common sea” of an interconnected political system (80).34 In Captains 
Courageous, likewise, the sea is central; it does not limit and divide societies but lies at the heart 
of a society, indeed creates it. This maritime centrality is reinforced by the fact that many of 
                                                
33 In the spring of 1896, as Kipling was drafting Captains Courageous, Conrad, on honeymoon in Brittany and soon 
to begin The Nigger of the “Narcissus,” notes that “The men fish in Iceland, on the Great banks of Newfoundland 
and devil know[s] where else” (Collected Letters 1: 272). The crew of a “Miquelon boat from St. Malo” in Brittany 
(79) have a small but significant role in Kipling’s novel. 
34 Kipling was widely perceived to be carrying on Seeley’s project; in Walter Besant’s words, “What Seeley taught 
scholars, Kipling has taught the multitude” (qtd. in McBratney, Imperial Subjects xv-xvi). In an article published in 
September 1897, Mahan lays out a similar view of the Atlantic: “The Atlantic, bordered on either shore by the 
European family in the strongest and most advanced types of its political development, no longer severs, but binds 
together, by all the facilities and abundance of water communications, the once divided children of the same 
mother” (Interest 259). 
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Kipling’s fishermen come from Atlantic islands; Disko is even named after the island off 
Greenland on which he was born (86). The maritime conception that, through them, the novel 
adopts is distinctly archipelagic: what Epeli Hau’ofa has termed, in a Pacific context, “a sea of 
islands” (31), “a kind of aqueous continent that stretched for thousands of miles in many 
directions” (Gillis, Islands 83), providing in its own right a sense of identity and belonging.35 
The Atlantic of Captains Courageous similarly constitutes an “aqueous continent” stretching 
from Boston to Ireland and from the Grand Banks to Liberia—an integral territory of its own that 
provides such figures as Disko, who was born there, and Harvey, who comes of age there, with 
their identities in the most fundamental sense.  The novel, in short, casts the sea as a foundational 
space, grounding the identities and the histories of both individuals and communities. 
As such, the maritime community rendered by Kipling’s departures from the 
conventional sea novel also provides an idealized reflection of the British maritime-imperial 
polity—the “new image of itself as a large, various, yet interrelated cultural and geopolitical 
whole” that, in John McBratney’s words, “Kipling conceived for Britain” (Imperial Subjects xv). 
The cosmopolitan, communal, and self-contained spheres of both the We’re Here and the fishing 
fleet as a whole exemplify what McBratney has dubbed Kipling’s “felicitous spaces”: “spaces of 
magical fraternity” which “represent possibilities of cultural integration for the Empire…. 
Throughout his writings, Kipling offered these small magical rings of egalitarianism, 
cosmopolitan understanding and efficacious service as analogies for a larger empire of 
comparable unity and strength” (“India and Empire” 26).36 As a quintessential felicitous space, 
the maritime world of Captains Courageous participates in this mode of imperial representation 
                                                
35 John Gillis uses Hau’ofa’s concept to theorize “an Atlantic Oceania,” “belonging as much to the sea as the land” 
(Islands 86, 83), though he argues that this view of the Atlantic as an interconnected maritime unit was supplanted in 
the nineteenth century.  
36 Despite the concept’s relevance to Captains Courageous, however, McBratney does not discuss the novel in 
terms of “felicitous spaces” in his writings on Kipling. 
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in Kipling’s work—doubly so given its links with Freemasonry. At one point in the novel, a 
crewman from the We’re Here, Tom Platt, is mysteriously “greeted…as a brother” (79) by the 
crew of a French schooner, and Harvey discovers that both Platt and the French sailors are 
“Freemasons” (80). As McBratney points out, the Masonic lodge was Kipling’s paradigmatic 
felicitous space (“India and Empire” 26), and in his poem “The Song of the Dead,” Kipling 
represents the seaborne empire in openly Masonic terms as “our Lodge” (29).37 Captains 
Courageous similarly casts its Masonic felicitous spaces, and thus the empire they symbolize, as 
inherently maritime: the transnational Masonic initiation shared by Tom Platt and the 
Frenchmen, to Harvey, is “another mystery of the deep sea” (80). The integration of different 
cultures and nationalities within a single imperial aegis, that is, becomes a function and a 
consequence of the maritime.    
The maritime-imperial connotations of Kipling’s novel become still more apparent when, 
at its climax, the felicitous space of the fishing fleet is consolidated into a single floating polis—
or as Disko calls the fleet when fully assembled, a “taown” (96). This image of a literal seaborne 
polity—a “town upon the waters” in which men can “fish in the streets” (35)— echoes one of J. 
R. Seeley’s most resonant descriptions of a maritime-founded “Greater Britain”: “a world-
Venice, with the sea for streets” (227).38 Kipling depicts an actual polity with the sea as its 
foundation that also, as it limns in miniature the whole Atlantic world, provides a microcosmic 
image of political integration not just across oceanic extent but by virtue of it. The sea, in 
Disko’s words, is “the nat’ral way” (133), licensing and enabling unlimited spatial expansion 
while also keeping what expands by means of it fundamentally united. As Disko puts it, 
                                                
37 For a study of Freemasonry’s role as “a salient, identifiable aspect of British imperialism” in the long nineteenth 
century (243) that helped foster transoceanic imperial connections in the British North Atlantic, see Harland-Jacobs. 
38 The “town upon the waters” also looks towards Kipling’s later description, in his autobiography, of his mental 
image in the 1890s of “the whole sweep and meaning of things and effort and origins throughout the Empire” as “a 
semi-circle of buildings and temples projecting into a sea” (Something 87).  
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sounding a great deal like the “Bridish” (13) he otherwise disdains, “We Troops, livin’ an’ dead, 
are all around the earth an’ the seas thereof” (134). Though superficially dispersed across space, 
the “Troops” remain one entity through the unifying agency of the sea. 
The enduring unity of the Troops “livin’ an’ dead” also attests to the way in which the 
maritime community of Captains Courageous embodies the historical depth and continuity 
maritime foundationalism ascribed to the sea. As Harvey’s father, the western rail tycoon, 
pointedly admits to a Gloucester town official, “we aren’t as old as you” (147). On the level of 
the novel’s intended message, at least, the greater age and deeper roots of Gloucester’s maritime 
life make it not anachronistic but perennial. As such, the maritime in the novel becomes a 
guarantee and an agent of continuity from past to present and into the future. Integration into the 
age-old maritime community brings about Harvey Cheyne’s transformation from spoiled, 
petulant boy to competent, hard-working man—a transformation anticipated when, after Harvey 
has apologized to Disko for his initially entitled, domineering behavior following his rescue and 
just before his revelatory view of the sea as an inherently integrative community, Disko tells 
him, “You’ll make a man yet ef you go on this way” (20). According to John McBratney, indeed, 
one of the purposes of Kipling’s felicitous spaces is to bring about exactly such transitions: 
“these charmed circles” serve in Kipling’s works “as arenas of transition between life stages…in 
which the initiate is stripped of his normal identity and assumes a ‘betwixt and between’ 
selfhood” (Imperial Subjects xix).  Insofar as Harvey represents what Kipling saw as a similarly 
undisciplined, immature America learning to shoulder its responsibilities and take up the white 
man’s burden, furthermore, this personal maritime coming of age is also a national and historical 
maturation: “the rite of passage of a nation as well as an individual,” as Danny Karlin puts it 
(14). The novel ends with Harvey about to take control of a Pacific shipping line, poised to 
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participate in America’s incipient commercial and imperial maritime expansion. The end of 
Captains Courageous, that is, envisions America taking its place as a maritime-imperial power, 
progressing into its destined future by affiliating itself to an “old” and ongoing maritime history. 
The perennial continuity of the maritime as a historically foundational space propels both Harvey 
and America on their necessary developmental courses. 
Such seaborne historical continuity is also asserted by the novel’s title. “Captains 
courageous” does not simply equate sea captains like Disko Troop and captains of industry like 
Harvey’s father. The phrase comes from an Elizabethan ballad, “Mary Ambree,” which hails 
“captaines couragious, whom death cold not daunte” (qtd. in Percy 230), and had already been 
used by Kipling, in a series of travel dispatches later collected as From Tideway to Tideway, to 
describe how contemporary British imperialists were perpetuating time-honored traditions of 
empire-building: “Cortes is not dead, nor Drake, and Sir Philip Sidney dies every few months if 
you know where to look. The adventurers and captains courageous of old have only changed 
their dress a little and altered their employment to suit the world in which they move” (88). By 
using the same phrase he applies to empire-builders past and present to title his novel about 
American seafarers, Kipling extends this uninterrupted imperial continuity to them. Disko Troop 
and Harvey Cheyne join their equivalents in the Royal Navy and British Merchant Marine as 
heirs of the Elizabethan sea dogs. In thus reasserting a foundationalist vision of the sea 
epitomizing linear historical continuity, the novel also mediates the epochal maritime transition 
that occasions it: the change from the old world of craft to the new world of routinization—from 
the world of the schooners to the world of the liners—that initially appears as a violent, 
irreconcilable rupture. As Harvey comes of age under Disko’s tutelage and becomes another 
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reincarnation of the “captains courageous of old,” such rupture yields to an impression of stable, 
progressive continuity. 
At this point, however, we must again confront the criticism raised in the Atlantic review 
that caused Kipling such pain: the judgment, reiterated by many critics since, that Captains 
Courageous contains “no plot, no development,” especially in its portrayal of its main character. 
From the first, unsympathetic readers of the novel have remarked on, and sympathetic readers 
have struggled with, Harvey’s distinct lack of a developmental trajectory.39 As John Seelye puts 
it, “after being given a bloody nose,” Harvey undergoes an “instant change of attitude” (xxiii), 
and that, for all intents and purposes, is that. If Captains Courageous is so invested in ideas of 
seaborne development, why does it reduce its own developmental narrative almost to nothing? 
Part of the answer to this lies in Kipling’s own limitations as a plotter of fiction, as apparent to 
him as to anyone else.40 Another explanation, as I have argued, is that the novel’s adherence to 
maritime foundationalism goes even deeper than its generic affinities to the sea voyage narrative 
and the Bildungsroman and prompts it to break with the conventions of those genres, insofar as 
they demand that the protagonist face problems and oppositions of the kind that Captains 
Courageous wants to exclude from its depiction of a foundational sea.41 But the novel also 
allows a third explanation, hinging on the presence in Captains Courageous, as elsewhere in 
                                                
39 For an example of a sympathetic reader struggling with this aspect of the novel, see Kinkead-Weekes: “It is 
pointless to complain that the conversion of Harvey happens too easily…. [Kipling] isn’t so much concerned with 
Harvey, and certainly not in a psychological or ‘character’ sense” (211). 
40 In Something of Myself, for example, Kipling quotes his mother’s words to him as he was composing Kim: “‘You 
know you couldn’t make a plot to save your soul’” (116, emphasis in original). As Kipling goes on to admit a little 
later, “Kim, of course, was nakedly picaresque and plotless” (168).  
41 John McBratney and Don Randall offer different arguments for why the attempt to represent the empire drives 
Kipling’s fiction to break with Bildungsroman conventions by arresting the development of his adolescent 
protagonists, though neither discusses Captains Courageous in these terms; see McBratney, Imperial Subjects xx-
xxi, and Randall 17-18. For a general study of the truncation or dilation of the Bildungsroman’s developmental plot 
in modernist-era fiction, connecting this phenomenon to the problems of uneven development posed by colonialism 
and capitalist globalization, see Esty, Unseasonable Youth. Kim provides Esty’s representative example of this 
phenomenon in Kipling’s work.  
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Kipling’s fiction, of what Stephen Arata calls “nodes of disruption” that disturb “the normally 
tight fit of ideology and representational practice” (26). In the case of Captains Courageous, 
these “nodes of disruption” include a different vision of the oceanic—one that suggests another 
reason for the novel’s lack of “development.” 
 Disko Troop’s sense of enduring identity among the seaborne “Troops, livin’ an’ dead,” 
and the song (sung by the Mason Tom Platt) about not wanting to be buried “in church or cloister 
gray” bracket another, less sanguine evocation of burial at sea. One of the four fishermen who 
die in the storm that strikes while the We’re Here is berthed in the “taown” of the fully-
assembled fishing fleet is a man from the French ship whose Masonic crew greeted Platt “as a 
brother.” This man’s burial at sea sets up the last incident on the We’re Here’s voyage before it 
returns to Gloucester. After the burial and the auction of the dead man’s belongings, at which 
Dan Troop acquires his knife and gives it to Harvey, the two are fishing while fogbound when 
Harvey lands a “hidden weight”: 
“Prize, oh! Haul!” shouted Dan, but the shout ended in a shrill, double shriek of horror, 
for out of the sea came—the body of the dead Frenchman buried two days before! The 
hook had caught him under the right armpit, and he swayed, erect and horrible, head and 
shoulders above water. His arms were tied to his side, and—he had no face. The boys fell 
over each other in a heap at the bottom of the dory, and there they lay while the thing 
bobbed alongside, held on the shortened line. (107) 
 
This revelation of what burial at sea is really like throws into momentary disarray the novel’s 
prevailing foundationalist view of the sea. Earlier, Harvey’s incipient maturation and integration 
into the maritime community were signaled by his vision of the maritime as a luminous network 
of “invisible strings” connecting men to the sea and to one another. Now, Harvey is literally 
linked by a “line” to evidence of what actually happens when men merge with the ocean. Instead 
of connecting and uniting, the ocean here consumes and estranges: Tom Platt can maintain that 
“the dead man was his brother as a Freemason” (104), but such kinship certainly does not 
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survive the immersion that reduces the dead man to a faceless “thing.” Where motifs like the 
recognition across species lines of the fishermen’s place in the marine ecosystem seek to 
naturalize maritime foundationalism, the dead Frenchman has actually joined the oceanic “chain 
of interdependence” to feed the fish that he helped humans feed upon. This episode, in sum, 
represents the antithesis to the picture of dwelling on the sea that the rest of the novel elaborates, 
as Dan and Harvey make clear when, after thus confronting the oceanic unheimlich, they 
welcome a return to the domesticity of the We’re Here even if it means being beaten: “Anything 
homey’s good enough fer us” (108). 
 A further consequence of this revelation of what the ocean does, though, is suggested by 
Dan’s remark afterwards: “We’re both scared out o’ ten years’ growth” (107). The description of 
the Frenchman’s surfacing bears out Dan’s claim by imposing delay on the reader; the caesuras 
in “came—the body” and “and—he had no face” force us to wait, forestalling our movement 
through this passage in the same way that Dan says his and Harvey’s “growth” has been 
forestalled. Just before Harvey fishes up the Frenchman’s body, Dan has been dwelling on “the 
advantages o’ livin’ in a progressive country” (105), as opposed to the “Cath’lic superstitions” 
that prevented anyone else from bidding on the dead man’s knife. The shock of the Frenchman’s 
corpse, and the inhospitable ocean it bears witness to, explode such progressive assumptions, not 
just arresting but annulling “growth.” Within the novel’s dominant maritime-foundationalist 
paradigm, the sea’s comprehensibility and utility, as a vehicle of commerce, warfare, and 
imperial expansion, makes it an agent of progress—taking to the sea causes both Harvey and 
America to grow up—and an important contributor to the very idea of progress. If the sea is not 
comprehensible—as a factor in the rise and fall of great powers, a foundational imperial artery, a 
guarantee of enduring human kinship through historical change—history loses its intelligibility 
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and progress consequently loses its meaning. This is what happens in miniature in the scene with 
the dead Frenchman, as the foundational sea gives way momentarily to an ocean that consumes 
not just human bodies but the possibility of “growth”—of meaningful passage through time. 
 The alternate explanation for Captains Courageous’ lack of development this scene 
suggests is anticipated but not worked out in the December 1897 Atlantic review. The reviewer 
posits that the novel’s narrative inertness has something to do with oceanic temporality: “Neither 
is the movement of it ever swift, for the story is of men to whom time is seldom pressing, and 
whose lives are ruled by the moods of the unhasting sea” (“Notable” 855-56). Though the 
impression of languorous lack of urgency given here is out of keeping with the shock evoked in 
the encounter with the fish-eaten Frenchman (as well as with the strenuous reality of maritime 
labor as Kipling depicts it), the review’s characterization of “lives…ruled by…the unhasting 
sea” otherwise accords well with Harvey and Dan’s experience of being “scared out o’…growth” 
by how the ocean treats human beings. As well as stemming from the attempt to represent human 
comprehension of the sea, the novel’s lack of development, if we are to take the Atlantic’s hint, 
reflects experiences like Dan and Harvey’s: exposure to an “unhasting” ocean which defies 
comprehension and makes “growth” and development meaningless. In this account, the fact that 
not much happens in Captains Courageous would reflect the fact that the ocean confronts us 
with the limits of our ability to make things happen and, beyond that, with a timescale in which 
nothing we can make happen matters. 
 The sense of fundamental human contingency in the face of the oceanic Dan and Harvey 
experience in this scene taps into another strong current in late Victorian oceanic thinking. By 
the late nineteenth century, long established notions of the sea as predating and exceeding the 
human world, derived variously from the Bible, classical antiquity, and Romantic discourses of 
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the sublime, had gained new impetus from developments in geology, evolutionary theory, and 
oceanography. As Gillian Beer puts it, “Before Darwin, the recognition of geological time was 
already…giving a new power to the sea and sea-inhabitants” as “a living reminder of the 
narrowness of man’s dominion in space as well as in time” (Darwin’s Plots 120), while 
“[e]volutionary theory implied a new myth of the past: instead of the garden at the beginning, 
there was the sea….Instead of man, emptiness—or the empire of molluscs” (118). 
Oceanographic discoveries later in the century, like those of the landmark Challenger expedition 
that first revealed the deep sea to abound in previously unimaginable forms of life, continued to 
expand the horizons of the oceanic far beyond the narrow parameters of “man’s dominion.” The 
resulting, newly scientific view of the oceans “as ancient features and as unchanging ones” 
(Kunzig 33) lasted long into the twentieth century. Over against a maritime-foundationalist 
“social time,” in short, the ocean also confronted fin-de-siècle observers with what the popular 
oceanographer Agnes Giberne called “the very long past—how long no man can say” (110). 
 Captains Courageous attempts to both concretize and allay this specter of an ocean that 
annuls rather than conveys historical progress through the prism of race. For all the cosmopolitan 
fraternity prevailing in its maritime felicitous space, the novel also firmly differentiates the 
inhabitants of this world along ethno-national lines. On one side are the Troops, Harvey Cheyne, 
and a few others: white English-speaking Anglo-Saxon Protestants, or in the novel’s shorthand 
“Christians” or “white men.” “Christian,” in Dan Troop’s usage, functions as a synonym for 
Anglophone, or at least “intelligible to Anglophones” (32), while when Dan gifts Harvey with 
the dead Frenchman’s knife, shortly before that figure’s awful resurfacing, Harvey significantly 
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responds, “Dan, you’re a white man” (106).42 As a result of the extreme specificity with which 
this group is defined, those placed on the other side of the line are a religiously, linguistically, 
and ethnically diverse assemblage. French and Hispanics, represented by figures like the dead 
Frenchman and the Portuguese fisherman Manuel, fall beyond the pale by virtue of their 
Catholicism, their foreign languages, and, at least implicitly, their status as representatives of 
fallen empires, lingering past their time in a North Atlantic now dominated by the Anglo-Saxons 
who supplanted them.43 The similarly Catholic Irish, as embodied by the “Galway man” Long 
Jack, are, in the novel’s eyes, even more quintessentially on the wrong side of history. 
The novel’s foremost other, however, is the We’re Here’s cook, “a huge, jet-black negro” 
who “[c]omes from the innards of Cape Breton,…where the farmers speak homemade Scotch” 
and accordingly speaks “all huffy-chuffy” himself (28).44 On top of his racial and linguistic 
otherness, this character is a prime embodiment of historical victimization. A descendant, 
apparently, of escaped or liberated slaves—“Cape Breton’s full o’ niggers whose folk run in 
there durin’ aour war” (28)—the cook brings within the orbit of the novel a Black Atlantic 
history of diaspora, subjugation, and violence.45 The cook’s exilic background is reiterated when 
he relates ancestral memories “of life far to the southward, where water never froze” that could 
                                                
42 Kipling defines what “white men” meant to him at this time in an 1897 letter: “races speaking the English tongue, 
with a high birth rate and a low murder-rate, living quietly under Laws which are neither bought nor sold” (Letters 
309). 
43 Kipling’s later poem “The American Rebellion” describes how the American colonists did not revolt “till their 
foes were driven forth / By England o’er the main— / Not till the Frenchman from the North / Had gone with 
shattered Spain” (9-12). At the time Captains Courageous appeared, the apparent supersession of Hispanic by 
Anglo-Saxon civilization was about to be reiterated, in Kipling’s eyes, in the Spanish-American War; as he wrote to 
an American correspondent shortly before the declaration of war, “I see by the papers you are going to walk into 
Cuba: and my sympathies are with you. There is no place in the world today for worn-out nations” (Letters 335).  
44 John Peck finds the cook an implausible figure (161), a criticism that has been levied since Captains Courageous 
first appeared; McClure’s Magazine, the periodical in which the novel was serialized in America, felt obliged to 
print two letters (out of “several” received) testifying that Gaelic-speaking black communities actually existed on 
Cape Breton Island (“Mr. Kipling’s Truth” 618). See also McAveeney 59. My interest, however, is less in the cook’s 
verisimilitude than his literary function, which I argue is heightened by his conflation of black and Gaelic identities.  
45 For another instance in which Kipling incorporates this history into his work, albeit in an extremely problematic 
way, see the stanza in his poem “The Last Chantey” (collected in The Seven Seas) devoted to “the souls of the 
Slaves that men threw overboard” (26), discussed in more detail below.  
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envision the American South, the Caribbean, or even Africa: “he said that when he died his soul 
would go to lie down on a warm white beach of sand with palm-trees waving above” (77). And 
his hybrid identity as a “coal-black Celt” (156) imparted by his Gaelic speech further augments 
his place among the victims of Atlantic history, positioning him as a channel for experiences like 
the Highland Clearances as well.46 Black, Gaelic-speaking, embodiment of these traumatic 
histories, and a clairvoyant occultist to boot, the cook occupies in every way the opposite pole to 
that of the “white men.”  
 The racial and historical distinction between Anglo-Saxon “white men” and their others 
is enacted in—for the novel’s purposes, indeed, legitimized by—the different ways members of 
the two groups relate to the sea. The novel endorses the widespread maritime-foundationalist 
tenet that seaworthiness is a racial characteristic, a blood-borne property of what, in her analysis 
of this theme, Elizabeth DeLoughrey calls certain “peoples of the sea” (27). Disko Troop’s 
avowal that maritime craft is “in our blood an’ get” (134) echoes J. A. Froude’s claim that “the 
sea is the natural home of Englishmen” because “the Norse blood is in us” (Oceana 18) and 
Mahan’s conviction that America’s “forefathers” similarly had “an inborn love of the sea, the 
pulse of that English blood which still beat in their veins” (Influence 34). Like Froude and 
Mahan, Kipling “merges the fluidity of the sea with the racialized blood of Anglo-Saxon 
diaspora to naturalize colonial and military expansion” (DeLoughrey 27), as the “blood an’ get” 
of the Troops equips them to flow through the sea’s “nat’ral way” (133) until they “are all 
around the earth an’ the seas thereof” (134).  
                                                
46 In this regard, the cook embodies not just the Black but what Kevin Whelan has termed the “green” (Irish, but 
also with relevance to other diasporic Gaelic communities like the Highland Scots) Atlantic (216). For an extended 
treatment of this “green” dimension of Atlantic history, see Gleeson, ed. For attempts to interrelate the Black and 
Green Atlantics, see O’Neill and Lloyd, eds. 
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Against this attempt to naturalize Anglo-Saxon affinity with the sea, and thus to authorize 
their history of expansion and domination, the novel juxtaposes the cook and what he stands for. 
The juxtaposition comes to the fore when, during a singing session on the We’re Here, the cook 
performs what he calls “[t]he song of Fin McCoul…when he wass [sic] going to Norway”: 
…the cook dropped the potatoes and held out his hands for the fiddle. Still leaning 
against the locker door, he struck into a tune that was like something very bad but sure to 
happen whatever you did. After a little while he sang, in an unknown tongue, his big chin 
down on the fiddle-tail, his white eyeballs glaring in the lamp-light. Harvey swung out of 
his bunk to hear better; and amid the straining of the timbers and the wash of the waters 
the tune crooned and moaned on, like lee surf in a blind fog, till it ended with a wail. (59) 
 
The cook’s conflation of Black and Green Atlantic histories is here further conflated with 
oceanic otherness. His song encapsulates not only the Celtic tradition it comes from and the 
Gaelic experiences of dispossession and victimization it voices—one of the more recent 
examples of which is suggested by the detail that the cook is preparing potatoes—but also the 
analogous history of the African diaspora. Fin McCoul’s exile merges with the Highland 
Clearances, the Great Famine, the Middle Passage and American slavery to yield an impression 
of inevitable disaster: “something very bad but sure to happen whatever you did.” This sense of 
inescapable catastrophe distilled from the traumas of African and Celtic diasporic history then 
brings to mind the hostile pressure of the sea, “the straining of the timbers and the wash of the 
waters”; indeed, as “the tune croon[s] and moan[s] on, like lee surf in a blind fog,” oceanic 
otherness and the expression of traumatic historical experience metaphorically unite. The cook 
channels the dark side of the maritime-imperial history Harvey embodies, disturbing him and 
compelling his attention. At the same time, the recollection of these violent dark sides of Anglo-
Saxon maritime-imperial history prompts awareness of the ocean as an implacable, inhuman 
force, whose hostility lends further weight to the painful historical recollection. But the 
association also works the other way, by restricting both the traumatic human histories and the 
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awareness of oceanic hostility to black and/or Celtic ethnicity and a bygone past. When he 
briefly describes his song after performing it, the cook’s English sounds “as though it came from 
a phonograph.” His voice seems recorded, not a living presence, and the perspective he voices, 
as it mingles human histories of violence and dispossession with a sense of an elemental oceanic 
otherness that stretches beyond all human history, comes to seem similarly mediated and 
anachronistic. 
 The consequences of the novel’s association of a hostile ocean with racial difference and 
Black and Green Atlantic history become evident in the novel’s penultimate scene, the memorial 
service for members of the Gloucester fishing fleet lost at sea. Over the course of this recital of a 
year’s worth of oceanic victims, Harvey becomes increasingly unwell: “Great lumps were rising 
in Harvey’s throat, and his stomach reminded him of the day when he fell from the liner” (153). 
As that description makes clear, Harvey is reliving his own worst brushes with the ocean—not 
just “the day…he fell from the liner” and nearly drowned, but also his encounter with the dead 
Frenchman, another oceanic victim who caused similarly visceral dis-ease. This recollection of 
distressing oceanic experience comes to a head with the mention of the We’re Here’s own 
casualty, the crewmember whose drowning before the novel begins opened up a space for 
Harvey to fill: “Otto Svendson, 20, single, City, lost overboard.” In a sense, this is Harvey’s 
proxy death, a reminder of what his own fall overboard could have led to, and accordingly on 
hearing it listed he loses consciousness: “the rest was all darkness spotted with fiery wheels.” 
Yet in another sense, Otto has died so that Harvey might live; by providing an 
opportunity for Harvey to join the ship’s crew, his consumption by the hostile ocean has made 
possible Harvey’s initiation into the foundational sea. The pattern of experience within which 
people like Otto and the dead Frenchman are confined—to say nothing of the cook—is, for 
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Harvey, a means to the end of his development. Disko Troop’s wife suggests as much when she 
reassures Harvey’s mother (with whom, along with his father, Harvey has recently been 
reunited) that “Your boy’s jest fainted dead away. They do that some when they’re gettin’ their 
growth.” Previously, consumption by the ocean, as represented by the dead Frenchman, terrified 
Dan and Harvey “out o’…growth” (107); now, Mrs. Troop assures us that a confrontation with 
this experience has not arrested his growth but facilitated it. Association of such oceanic 
experience with non-Anglo-Saxon others and historical victims—further reiterated by the fact 
that the last name given in the litany of dead at sea before Otto’s is that of “G.W. Clay, 
colored”—enables Harvey and the novel to exorcize both oceanic experience and traumatic 
history. The hostile ocean belongs to the bygone past of the Atlantic slave trade and the Gaelic 
diaspora rather than to the Anglo-American imperial present, in the same way that it belongs to a 
personal past that Harvey has grown beyond. 
 John Peck, in his reading of Captains Courageous, is therefore entirely correct to 
maintain that the novel’s presentation of the cook, especially its rendering of him as a “bizarre 
hybrid,” “acts to distance him from the others” aboard the We’re Here (161)—but rather than 
“contradict[ing] Kipling’s thesis” (160), such distancing reinforces it. Connecting this 
emphatically distanced figure with two historically victimized communities and with oceanic 
otherness enables the novel to acknowledge experiences and perspectives that might contradict 
its “thesis” about the sea’s foundational role while also explaining them away. From the point of 
view of a descendant of slaves or dispossessed Highlanders, the novel suggests, the sea might 
look inherently hostile and incomprehensible, but that merely reflects the historical experiences 
and racial identity that person has inherited. Such a view of the sea is valid but limited; its 
spokesmen do not get the last word, which belongs to the representatives of the innately 
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thalassocratic “peoples of the sea.” Kipling’s earlier poem “The Last Chantey” makes this point 
by including the voices of “the Slaves that men threw overboard” (26) in its dramatization of a 
debate in Heaven, after the apocalypse, over whether the sea should be “gather[ed] up” (5) in 
fulfillment of Revelation 21:1 (“And there was no more sea,” the poem’s epigraph). These 
victims of the Middle Passage—the worst of maritime history—have a right to be heard in this 
debate, but even their appalling fate, in Kipling’s telling, was redeemed: “Thy arm was strong to 
save, / And it touched us on the wave, / And we drowsed the long tides idle till Thy Trumpets 
tore the Sea” (28-30). The drowned slaves thus join the consensus that the poem ultimately 
endorses: that the maritime is in the end a legitimate and even necessary means of attesting “[t]o 
the Glory of the Lord” (64). The poem turns the unspeakable horror of what the British and other 
perpetrators of the triangular trade did to enslaved Africans on the Atlantic into a passing stage 
of what is ultimately a redemptive, progressive history. In so doing, the poem further asserts that 
the sea ultimately belongs to exactly such a redemptive, progressive history, not to unredeemable 
geographical time. 
 In Captains Courageous, likewise, the interconnection of Black Atlantic history and 
oceanic otherness subordinates both to maritime foundationalism and its imperial beneficiaries. 
The novel emblematizes this in its final scene, in which “the ex-cook of the We’re Here” has 
become the servant of Harvey the future Pacific shipping magnate, “allow[ing] no one but 
himself to attend to any of Harvey’s wants” (155). The Black and Green Atlantic past embodied 
by “the coal-black Celt” (156) enters into the service of America’s imperial Pacific future—no 
longer a threat to “growth” but a stage in the historical progression the foundational sea conveys. 
The connection of race to vulnerability to the ocean is driven home again in this scene by a jovial 
remark of Dan Troop’s: “I’ll draown that crazy nigger some day, his one cussed joke an’ all” 
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(155). (The “joke” is the former cook’s ceaseless reminders to Dan that he, the cook, correctly 
foretold Dan and Harvey’s current relationship of “man” and “master” [156], Dan now being an 
officer on the shipping line Harvey is in charge of—another subordination of Atlantic past to 
Pacific future.) The novel has the ex-cook, like the drowned slaves of “The Last Chantey,” turn 
himself into an authorizing footnote to the history of Anglo-Saxon thalassocracy, endorsing a 
version of the maritime—as foundational highway of imperial expansion and historical 
progress—that his own associations witness against. As critic Andrew Hagiioannu puts it, the 
novel’s “Africanism”—“[Toni] Morrison’s term,” Hagiioannu explains, “for the suppression of 
black-American culture in US literary history”—“stifl[es] the most obvious voice of protest 
against US imperialism” (85). In addition to a historical perspective that highlights the evils of 
seaborne imperialism, though, what the novel’s handling of race “stifles” is also a vision of 
oceanic space and time that highlights the instability and contingency of seaborne empire. 
 Yet the very manner in which the novel goes about stifling both of these contrary 
perspectives to maritime foundationalism also ensures that they are not completely stifled. In and 
by their association with figures like the cook, both the violent underside of maritime-imperial 
history and the disquieting extent of the oceanic beyond that history continue to loom around the 
edges of Harvey’s story. The claim, in “The Last Chantey,” that thanks to divine intervention the 
slaves thrown overboard “drowsed” in the sea (30) represses but, at the same time, cannot fail to 
suggest the fate they actually met with, from which it differs by only a letter: that they drowned 
in it. In Captains Courageous, similarly, the threat of being “draown[ed]” may be reduced to a 
joke, albeit an extremely unpleasant one, and redirected entirely upon “the coal-black Celt,” but 
in that particularity it remains present to the end of the novel. More generally, the strategy of 
containing traumatic maritime history by identifying it with figures like the cook also perpetuates 
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this history. As a consequence of the novel’s attempt to use representatives of them to dramatize 
and naturalize their own subordination, Anglo-American thalassocracy’s dispossessed or 
enslaved victims in the Gaelic and African diasporas fail to recede entirely into the past.  
In the case of the cook, this lingering presence has a revealingly personal resonance for 
Kipling himself. The cook’s name, as we learn when he elects “to follow Harvey for the rest of 
his days,” is “MacDonald” (137)—Kipling’s mother’s maiden name, and thus a token of his own 
proximity to some of the identities and histories the cook embodies. As David Gilmour points 
out, “[Kipling’s] mother’s family were Jacobite Macdonalds who had left the Hebrides after 
1745” (4), and Kipling ascribed his dark complexion, which provoked rumors about his racial 
heritage, to this side of his background, “once playfully ask[ing] his mother to shake out her 
family tree to dislodge ‘the nigger in the woodpile’” (15).47 Seen in this light, MacDonald stands 
for the racial other in the self. As he evokes the Gaelic and, at least in fantasy, black elements in 
Kipling’s own makeup, he acts as a reminder that Black and Green Atlantic history helped create 
the imperial polity that the novel’s maritime foundationalism seeks to justify, in the same way 
that the subordination or victimization of figures like Otto, the Frenchman, and MacDonald 
himself contributes to Harvey Cheyne’s “growth.” Captains Courageous’ “Africanism,” then, 
can be seen as a racial appropriation like the minstrel performances Kipling enjoyed (and 
recreated) in Gloucester48: a use of elements of black history and culture to address tensions in 
white Anglo-American identity, or in the case of Captains Courageous, tensions in the 
                                                
47 According to Stephen Arata, “Kipling…was often described in terms that made his racial heritage problematic” 
(17). 
48 The Brattleboro, Vermont, Phoenix of April 19, 1895 describes one such performance in its account of Kipling’s 
stay in East Gloucester in the summer of 1894: “He is said to have been especially pleased by the performances in 
negro dialect of a southern girl [another guest at the inn where Kipling was staying]. One song, an almost 
incommunicable jargon, he got her to repeat, and the next day, when everyone else had forgotten the episode, he 
surprised the company by singing the ditty from beginning to end with a twinkle of the eye and the drollest 
imitation” (qtd. in McAveeney 38). For Kipling’s debt to Joel Chandler Harris, author of the “Uncle Remus” stories, 
among other examples of nineteenth-century American uses of demotic speech, see Montefiore 42.  
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construction of the maritime that figured so prominently in that identity. If the novel’s use of 
race and evocations of traumatic maritime history seek to allay these tensions, they also help 
keep them alive. 
The Nigger of the “Narcissus”: The Edifice and the Ruin 
This is even truer of the similar use of such strategies in The Nigger of the “Narcissus.” 
In Kipling’s novel, the cook shadows Harvey Cheyne, in a marginal, almost literally muted 
supporting role; he is there, as we have seen, to provide a racial and historical alibi for a view of 
the ocean as a hostile element arresting development that troubles the narrative of Harvey’s 
seaborne maturation. By contrast, Conrad’s novel, as its title implies, puts its equivalent figure 
center stage, and the histories and experiences this figure evokes accordingly become that much 
more insistent. In order to understand the greater weight Conrad’s novel assigns to its title 
character and the consequences that ensue for the novel’s vision of history and temporality, 
though, we must first understand the degree to which The Nigger of the “Narcissus” is, in its 
own way, invested in the maritime foundationalism that, I have argued, drove Kipling’s formal 
and thematic decisions in his contemporary sea novel. 
Conrad’s vision of “historical process,” to use Richard Niland’s term (51), does not 
remain at the level we noted at the beginning of this chapter: the level of regret at the historical 
change from sail to steam, nostalgic admiration for vanishing craft, and disgusted contempt at 
what is replacing it evident in the novel’s early juxtaposition of the “shining and white” sailing 
ship and the “black beetle” of the tugboat, “beating the water with fierce hurry”. The same 
“fierce hurry” exhibited by the odious tugboat, first of all, also characterizes the Narcissus—at 
least in the ambitions of its captain, who hopes “to make her accomplish…a brilliantly quick 
passage” (19). The ship itself participates in the effort to conquer space and time, exemplifying 
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in its own voyage the progress of globalized modernity. The Narcissus and its crew may be 
victims of history, but they themselves also make history happen. 
The novel also implies that passages like that of the Narcissus across oceanic expanses 
contribute to historical progress in a more fundamental sense. Shortly after foretelling the 
imminent obsolescence facing Singleton, the foremost embodiment in the novel of the old 
nautical craft, the narrator extols the literally foundational role played by mariners like him: 
“they were effaced, bowed and enduring, like stone caryatides that hold up in the night the 
lighted halls of a resplendent and glorious edifice” (15). The “glorious edifice” upheld by 
maritime labor is in part—as Conrad’s later uses of this motif make plain—Britain’s seaborne 
empire, knit together by merchant ships like the Narcissus.49 But the description of these 
mariners as “the everlasting children of the mysterious sea” also gives their foundational role a 
temporal dimension. Britain’s mariners are “everlasting children” in contrast to the “grown-up 
children” who will be “[t]heir successors” (15)—that is, the mariners remain “children” forever, 
resisting the passage of time. Still, the description also suggests that seafaring, and the qualities it 
instills, are “everlasting”: a historical constant, giving time’s passage structure and coherence. 
The figure of the “colossal, very old” Singleton (14) heightens this impression of the maritime as 
a basis for historical stability and continuity—what Ian Watt, glossing “the heroic figure of 
Singleton,” calls “the millennial continuity of human solidarity” (123). Like Kipling’s, Conrad’s 
novel thus mingles its view of the routinizing sea as an arena where historical transition comes 
into high relief with a contrasting vision of the maritime’s foundational historical role. As well as 
upholding the empire, seafarers and the sea also hold up the edifice of British, even human, 
history. 
                                                
49 The opening line of Conrad’s 1919 essay “Confidence,” for example, is “The seamen hold up the Edifice,” and 
Conrad soon afterwards spells out the “Edifice’s” allegorical significance: “It is not an unpardonable stretching of 
the truth to say that the British Empire rests on Transportation” (Notes 159). 
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Conrad, to be sure, was nothing like as doctrinaire a maritime foundationalist as Kipling. 
For example, The Mirror of the Sea, Conrad’s collection of maritime essays, takes an indirect but 
forceful swipe at Mahan by denying that sea power decides anything or has meaningfully 
“shaped the destiny of mankind” (149). Yet as was pointed out above regarding Conrad’s 
connection to the Henley circle, Conrad’s writing nevertheless draws on and advances similar 
beliefs about the sea’s historical role. As Allan H. Simmons has argued, The Nigger of the 
“Narcissus” inaugurated a period in which Conrad’s fiction was devoted to “the forging of a 
new, English identity” for himself (“Art of Englishness” 2), and the maritime focus of much of 
his fiction figured crucially in this project of English self-fashioning: “The importance of 
maritime mythology for the conception of Englishness cannot be overstated…. [B]y reinforcing 
and celebrating England’s maritime association, Conrad certainly contributes to the tradition of 
the sea as a defining national myth” (5).50 Writing his way into Britishness, as Conrad was 
attempting to do in The Nigger of the “Narcissus,” thus entailed embracing and promulgating 
British maritime history and the related belief that history was maritime.  
In addition, Conrad’s “art of Englishness” aimed at placing him, after his exile from 
Poland, back within the historiographical aegis of the nation as the force that organizes history—
the primary “compass in the charting of ‘all the past and all the future,’” as Niland puts it (35).51 
In the context of Britain and its maritime empire, this national historiographical aegis expands to 
include the sea, which becomes an archive and embodiment of national history that similarly 
comprehends past and future. Despite its earlier dismissal of Mahanian tenets (and its periodic 
deployment of other, more unsettling oceanic representations), The Mirror of the Sea evinces this 
                                                
50 Simmons elsewhere makes the case that “The Nigger of the ‘Narcissus’ offers a maritime myth of national 
identity” and “contributes to a sense of national self-fashioning, focused on the sea” (“The Nigger of the 
‘Narcissus’” 141-142). 
51 Niland quotes from the Polish poet Adam Mickiewicz. 
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sense of the sea as the essence of (British) history in its conclusion, which embarks on what can 
only be called a flight of maritime-imperial narcissism.52 What the sea ultimately mirrors is 
Britishness, “the national spirit”: “In its incorruptible flow all round the globe of the earth it [i.e. 
the national spirit] preserves from the decay and forgetfulness of death the greatness of our great 
men” (194). Here the national spirit itself is oceanic, flowing universally and unendingly around 
the globe. Conrad’s image echoes Spenser Wilkinson’s use of the sea as a justification for both 
the spatial and the temporal extent of European imperialism; for Conrad as well, Britishness, qua 
maritime, extends across the world and across time, carrying the past into the future on the 
ocean’s “incorruptible flow.” 
Seen in the light of such maritime foundationalism, the Narcissus’ passage from India to 
Britain reflects and contributes to the flow of history. Beyond exhibiting Britain’s maritime-
imperial sway “round the globe of the earth,” the voyage bears witness to the sea’s status as “the 
world’s great medium of circulation,” in Mahan’s words (Interest 52), the primary means 
whereby world history takes place. The swift, unhindered passage the merchant ship aims to 
achieve provides an image of what it will also help carry forward: the unbroken continuity of 
historical progress. This view of the sea as agent of progress, the key to national power and 
thereby to historical development, comes to the fore as the Narcissus nears the end of its passage. 
Sailing up the English Channel, the real ship approaches the metaphorical ship of the island of 
Britain: 
an indestructible craft riding motionless upon the immortal and unresting sea….A great 
ship! For ages had the ocean battered in vain her enduring sides; she was there when the 
world was vaster and darker, when the sea was great and mysterious, and ready to 
surrender the prize of fame to audacious men. A ship mother of fleets and nations! The 
                                                
52 As Simmons points out, “Conrad’s conception of The Mirror of the Sea…began in his English period” (“Art of 
Englishness” 7); the book thus participates in the same self-nationalizing project as The Nigger of the “Narcissus.” 
For a reading of this final essay in The Mirror of the Sea that, while acknowledging its catering to British maritime-
imperial ideology, views it as ultimately more downbeat and ambiguous, see Carabine. 
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great flagship of the race; stronger than the storms! and anchored in the open sea. (100-
101) 
 
Echoing Kipling’s representation, in Captains Courageous, of a “town upon the waters” (35), a 
literal polis of ships, the metaphor of Britain as “ship mother of fleets and nations” casts national 
and imperial history as a maritime passage like that of the Narcissus.53 Couched thus in maritime 
imagery, mere temporal duration acquires the perennial vitality of the “immortal” sea, and the 
expanse of time stretching back to when “the world was vaster and darker”—Braudel’s 
“geographical time”—transforms into coherent, politically mobilizable “social time.” The sea 
sailed by the “ship mother” constitutes and measures a progressive history: the process of 
Britain’s acquisition of the national greatness, “the prize of fame,” that, as Mahan and his school 
insisted, comes from the sea and is its to “surrender.” At the culmination of its voyage through 
space, the Narcissus encounters its double in this inherently maritime Britain, at a similar point 
of fulfillment in its parallel voyage through time—a voyage made possible by the sea’s 
authorizing historical agency. The oft-noted darkening of the novel’s picture of Britain after this 
description, as the Narcissus sails up the Thames to dock in a dingy industrialized London, may 
thus represent not a shift from the ideal of Britain to its reality so much as the narrowing of 
historical perspective that comes from leaving the foundational sea. 
 Yet if the maritime helps propel the passage of history, Conrad is decidedly ambivalent 
about the direction of that passage. The same oceanic historical flow that carried Britain to world 
power is also carrying it into the age of routinization and mechanization—and, Conrad implies, 
is leaving behind the “audacious men” by means of whose skills and qualities Britain won the 
maritime “prize of fame” in the first place. But even as it articulates its affirmative view of the 
                                                
53 The image of Britain spawning “fleets and nations” belongs to a tradition of rhetoric equating the empire with a 
fleet stretching back at least to Ruskin, who, in a turn of phrase “quoted so often that it became trite” (Behrman 
115), called Britain’s colonies “fastened fleets” and “motionless navies” (29). 
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sea as history, the novel also lodges a more fundamental objection to this view by looking 
beyond the timescale of imperial history to a more expansive and unsettling temporality. This 
longer perspective creeps into Conrad’s salute to the “indestructible craft” of his adopted nation 
through the implications of the sea’s characterization as “immortal.” If this immortal sea has 
vitalized history for the “ship mother of fleets and nations,” thereby enabling it to endure for 
“ages,” the sea’s immortality also suggests an incomprehensibly vaster duration, one in which 
Britain-as-ship cannot ever complete its voyage and reach an enduring harbor. Social time slips 
back into geographical time, “a history whose passage is almost imperceptible” (Braudel, 
Mediterranean 20). Sailing in such an immortal sea, the British mothership is, in effect, 
temporally as well as spatially “motionless,” forever getting nowhere, its historical passage 
dwindling into insignificance in the face of oceanic timescales. In other words, Conrad’s novel 
begins to confront the specter that surfaced in Captains Courageous along with the dead 
Frenchman, but in a less personal and more general, even world-historical form. The ocean’s 
alternate temporality, its disquieting extent beyond the parameters of human history, begins to 
call into question the whole idea of historical progress—of meaningful movement through time. 
 Such a view of the ocean, as an “immortal” temporal abyss beyond historical fathoming, 
yields a very different interpretation of the sea’s historical role—namely, that it has no historical 
role, that it exceeds and even opposes human history. That is, the sea turns from a facilitator of 
historical passage into what the maritime literary critic Dawid de Villiers has recently dubbed an 
aporia, in the literal sense: a non-passage (41).54 This aporetic threat to historical progress posed 
by the ocean as temporal non-passage aligns with aporia’s related, figurative meaning of a 
philosophical impasse. Where for Mahan and his ilk the sea made history intelligible—a notion 
                                                
54 De Villiers’ use of this term is indebted to Derrida’s Aporias, which discusses the word’s etymological origins as 
a “nonpassage” (12). 
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literalized in Captains Courageous by Disko Troop’s ability to read the Grand Banks like a 
book—the perdurability of the “immortal sea” renders any merely human notion of temporal 
passage, and with it the idea of history itself, meaningless.55 
 The Nigger of the “Narcissus” most strikingly envisions the sea as a temporal aporia 
early in its fourth chapter. The vision of impossible temporal passage is all the stronger for 
coming so soon after a narrowly achieved spatial passage: the ship’s successful navigation 
around the Cape of Good Hope, despite a storm that brings it to the brink of capsizing. In the 
wake of the storm, the old sailor Singleton, exhausted after staying at the helm for the entirety of 
the ship’s ordeal, gazes at the Atlantic Ocean as the Narcissus enters it: 
He looked upon the immortal sea with the awakened and groping perception of its 
heartless might; he saw it unchanged, black and foaming under the eternal scrutiny of the 
stars; he heard its impatient voice calling for him out of a pitiless vastness full of unrest, 
of turmoil, and of terror. He looked afar upon it, and he saw an immensity tormented and 
blind, moaning and furious, that claimed all the days of his tenacious life, and, when life 
was over, would claim the worn-out body of its slave…. (60-61, ellipsis in original) 
 
The passage through the storm, at least for Singleton, becomes a non-passage, bringing him up 
against the elemental barrier of a sea that, in space and still more in time, exceeds him 
absolutely. Earlier in the novel, the narrator claims that Singleton faces “no future” (15) because 
of the imminent transition from the age of sail he embodies into another historical epoch, one in 
which the traditional nautical craft exemplified by his “tenacious life” has no place. Now, 
Singleton confronts a radical lack of futurity, not because of the flow of historical time from one 
era to another, but because of the complete inconsequence of historical time altogether before the 
ocean’s longue durée, in the face of which craft is irrelevant and historical epochs have no more 
significance than Singleton’s fleeting “days.” The time of “the immortal sea” extends so 
boundlessly that, as far as Singleton is concerned, it might as well not be passing at all, and the 
                                                
55 Drawing on Heidegger, de Villiers similarly describes how the ocean as “sequentiality” or “[mere] temporality” 
undoes the assumptions of the intelligible, ordered “world-time” of narrative and history (43). 
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novel’s use of anaphora to describe Singleton’s perception—“He looked…he saw…he 
heard….He looked…he saw”— conveys this failure of progression and consequent sense of 
stasis. As the voyage through time of the metaphorical “ship” of Britain is momentarily halted by 
the prospect of an “immortal sea,” so Singleton, previously the avatar of the maritime as 
historical continuity, is reduced to temporal motionlessness by a different oceanic timescale. 
 In the face of oceanic temporality, in other words, both Conrad’s regret at the end of the 
age of sail and his pride in Britain’s centuries-long voyage through history become meaningless. 
At moments like Singleton’s vision, temporal motionlessness overshadows and even moots all 
concern about the direction of history’s movement. Instead of giving history coherence, impetus, 
and intelligibility, the maritime becomes a state of irresolvable suspension, manifested spatially 
as drift and temporally as indefinite waiting. The novel is preoccupied by problems of passivity 
and stasis, in space and in time, and by human efforts to cope with these problems. The 
Narcissus’ crew repeatedly confront the specter of stasis within oceanic space-time when, as 
often happens, their passage lapses into spells of passive drifting, for instance during the storm 
that precedes Singleton’s vision of oceanic aporia: “the bestarred black dome of the sky revolved 
slowly above the ship, that drifted, bearing their patience and their suffering, through the stormy 
solitude of the sea” (50). So potent and recurrent is this state of lingering drift that it becomes 
embedded in the novel’s form through the frequent use of ellipses (like the one at the end of 
Singleton’s vision quoted above) to end paragraphs or sections, especially before a shift in 
setting or focus.56 Instead of concluding, scenes and descriptions trail off irresolutely; instead of 
moving from one thing to another, the novel drifts. Like the caesuras marked by Kipling’s 
hyphens in the scene of the dead Frenchman’s resurfacing (“came—the body” [CC 107]), such 
                                                
56 I count eight such uses of ellipses, six in chapter four (on pages 56, 58, 61, 64, 78, and 81) and one each in 
chapters three (page 45) and five (page 89). 
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use of ellipses formally reproduces the kind of oceanic experience the novel represents: it makes 
the reader drift and wait. 
 The unsettling waiting imposed by the immortal sea’s temporal aporia is epitomized by 
the novel’s title character, the black West Indian sailor James Wait. Wait’s mingled inability and 
refusal to take part in the work of the ship propels the novel’s plot, and his whole existence, by 
his own admission, is one of passive, terminal lingering: “I must live till I die—mustn’t I?” (27) 
The imperative to wait is, literally, the substance of his identity; he embodies the state of 
temporal arrest, the inability to pass, imposed by the sea’s “immortal” temporality. The novel 
and its characters associate the ship’s spells of drift and delay with Wait from his first 
appearance. Boarding the Narcissus in Bombay after the rest of the crew has been mustered and 
dismissed, Wait calls out his name: “the sonorous voice said with insistence:—‘Wait!’” (10) The 
first mate and crew take this disruption to be an insubordinate command until Wait explains 
himself. As soon as he joins the ship, that is, Wait imposes delay and arrests passage: after he 
shouts his name, “[a]ll stood still.” The novel underscores the temporal dimensions of the 
problem Wait poses by its image of him standing on the deck “in a swagger that marked time.” 
The markers by which, elsewhere in the novel, the ship’s crew organize and comprehend time’s 
passage, like “the half-hourly voice of the bells” (18), become in Wait a state of static, 
interminable waiting. The time he marks is the sea’s “immortal” time, a time that, instead of 
being ordered in human terms by half-hourly bells or historical epochs, simply goes on and on. 
 The linchpin in the novel’s link between Wait and the anti-progressive temporality of the 
immortal sea is the portrayal of Wait’s race. The description of Wait’s “swagger that marked 
time” follows immediately on the revelation of his racial difference: “The boy, amazed like the 
rest, raised the light to the man’s face. It was black. A surprised hum—a faint hum that sounded 
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like the suppressed mutter of the word ‘Nigger’—ran along the deck and escaped out into the 
night” (10). Wait’s racial difference, here and throughout the novel, disconcerts the rest of the 
crew, but its identification also seems to be the first step in accounting for the threat to 
progressive temporality that he embodies and replicates. 
 In this regard, The Nigger of the “Narcissus” echoes Captains Courageous’ similar 
deployment of race as a way of addressing problematic conceptions of the ocean’s relationship to 
history, but Conrad’s novel goes about this project in a much more rigorous and sweeping way. 
Race, in the terms in which it had become understood at the turn of the century, furnishes the 
novel with a different explanation for Wait’s stasis, one with the potential to particularize this 
condition. During the latter nineteenth century, race was widely reconceptualized in terms of the 
long timescales opened up by evolutionary theory. Instead of being seen as the superficial 
outcome of minor divergences over short periods, racial difference was thought to be deeply 
rooted in evolutionary time, and the supposedly “inferior” races were deemed to need many 
centuries of patient tutelage in order to progress, if indeed they were not completely “trapped in 
an environment of evolutionary stasis” (Koditschek, “Narrative Time” 47). Conrad’s novel 
inherits this temporal reconceptualization of racial difference and, through Wait, deploys it to 
allay the specter of historical stasis raised by oceanic temporality. As Dipesh Chakrabarty has 
argued, the discipline of history in the age of empire functioned as a way of telling colonized 
peoples to wait: to accept that they were stuck in the past, not yet at the point their Western rulers 
occupied in the developmental timeline (8). The Nigger of the “Narcissus” seeks to reframe 
Wait’s waiting along similar lines—not as symptomatic of the meaninglessness of historical 
progress in the ocean’s geographical time, but as indicative of his and his race’s arrested status 
within progressive history. The novel tries to explain away oceanic temporality, and the 
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historical stasis it threatens, in terms of Wait’s racial background, as a condition essential to, and 
confined to, people like him. 
The novel makes this move most overtly through Singleton. While the Narcissus is 
becalmed in the mid-Atlantic, Singleton chastises the rest of the crew for their attachment to 
Wait, which is arousing dissensions that are undermining their discipline. In words that seem to 
come “out of a rugged past” (79), Singleton frames Wait’s passivity in terms of the history that 
occurred on the waters upon which the ship is drifting, an association the narrator underscores: 
“And a black fellow, too,” went on the old seaman, “I have seen them die like flies.” He 
stopped, thoughtful, as if trying to recollect gruesome things, details of horrors, 
hecatombs of niggers. They looked at him fascinated. He was old enough to remember 
slavers, bloody mutinies, pirates perhaps; who could tell through what violences and 
terrors he had lived! What would he say? He said:—“You can’t help him; die he 
must….The sea will have her own.” (80) 
 
Wait, in other words, is trapped in and by a particular racial historical experience, one that he 
also recapitulates. The sea, in Singleton’s telling, is a temporal aporia, a space where the passage 
of history stops, primarily if not solely for “black fellows.” Like the unsettling song of Kipling’s 
cook merging with “the wash of the waters” in a way that sets both the exilic history channeled 
by the song and hostile ocean it brings into focus apart from Harvey Cheyne’s foundational sea 
(CC 59), Wait’s static lingering on the seas of the triangular trade merely reflects his 
imprisonment within this racial history rather than representing a threat to the viability of 
historical progress in general. 
 By thus assimilating Wait’s case into an Atlantic history of “slavers” and “horrors” 
throughout which black people have “died like flies,” Conrad’s novel doubles down on Kipling’s 
attempt to essentialize the ocean’s aporia in the form of race and Black Atlantic history. 
Singleton, we remember, has himself envisioned the Atlantic, as the Narcissus enters it after the 
storm, as an overpowering aporia that reduces him to a “slave” (61). Now, Singleton and the 
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novel project the status of slave—of passive victim without historical agency—back upon Wait 
and his race, by virtue of the fact that, on the Atlantic, “black fellows” suffered such a status for 
centuries. As it strives to reclaim progressive history from the threat of oceanic time for men like 
Singleton, this move also seeks to naturalize Black Atlantic history, detaching it from what, in 
Atlantic studies, has been termed the “white” Atlantic.57 From a state to which even Singleton 
could succumb, historical immobilization by and upon “the immortal sea” reverts to a 
specifically racial condition. Wait himself is made to confirm this verdict upon him in his 
deathbed realization that he is bound “[o]verboard”: “His eyes were terrified as though he had 
been looking at unspeakable horrors; and by his face one could see that he was thinking of 
abominable things” (94-95). Like Singleton, he seems to envision the “horrors” that befell “black 
fellows” in the “rugged past.”58 His marking time throughout the novel retrospectively becomes 
a sign of his entrapment within this racially particular past.59 
 The setting of Wait’s death further bolsters the attempt to fix him in his race and history. 
Wait finally dies off “the island of Flores,” westernmost of the Azores (89). This archipelago lay 
                                                
57 For an overview of the subsequent Atlantic-studies distinction, following on the pioneering work of Paul Gilroy, 
between “‘white,’ (European or Anglo-American empire building and cultural expansion ‘from above’), ‘black’ 
(African and diasporic ‘from below’) and ‘red’ (rebellious, egalitarian and proletarian, ‘from below’) Atlantics” (2), 
see Gabbacia. Conrad’s conjunction of “slavers” and “bloody mutinies” also gives his novel’s black Atlantic a dash 
of red, as does the horrific violence of the “hecatombs of niggers” to which Conrad alludes. On the “Red Atlantic” 
as “a historic space of violence and bloody oppression, but also of resistance, revolution, and emancipation” (112), 
see Rediker, “Red Atlantic.” 
58 In particular, the vivid sense of the “horrors” of going overboard evokes such Middle Passage “hecatombs” as the 
Zong massacre, in which 133 enslaved Africans were thrown into the sea. For a profound meditation upon this 
episode and its significance, see Baucom, Specters. 
59 In an essay making what is a surprisingly rare connection of Conrad’s work and Atlantic slavery, Ayesha Hameed 
frames a similar argument about Heart of Darkness: that it reproduces a “history from above” in which the violence 
and oppression wrought by capitalism and imperial expansion (exemplified historically by Atlantic slavery) are 
relegated to an invisible and “anachronistic” margin “where time stops, where order ends, where the unspeakable 
occurs” (232). However, Hameed minimizes the degree to which Heart of Darkness blurs the boundaries between 
this “anachronistic world” (232) and “the stability of Empire” in the present (233)—a blurring I will argue The 
Nigger of the “Narcissus” achieves as well. 
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on the direct route from Britain to the West Indies, Wait’s place of origin.60 As such, it forms a 
borderline between the colonial sphere Wait came from and the metropolitan sphere he vainly 
pictures himself occupying—between the black Atlantic history to which the novel seeks to 
consign him and the progressive voyage of “the ship mother of fleets and nations.” Wait’s 
inability to pass beyond this frontier indicates that it functions as a cordon sanitaire to screen out 
the otherness he represents, or as the historical “waiting room,” in Chakrabarty’s phrase, to 
which historicism relegates him (8). The memories related by the Narcissus’ sailmaker, as 
Wait’s body is being prepared for burial at sea, of naval quarantine on the “West India Station” 
and the consequent mass burial overboard of “niggers like this one” literalize this symbolic and 
historiographical function (98). Flores, moreover, was a name to conjure with in British naval 
history, site of a famous battle in 1591 between Sir Richard Grenville’s single English ship and 
fifty-three Spanish ones. Tennyson enshrined the battle in a poem, beginning “At Flores in the 
Azores Sir Richard Grenville lay” (25), and writers like J. A. Froude and Robert Louis Stevenson 
retold the story in their celebrations of British naval power; it would have been familiar to the 
readers of the pro-imperialist New Review.61 Locating Wait’s final agony here invites a contrast 
between his helpless consumption by the sea and Grenville’s fight against impossible odds in the 
course of England’s rise to maritime empire. Conrad juxtaposes this example of the craft and 
courage of “audacious men” whereby Britain won the maritime-imperial “prize of fame” (101) 
with the terminal infirmity, physical and moral, of his title character. By having the end of 
Wait’s passage occur at such an important site in Britain’s imperial trajectories through space 
                                                
60 J. A. Froude, for example, passed them on the outward leg of his 1886-87 voyage to the West Indies (English in 
the West Indies 20). 
61 See English in the West Indies 20 and Stevenson 40-41. Stevenson, as Conrad knew well, had been another one of 
Henley’s protégés, along with Kipling. 
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and time, the novel redraws a distinction between black and white Atlantics in order to reaffirm 
the latter’s progressive history. 
 In this manner, The Nigger of the “Narcissus” echoes Captains Courageous by trying to 
rescue a view of the sea as the foundation for historical progress—despite Conrad’s own more 
pronounced ambivalence about such a conception of history—from an alternative sense of 
oceanic temporality that would reduce historical progress to meaninglessness. The novel turns an 
aporetic experience of the sea into a racial experience by linking such aporetic experience with, 
and reducing it to, one of the most potent instances of the sea swallowing entire identities and 
histories: the Atlantic slave trade. Yet by conjuring such a specific historical episode, the novel’s 
effort to particularize oceanic aporia undoes itself, to an extent equivalent to the greater 
centrality of Wait and the history he evokes in Conrad’s novel than their analogues in Kipling’s. 
To return to the evocation, via Singleton, of the “horrors” of black Atlantic history, the fact that 
we have already seen Singleton himself daunted by the prospect of an ocean full of “terror” that 
will “claim the worn-out body of its slave” (61) allows us to see through the attempt to 
essentialize this prospect in racial terms. Comparing Singleton’s earlier aporetic vision and its 
historical reframing highlights the slippage from aporetic experience as something that people 
undergo before the “immortal sea” (60) to something people undergo at the hands of other 
people. The novel, that is, calls attention to the attempt to naturalize black Atlantic history—to 
turn its atrocities into a universal, essential condition such as Singleton earlier perceived. 
 What is more, these atrocities, as the novel conjures them, are at once too distant and too 
strongly insisted upon. What Singleton has in mind remains vague; all he says is “I have seen 
[black men] die like flies,” and the rest is simile—“He stopped…as if trying to recollect 
gruesome things”—or supposition (80). Black Atlantic experience, as a pattern into which to slot 
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Wait and what he represents and thereby explain them away, stays impalpable, just over the 
horizon. On the other hand, the intensity with which the novel characterizes what Singleton 
might be recalling, as it unfolds in an unrelenting, even redundant litany of adjectives like 
“gruesome” and “bloody” and plural nouns like “horrors,” “violences,” and “terrors,” solicits a 
visceral response to the experience it evokes even as it tries to limit this experience’s 
applicability. Singleton may want to specify the victimization he envisions to the “black fellows” 
he has seen “die like flies,” but the narration’s overloaded language allows us no distance from 
it. The atrocities of Black Atlantic history do not come into enough focus to make sense as an 
explanation for Wait’s condition, but they emerge clearly enough to unsettle the reader, 
Singleton’s listeners, and maybe even Singleton himself. Tellingly, Singleton’s musings end with 
a notable shift in focus: “‘Can’t help him.’ He seemed to wake up from a dream. ‘You can’t help 
yourselves’” (80). The attempt to confine the experience Wait embodies to Black Atlantic history 
becomes “a dream” from which Singleton wakes to the reality that confronted him after the 
storm: that everyone is caught in oceanic aporia, cast adrift in a temporality that will consume us 
and our histories, one and all. From confinement to a racially particular past, such a state of 
existence at the mercy of the immortal sea expands back into a condition that lingers, waits, as an 
ever-present possibility for everybody. And fixing upon the “gruesome things” that befell 
enslaved Africans on the Atlantic as the quintessential example of oceanic aporia has the further 
effect of underscoring the horror of this Black Atlantic history, in its specificity and uniqueness. 
 Instead of reaffirming historical progress and the sea’s foundational role within it—at 
least for white Europeans—in the manner of Captains Courageous, the deployment of race in 
The Nigger of the “Narcissus” thus compromises notions of progress even further. The 
unfathomable timescale of the immortal sea casts doubt upon the significance of history writ 
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large, and the lingering presence of a horrific Atlantic past calls into question the meaningful 
passage of time even within history. The traumatic aporia of the Black Atlantic becomes a time 
that does not pass. The recourse of race produces a sharpened awareness of such dark sides of 
maritime-imperial history, one that endures to the end of the novel. Instead of an authorizing 
foundation to historical progress, the sea turns into the ever-present archive of a traumatic past, 
preserving and reasserting the events that history is supposedly progressing beyond.62 
 The novel depicts the sea in these terms even as it sets the scene for Wait’s death off 
Flores and the attendant attempt to reaffirm the sea as “white” imperial history. Flores may mark 
a liminal zone where ahistorical lingering within geographical time is recast as the “waiting 
room” within progressive history to which people like Wait are relegated, but the novel paints an 
unsettling picture of this space: “the island of Flores…rose above the level expanse of the sea 
with irregular and broken outlines like a sombre ruin upon a vast and deserted plain” (89-90). At 
one level, the description of Flores as a ruin is simply another way of asserting that Wait and the 
Black Atlantic belong to a preterite past. Yet the image of the ruin also memorializes this past, 
raising it from the featurelessness of the sea’s “level expanse.” In this regard, Flores as ruin 
represents the Black Atlantic past as a persistent presence, one that refuses to pass away or to 
cease imposing its troubling relics upon the representatives of the White Atlantic—just as Wait’s 
body, in its burial at sea off Flores, initially refuses to pass away, lingering instead as a “horror” 
to unnerve the rest of the crew (99). Rather than a force conveying the passage of history, the 
Atlantic appears as a space studded with history’s wreckage, bearing witness to catastrophe and 
sustaining its haunting aftermath. 
                                                
62 For a theorization of such a historical role for the Atlantic, see Baucom, Specters. 
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 This depiction of the sea as the history of the Black Atlantic also pulls White Atlantic 
history back into the Black Atlantic’s shadow. The imperial “edifice” that, early in the novel, the 
self-denying labor of Britain’s merchant seamen was said to uphold (15) is replaced by, or 
reduced to, a “ruin.” The events that take place at Flores, namely Wait’s unheroic death and 
botched burial at sea, reinforce the point. The site of Richard Grenville’s legendary fight, 
emblematic of the qualities whereby Britain won control of the sea and harnessed the historical 
destiny it conveys, becomes a place of “ruin” and death—as indeed it was when the fight was 
actually going on, before it had entered into legitimating historical myth. The battle at Flores was 
not, after all, a British victory; it was certainly no Trafalgar, the epochal triumph in 
commemoration of which Conrad extols the “incorruptible flow” of the British “national spirit” 
as an oceanic force of nature (Mirror 194). Their common setting at the “sombre ruin” of Flores 
places Grenville’s fight and Wait’s death, with its Black-Atlantic historical resonances, on the 
same level: parallel instances of suffering and fatality at sea. The memories of the Narcissus’ 
sailmaker envision this collapse of the boundaries between White and Black Atlantics. These 
recollections of “Yellow Jack”—that is, yellow fever—on the “West India Station” naturalize the 
fate of “niggers like this one,” but the sailmaker also relates how the same fate befell fellow 
Britons: “Portsmouth—Devonport men—townies—knew their fathers, mothers, sisters,” who 
also died miserably at sea and were buried overboard en masse, “the whole boiling of ‘em” (98). 
Racial and historical distinction gives way to a common oceanic history of loss. 
 The sailmaker further avows that the mass death at sea of both white and black meant 
nothing to him: “Thought nothing of it” (98). If this inability to find any significance in the 
events he recalls reflects the sailmaker’s desensitized callousness, it also suggests that the sea as 
archive of historical ruin threatens to rob British maritime-imperial history of its meaning. In 
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place of the exemplary historical significance that Flores attained in the works of Tennyson, 
Froude, and Stevenson, Conrad presents this location as opaque: a “purple stain” (90), like the 
“smudge” of Wait’s name on the ship’s roll at the beginning of the novel (10) and the blot that 
Singleton’s inscribed self-representation similarly becomes at its end (105). Besides hinting at a 
negative moral judgment upon the history supposedly exemplified there, this description of the 
island’s “ruin” as a “stain” casts the sea as a history that cannot be read. The intelligibility that 
the sea attained as the key to history in maritime foundationalism—its intelligibility to the 
thalassocratic likes of Disko Troop, for whom “everythin’ on the Banks is signs, an’ can be read 
wrong er right” (CC 38)—disappears, not only in the face of “the immortal sea” but also in the 
light of the alternate, darker human history the sea preserves. 
 This dark, unintelligible, lingering oceanic history comes home to Britain with the 
Narcissus. The last direct glimpse we receive of a member of the ship’s crew is of the Irishman 
Belfast, giving vent outside the Board of Trade offices “on Tower Hill” in London to his 
“inconsolable sorrow” over Wait’s fate: “Poor Jim! [….] He wouldn’t go…. He wouldn’t go for 
nobody” (106, unbracketed ellipses in original). Obsessed with how Wait “wouldn’t go,” Belfast 
becomes equivalently paralyzed, unable to pass beyond what has happened at sea; as in Captains 
Courageous, a similarly melancholy Green Atlantic experience reinforces the Black Atlantic to 
further undermine the White. Not only Belfast, but also the very “stones of the Tower” seem to 
remember aspects of the history of “slavers” and “bloody mutinies” (80) channeled by Wait: 
“press-gangs, mutinous cries; the wailing of women by the riverside” (107). To be sure, the 
novel mingles these memories with more affirmative ones, like “the shouts of men welcoming 
victories,” that suggest a progressive history. Moreover, as “[t]he sunshine of heaven [falls] like 
a gift of grace on the…remembering and mute stones” to transmute “the stained front of the 
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Mint” into “a marble palace in a fairy tale,” the novel gestures toward the potential 
transcendence of this history, along the lines of the emphatic subordination of the Atlantic past 
embodied, in different ways, by MacDonald and Dan Troop to Harvey Cheyne’s progressive 
Pacific future at the end of Captains Courageous. 
Yet Conrad’s final paragraph replaces the prospect of history recalled and transcended 
with a vision of recollection without transcendence: “at times the spring-flood of memory sets 
with force up the dark River of the Nine Bends. Then on the waters of the forlorn stream drifts a 
ship—a shadowy ship manned by a crew of Shades” (107). The novel closes by representing the 
haunting persistence of a “shadowy” maritime past and attesting to an uneasiness about its 
meaning—as the anxious, not entirely rhetorical question “Haven’t we, together and upon the 
immortal sea, wrung out a meaning from our sinful lives?” seems to imply (107). And as the 
sea’s historicity thus shifts from foundational to aporetic, a hostile ocean engulfs the imperial 
metropole: “The roar of the town resembled the roar of topping breakers, merciless and strong, 
with a loud voice and cruel purpose” (107). When the sea becomes this kind of history, the novel 
seems to say, Britain itself is lost at sea. 
Summarizing the impact of Paul Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic, Ayesha Hameed writes that 
Gilroy highlighted “the Atlantic as a location from which to interrogate the viability of what 
constitutes modernity”: “As the site of the transportation of slaves it calls the question of 
modernity’s historical dependence on slavery as well as slavery’s systematic exclusion from 
modernity’s conscious memory,” thereby “disrupt[ing] the tidy stability of modernity as a force 
and consequently, creat[ing] an alternate notion of modernity that is based upon entropy, 
ambivalence, violence and discontinuity” (234). The Nigger of the “Narcissus” uses its seas to 
similar effect. Conrad’s first work of maritime fiction, in which he commenced his project of 
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English self-fashioning, is committed to upholding the progressive maritime national-imperial 
history upon which, according to turn-of-the-century maritime foundationalism, “modernity as a 
force” depends. Yet Conrad’s ambivalence about modernity complicates the novel’s 
commitment to historical progress, a complication augmented by the novel’s evocation of two 
competing guises of the sea: the “immortal sea,” with its anti-progressive geographical time, and 
the Black Atlantic, with its violent history as “the site of the transportation of slaves.” The sea in 
The Nigger of the “Narcissus,” as it raises this series of historiographical quandaries, thus 
“interrogate[s] the viability of what constitutes modernity,” not only by pointing towards the 
“violence and discontinuity” on which capitalist modernity and British maritime-imperial power 
were based, but also by challenging the temporal presuppositions on which the whole idea of 
“modernity” rests. In this regard, Conrad’s novel, though bound up with an imperial “history 
from above” and its attendant historicist racism, also embeds its own multilayered riposte to such 
top-down exclusionary history. And in doing so, The Nigger of the “Narcissus” helps bring into 
focus similar dynamics, in a less developed form, in Kipling’s contemporary sea novel, as it too 
raises questions about “the viability of…modernity” through its stray glimpses at both a violent 
maritime past and an ocean that thwarts “growth.” 
Both novels are equipped to undertake this historiographical interrogation of modernity 
precisely by their cultural and technological moment: the wave of routinization that critics have 
seen as terminating maritime literature’s cultural vitality. By dramatically transforming the 
maritime world, routinization made history an issue for maritime literature in a way that it had 
not been before. During the long “social time” of the age of sail, in which, in the words of one 
naval historian, nautical technologies and practices “do not seem to have changed much between 
the 1660s and the 1830s” (Kennedy, “HMS Dreadnought” 215), maritime literature could depict 
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the sea’s role in modernity within a framework of essential continuity, without having to 
confront profound historical change itself.63 Routinization changes this, by putting the fact of 
historical transition, and the related problems of the forces driving such transition and the time 
over which it takes place, front and center for literature to reckon with. 
As they engage with the historical questions raised by routinization, Captains 
Courageous and The Nigger of the “Narcissus” form a fulcrum between two traditions of 
literary treatment of the maritime: the pre-routinization tradition, in which sea literature acts as a 
means of coming to grips with the present, and a new tradition in which it functions as a means 
of locating that present relative to its pasts and futures. The interactions and tensions between 
different historical guises of the sea—an antiquated world left behind by progress, the foundation 
of progress itself, or an archive of a dark past that resists progress—and between these historical 
seas and an “immortal” ocean that keeps its own “unhasting” time, animate Kipling’s and 
Conrad’s novels. Captains Courageous and The Nigger of the “Narcissus” thus exemplify how 
the trends that, at the turn of the twentieth century, were diminishing the cultural relevance of the 
sea and sea literature in one form also gave them a new cultural power: as means for envisioning 
and thinking through history, in all its complexities and contradictions, exclusions and hauntings. 
                                                
63 “Technical experts of the age of sail,” Kennedy concedes, “will wince at the generalization,” but he goes on to 
claim, reasonably enough, that “Admiral Blake [a famous naval officer of the Commonwealth] would have regarded 
Nelson’s fleet as so very understandable. But Nelson and his band of brother officers would have found HMS 




From Progress to Parenthesis: The Sea and History in The Voyage Out and To the Lighthouse 
 
Nearly three decades after The Nigger of the “Narcissus” ended in a vision of the 
administrative center of the British seaborne empire engulfed by a hostile ocean, a parenthetical 
aside in the first few pages of Mrs. Dalloway similarly describes voices from the sea pervading 
the London atmosphere. The description, however brief and seemingly offhand, offers what I 
suggest is an important but largely unexplored perspective onto Virginia Woolf’s seas:  
(June had drawn out every leaf on the trees. The mothers of Pimlico gave suck to their 
young. Messages were passing from the Fleet to the Admiralty. Arlington Street and 
Piccadilly seemed to chafe the very air in the Park and lift its leaves hotly, brilliantly, on 
waves of that divine vitality which Clarissa loved….). (MD 7) 
 
Like Conrad, but even more subtly and indirectly, Woolf embeds the violence of maritime 
imperialism into the life of the British metropole. The juxtaposition of the Admiralty directing 
the Fleet with mothers nursing infants and trees sending out leaves ironically conflates the flow 
of water from tree to leaf, or of milk from mother to child, and the flow of naval 
communications, underscoring the antithesis between nourishing feminine “vitality” and 
destructive masculine force.1 To this extent, the passage provides yet further evidence of Woolf’s 
staunch opposition to militarism and imperialism.2 
 On the other hand, the Fleet and the Admiralty may not be so entirely incongruous a part 
of this picture. Weaving naval command and control into Clarissa Dalloway’s stream of 
consciousness, indeed, highlights the ordinariness of maritime empire. By depicting the 
administration of sea power as another quotidian part of the London scene, the novel prompts us 
                                                
1 On the “direct operational control function of the Admiralty” (132), made possible in the twentieth century by 
technological changes, above all wireless telegraphy, see Eberle. 
2 The pathbreaking study of Woolf in these terms is Phillips. This passage is a good example of the “incongruous 
juxtapositions” whereby, according to Phillips, Woolf criticizes militaristic and imperialistic social institutions (vii). 
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to ponder the links between seaborne expansion and the West End’s “divine vitality.”3 Woolf 
hints at the submerged connections between the life Clarissa loves and the work the Fleet is 
doing by describing London’s vitality as oceanic, moving in “waves.” The passage suggests that 
sea power is part of the atmosphere of Westminster—what people like Clarissa breathe in with 
the air, or ingest with their mother’s milk; what vitalizes and sustains them. In “Mrs Dalloway in 
Bond Street,” in fact, Clarissa’s course explicitly parallels that of the naval transmissions 
enveloping her: as they are “passing from the Fleet to the Admiralty” (CSF 154), she “pass[es] 
through the Admiralty Arch” (153). Mrs. Dalloway herself moves within the patterns, physical 
and mental, set by British maritime imperialism, with a mind immersed, the novel tells us, in 
“nautical metaphors” (MD 77). Woolf thus envisions domestic feminine experience and the 
seaborne empire as both antithetical and connected. The discourses and practices of maritime 
imperialism pervade everything in Britain, including the lives of women like the mothers of 
Pimlico, Mrs. Dalloway—and their creator. 
 This chapter charts some of the ways in which Woolf’s fiction exemplifies, works off of, 
and transmutes the pervasive influence of British maritime ideology. No one could overlook the 
sea’s persistent and powerful presence in Woolf’s work. A 1937 profile of Woolf in Time, 
indeed, identifies three central ideas “run[ning] through her books…: Time, Space, the Sea” 
(“How Time Passes”). Yet not just the sea in general, but British sea power and its central 
mythologies in particular recurrently preoccupy Woolf. Alongside the naval transmissions in the 
first pages of Mrs. Dalloway could be cited, among other instances, the “warships” that prowl 
                                                
3 The alignment of the Fleet and Admiralty with “the mothers of Pimlico” also evokes the imperialist significance of 
motherhood in interwar British culture. The Pimlico mothers are fulfilling their ideological role of “mothers of the 
British race,” in Jane Garrity’s words, who by “bear[ing] healthy white citizens…would both stabilize the imaginary 
borders of the nation and contribute to the expansion of its empire” (1). In this regard, their “[giving] suck to their 
young” does not oppose but reinforces the more direct forms of imperial expansion represented by the naval 
communication network. Navalism abroad and natalism at home join hands in furthering the empire. 
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past the Euphrosyne in The Voyage Out (60); the “battleships ray[ing] out over the North Sea” 
and the many other allusions to the Fleet and the maritime empire in Jacob’s Room (216); the 
hints of sea warfare in the “Time Passes” section of To the Lighthouse (133-34); the “gun-firing 
out at sea” that punctuates English history in Orlando (311); and the short story “Scenes from the 
Life of a British Naval Officer” (CSF 232-34). Woolf’s critical engagement with the Navy and 
its discourses also extended beyond the pages of her works, most famously through her 
participation in the 1910 Dreadnought Hoax, a subversive swipe at British navalism aboard its 
most advanced and symbolically resonant vessel.4 If “no other author from the modernist 
epoch…invested [the sea] with such rich symbolic value” as did Woolf (Bradshaw 101), she also 
never lost sight of the sea’s politicization and militarization, nor of the claims about history and 
identity bound up with such politicization and militarization. 
 Woolf’s seas, however, are rarely read in their specifically British, early twentieth-
century ideological and discursive contexts.5 Discussions of Woolf’s maritime-imperial 
references under more general rubrics of war and militarism rarely give these references 
sustained attention.6 When studies of Woolf’s oceanic imagery do acknowledge the sea’s 
specific political import in pre- and interwar Britain, they place Woolf’s work in a purely 
antithetical relationship to this maritime political significance: Jane Marcus’ “Britannia Rules 
The Waves,” for example, deems that novel a “mockery of English maritime power,” pure and 
                                                
4 For Woolf on the Dreadnought Hoax, see PT 168-69 (an anonymous interview with the Daily Mirror in the wake 
of the hoax) and 165-67 (the incomplete notes of a talk she gave on the subject in 1940). Woolf’s brother Adrian, 
one of the instigators of the hoax, published his recollections of it in 1936; see The “Dreadnought” Hoax. For 
secondary literature on the hoax, see Štanský, Rüger 90-92, and Delap 102-5.  
5 Sara Gerend briefly connects the voyage in To the Lighthouse to British navalism as it was viewed by Germany, 
Britain’s prewar naval rival (52). Patrizia Muscogiuri notes in passing that, “as Woolf knew well, the sea was an 
instrument of invasion, destruction and/or domination both in the context of war and imperial expansion” 
(“Woolfian Seamarks” 179). The most extensive discussion of Woolf in the light of maritime-imperial history is 
Laura Doyle’s reading of her fiction as exemplary of “Atlantic modernism” (Freedom’s Empire 413-443; see also 
“Transnational History”).  
6 See, for example, the few cursory mentions of The Voyage Out’s “warships” scene in Hussey, ed. 
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simple (142). The many studies of the sea in Woolf’s fiction as “women’s space” (Vlasopolos) 
similarly construe Woolf’s seas as “the binary opposite of ‘masculine’ land and all it represents,” 
including “empire” (Simpson 56), a female “nonterritory” that metaphorically embodies “the 
promise of unfettered possibilities outside patriarchy” (Vlasopolos 75).7 
 The time thus seems ripe for an approach to Woolf’s treatment of the maritime informed 
by Hester Blum’s oceanic-studies credo: “The sea is not a metaphor” (“Prospect” 670). Woolf’s 
fiction indisputably uses the sea to figure feminine experience. Such readings of Woolf can be 
complemented, however, by a perspective informed by the material significance of the sea and 
seafaring as vehicles for British power, and the consequent ideological territorialization of the 
“nonterritory” of the sea as what we have seen J. A. Froude—a writer Woolf knew well—call 
“the natural home of Englishmen” (Oceana 18).8 Nor can Woolf’s engagements with the 
material role of the sea in early twentieth-century British life, and the ideologies built upon it, be 
described solely as “mockery.” From the Dreadnought Hoax onwards, Woolf certainly mocks 
the images and tropes of sea power, but she does not remain untouched by them.9 Daughter of a 
                                                
7 Other work in this vein includes Patrizia Muscogiuri’s study of Woolf’s “thalassic aesthetics,” according to which 
Woolf’s seas serve as “a radical metaphor…with reference to women as bearers of alternative politics” (“‘This, I 
Fancy’” 101), and Jessica Berman’s reading of the sea in The Waves as “pitted against the rigid and increasingly 
masculinized edifice of British nationalism” and standing for “an alternative feminist force of action” (144). David 
Bradshaw offers a more multifaceted version of the “women’s space” interpretation, viewing Woolf’s seas as both 
“a zone of comfort, sanctuary and security…opposed to the dogmatic and authoritarian world of patriarchal 
discourse” (106) and “an emblem of the silenced and marginalised position of women” within patriarchy (101). As a 
counterpoint to this line of criticism, see Dubino, who argues that “women characters who undertake sea voyages in 
Woolf’s novels awaken into the straitjackets of conventional gender roles” (12). 
8 For Woolf’s review of Froude’s English Seamen in the Sixteenth Century, in which she salutes the “great artistic 
skill” of Froude’s narrative (329) while also noting how his “shaping process” diminishes the “humanity” of his 
subjects (330), see Essays II 329-33. Froude’s book begins with a ringing maritime-imperialist description of how 
Britain’s worldwide expansion and domination have been “achieved…entirely in consequence of her predominance 
as an ocean power. Take away her merchant fleets; take away the navy that guards them: her empire will come to an 
end; her colonies will fall off, like leaves from a withered tree; and Britain will become once more an insignificant 
island in the North Sea” (2). 
9 Patrick McGee responds in similar terms to Jane Marcus’ argument about The Waves: “it would be historically 
naïve to separate Woolf the subject from the historical context that must have exercised some determination on her 
literary production” (647). Instead of outright rejection and mockery, Woolf’s relationship to maritime ideology, as I 
see it, better resembles Gillian Beer’s description of Woolf’s handling of the Victorians in whose worldview 
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father who, as she recalled, forbade his sons from entering the Navy but would enthusiastically 
recite Henry Newbolt’s “Admirals All” (PT 62, 56-57), Woolf steeped herself in Richard 
Hakluyt’s accounts of Elizabethan maritime endeavor, as well as their retellings by such authors 
as Froude,10 and could cite “Captain Mahan” with ease (Essays I 239).11 Other Bloomsburians, 
even at their most radical, could not quite shed ingrained assumptions about sea power and 
Britishness, as when Clive Bell, calling for Peace at Once in 1915, appeals to “the existence of 
the English Channel and the English Fleet,” which “have always been considered, and have 
always proved, an adequate protection against a powerful enemy” (33), to show that war is 
unnecessary “[s]o long as England maintains her naval superiority” (18).12 At moments like the 
passage from Mrs. Dalloway quoted above, Woolf likewise reveals British sea power and the 
ideological assumptions accompanying it to be inescapable factors in the thoughts and 
experiences of women as well as men. Even when reading Woolf’s seas as “women’s space,” we 
must keep in mind what Woolf shows us about maritime ideology’s ingrained presence in the 
British atmosphere and attend to this ideology’s influence on her work. 
 This chapter aims to bring such influence into the light. Woolf’s depictions of the sea, I 
argue, draw on ideas about the sea’s role in undergirding political identity and propelling history 
                                                                                                                                                       
maritime ideology figured so prominently: “Woolf did not simply reject the Victorians and their concerns, or 
renounce them. Instead she persistently rewrote them…. Rewriting sustains and disperses, dispels, restores, and 
interrupts” (Common Ground 94). 
10 Besides her review of English Seamen in the Sixteenth Century, Woolf’s other writings on Elizabethan seafaring 
include her review of the serendipitously named Walter Raleigh’s The English Voyages of the Sixteenth Century 
(Essays I 121-22), her essay “Reading” (Essays III 146-49), and “The Elizabethan Lumber Room” (Essays IV 53-
56). On Woolf, Hakluyt, and voyage narratives, see Fox. Other readings of Woolf’s allusions to Elizabethan 
seafaring include Lawrence, and Stasi. 
11 The Woolfs’ library contained two volumes by Mahan, The Influence of Sea Power upon History and his 
biography of Nelson, both originally presented to Thoby Stephen (King and Miletic-Vejzovic, ed., 144). 
12 For another testament to the sway of maritime ideology upon a male member of the Bloomsbury circle, see 
Adrian Stephen’s description of how the Dreadnought Hoax entailed a kind of assent to the navalist ritual the 
hoaxers were ostensibly parodying: “It was hardly a question any longer of a hoax. We were almost acting the truth. 
Everyone was expecting us to act as the Emperor and his suite, and it would have been extremely difficult not to” 
(35-36); “we almost, I think, believed in the hoax ourselves” (37). 
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that I have defined as aspects of maritime foundationalism. When Woolf presents the sea as an 
image or a source of freedom and empowerment, I contend, she is working off of equivalent 
themes in British maritime foundationalism, according to which sea power creates and preserves 
freedom, affords unlimited spatial expansion, holds the key to national greatness, and sustains 
British identity and national life. Above all, characters like Rachel Vinrace and Cam Ramsay 
show the influence of notions of the sea as a driver of history and agent in development. For 
Woolf, in other words, writing about the sea entails, as Karen R. Lawrence puts it regarding 
Woolf’s debt to Elizabethan exploration literature in The Voyage Out, “identification with an 
ethos whose politics…are uncongenial” (165).13 Yet as she reworks maritime-imperial ideology, 
Woolf also dramatizes its pervasive reach and—for people like Rachel—malign effects. In the 
manner of the Dreadnought Hoax’s subversion of the settings and rituals of British navalism, 
that is, Woolf makes critical use of maritime foundationalism, appropriating it in order to resist 
it.14 At the same time, she also draws on other contemporary conceptualizations of the sea in 
order to contest maritime ideology on its own oceanic ground. 
In particular, Woolf resists maritime foundationalism by means of ideas and perspectives 
from marine science. Recent scholarship on Woolf has drawn attention to her incorporation of 
the physical and natural sciences and her attendant “interest in the cosmic universe of things and 
in the passing of great swaths of time and space, which could serve to minimize all of human 
                                                
13 In this regard, my argument builds on studies like Jane Garrity’s of how British women modernists “[r]einscrib[e] 
the rhetoric of empire even as they resist it” as “they deploy spatial… metaphors to carve a place for themselves 
within the national imaginary” (3). The spatial metaphors Garrity has in mind are primarily terrestrial, “pastoral” 
ones (2). Garrity’s claim that “British women’s fantasies of space often appropriate the cultural logic of empire, 
…revealing their own political desires as enmeshed in a colonial legacy” (3) thus needs to be expanded to include 
Woolf’s “fantasies” of oceanic space. At the same time, though, we should give due weight to Garrity’s contention 
that such “fantasies of space…appropriate the cultural logic of empire,” rather than simply reproducing it. 
14 According to historian Lucy Delap, such deliberate repurposing of key maritime themes and symbols was a 
common strategy among British women at the time: “it is clear,” Delap writes, “that Edwardian women were 
confidently appropriating maritime imagery for their own uses” (95). Besides the Dreadnought Hoax, Delap also 
discusses such instances as Sylvia Pankhurst’s christening a suffrage periodical for and on behalf of East End 
working-class women The Woman’s Dreadnought (105).  
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civilization” (Scott, “Regionalism” 243).15 Few scholars working in this vein have yet given 
much attention to the ocean, however. I argue that the burgeoning ocean sciences of her time 
furnish Woolf with ways of conceiving of the sea not in foundationalist terms, as the great 
facilitator of “human civilization,” but as an element apart from, exceeding, and circumscribing 
it: a vibrant non-human world that powerfully evokes “the passing of great swaths of time.” 
Woolf pits the sea against itself, so to speak, using such oceanic swaths of time to disorder the 
developmental, historical temporality that the sea anchors in maritime foundationalism.16 In 
Gillian Beer’s words, “[t]he continued presence of [the] sea…sustain[s] [Woolf’s] awareness of 
the simultaneity of the prehistoric in our present moment” (Common Ground 17), an awareness 
that fractures “the triumphalist narrative of development” (10). Woolf exploits the ocean’s ability 
to exemplify “the prehistoric permeat[ing] the present day” (Beer, Common Ground 10) in order 
to explode maritime-imperial ideas about the sea’s role in history. 
In Woolf’s work, elements of maritime foundationalism and visions of a non-human 
ocean are thus inextricably bound together. We can get a good preliminary sense of how Woolf 
interweaves these two oceanic conceptions from the well-known passage in “A Sketch of the 
Past” describing her first formative memory: 
                                                
15 Important studies of Woolf and the natural sciences include Beer, Common Ground; Alt; and Scott, In the 
Hollow. For a more theoretically oriented study that puts Woolf in dialogue with “nonhumanist or… ‘posthumanist’ 
conceptualisations of the material world” (12), see Ryan. 
16 That Woolf’s fiction disorders developmental, historical temporality is a critical commonplace. For example, Jed 
Esty points out how, in The Voyage Out, “the special temporality of Bildung…breaks down in two directions at 
once: into the instantaneous and the infinite,” which Esty identifies with the “apparently opposed units of narrative 
time—the intensified, glorified ‘moment of being’ and the vast, grand temporal registers lying beneath and beyond 
official history—[that] have come to define the essence of Woolf's style as a Bergsonian modernist” (Unseasonable 
Youth 140). My goal is to highlight the crucial role played by conceptions of the sea in Woolf’s fiction as both bases 
for the temporality of “official history” and means for disrupting it. With regard to the latter, we may note the 
congruity between Esty’s “instantaneous” and “infinite” temporal registers and Gillian Beer’s insight that the sea in 
Woolf’s fiction both “resists transformation” and “is constantly renewing itself” (Common Ground 17). Unchanging 
yet ever-changing, the sea asserts both infinitude and instantaneity at once. (Unseasonable Youth says little directly 
about the sea in The Voyage Out, although in the same chapter Esty does note how A Portrait of the Artist as a 
Young Man uses water imagery to figure “alternative temporalities of drift, stasis, and regression” [144]). 
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If life has a base that it stands upon, if it is a bowl that one fills and fills and fills—then 
my bowl without a doubt stands upon this memory. It is of lying half asleep, half awake, 
in bed in the nursery at St Ives. It is of hearing the waves breaking, one, two, one, two, 
and sending a splash of water over the beach; and then breaking, one, two, one, two, 
behind a yellow blind. It is of hearing the blind draw its little acorn across the floor as the 
wind blew the blind out. It is of lying and hearing this splash and seeing this light, and 
feeling, it is almost impossible that I should be here; of feeling the purest ecstasy I can 
conceive. (MB 64-65) 
 
On the one hand, this passage presents the sea as a force activating individual development, 
individual history. The sound of the waves on the beach at St Ives awakens the young Virginia 
Stephen to consciousness of the fact that, despite its near impossibility, she is “here” and alive, 
possessing a particular individual existence. This oceanic awakening then becomes the “base that 
[Woolf’s life] stands upon,” founding and grounding her mature identity. The passage 
encapsulates this developmental function of the sea in the metaphor of the “little acorn” hanging 
from the blind and stirred into motion by the sea wind, presumably then to germinate and grow 
to an oak. Other moments in “A Sketch of the Past” suggestively parallel Woolf’s own 
development, initiated and fostered by the sea, with England’s historical development, in which 
the sea has played a similar role. Woolf writes that St Ives during her childhood “was then as it 
must have been in the sixteenth century” (128), aligning her age when the sea roused her to self-
consciousness with a Tudor England on the cusp of its worldwide expansion. And just as the sea 
activates Woolf’s development, so it bears witness to England’s subsequent development: “There 
was a great coming and going of ships across the bay. Most usually, it was a Haines steamer… 
going to Cardiff for coal…. But sometimes a big ship would be anchored there; once a battle 
ship; once a great sailing ship; once a famous white yacht” (129-30). As vehicle for the “coming 
and going of ships,” the sea exemplifies what has made England what it is, in the same way that 
it ushers in Woolf’s individual becoming. 
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 Yet Woolf’s description of this memory also uses its oceanic imagery to counteract such 
developmental temporality. The breaking of the waves is cyclical, repetitive: “one, two, one, 
two.” Woolf reproduces this oceanic repetitiveness through her heavy use of repetition—
“If…if”; “It is….It is….It is….It is…it is”; “fills and fills and fills”; the repetition of words like 
“splash,” “breaking,” and “blind”—which, together with the breaking waves, creates a dreamlike 
air of stasis, of time transfixed. The passage thus suggests the beginning of a developmental 
trajectory only to dissolve it immediately into the suspended time of the constantly breaking 
waves. Furthermore, as they spur self-awareness in the young Virginia, thereby imparting 
identity and initiating history, the waves also make apparent the fundamental contingency of 
individual identity and history. Indeed, the self-awareness the waves impart is precisely an 
awareness of such contingency: “it is almost impossible that I should be here.” Selfhood, it 
seems, is a by-product of recognizing one’s own unlikeliness. The breaking waves act as a 
metaphor for a private sensation of diffusiveness—“oceanic feeling,” perhaps—against which 
the integrity of the individual self comes into sudden sharp focus. Yet the oceanic basis of 
Woolf’s sense of contingency can also be read more literally: in a world that is mostly ocean, 
existing in a practically boundless timescale exemplified by the ceaseless recurrence of the 
breaking waves, our brief existence on some “wrinkled little rocks” (Woolf, VO 24) does indeed 
come to seem “almost impossible.” In this manner, Woolf draws on alternative conceptions of 
oceanic temporality and of the ocean’s relationship to identity to resist the alignment of self and 
nation that her memoir momentarily conjures. She uses another way of envisioning the sea to 
disrupt a developmental history of self and nation along the lines of maritime foundationalism. 
 The following chapter traces Woolf’s use of and resistance to maritime foundationalism 
through readings of two novels in which the maritime takes center stage (though in different 
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ways): The Voyage Out and To the Lighthouse. Although the sea is practically everywhere in 
Woolf’s fiction, these novels stand out for the extent to which they focus thematically on the sea, 
seafaring, and their significance in contemporary Britain. The bulk of The Voyage Out may take 
place on land, but the novel turns on the voyage aboard a merchant vessel with which it begins, 
while the whole of To the Lighthouse is set either by the sea or on it. In addition, both novels 
recurrently disclose the grip of maritime figures and habits of thought upon the minds of their 
characters. Finally, these works parallel each other in ways that warrant their consideration 
together: each, for example, depicts a young woman’s sea journey, along with and at the behest 
of her widowed father, and the changes in perspective and mentality it causes. 
 In both The Voyage Out and To the Lighthouse, I argue, Woolf takes on the scriptedness 
of the sea in British culture—its powerful association with imperial identity and official history. 
This engagement varies in the two novels, though, in a way that reflects both their differing 
historical situations and Woolf’s coming of age as a writer. The Voyage Out, written during the 
pre-World War I period of Dreadnought fever and passionate popular navalism, thematizes the 
overwhelming power and all-pervasive scope of maritime ideology in its depiction of a Rachel 
Vinrace thrust onto a seaborne course of individual development that replicates Britain’s 
seaborne historical trajectory. The pervasive dominance of maritime ideology prompts, in 
opposition, a resort to images of an alien ocean apart from history and development, which 
Woolf delineates by drawing on elements of Victorian and Edwardian marine science. Yet this 
conception of the sea as an antidevelopmental other not only proves equally inhospitable to the 
independent identity Rachel desires but also, in seeking to mobilize the sea for human purposes, 
perpetuates the maritime-foundationalist script—as the novel depicts.17 
                                                
17 Kathryn Simpson identifies a similar dilemma accompanying the depictions of “the sea as a metaphorically 
utopian space for women” in The Voyage Out and Mrs. Dalloway: on the one hand, “the fantasy of escape or return 
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 A decade later, To the Lighthouse addresses a different historical moment, characterized 
by growing disenchantment with sea power and maritime ideology in the wake of World War I. 
In addition, a more mature and self-confident Woolf, in writing about the sea, is no longer so 
guided by the structure and assumptions of the sea voyage narrative. Consequently, though 
maritime ideology is still deeply pervasive, it is no longer as all-encompassing and determinative 
as in The Voyage Out. The sea and the sea voyage carry less coercive power, both material and 
ideological; as a result, there is less need to politicize a non-human conception of the ocean in 
resistance. Instead, the novel, through its oceanic and maritime motifs, envisions not a 
recapitulation of British maritime-imperial history but a closing of the parentheses on it. 
The Voyage Out: Striking Through the Waters 
 One of the more well-worn critical paths into The Voyage Out is to note its intertextual 
relationship with Conrad. Such criticism has tended to concentrate on the novel’s many overt 
parallels with Heart of Darkness.18 Another, less explored Conradian intertext, though, is 
discernible in Woolf’s description of the Euphrosyne early in its voyage out: 
[A]n immense dignity had descended upon her; she was an inhabitant of the great world, 
which has so few inhabitants, travelling all day across an empty universe, with veils 
drawn before her and behind. She was more lonely than the caravan crossing the desert; 
she was infinitely more mysterious, moving by her own power and sustained by her own 
resources….She was a bride going forth to her husband, a virgin unknown of men; in her 
vigour and purity she might be likened to all beautiful things, for as a ship she had a life 
of her own. (24-25) 
 
Jed Esty rightly deems this passage a “Conradian homage,” but if, as he says, it “seems to point 
back to Heart of Darkness” (Unseasonable Youth 133), it points with equal if not greater 
                                                                                                                                                       
to the sea can simultaneously threaten dissolution and death…in the form of non-identity,” while on the other hand, 
“to move to this space ‘outside’ patriarchy and phallocentric culture is to occupy a space already constructed by the 
dominant culture” (57).  
18 See Froula, Virginia Woolf; DeKoven; Wollaeger; Pitt; and Neuman. Less often discussed, but also significant, is 
the apparent nod to Nostromo, with which Woolf’s novel shares a focus on a coastal South American community as 
it is molded by globalizing, imperialist, capitalist forces. 
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insistence to The Nigger of the “Narcissus.” Woolf’s description of the Euphrosyne at sea 
mimics Conrad’s description of his similarly classically-named vessel as it begins its voyage: 
[T]he ship, a fragment detached from the earth, went on lonely and swift like a small 
planet. Round her the abysses of sky and sea met in an unattainable frontier. A great 
circular solitude moved with her, ever changing and ever the same, always monotonous 
and always imposing….The sun looked upon her all day, and every morning rose with a 
burning, round stare of undying curiosity. She had her own future; she was alive with the 
lives of those beings who trod her decks….[L]ike the earth, she was unconscious, fair to 
see—and condemned by men to an ignoble fate. The august loneliness of her path lent 
dignity to the sordid inspiration of her pilgrimage. She drove foaming to the southward, 
as if guided by the courage of a high endeavour. (18) 
 
Woolf carries over Conrad’s indulgence in the conventional gendering of ships as feminine and 
his insistence on the beauty and animation of the isolated ship on the high seas. Above all, she 
carries over the tension between the Narcissus’ linear, purposive passage, which “guide[s]” it 
and gives it a “future,” and the “great circular solitude” of oceanic space-time, which, in its ever-
changing never-changing monotony, jeopardizes ideas of purpose and linearity. In Woolf, this 
becomes the tension between the Euphrosyne as, and as a means of achieving, an autonomous 
identity—“as a ship she had a life of her own”—and the veiled threat to autonomous identity 
posed by the ocean as token of “an empty universe,” one “which has so few inhabitants.” 
 I call attention to this echo of The Nigger of the “Narcissus” in Woolf’s novel not simply 
to enrich our sense of The Voyage Out’s dialogue with Conrad. Noting the connection between 
the Euphrosyne and the Narcissus reminds us that, whatever strange amalgam of Bildungsroman, 
novel of manners, and colonial romance it ends up becoming, The Voyage Out begins as a sea 
voyage narrative, and adopts the tones of Conrad’s maritime fiction to advertise itself as such. 
The novel’s roots in maritime literature, however, have not received much recognition. Critics 
have read The Voyage Out under the more general rubric of travel writing (Karen R. Lawrence), 
traced the influence upon it of Elizabethan exploration literature (Alice Fox), or argued that it 
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“parlays the European rhetoric of imperialist exploration and conquest into a metaphysical 
voyage toward a civilization that has never existed” (Froula, Virginia Woolf xiii), but the novel 
has rarely been viewed in the lineage of non-“metaphysical” sea voyage literature stretching 
back through Conrad—even when, as in the description of the Euphrosyne at sea, it seems to 
flaunt its relationship to this lineage. Or, to take a different line of critical inquiry, the novel’s 
revisions and subversions of the Bildungsroman have been studied in detail, but such studies take 
little account of the fact that Rachel Vinrace’s putative Bildungsroman begins much like that of 
Harvey Cheyne in Captains Courageous, as specifically a “sea Bildungsroman”: the narrative of 
“the green hand or neophyte…who grow[s] to manhood [or in Rachel’s case, womanhood] at 
sea” (Foulke 21).19 Woolf’s mimicry of Conradian sea fiction parades this generic pedigree and 
underscores the attendant assumption that the sea is where “a life of [one’s] own” is to be forged. 
 Yet as she voices these maritime-literary generic assumptions, Woolf also has her tongue 
well planted in her cheek. That The Voyage Out blends “Conradian homage” with Conradian 
parody is apparent from the way it handles Heart of Darkness: Marlow’s “pose of a Buddha” 
(HD 9), sign of the existential wisdom he bears, becomes Mr. Pepper “look[ing] like the image 
of Buddha” (consequent to tucking his legs under him to escape a draught “with the action of a 
spinster who detects a mouse”) as he commences an unsolicited and off-putting “discourse” (VO 
15); the voyage upriver into the jungle becomes “neither dangerous nor difficult” (250); and the 
portentous announcement of Kurtz’s demise—“Mistah Kurtz—he dead” (HD 118)—becomes a 
bathetic notice of Rachel’s death—“Miss Vinrace…She’s dead”—in which the emphasis and 
pregnant pause merely stem from the need to penetrate Mrs. Paley’s deafness, and which the 
                                                
19 According to Foulke, “the sea bildungsroman” was “developed and elaborated” by “Scott, Marryat, Cooper, 
Dana, Melville, and Conrad” (xv). Cesare Casarino identifies “the Bildungsroman of the sea” (7), in which “a young 
and innocent hero is followed through several trials and tribulations until his rite of passage into adulthood has been 
successfully performed” (8), as one of the three main forms of nineteenth-century sea narrative in his taxonomy of 
that genre. On The Voyage Out and the Bildungsroman tradition, see Esty, Unseasonable Youth. 
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deliverer can barely utter without “bursting into laughter” (VO 341, ellipsis in original). A 
similar note of parody is audible in the allusion to The Nigger of the “Narcissus.” Woolf doubles 
down on Conrad’s already rather gratuitous feminization of his ship, deliberately stretching the 
metaphor to such flights of fancy as “She was a bride going forth to her husband, a virgin 
unknown of men”—an image that not only does not stand up to scrutiny (the men of the 
Euphrosyne’s crew, such as Willoughby Vinrace and Mr. Grice, must know “her” very well 
indeed) but also, as the novel goes on, becomes increasingly ironic and out of accord with the 
novel’s actual views on gender relations and marriage. Moreover, Woolf undercuts her rhapsodic 
description of the ship’s “immense dignity” both before, when she points out that in fact “very 
few people [back in England] thought about the sea” (24), and after, when she proceeds 
immediately to note, “Indeed if they had not been blessed in their weather…Mrs. Ambrose 
would have found it very dull” (25). 
 Crucially, however, parody of Conradian maritime description shades over into parodic 
appropriation. As Woolf pushes the metaphor of ship as woman into artifice and irony, thereby 
exposing the patriarchal attitudes underlying such nautical feminization, she also uses her 
parodic description of a feminine Euphrosyne to suggest a feminist critique. A woman should be 
vested with the “dignity” that comes from autonomy and agency, “moving by her own power and 
sustained by her own resources”; she should be able to have “a life of her own.” Conradian 
maritime rhetoric is infiltrated and redirected—taken over from within and made to speak an 
implicitly feminist message. In this passage, that is, Woolf’s novel does to the language and 
tropes of the sea voyage narrative something like what she and her compatriots had done to the 
symbols and rituals of British navalism in the Dreadnought Hoax, which occurred at a key stage 
of the novel’s development: satirically infiltrating them in order to turn them to a different 
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purpose.20 Identifying The Nigger of the “Narcissus” as another Conradian intertext in The 
Voyage Out thus highlights the parodic appropriation of maritime fiction as an important strategy 
in Woolf’s novel. 
 Finally, by rewriting Conrad’s description of the Narcissus at sea in her description of the 
Euphrosyne, Woolf invites a comparison of her protagonist and Conrad’s title character. Both 
authors embed evocations of their respective characters, and anticipations of the characters’ 
eventual fates, into their descriptions of their ships: Conrad reminds us of James Wait by his 
reference to the “audacious lies” that “lived” aboard the Narcissus, part of the “intolerable 
load”—the weight—the ship carries (NN 18), while Woolf’s depiction of the Euphrosyne 
voyaging out doubles as a sketch of a Rachel Vinrace in search of “a life of her own” and 
foreshadows the end of this search in its claim that, as well as “some unexampled joy,” “[t]he sea 
might give her death” (VO 25). Connecting Rachel with Wait via the portrayals of their 
respective ships in this manner brings into focus the commonalities between them. Both Wait 
and Rachel are antidevelopmental characters, denied development and denying it through their 
common exhibition of “the motif of illness as an antidevelopmental tool” (Esty, Unseasonable 
Youth 145).21 Both enact this denial of development through death at a colonial periphery, either 
on (in Wait’s case) or in consequence of (in Rachel’s) an ocean voyage, and both experience 
their deaths as an oceanic immersion. And their common experience of death as immersion 
highlights how both are caught between competing representations of the sea and its role in or 
relationship to history, neither of which accommodates them: a view of the sea as the vehicle of 
an imperial history from which, as a black man and a woman, they are excluded, on the one 
                                                
20 As Christine Froula points out, “that watershed year 1910” was also a watershed in the composition of The 
Voyage Out: Woolf first mentions the novel’s new title, the one it would eventually be published under, in a 
November 1910 letter, nine months after the Hoax (Virginia Woolf 22).  
21 Esty writes that Woolf “use[s] [this motif] to fine effect…in The Voyage Out” (Unseasonable Youth 145) but 
takes no note of Conrad’s very similar use of it in The Nigger of the “Narcissus.” 
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hand, and a vision of the sea as a non-human abyss asserting an antidevelopmental temporality, 
on the other.  
These competing oceanic representations underlie the tension between linear passage and 
“monotonous” recurrence, autonomous identity and “an empty universe,” that we have noted in 
the parallel descriptions of the Narcissus and the Euphrosyne. In The Nigger of the “Narcissus,” 
Wait’s exclusion from the linear passage of maritime-imperial history ends up heightening the 
specter of antidevelopmental oceanic temporality. The Voyage Out takes an opposite tack, 
simultaneously attempting to appropriate maritime-imperial developmental linearity from within 
while evoking the temporality of the empty oceanic universe to counteract it from without.22 Yet 
for someone like Rachel, both these approaches lead to a dead end, as the novel knows and 
dramatizes. The idea of finding “a life of [one’s] own” at sea cannot ultimately be separated from 
the patriarchal and imperialist maritime foundationalism that informs it, and the opposite course 
of flight from imperial history into the “empty universe” of the inhuman ocean is, if anything, an 
even less viable strategy. Rachel is faced with the alternatives of no “life” at all, or a life 
interpellated into the developmental pattern of maritime-imperial history—which also turns out 
to be no life at all. As Woolf depicts Rachel’s entrapment between different ways of viewing the 
sea and its relationship to human history, she thus exhibits how these different conceptualizations 
of the sea served as means for thinking through women’s experience and highlights their 
formative role in her own literary career. 
In a key scene in the center of The Voyage Out, Rachel Vinrace and Terence Hewet, who 
have recently met in the English tourist colony of Santa Marina on the South American coast, 
                                                
22 In this regard, my reading departs from (even as it endorses up to a point) Jed Esty’s interpretation of the novel as 
“assimilat[ing]…a certain uneven—and markedly colonial—temporality” (Unseasonable Youth 129). I argue that 
examining the representations of the sea in The Voyage Out shows that the temporality (or temporalities) the novel 
assimilates are not always “markedly colonial.” Alongside colonial uneven development or underdevelopment, the 
novel also incorporates an oceanic non- or anti-developmental temporality. 
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wander off together to talk on a cliff-top overlooking the sea. The ensuing conversation marks a 
shift in their relationship from acquaintance to romance. Given the significant role this scene 
thus plays in Rachel’s and the novel’s trajectory, it is important to note that Woolf opens it with 
a brief but resonant evocation of one pole of the novel’s view of the sea, the pole of maritime 
foundationalism: the sea as a means of organizing history and constructing an expansive British 
identity. Terence and Rachel momentarily survey “the vast expanse of land” stretching away into 
the continental interior, but they quickly reject it in favor of the sea:  
Perhaps their English blood made this prospect uncomfortably impersonal and hostile to 
them, for having once turned their faces that way they next turned them to the sea, and 
for the rest of the time sat looking at the sea….It was this sea that flowed up to the mouth 
of the Thames; and the Thames washed the roots of the city of London. (194) 
 
The sea here acts as what Francis Spufford has called “a corridor of Britishness” (250).23 The 
South American landscape alienates Terence and Rachel from British space, “[giving] them a 
sensation which is given by no view, however extended, in England.” The sea’s expanse, 
however, connects them with Britain, in the manner Gillian Beer describes: “the sea offers a vast 
extension of the island, allowing the psychic size of the body politic to expand, without bumping 
into others’ territory,” thereby “linking imperial England to its possessions overseas” (“The 
Island” 272). The sea enables Terence’s “thoughts” to flow on a smooth “course” from an alien 
South America back to England (VO 194) and provides a satisfying natural correlative for 
Terence and Rachel’s “English blood”—something they can comprehend and to which they can 
belong.24  
                                                
23 Spufford uses this phrase when describing the Edwardian “geographic assurance”—the confidence that, however 
far you went along the imperial sea lanes, you were still “within the compartmented structure of British rule”—
exemplified in Robert Scott’s two voyages to the Antarctic: “Both in 1901 and 1910, Scott sailed to Antarctica down 
a corridor of Britishness [London-Cape Town-Melbourne-Lyttleton, New Zealand-Ross Island]. He went to the end 
of the earth, without ever quitting the scenes that St James’ Park gave onto” (250). 
24 On the “merg[ing] [of] the fluidity of the sea with the racialized blood of Anglo-Saxon[s]” in Anglo-American 
maritime ideology, see DeLoughrey (27).  
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In particular, the cliff-top scene highlights the sea’s role in facilitating historical progress. 
Tellingly, Rachel and Terence look to the sea not just because of the unintelligibility of the South 
American landscape but also because of what Woolf casts as the futile cyclicality of South 
American history. On this continent’s “infinite sun-dried earth,” the novel avers, “the races of 
men changed from dark savages to white civilised men, and back to dark savages again” (VO 
194). The sea represents an alternative to this anti-progressive history. It is after Terence has 
turned his back on South America’s degenerative cycles and “sat looking at the sea” (194) for 
some time that he is able to frame a vision of development—very gradual development, but 
development nonetheless—for women: “It’ll take at least six generations before you’re 
sufficiently thick-skinned to go into law courts and business offices” (196). The landlocked 
depths of the continent embody historical regression, a prospect that can be supplanted by 
looking to the sea and the linear “course”—for thought, for empire, and for history—it provides. 
Furthermore, the act of thus “looking at the sea” with Terence is what definitively enters Rachel 
into the linear course of a marriage plot. Over against landlocked cyclicality, the sea betokens 
progress on a variety of scales and in a variety of dimensions.  
In thus contrasting the stagnancy of a continental interior with a developmental maritime 
perspective, Woolf echoes maritime-foundationalist writers like Frank Bullen, for whom the 
interior of Asia serves as a parallel reminder of how, away from the sea, civilization becomes 
impossible and history stops: “Asiatic Russia suffers most for its inability to participate in the 
blessings brought by the sea, and so it serves as the great object-lesson in the value of the sea to 
mankind” (25). The association between the sea and historical progress is made more explicit 
elsewhere in the novel, above all by the Dalloways. Shortly after they join the Euphrosyne, Mrs. 
Dalloway spells out how, to her, British identity and history are brought into high relief by a 
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maritime perspective: “Being on this ship seems to make it so much more vivid—what it really 
means to be English. One thinks of all we’ve done, and our navies, …and how we’ve gone on 
century after century” (42). Beyond the empire’s spatial continuity, what Clarissa sees at sea is 
also “the continuity,” as her husband immediately calls it (42), of British history:  
A vision of English history, King following King, Prime Minister Prime Minister, and 
Law Law had come over him while his wife spoke. He ran his mind along the line of 
conservative policy, which went steadily from Lord Salisbury to Alfred, and gradually 
enclosed, as though it were a lasso that opened and caught things, enormous chunks of 
the habitable globe. (42-43) 
 
To the Dalloways, the sea reveals an uninterrupted historical trajectory—one that, in Richard 
Dalloway’s eyes, is nearing its telos: “It’s taken a long time, but we’ve pretty nearly done 
it….[I]t remains to consolidate” (43). What is more, the sea creates Britain’s continuity. It floats 
the “navies” whereby Britain has “gradually enclosed…enormous chunks of the habitable globe” 
and makes possible the expansive “[u]nity,” “dominion,” and “progress” that Richard later 
identifies as his “ideal”: “The dispersion of the best ideas over the greatest area” (55). To 
Richard, Britishness is its own expansion and universalization. As the vehicle of this expansive 
universalization, the sea thus supports British “dominion” and activates British “progress.” The 
contrast between this maritime view of history and the specter of decline conjured by the South 
American interior is underscored by Richard’s claim that “the English seem, on the whole, 
whiter than most men, their records cleaner” (VO 56). Where South America’s “sun-dried earth” 
reveals a cycle in which “dark savages” become “white civilised men” only to revert back again 
(194), the sea undergirds a progressive history in which the British are becoming ever “whiter.”  
Woolf hints at how such macro-historical thinking makes its way into the mentality of 
people like Rachel Vinrace when she has Clarissa Dalloway read aloud to her husband from 
Persuasion, in which Jane Austen does her bit to affirm and perpetuate British sea-mythology. 
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Clarissa may insist that, as she reads, Richard is “not to think…about navies, or empires, or 
anything” (54), but in fact Austen’s narrative of Anne Elliott’s marriage to a naval captain subtly 
reinforces the ideology of navy and empire by grafting a marriage plot onto it. Moreover, as it 
frames the maritime empire as the locus of female self-realization through marriage, Persuasion 
establishes the model to which Rachel Vinrace’s incipient development will be made to conform: 
she, too, will be expected to find fulfillment and developmental telos in a marriage made 
possible by British sea power. In such instances, Woolf depicts English literature as deeply 
bound up, historically and thematically, with sea power, maritime foundationalism, and attendant 
assumptions about history and development. As she does so, she acknowledges the widespread 
influence of these ideologies—including their influence upon her own work. 
At the same time, though, Woolf’s novel also assimilates another view of the ocean’s 
relationship to history, according to which the ocean does not found Braudelian “social history” 
(20) but instead asserts what Braudel calls “geographical” history (21): the “almost timeless 
history… of man’s contact with the inanimate” (20). The novel, indeed, immediately pits this 
alternative view against the maritime foundationalism it evokes at the beginning of Terence and 
Rachel’s seaside conversation. After the narrative voice asserts that “this sea…flowed up to the 
mouth of the Thames” and Terence correspondingly thinks of England, Rachel lies down to 
obtain “a clear view” into these supposedly familiar, connective waters: “The water was very 
calm; rocking up and down at the base of the cliff, and so clear that one could see the red of the 
stones at the bottom of it. So it had been at the birth of the world, and so it had remained ever 
since” (194).25 From the facilitator of historical progress, the ocean turns into an alien temporal 
                                                
25 Woolf here echoes an oceanographic tenet widely held at the time. Writing a few years after The Voyage Out was 
published, the oceanographer William Herdman, for example, maintains that “the great ocean basins have probably 
remained as permanent depressions on the earth’s surface since very early times, and may possibly be relics of the 
original wrinkles on the cooling and contracting skin of the molten globe” (199). Alain Corbin lays out the 
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expanse—an uninterrupted continuity that, unlike the historical “continuity” the Dalloways 
discern at sea, does not affirm us but exists beyond us: “Probably no human being had ever 
broken that water with boat or with body” (194). As legitimating historical continuity becomes 
unsettling geohistorical continuity, the vision of history as unavailing and meaningless which 
Terence and Rachel found so “hostile” (194) threatens to return in the very element in which 
they sought an alternative to it. The ocean Rachel sees ups the ante on the threat of regression 
posed by the South American interior: instead of change followed by reversion, an ocean that 
remains as it was “at the birth of the world” seems to deny all possibility of change. From the 
point of view Rachel adopts, the ocean asserts an antidevelopmental temporality in which, in 
Gillian Beer’s words, “the prehistoric permeates the present day” (Common Ground 10). 
In using the ocean’s depths to figure such an antidevelopmental temporality, Woolf 
draws on the oceanographic theories circulating in the Victorian milieu of her childhood. Darwin 
and his successors believed that marine environments changed much more slowly and much less 
dramatically than terrestrial ones. Because in evolutionary theory “the rate of evolution depended 
in large part on the environment’s rate of change” (Schlee 92), the relative changelessness of the 
sea, especially its depths, would thus mean that marine life had not evolved as quickly or as far 
as terrestrial life. “This suggested,” as historian of oceanography Susan Schlee puts it, “that the 
deep sea was the most logical place to look for ancient animals, creatures that would clearly link 
extinct species to modern ones” (92)—or, as post-Darwinian naturalists began to think of them, 
“living fossils.” The discovery of certain living sea creatures that did in fact resemble species 
extinct for eons, together with the related belief that geological processes from the distant past 
                                                                                                                                                       
intellectual background to Rachel’s seaside perception of deep time when he describes how, at the turn of the 
nineteenth century, “the coast and the reefs, rocks and cliffs that border it” were re-envisioned in the light of 
geological timescales. After this perceptual shift, “[t]he outline of the coast’s visible landscape bore witness to the 
immensity of time” (106). 
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were still occurring on the sea floor, led the pioneering marine scientist Charles Wyville 
Thomson to aver, quite specifically, that the prehistoric permeates the present day: “we are still 
living in the cretaceous epoch” (471).26 
The novel registers such ideas in the person of Mr. Pepper. Rachel likens Pepper to “a 
fossilised fish” (12), which both captures his own status as a Victorian fossil and hints at the 
beliefs about sea life and oceanic temporality that, as such, he seems to entertain. The “fossilized 
fish,” an image Woolf reiterates (14), sets the stage for Pepper’s “discourse upon the unplumbed 
depths of ocean” at the end of the novel’s first chapter, in which he lays out his ideas about “the 
great white monsters of the lower waters” (15): “white, hairless, blind monsters lying curled on 
the ridges of sand at the bottom of the sea” (16). Pepper populates the ocean depths with 
evolutionary throwbacks, “white, hairless, blind” creatures that have not progressed beyond the 
most rudimentary stage of development. In particular, Pepper’s putative monsters resemble the 
foremost of the marine missing links Victorian naturalists believed they had discovered: the 
supposed “protoplasmic primitive organism” thought to dwell on the sea bottom that T. H. 
Huxley dubbed Bathybius haekelii (Rozwadowski 163). (Woolf knew Huxley’s works well, and 
in The Voyage Out “Huxley” is among the “favourite reading” of the Euphrosyne’s steward, Mr. 
Grice [46], who shares with Pepper an interest in “get[ting] things out of the sea” [12].) 
According to Huxley, Bathybius was the “Urschleim”: “the root of the evolutionary tree, the 
simplest form of life from which all others had evolved” (Schlee 98). By the time Woolf wrote 
The Voyage Out, the existence of Bathybius and the theory of marine living fossils it exemplified 
                                                




had been discredited, but in this regard, as in others, Pepper is behind the times.27 Via Pepper’s 
anachronistic speculations, the novel incorporates a view of the ocean as a time warp in which 
the most primitive life forms persist into the present. Woolf gestures at the anti-historical 
implications of such a view by her description of Pepper, as he begins his discourse, “look[ing] 
like the image of Buddha” (15). In propounding his ideas about the sea’s throwback life, Pepper 
implicitly preaches an antidevelopmental temporality like the cyclical time of Buddhism. 
If the linear course of the sea’s surface facilitates progress, “the bottom of the sea” first 
envisioned by Pepper thus annuls it. The seabed becomes the novel’s privileged site for 
representing developmental stasis or for asserting the inconsequence of historical time. Even the 
South American jungle, a much more tangible embodiment in the novel of a primitive or 
prehistoric world, is metaphorically subsumed into the deep sea and its attendant temporal abyss: 
“As they passed into the depths of the forest the light grew dimmer, and the noises of the 
ordinary world were replaced by those creaking and sighing sounds which suggest to the 
traveller in a forest that he is walking at the bottom of the sea” (256). Woolf’s initial description 
of this oceanic tropical forest’s apparent historical moment parallels her location of Santa Marina 
in history: the underdeveloped colony is “in arts and industries…still much where it was in 
Elizabethan days” (80), while “nothing had been done to change [the] appearance [of the river up 
which Rachel, Terence, and their party travel into the forest] from what it was to the eyes of the 
Elizabethan voyagers” (250). However, colony and forest are arrested in “the time of Elizabeth” 
(250) for opposite reasons. Santa Marina’s stagnation bears witness to the capitalist modernity 
that has induced its underdevelopment; the colony thus indirectly proclaims the viability of 
progress even as progress seems to leave it behind. The forest, on the other hand, makes 
                                                
27 Scientists on the 1872-76 Challenger expedition, the watershed event in the founding of modern oceanography, 
discovered that “Bathybius” was actually “a precipitate of calcium sulfate, formed by the reaction of preserving 
alcohol with seawater” (Rozwadowski 166). 
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historical time, and progress through it, seem trivial and meaningless: “The time of Elizabeth 
was only distant from the present time by a moment of space compared with the ages which had 
passed since the water had run between those banks” (250). The time of “great trees and deep 
waters” “go[es] on for ever and ever” (VO 270), imparting to all human history the futility 
Terence and Rachel discern in the South American landscape. And “deep waters” take primacy 
over “great trees” as means of conceptualizing such inhuman time. Even the “sun-dried earth” of 
the continental interior upon which the novel envisions historical regression, initially opposed to 
the sea of maritime foundationalism, comes to seem oceanic in this other sense, “spreading away 
and away like the immense floor of the sea” (194). The novel’s sea thus facilitates historical 
development in one of its manifestations and cancels it in the other. 
Woolf’s depiction of Rachel’s experience, as her personal growth is first prompted and 
then curtailed, draws on both of these conceptions of the sea and its relationship to history. On 
the one hand, the language and tropes the novel uses to represent Rachel’s incipient awakening 
show the influence of maritime foundationalism, as well as Woolf’s appropriation of this 
discourse. At the most basic level, Rachel’s awakening begins with her voyage out, and would 
evidently never have happened without it. Her courtship and engagement, her intellectual 
expansion, her awareness of sexuality, and her consciousness of the hard realities of male 
dominance and female marginalization—realities she had previously experienced but not 
previously internalized—all occur on or depend on her sea voyage. Though both the form of her 
seafaring and the maturity into which it ushers her differ enormously from Harvey Cheyne’s in 
Captains Courageous, seafaring thus plays almost as integral a role in her coming of age as it 
does in his, or that of the protagonist of any other sea Bildungsroman. Early in the novel, Rachel 
even strikes the pose of such a nautical Bildungsheld, defying her Aunt Helen’s “expect[ation] 
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that as two of the same sex they would leave the room together” (16) to avow her intention, a la 
the sea Bildungsroman, of proving herself in the face of maritime “trials and tribulations” 
(Casarino 8): “I’m going out to t-t-triumph in the wind” (VO 16). Such open posturing in the 
trappings of the sea Bildungsroman does not prevail for long, as Rachel’s trajectory turns in a 
very different direction, but even in this Woolf’s narrative incorporates and redeploys the 
developmental resonances of maritime foundationalism underpinning the sea Bildungsroman. 
The novel underscores the specific importance of the sea and seafaring in Rachel’s 
development by the historical analogies in which it frames her development. Rachel’s mental 
life, when she goes to sea, is stalled in the same Elizabethan historical moment as, for different 
reasons, both Santa Marina and the Amazonian jungle: “Her mind was in the state of an 
intelligent man’s in the beginning of the reign of Queen Elizabeth” (26). By likening Rachel’s 
unformed mind to her country’s past before it began its expansion, Woolf establishes a national-
historical version of “[t]he analogy between ontogeny (individual development) and phylogeny 
(species development),” an analogy that, in Gillian Beer’s words, informs “our assumptions 
about the developmental pattern of history” (Common Ground 6). Rachel’s ontogeny 
recapitulates the phylogeny of maritime-imperial Britain: the sea activates her individual 
development just as it activated England’s development in the Elizabethan era. The novel 
suggests that Rachel will follow the maritime developmental course previously taken by Britain, 
entering her individual maturity by the same seaborne route whereby the nation came of age. 
Maritime foundationalism thus sets the pattern for and provides a language and a 
structure for the conventionally scripted course of Rachel’s development. When, in its Conradian 
description of the Euphrosyne at sea, which very shortly precedes the characterization of Rachel 
as an intellectual Elizabethan, the novel asserts that the sea transforms the feminized ship into “a 
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bride going forth to her husband” (25), it highlights Rachel’s conscription into such maritime 
historical trajectories. The husband destined for her by the marriage plot becomes framed as 
another gift of the sea, the endpoint of another maritime progression. However, the novel also 
reworks elements of British maritime ideology when representing Rachel’s desires for autonomy 
and agency outside of such socially determined courses. From early in the novel, as has often 
been noted, Rachel’s projection of a free, differentiated identity for herself focuses on the sea: 
“The vision of her own personality, of herself as a real everlasting thing, different from anything 
else, unmergeable, like the sea…, flashed into Rachel’s mind” (75). In thus privileging the sea as 
an image of personal freedom, Rachel internalizes the common sensation of physical and mental 
release the Euphrosyne’s passengers all experience once the ship has cleared the Thames estuary 
at the beginning of its voyage: “All the smoke and the houses had disappeared, and the ship was 
out in a wide space of sea very fresh and clear though pale in the early light…. They were free of 
roads, free of mankind, and the same exhilaration at their freedom ran through them all” (20). 
This association of the sea with freedom seems totally distinct from a mindset like that of 
the Dalloways, and indeed the “warships” the Dalloways observe so enthusiastically are 
described as reducing the sea’s exhilarating freedom, “casting a curious effect of discipline and 
sadness upon the waters” (60). Yet an association of the sea with freedom was, in fact, integral to 
the ideology the Dalloways embody. As historian David Armitage writes, the idea that the 
British Empire was an “empire of the seas” and, as such, “an empire for liberty” was an 
“enduring and encouraging myth” (Ideological Origins 101)—one that, by enabling the British 
to “assert the freedom of the seas while they claimed to rule the waves,” provided “one of the 
greatest ideological underpinnings of the later British Empire” (105). Maritime states, the 
thinking ran, encouraged and rewarded commerce and free enterprise, developed institutions to 
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protect such economic liberties and associated civil and religious freedoms, and obviated the 
need for huge military establishments because their navies could always draw on a large pool of 
commercial seafarers with the requisite nautical skills. The idea that a “sea-directed culture” like 
Britain’s was inherently “free…, while landed states tended toward autocracy” (Semmel 3) still 
ran strong when The Voyage Out was written. Woolf’s description of the warships’ “curious 
effect of discipline and sadness” indirectly registers one element of this ideology: the belief that, 
by ending piracy, the slave trade, and maritime conflicts between great powers, British naval 
supremacy made the sea safe for peaceful navigation, such that the freedom of the seas was “a 
voluntary gift of the navy, first to the British Empire, and then to the rest of the world” (Behrman 
116). Calling the warships’ disciplinary effect “curious” implies that such an effect is unexpected 
or surprising. Strangely, the British fleet is not doing what it was supposed to be doing: 
facilitating the exhilarating freedom the Euphrosyne’s passengers first experienced at sea. 
Woolf’s use of the sea’s freedom to figure Rachel’s desire for a distinct identity apart from the 
patriarchal imperialism epitomized by the Dalloways thus entails the appropriation and rewriting 
of a link between the sea and freedom with deep roots in maritime-imperial ideology. 
Even when the novel thus appropriates maritime foundationalism to represent Rachel’s 
urges towards autonomous selfhood, however, it also highlights the limitations and adverse 
effects of the model of self-realization maritime foundationalism offers her. The use of maritime-
foundationalist ideas and tropes interpellates Rachel’s development as maritime-imperial history 
and the marriage plot, channeling her development into courses and structures inimical to the 
independent selfhood towards which it is supposedly aimed. Woolf signals this discordance 
between what Rachel actually wants and what maritime ideology offers her when, during dinner 
aboard the Euphrosyne, Mr. Pepper launches into a quotation in Ancient Greek from Antigone, 
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rendered in Greek on the page (37). The passage he quotes is a particularly stirring evocation of 
the sea voyage as the ultimate testament to human identity and agency: 
Wonders are many; yet than Man 
None more wonderful is there known; 
He that over the frothing sea 
Voyages, blown by the stormy South, 
Through swollen waves that around him 
In threatening surges tower. (359 n.16) 
 
Yet this paean to the sea voyage as a means of self-assertion literally means nothing to Rachel or 
the other women present—even trying the patience of Mrs. Dalloway, who “look[s] at [Pepper] 
with compressed lips” (37). As far as women are concerned, self-realization at sea is a foreign 
and archaic concept. When the novel elsewhere draws on the sea voyage or maritime history as a 
means of depicting Rachel’s awakening, it does so to highlight how the means of growth or 
escape Rachel seeks are framed by the very ideology from which she wishes to grow out of or 
escape.  
Nor is Rachel herself unaware of this. The scene that describes the “exhilaration at their 
freedom” that comes over the Euphrosyne’s passengers at sea goes on to suggest Rachel’s 
disquiet at the direction in which this ostensibly free sea carries her, as represented by her aunt 
and uncle’s marital intimacy: “Mrs. Ambrose drew her arm within her husband’s, and as they 
moved off it could be seen from the way in which her sloping cheek was turned up to his that 
they had something private to communicate. They went a few paces and Rachel saw them kiss” 
(20). Not long after this, Rachel will be traumatized when Richard Dalloway forces a kiss upon 
her (66), an event that has rightly been seen as the beginning of the end for her: an indelible 
reminder of gender inequity and coercive masculine power that effectively nips her independent 
development in the bud. What Rachel sees in her aunt and uncle’s behavior amid the freedom of 
the seas is not quite a foreshadowing of this, but it does seem to hint that a similar heterosexual 
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coupling, involving acceptance of subordination and male sexual desire, lies on the horizon for 
her. The freedom of the seas is not so liberating after all. Setting sail towards the agency, 
autonomy, and growth the sea seems to promise also enmeshes Rachel in a formidable 
ideological force field that threatens the opposite for her. Hence, we can read more than just 
respect for her aunt and uncle’s privacy in Rachel’s gesture when, after seeing them kiss, her 
gaze promptly drops: “Down she looked into the depth of the sea” (20). From the prospect of a 
maritime freedom inseparable from a developmental pattern that would domesticate and repress 
Rachel’s desires, Rachel and the novel turn to the sea’s antidevelopmental “depth.” 
Implicitly for Rachel, and more explicitly for the novel, “the depth of the sea” provides a 
means of resisting maritime foundationalism and imagining alternatives to it. Rachel’s act of 
looking down into the sea’s depths anticipates her similar gaze into the sea at the beginning of 
her cliff-top conversation with Terence, which gives her an impression of the immensity of 
geographical time, while what she sees (or imagines she sees) beneath the Euphrosyne recalls 
Mr. Pepper’s “great white monsters,” with their antidevelopmental resonances:  
While [the sea] was slightly disturbed on the surface by the passage of the Euphrosyne, 
beneath it was green and dim, and it grew dimmer and dimmer until the sand at the 
bottom was only a pale blur. One could scarcely see the black ribs of wrecked ships, or 
the spiral towers made by the burrowings of great eels, or the smooth green-sided 
monsters who came by flickering this way and that. (20) 
 
Rachel envisions “the depth of the sea” as a profundity undisturbed not just by the spatial 
“passage” across its surface by ships like the Euphrosyne but also by the passage of time, which 
Willoughby Vinrace ironically asserts when he interrupts his daughter’s reverie to inform her 
that “if anyone wants me, I’m busy till one” (20). Lying almost beyond the sight and reach of the 
maritime empire that spans the sea’s surface, the world at the bottom of the sea outlasts human 
time and makes human constructs its own, as exemplified by the assimilation of “the black ribs 
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of wrecked ships” alongside “the burrowings of great eels” and “the smooth green-sided 
monsters” as another feature of the sea floor. As such, for a Rachel already anxious about where 
the maritime-imperial passage through space and time is taking her, the depth of the sea holds an 
understandable attraction. 
 The perspectives of other characters corroborate Rachel’s sense of the antidevelopmental 
sea’s potential to disrupt maritime empire—even, or especially, those of the men most interested 
in “get[ting] things out of the sea” (12), Mr. Pepper and Mr. Grice. We have already seen how 
Pepper rather anachronistically casts the sea as an “unplumbed” world (15) full of throwback life 
that resists developmental thinking. The creatures Grice has gleaned from the ocean—“pale fish 
in greenish liquids, blobs of jelly with streaming tresses, fish with lights in their heads, they lived 
so deep” (45)—similarly attest to the deep sea as an alien world beyond the effective knowledge 
or control of British maritime imperialism. “What does any man or woman brought up in 
England know about the sea?” Grice asks Clarissa Dalloway. “They profess to know; but they 
don’t” (45). Clarissa bears him out when she responds to his specimens by “sigh[ing]” that 
“[t]hey have swum about among bones,” projecting a humanizing vision of a deep sea seeded 
with human presence that she derives, as Grice points out, from literary fantasy: “You’re 
thinking of Shakespeare” (46). As he corrects Ariel’s song with marine reality, Grice implicitly 
dispels maritime-imperial constructions of the sea as comprehensible or foundational, claimed 
for Britain by the presence in its depths of the “bones” of Britain’s dead. Instead, the sea’s 
otherness fractures maritime-imperial naturalization. In the light of Grice’s specimens, we more 
acutely notice the discrepancy between marine life and the imperial “ideal” evident when 
Richard Dalloway “look[s] resolutely at a sea-gull as though his ideal flew on the wings of the 
bird” (55), and we second-guess the novel’s own depiction, at the end of the same chapter, of the 
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British warships as sea creatures, “eyeless beasts seeking their prey” (60). The ocean does not 
bear out the claims about history and identity founded upon it. 
 Grice and Pepper’s alien sea and its geographical time thus become a basis for resistance. 
They provide Rachel with an image of a life apart from patriarchal imperialism, and they provide 
the novel with a means of reinterpreting maritime-foundationalist tropes, like the theme of the 
sea as the source of freedom. The otherness of marine life insisted on by Grice, for example, 
becomes a comfort to Rachel after Richard Dalloway kisses her, as a reminder of an existence 
that Richard and what he stands for cannot control: 
Far out between the waves little black and white sea-birds were riding. Rising and falling 
with smooth and graceful movements in the hollows of the waves they seemed singularly 
detached and unconcerned. 
 “You’re peaceful,” she said. She became peaceful too. (67) 
 
Much later in the novel, the initial exhilaration the Euphrosyne’s passengers felt at sea reappears 
as Rachel’s delight at the idea of living like one of Grice’s benthic creatures, drifting through the 
deep sea: “To be flung into the sea, to be washed hither and thither, and driven about the roots of 
the world—the idea was incoherently delightful” (281). Maritime-imperial freedom of the seas is 
here recast as a more profound oceanic freedom, defiantly antidevelopmental in its fluidity, 
which imaginatively liberates Rachel from Terence, her increasingly controlling fiancée. “The 
roots of the world” also carry temporal implications, as if in becoming oceanic Rachel will return 
to the primeval era of “the birth of the world” that, in her view from the seaside cliff-top, the 
ocean preserves (194) and will inhabit its unchanging “eternity of peace” (195). In this regard, 
the alien, antidevelopmental ocean of Victorian and Edwardian marine science proves crucial to 
The Voyage Out’s “challenge to developmental narrative” (Beer, Common Ground 16). It 
represents a potential way out of national history, the marriage plot, and “the causal 
forms…associate[d] with nineteenth-century narratives” (17) for Rachel and for Woolf. 
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 Woolf makes plain, however, that this is only a potential way out, not an actual, viable 
one. As the novel is well aware, even its conceptions of the ocean as a space of freedom apart 
from empire and patriarchy are still inflected by masculine imperialism. Though he bears witness 
to the sea’s status as a profoundly alien world, to which Shakespeare’s aquatic fantasies are not a 
reliable guide, Grice, for instance, is still imaginatively in thrall to another Shakespeare, the 
propagandist of overseas conquest: after he admits that Shakespeare is still “[a] grand fellow,” he 
and Clarissa Dalloway discover that they share the same “favourite play,” “Henry the Fifth” (VO 
46). Moreover, Grice combines an awareness of oceanic otherness with a conviction that the sea 
is a resource to be exploited, full of “good flesh…waiting and asking to be caught”: “The deep 
waters could sustain Europe unaided” (45). Viewing the sea in these terms, Grice perpetuates an 
image of it as passive, compliant, and markedly feminine, as he extols “[h]ow peaceful, how 
beautiful, how benignant…the sea [is]” (45).  
Through Grice, that is, Woolf highlights a patriarchal and imperialist genealogy of the 
idea of the sea as “women’s space.” As Helen Rozwadowski has shown, early oceanography of 
the kind represented by Grice aimed to reinforce maritime imperialism: “well-known scientific 
figures,” including Lyell and Huxley, argued “that studying the ocean’s depths would…maintain 
Britain’s supremacy over the sea” (162). Indeed, not only was the cause of sea power invoked as 
a rationale for oceanographic exploration; commercial and strategic maritime considerations, like 
the need to make submarine telegraphy viable and profitable, actually shaped oceanographic 
thinking, causing the dominant scientific image of the sea floor to shift from “a violent, rugged 
place” to “a flat, quiescent environment safe for submarine telegraph cables” (70).28 In a slightly 
different context, Grice propagates a similar conception of the deep sea as “quiescent,” 
                                                
28 For a fascinating literary representation of such a view, casting the sea floor as the feminized “womb of the 
world” (5), see Kipling’s poem “The Deep-Sea Cables.” The “blind white sea-snakes” (2) that are Kipling’s idea of 
deep-sea life in this poem may represent an antecedent for Mr. Pepper’s “white, hairless, blind monsters.”  
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subordinated, and feminized. In other words, the antidevelopmental otherness of the ocean 
becomes just another, more extreme version of Santa Marina’s induced underdevelopment within 
an imperialistic global capitalism. An ideological construction of the deep sea as static, timeless, 
and antidevelopmental furthers maritime-imperial purposes. The novel thus prompts us to qualify 
David Bradshaw’s claim that in Woolf’s fiction “the undersea lies beyond the pale of patriarchy” 
(109). In Grice’s case, “the pale of patriarchy” extends into the deep sea not just ideologically 
but physically. His marine specimens—which the novel, adopting his perspective through free-
indirect discourse, calls “the treasures which the great ocean had bestowed upon him” (VO 45)—
attest to an increasing ability to penetrate, manipulate, and plunder this alien environment. 
The oceanic “roots of the world” in which Rachel envisions escape and freedom, then, 
are not as opaque, impenetrable, and detached from seaborne empire on the surface as she 
imagines them to be. What is more, her picture of them is colored by the very forces and 
discourses from which she seeks escape. The deep-sea space she finds so “incoherently 
delightful” is largely, in Kathryn Simpson’s words, “a space already constructed by the dominant 
culture” (57). Tellingly, two pages before Rachel indulges in her “delightful” fantasy of “be[ing] 
flung into the sea, …washed hither and thither, and driven about the roots of the world” (VO 
281), she finds herself, while responding to engagement congratulations, “produc[ing] phrases 
which bore a considerable likeness to those which she had condemned” (279). Similarly, 
Rachel’s image of herself as a sea creature “washed hither and thither,” though framed more 
passively, echoes any number of celebrations or justifications of British maritime empire on the 
basis of Britons’ supposed inherent seaworthiness—“phrases” which Rachel would also be 
inclined to condemn. It is even more notable that as Rachel acts out her fantasy of an oceanic 
existence, a fantasy representing her growing desire to escape from marriage to him, Terence 
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“watch[es] her with pleasure” (281). He misinterprets her actions, but the pleasure he takes in the 
spectacle of her seemingly “striking through the waters” (281) indicates that the idea of taking to 
the sea, however liberating Rachel may think it, is not at all foreign or unintelligible to him. 
Rather, in enacting her fantasy of escape, Rachel moves in a pattern Terence knows well, in 
inadvertent accordance with British maritime ideology. Rachel proves unable to signify her 
opposition to this ideology in a form that breaks free from it; on the contrary, the form in which 
she signifies her opposition to it has to a significant extent been scripted by it. In dramatizing this 
dynamic, Woolf brings into high relief the coercive scriptedness of the sea in Edwardian Britain. 
Resort to an oceanic feminine space as a means of resistance and escape thus proves 
unviable insofar as it tacitly “[r]einscrib[es]” (Garrity 3) what it seeks to resist and escape. On 
the other hand, oceanic escape is also impossible for a more basic, material reason: simply 
because, in Steve Mentz’s words, “the ocean is no place to live….Long ago we crawled out of 
the water. We can’t go back” (At the Bottom 96). The alien ocean’s unfriendliness to maritime 
empire is only a partial manifestation of its deeper “hostility” (Mentz, At the Bottom 84) to 
human identity and existence. Rachel effectively acknowledges as much when, following her 
fantasy of being “flung into the sea,” she protests to Terence, “I’m a mermaid! I can swim” 
(282). In order to imagine herself existing at the oceanic “roots of the world,” she has to adopt a 
fantastic, impossible form. Rachel’s flight of fancy also recalls the sardonic response of 
Terence’s friend St. John Hirst to Terence’s description of “about twenty jelly-fish, semi-
transparent, pink, with long streamers, floating on the top of the waves” that he saw from the 
Santa Marina cliffs: “Sure they weren’t mermaids?” (188) In contrast to Rachel’s fantasized 
oceanic self-image, the beautiful but alien jellyfish—also represented among Grice’s benthic 
specimens, in the form of “blobs of jelly with streaming tresses” (45)—are the kind of life the 
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ocean actually sustains, the kind of being that actually exists as Rachel desires, “washed hither 
and thither.” Belonging to the ocean, in other words, is not liberating but dehumanizing. 
Rachel herself, furthermore, is recurrently described in terms of oceanic formlessness. 
Shortly after she and Terence have left to look for jellyfish from the seaside cliff, Helen 
Ambrose thinks of Rachel as such a malleable and inchoate being, “live if unformed” (190). In 
this regard, Rachel has not changed much, at least in Helen’s eyes, from the beginning of the 
novel, when she appears as explicitly aqueous or aquatic, with a “lack of colour and definite 
outline”: “when you said something to her it would make no more lasting impression than the 
stroke of a stick upon water” (13). This characterization of Rachel persists onto the following 
page: “her eyes were unreflecting as water, her fingers…toying with the fossilized fish, her mind 
absent” (14). The sea does indeed seem the proper environment of such a person, but not in a 
way that would enable her to grow into the “real everlasting thing, different from anything else, 
unmergeable” that she desires to be (75). Instead, an oceanic Rachel is also an undeveloped and 
antidevelopmental Rachel, consigned to evolutionary stasis. Like the fossilized fish or Mr. 
Pepper’s “great white monsters,” she belongs to the ocean’s geographical time.  
From one point of view, Rachel’s formlessness and lack of development simply reflect 
how her patriarchal upbringing has marginalized and stunted her.29 In another sense, though, her 
watery, antidevelopmental character emblematizes the ocean’s capacity, as it were, to make 
living fossils of us all. That is, the novel uses Rachel’s case to reflect on the fate of human 
history in a primarily oceanic world—one in which, as Mr. Grice points out, the land is only “a 
very small part” (45). The same paragraph that ends with Woolf’s parodic evocation of the sea as 
a pathway to “a life of [one’s] own” begins with a vaguely unsettling description of the human 
                                                
29 These are the terms in which Esty construes Rachel’s “arrested development,” as represented by Pepper’s deep-
sea monsters (Unseasonable Youth 86).  
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world wasting away before a consuming ocean as its real magnitude becomes plain: “The disease 
attacked other parts of the earth; Europe shrank, Asia shrank, Africa and America shrank, until it 
seemed doubtful whether the ship would ever run against any of those wrinkled little rocks 
again” (24). During the storm that strikes the Euphrosyne in the mid-Atlantic, the ship’s 
passengers similarly feel themselves reduced to nothing but “atoms flying in the void” (63). This 
awareness of the fragility and insignificance of human beings and their world in comparison to 
“deep waters” (270) prevails throughout the novel, and the awareness is intensified by the 
novel’s sense of a time that, as Rachel perceives, “would go on for ever and ever” (270)—the 
non-human “eternity” that she discerns in the sea at the base of the cliff (195). The ocean, in 
short, comes to exemplify everything that makes Helen Ambrose “incredulous of the kindness of 
destiny, fate, what happens in the long run” (209).  
Such an unkind oceanic “long run” engulfs human history and undoes progress, even 
more emphatically and finally than the South American interior. From the oceanic perspective 
with which the novel opposes maritime foundationalism, humans and jellyfish thus end up on 
more or less the same level. Just as Grice’s “blobs of jelly” remain outside the trajectory of 
terrestrial evolution, perpetually underdeveloped and “unformed” (190), so progressive human 
history is effectively annulled by the sempiternal world-ocean. The novel captures this reduction 
of human history to a static jelly-like drift “hither and thither” before the sea voyage, with its 
aura of progress and self-realization, even begins. Preparing to board the Euphrosyne and 
grieved at leaving her children, Helen Ambrose gazes into the Thames, and with our knowledge 
of The Voyage Out’s dialogue with Heart of Darkness we are primed to recall the spectacle of 
imperial progression and continuity Conrad’s frame narrator envisions on the sea-reach of the 
river. However, “the only thing [Helen] had seen, since she stood there, was a circular iridescent 
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patch slowly floating past with a straw in the middle of it. The straw and the patch swam again 
and again behind the tremulous medium of a great welling tear, and the tear rose and fell and 
dropped into the river” (4). The “circular iridescent patch” evokes Terence’s “semi-transparent, 
pink” jellyfish (188) and Grice’s “blobs of jelly,” and like those sea creatures (from the point of 
view of Victorian-Edwardian marine science, at least) it exists in a static, antidevelopmental 
time, recurring “again and again” without progress or change. This prospect is all that Helen sees 
in the Thames, that great imperial highway, and it is a grievous one. The kind of existence 
Rachel will later think “delightful” is first framed for us in and through tears.  
Moreover, Helen’s tearful vision of a watery existence is bracketed by allusions to fallen 
empires: just before, the narrator avers that “[s]ometimes the flats and churches and hotels of 
Westminster are like the outlines of Constantinople in a mist,” while just after, Helen’s husband, 
pacing along the Embankment, reaches “the polished Sphinx” flanking Cleopatra’s Needle (4). 
The description of how Helen’s tear “rose and fell” underscores this sense of the rise and fall of 
empires: Egypt, Byzantium, and now Britain. Helen, in short, adopts the point of view enjoined 
by Steve Mentz in his call for a “blue cultural studies” (in which “blue” refers to an oceanic 
reorientation of the heretofore overly “green” bent of ecocriticism but also suggests “sad”): 
“Look at the world through salty eyeballs, remembering that the fluid in our eyes tastes like the 
sea” (At the Bottom 96). For Helen as for Mentz, this salty perspective reveals that “we make our 
mansions…on the seashore, but they aren’t built to last” (96). Historical progress dissolves into 
the changeless drift of the “circular iridescent patch”—what really lies at the maritime “roots of 
the city of London” (VO 194). In the ocean’s long run, individual lives, British history, and 
human history all amount to this. 
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Woolf thus presents Rachel’s voyage out, her effort to realize “a life of her own” at sea, 
as doubly foreclosed, doubly impossible. She ultimately cannot escape from the imperial 
maritime history her sea voyage of self-realization recapitulates, and she has nowhere to which 
to escape—just the alien ocean of jellyfish and inhuman time. We can see Rachel’s death, 
therefore, as the result of two seaborne “germs.” On the one hand, she is killed by “[t]he germ of 
the English novel” (240): the linear developmental pattern dictated for her by literary convention, 
patriarchy, and maritime-imperial history. On the other hand, she is also killed by the “germs” 
Mr. Pepper suspects as he scrutinizes the Ambroses’ undercooked salad “with the gesture of a 
man pronging seaweed” (84). In contrast to Mr. Grice, who shows off “his sea-weeds” (46) and 
asserts that “[t]he deep waters could sustain Europe unaided” (45), Pepper’s gesture casts what 
comes from the sea as inedible and even deadly—the testament to a world that, far from 
sustaining us, “hates us” (Mentz, At the Bottom 84). Rachel’s death evokes both the malign 
consequences for her of the hegemonic maritime-imperial patterns enveloping her and the 
malignant “disease” (24) of an inhospitable oceanic world. 
The depiction of Rachel’s illness and death blends these two causes and the two 
conceptions of the sea with which they are associated. The first sign that all is not well with 
Rachel is when she feels the invocation of the water-nymph Sabrina from Milton’s Comus, 
which Terence is reading aloud, to be “laden with meaning” and “painful to listen to” (308)30:   
Sabrina fair, 
    Listen where thou art sitting 
Under the glassy, cool, translucent wave, 
    In twisted braids of lilies knitting 
The loose train of thy amber dropping hair…. 
    Listen and save! (309) 
 
                                                
30 For the debate over the episode’s significance in the novel, see DeSalvo; Froula, “Out of the Chrysalis”; and Low. 
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As Lisa Low claims, Milton’s description of Sabrina’s submarine realm “lure[s] [Rachel] to the 
matriarchy she desires” (129). Yet Woolf also highlights the masculine genealogy of Sabrina’s 
alluring aquatic matriarchy, both in terms of its authorship by Milton and in Sabrina’s own 
patriarchal descent: “Whilom she was the daughter of Locrine, / That had the sceptre from his 
father Brute” (VO 308). Sabrina’s dominion “[u]nder the glassy, cool, translucent wave” stems 
from a masculine history of conquest and colonization: the putative colonization of Britain by 
Brutus and his heirs. It is on these “brutal” patriarchal origins, furthermore, that Rachel fixates: 
“Rachel…went off upon curious trains of thought suggested by words such as ‘curb’ and 
‘Locrine’ and ‘Brute,’ which brought unpleasant sights before her eyes” (308-9). Rachel’s 
decline, that is, seems to begin with the “painful” realization that the image of female agency and 
autonomy under the waves cannot be detached from the legacy of patriarchal imperialism. 
 At the same time, Milton’s version of a submarine world merges with the aquatic 
fantasies of Shakespeare that Grice dismisses as a reliable depiction of the ocean. Like the 
mermaid Rachel declares herself to be or those that St. John Hirst mockingly asks if Terence has 
seen from the Santa Marina cliffs, Sabrina is an impossible figure of human existence in a 
profoundly non-human environment. Milton’s water-nymph, in fact, subtly recalls the creatures 
that the novel has shown us actually inhabiting this environment: the “loose train” of her “amber 
dropping hair” (309) echoes the “streaming tresses” of the “blobs of jelly” Grice has collected 
from the sea (45). If Comus’ depiction of a liberated submarine existence is thus compromised 
for Rachel by its implication with patriarchal imperialism, it also afflicts her by simultaneously 
veiling and reaffirming the alien otherness of the world under the waves. 
 In the depths of Rachel’s fever, indeed, Comus’ benign vision of a submarine feminine 
sphere turns nightmarish: “Rachel again shut her eyes, and found herself walking through a 
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tunnel under the Thames, where there were little deformed women sitting in archways playing 
cards, while the bricks of which the wall was made oozed with damp, which collected into drops 
and slid down the wall” (313). Rachel’s feverish hallucination seems to perceive more accurately 
both the female underwater world’s status as a masculine construct and the actual inhospitality of 
the underwater environment itself. Sabrina’s aquatic domain transforms into a constricting built 
environment, a brick enclave under the imperial river, in which women do not freely drift “hither 
and thither” but are confined and “deformed.” Furthermore, this “tunnel under the Thames” 
recalls the “long tunnel” with “damp bricks on either side” in which Rachel dreams herself 
“trapped” after Richard Dalloway molests her aboard the Euphrosyne (68). Both nightmares 
literalize Rachel’s experiences of coercion and constriction by men, and the explicit location of 
the second nightmare underwater implies that this supposedly liberating environment only offers 
another form of entrapment. And alongside all this, by returning us momentarily to the Thames, 
the novel prompts us to remember Helen’s original perception of that river in non-human, 
antidevelopmental terms. In this vein, the description of the tunnel’s oozing, dripping, apparently 
liquefying walls suggests an imminent dissolution into the surrounding water, while the “little 
deformed women” not only embody the violence of patriarchy but also hint at what an 
underwater existence does to human form. Rachel’s hallucination, in sum, simultaneously 
envisions the world under the wave as only habitable insofar as it is another patriarchal prison 
and as not humanly habitable at all. 
 This mingling of conceptions of the sea to suggest the twinned causes of Rachel’s demise 
persists into the climactic image of her metaphorical committal to the deep: 
[S]he fell into a deep pool of sticky water, which eventually closed over her head. She 
saw nothing and heard nothing but a faint booming sound, which was the sound of the 
sea rolling over her head. While all her tormentors thought she was dead, she was not 
dead, but curled up at the bottom of the sea. There she lay, sometimes seeing darkness, 
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sometimes light, while every now and then some one turned her over at the bottom of the 
sea. (322) 
 
The antidevelopmental world of the seabed here assimilates Rachel completely. The description 
of her as “curled up at the bottom of the sea” precisely echoes Mr. Pepper’s marine monsters, 
which he says lie “curled on the ridges of sand at the bottom of the sea” (16). As she experiences 
herself finally slipping into the sea, Rachel implicitly becomes such an oceanic creature outside 
developmental time, inhabiting a static, recursive temporality in which “darkness” and “light” 
simply alternate unintelligibly. Yet as she sinks into this non-human world, Rachel does not pass 
out of human reach: “every now and then some one turned her over at the bottom of the sea.” If 
she mimics Pepper’s monsters, she is actually more like one of the fish or jellyfish Grice has 
collected—not entirely beyond “the pale of patriarchy,” still susceptible to the manipulation of 
“her tormentors.” In one sense she has escaped very far, indeed too far, while in another sense 
she still has not completely escaped. Rachel’s voyage out thus concludes with an image of her 
destruction by both the imperial sea and the sea beyond the empire at once. 
To the Lighthouse: Closing the Parentheses 
 On June 29, 1927, a little less than two months after the publication of To the Lighthouse, 
Woolf travelled to North Yorkshire to observe a total solar eclipse. As she watched “the sun 
suddenly put out in the summer sky”—to quote another work by Woolf’s recurrent interlocutor 
Conrad, in this case The Secret Agent (201)—Woolf may have noted the resemblance to a scene 
from her recently-published novel. Midway through “The Window,” the first section of To the 
Lighthouse, Nancy Ramsay inflicts an eclipse upon the microcosm of a seaside tide pool:  
[S]he changed the pool into the sea, and made the minnows into sharks and whales, and 
cast vast clouds over this tiny world by holding her hand against the sun, and so brought 
darkness and desolation, like God himself, to millions of ignorant and innocent creatures, 




Already feeling “the horror of family life” (73) and further irritated at being dragged along as a 
reluctant third wheel in the courtship of the houseguests Minta Doyle and Paul Rayley, Nancy 
transmutes her sense of marginality into a fantasy of absolute power. In a work so marked by 
“imperial allegory” (Winston 44), though, Nancy’s assertion of dominance over the oceanic 
“world” of the tide pool might also be seen as an exaggerated, parodic image of an imperial 
Britain bestriding the narrow world like a colossus, an omnipresent power over the sea capable 
of dictating the fate of “millions.” The passage, indeed, proceeds to envision “some fantastic 
leviathan”—an all-powerful sea-creature emblematic of hegemony at sea31—after which Nancy 
observes “the smoke of steamers…upon the horizon” (75): evidence of the world-encompassing 
maritime power that gives Britain its global sway. Nancy’s fantasy of spanning the sea and 
decreeing eclipses mimics this actual power wielded over and by means of the world-ocean.32 
 As she later portrayed it in her 1928 essay “The Sun and The Fish,” however, the eclipse 
Woolf herself observed carries a very different significance: not the assertion of individual or 
national power but their complete overshadowing. In particular, where the eclipse Nancy causes 
serves in part as an image of maritime supremacy, Woolf represents the 1927 eclipse in precisely 
the opposite terms by likening it to the foundering of a ship: 
The shadow growing darker and darker over the moor was like the heeling over of a boat, 
which, instead of righting itself at the critical moment, turns a little further and then a 
little further; and suddenly capsizes. So the light turned and heeled over and went out. 
This was the end. The flesh and blood of the world was dead and only the skeleton was 
left. It hung beneath us, frail; brown; dead; withered. (Essays IV 522) 
 
                                                
31 On the leviathan as an emblem of sea power, see Armitage, “The Elephant and the Whale” 24. 
32 At the risk of overselling the parallel with The Secret Agent, we may note how that novel’s consistent depiction of 
London, and Britain more generally, as a solar center—encapsulated by Greenwich Observatory’s role in anchoring 
the global measurement of longitude—gives an imperial subtext to the description of Winnie Verloc’s reaction to 
discovering her husband’s role in her brother’s death: “She kept still as the population of half the globe would keep 
still in astonishment and despair, were the sun suddenly put out in the summer sky by the perfidy of a trusted 
providence” (201). The correspondence between Conrad’s perfidious “providence” consigning “the population of 
half the globe” to darkness and Nancy bringing “darkness and desolation, like God himself, to millions” suggests 
that the imperial resonances of the former image are present in the latter as well. 
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Even as, after the eclipse, light returns “sprinkled rainbow-like in a hoop of colour” in an 
allusion to the Flood story in Genesis, “the memory endured that the earth we stand on is made 
of colour; colour can be blown out; and then we stand on a dead leaf; and we who tread the earth 
securely now have seen it dead” (522). In depicting the eclipse in these terms, “The Sun and The 
Fish” reuses imagery from To the Lighthouse, such as the Ramsays’ house on Skye “turn[ing] 
and pitch[ing] downwards to the depths of darkness” (138) in the event of its abandonment, or 
Cam Ramsay’s perception, during the voyage to the lighthouse, of Skye as “a leaf” (189). 
Woolf’s essay also reaches back to The Voyage Out’s image, as the Euphrosyne goes to sea, of 
“[t]he disease” of a consuming ocean shriveling the continents to “wrinkled little rocks” in an 
anticipation of the illness that later engulfs Rachel (24). From a parodic epitome of maritime 
empire, the imagery of solar eclipse shifts to align with the impression of an alien, hostile ocean. 
 “The Sun and The Fish” also subtly links the eclipse to its specific historical moment, 
thereby suggesting a further significance to its representation of England under eclipse. The 
essay begins with a depiction of “Queen Victoria” demystified and relegated to memory, a 
process Woolf again figures as an aquatic submersion and transformation:  
The old lady in horn spectacles—our late Queen—is vivid enough; but somehow she has 
allied herself with a soldier in Piccadilly who is stooping to pick up a coin; with a yellow 
camel who is swaying through an archway in Kensington Gardens; with a kitchen chair 
and a distinguished old gentleman waving his hat. Dropped years ago into the mind, she 
has become stuck about with all sorts of alien matter. (Essays IV 519) 
 
The Victorian age, in other words, belongs definitely to the past; the high noon of empire is over, 
and its icons have already been subjected to the accretions and distortions of memory and 
history. In this light, Woolf’s subsequent depiction of Britain plunged into darkness by the sun 
“turn[ing] and heel[ing] over” doubles as a reflection of the altered circumstances in which “the 
Empire on which the sun never sets” (Conrad, Secret Agent 176) found itself by the 1920s, in the 
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wake of world war, as its Victorian apogee sank ever further into “the queer pool in which we 
deposit our memories” (Woolf, Essays IV 519). Britain’s oceanic engulfment by the eclipse both 
acts as a reminder of the ultimate insubstantiality of “the whole fabric of civilisation” (522) and 
registers more specific and immediate threats to national stature.33 
 To the Lighthouse’s tide pool scene builds to a similar impression of human 
inconsequence before a vaster, inhuman power, in this case explicitly the sea, and this feeling of 
inconsequence similarly has both broadly existential and narrowly historical dimensions. 
Turning from the tide pool to the ocean, Nancy 
became with all that power sweeping savagely in and inevitably withdrawing, 
hypnotised, and the two senses of that vastness and this tininess (the pool had diminished 
again) flowering within it made her feel that she was bound hand and foot and unable to 
move by the intensity of feelings which reduced her own body, her own life, and the lives 
of all the people in the world, for ever, to nothingness. (75-76) 
 
From casting herself as a colossus looming above the sea, Nancy shifts to picturing the ocean 
itself as an eclipsing “power.” That this awakened sense of oceanic reduction to nothingness also 
has historical stakes becomes clear from its echoes in the oblique depictions of the world war 
later in the novel. As the war at sea intrudes itself upon the novel’s setting in “Time Passes,” the 
sea power that Nancy enacted as absolute appears instead to be dissolving: “There was the silent 
apparition of an ashen-coloured ship…, come, gone; there was a purplish stain upon the bland 
surface of the sea as if something had boiled and bled, invisibly, beneath” (133-4).34 In the wake 
of the wartime threats to British sea power reflected in these images of disappearing ships and 
undersea destruction, the ocean reverts to an arena of “gigantic chaos”: “the winds and waves 
                                                
33 Compare Woolf’s 1924 essay “Thunder at Wembley,” in which the thunderstorm that drenches the British 
Empire Exhibition seems similarly multivalent. The claim that “nature…is the ruin of Wembley” (Essays III 410) 
suggests that nature ultimately overcomes all human structures, but the description of the thunderstorm embeds an 
image of more immediate imperial dissolution: “Colonies are perishing and dispersing in spray of inconceivable 
beauty and terror which some malignant power illuminates” (413). 
34 For a reading of the “multiple images of sinking” in To the Lighthouse “as representing a pervasive anxiety about 
the sinking British Empire, whose political and economic hegemony…was rapidly declining” (47), see Winston. 
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disported themselves like the amorphous bulks of leviathans whose brows are pierced by no light 
of reason” (134). The depiction of winds and waves as “leviathans” harks back to the “fantastic 
leviathan” Nancy envisions after casting her eclipse, but instead of suggesting human seaborne 
power it now denotes a chaotic universe defying human mastery. Like the oceanic imagery of 
eclipse in “The Sun and The Fish,” this shift registers Britain’s attenuated postwar power—a 
change that Nancy’s mental trajectory, from fantasies of seaborne omnipotence to impressions of 
oceanic oblivion, also adumbrates. 
 The leviathans in To the Lighthouse, in addition, point us towards one way in which that 
novel’s engagement with the sea moves beyond The Voyage Out—an aspect that “The Sun and 
The Fish,” following hard on the novel’s heels, helps highlight. In both “Time Passes” and 
Nancy’s tide pool musings, the image of the leviathan prompts us to consider actual ocean life. 
In the tide pool scene in particular, the “fantastic leviathan” seems actually to be a crayfish, and 
the scene is studded with other references to sea life, such as the “marine curiosities” for which, 
according to Paul Rayley’s guidebook, the Hebrides are “celebrated,” or the “sharks and whales” 
into which Nancy imaginatively transmutes the “minnows” of the tide pool (75). The link 
between these “marine curiosities” and Nancy’s fantasized eclipse anticipates “The Sun and The 
Fish,” which similarly links its account of the eclipse, at first rather jarringly, with a memory of 
the aquariums of the London zoo: “squares of immortality, worlds of settled sunshine,” where 
“[b]lue and silver armies, keeping a perfect distance for all their arrow-like quickness, shoot first 
this way, then that” (Essays IV 523). In other words, the second half of Woolf’s essay directly 
envisions the underwater environment into which the first half of the essay, with its rendering of 
the eclipse as “the heeling over of a boat” (Essays IV 522), metaphorically plunged. Just as the 
eclipse’s figurative engulfment obliterated the human time measured by the sun and revealed 
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“the whole fabric of civilisation” as fragile and provisional, so this actual underwater world 
exists beyond human time—“Time seems to have stopped and we are in the presence of 
immortality” (523)—and makes human life seem trivial and transient: “the inhabitants [of the 
aquarium] perform for ever evolutions whose intricacy, because it has no reason, seems the more 
sublime…. The most majestic of human evolutions seems feeble and fluctuating compared with 
the fishes’.” The essay thus pairs the metaphorically submerged world under eclipse and actual 
underwater life—“a dead world and an immortal fish” (524)—as parallel images of a universe 
that exists apart from us and goes on without us, in which we have no claims to priority or 
permanence.35 
 The world of the fish thus constitutes another rebuke to anthropocentrism, similar to the 
eclipse, Nancy’s sense of human “nothingness” in the face of the ocean, or, indeed, The Voyage 
Out’s vision of an oceanic universe far exceeding the life lived on “wrinkled little rocks.” 
Affectively, however, the non-human marine world of “The Sun and The Fish” is quite different. 
The note of threat or disquiet imbuing those three previous perceptions of human inconsequence 
before the metaphorical or literal oceanic is absent from the essay’s reflection on the fish. The 
“dead world” of the eclipse after the sun has “heeled over” is “awful”: a “skeleton” stripped of 
“flesh and blood” (522). The living world of the “immortal fish,” by contrast, is “sublime,” 
“calm,” “perfect” (523). The splendor and vibrancy of this underwater world is heightened by the 
notable absence of the Victorian oceanographic conceptions that, as we have seen, still ran strong 
in The Voyage Out: the idea of the sea as a temporally retrograde domain where evolution lags 
                                                
35 Woolf had already presented sea life as a rebuttal to ideas of human or terrestrial centrality in a 1924 review of 
the same aquarium: “That crude human egotism which supposes that Nature has wrought her best for those who 
walk the earth is rebuked at the aquarium. Nature seems to have cared more to tint and adorn the fishes who live 
unseen at the depths of the sea than to ornament our old, familiar friends, the goat, the hog, the sparrow, and the 
horse” (Essays III 404-5). In another striking Woolfian/Conradian intersection, Conrad sounded a similar note the 
same year, in one of his final works: “the world of geography, so far as the apportioning of space goes, seems to 
have been planned mostly for the convenience of fishes” (LE 6).  
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behind dry land and primitive creatures survive unsettlingly into the present. The sea life in “The 
Sun and The Fish” may possess “no reason” (523)—compare the metaphorical “leviathans” of 
To the Lighthouse, “whose brows are pierced by no light of reason” (134)—but Woolf punningly 
suggests that these beings are not less but, if anything, more evolved than humans: their 
“evolutions” make “[t]he most majestic of human evolutions” seem “feeble and fluctuating” 
(Essays IV 523). This submarine world may be a world beyond us, one in which we cannot exist 
and which highlights our limits in space and time, but “The Sun and The Fish” contemplates this 
world—as opposed to the metaphorically oceanic “dead world” following the eclipse—not with 
uneasiness or terror but with a detached admiration. 
 The detachment, furthermore, is as important as the admiration—another difference from 
The Voyage Out’s treatment of the oceanic. Rachel Vinrace dwells admiringly upon the ocean’s 
otherness on many occasions, but the novel also emphasizes that, in doing so, she is turning the 
ocean into a symbol: a reflection of herself or something she desires for herself. “The Sun and 
The Fish,” however, depicts creatures and environments like those upon which Rachel projects 
the peace and freedom she seeks as set apart and complete in themselves, defying all external 
projections upon them: “The fish… seem to have been shaped deliberately and slipped into the 
world only to be themselves” (523). At the same time as it presents a non-human oceanic domain 
in a spirit of wonder rather than fear, that is, “The Sun and The Fish” also subtly but firmly 
moves this marine world beyond the reach of symbolic appropriation, of the kind in which both 
British maritime-imperial discourse and Rachel Vinrace were prone to indulge. What is most 
beautiful about the world of the fish is that, considered on its own terms, it is not “beautiful” but 
simply is; what is most meaningful about it is that it cannot be made to “mean” anything at all. 
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 The depiction of the marvelous, meaningless “evolutions” of marine life in “The Sun and 
The Fish,” in short, also marks an evolution in Woolf’s own representation of the oceanic. This 
evolution takes place in To the Lighthouse. As it lays the ghosts of Woolf’s Victorian parents and 
their era, thus accomplishing the relegation of Victorian Britain to “the queer pool” of memory 
and history reflected at the beginning of “The Sun and The Fish,” To the Lighthouse also moves 
out of the binary that The Voyage Out dramatized: the foreclosure of Rachel’s self-realization by 
both the all-pervasive reach of maritime foundationalism and the alien ocean evoked to resist that 
discourse. The two-part structure of “The Sun and The Fish” can itself be seen to mirror this 
movement. The first half of the essay, with its disquieting picture of the death of “the flesh and 
blood of the world,” troped as an oceanic engulfment, harks back to The Voyage Out, with its 
analogous disquieting picture of the ocean wasting away the terrestrial world. By contrast, the 
less fraught, more wondering vision, later in the essay, of an oceanic domain that marginalizes 
human existence builds, as I will show, on a perspective attained in To the Lighthouse, as does 
the disavowal of aesthetic or symbolic appropriation entailed in the essay’s insistence that the 
ocean’s inhabitants exist “only to be themselves.” To the Lighthouse’s new perspective on the 
ocean’s relationship to human history and identity, in turn, reflects the weakening of maritime 
foundationalism—so dominant when The Voyage Out was composed—in postwar Britain, a 
development the novel reflects. These altered circumstances, reinforcing Woolf’s own growth as 
a writer, enable the novel to portray maritime empire as a moment rather than an ongoing 
process and to frame a more benign, even vibrant vision of human history as an island in an 
oceanic universe. 
 To the Lighthouse offers a window into its altered historical context in the subtle but 
sinister traces of sea warfare in “Time Passes”: “the silent apparition of an ashen-coloured 
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ship…, come, gone” and the “purplish stain upon the bland surface of the sea as if something had 
boiled and bled, invisibly, beneath” (133-34). Through these unsettling sights, the novel reminds 
its readers that World War I involved a crisis at sea as well as on land—against the grain of the 
narratives of the war coalescing in 1920s Britain, which, as Glen O’Hara points out, emphasized 
the Army and its losses over events at sea (“The Sea is Swinging Into View” 1131). The land 
war appears in To the Lighthouse only through Andrew Ramsay’s bracketed death, but Woolf 
shows us the sea war directly, if fleetingly. 
 As was mentioned above, however, the novel’s impression of the war at sea emphasizes 
vulnerability and loss—an understandable and common perspective on the nation’s experience of 
modern maritime warfare. Although British sea power proved crucial to Allied victory in World 
War I, Britain also saw a string of setbacks and crises at sea that seemed to threaten not just its 
maritime preeminence but its national life.36 The Royal Navy met with humiliating defeat in the 
Dardanelles and won only a costly and indecisive victory in the major fleet action of the war, the 
Battle of Jutland. By far the most serious ordeal Britain faced at sea, though, was Germany’s 
effort to sever Britain’s maritime supply lines through submarine warfare. This campaign came 
perilously close to success in early 1917, when U-boats sank more than two million tons of 
oceangoing shipping in three months. In April 1917, “[t]he chance of a vessel safely completing 
a round voyage from the British Isles to a port beyond Gibraltar was…only one in four” (Halpern 
341). Ultimately, the war cost Britain 41 percent of the shipping tonnage afloat in 1914 (O’Hara, 
Britain and the Sea 155)—eight million out of twenty million tons (Callender 280). Woolf’s 
images of a ship “come, gone” and of “something… boil[ing] and [bleeding]” underwater reflect 
this harrowing experience and the profound national challenge it represented. 
                                                
36 For accounts of the British war at sea, see O’Hara, Britain and the Sea 135-144 and Halpern. 
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 The blows such losses entailed for Britain’s dominance at sea continued in a different 
form in the aftermath of the war. Having seen its ability to rule the waves sorely challenged, 
postwar Britain began in some ways to reconsider its commitment to the maintenance of such 
maritime predominance, even as in other ways it remained deeply invested in the ideology and 
practice of sea power. The nation’s new status as a debtor rather than a creditor obliged British 
governments to slash naval budgets dramatically, from £344 million in 1918-19 to £60 million in 
1921 (Connelly). Further heavy cuts to military expenditure followed in 1922: the so-called 
“Geddes Axe,” named after the parliamentary committee that recommended the cuts (Black 
276). 1922 also saw the negotiation of the Washington Naval Treaty, which mandated a ten-year 
capital-ship-building “holiday” and set strict ratios for great-power naval strength that required 
Britain and the United States to have an equal tonnage of capital ships and aircraft carriers 
(Connelly)—“the first time since the early eighteenth century that Britain had conceded parity on 
the seas to another power” (Stokesbury 345). The significance of these developments was noted 
at the time by observers like the American scholar Charles A. Beard, who pointed out that “[t]he 
long supremacy inaugurated in the defeat of the Armada was on the verge of passing to 
America” (251). In other words, the era that opened with the Elizabethan maritime achievements 
in which Woolf was so well-versed—and which, in The Voyage Out, established a historical 
pattern in which Rachel Vinrace was still locked—seemed about to come to an end. 
 Wartime threat and postwar retrenchment led to changes in how the sea was envisioned. 
Although popular naval enthusiasm remained high—reflected, for example, by the success of the 
national Navy Week after its establishment in 1926 (Connelly)—“the psychological draw of the 
sea was lessened” in 1920s Britain (Black 281).37 The historian Duncan Redford has termed this 
                                                
37 For a study of the post-World War I Royal Navy, in particular HMS Hood, as representing both “British naval 
power and prestige” and this power’s “increasingly circumscribed and faltering position” (176) and thus 
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“sea change in attitude” (“Royal Navy” 70) beginning after World War I “sea blindness”: “the 
inability to connect with maritime issues at either an individual or political level” (62). 
Significantly, the enormous Spithead fleet reviews whereby, before the war, Britain had 
advertised its naval preeminence and maritime-imperial ideology ceased during the war and for 
half a decade after it. When a review was finally held again in July 1924, the navy was able to 
marshal only a fraction as many capital ships as before the war (10 battleships instead of 55, 10 
battle cruisers and cruisers instead of 59), reflecting both wartime losses and postwar scrapping 
(Rüger 259). The sea was now a less convincing stage for, and sea power a less convincing 
representative of, national identity.38 The events of the war seemed to discredit not just British 
sea power but the Mahanian, maritime-foundationalist theories about the sea’s historical role 
with which British sea power was bound up.39 Instead, in Glen O’Hara’s words, the war’s wake 
saw a “reorientation of national story-telling” away from the sea (“The Sea is Swinging Into 
View” 1131)—the articulation of “a new history” that marginalized “the grey-green [i.e. 
maritime] nation that previous generation [sic] of Britons might have better understood” 
(O’Hara, Britain and the Sea 238). 
 This incipient “reorientation of national story-telling” away from the sea in postwar 
Britain formed an important context for high-modernist literary production, in ways that 
modernist scholars are starting to recognize. A notable case in point is David Bradshaw’s 
assertion, in an essay on the sea in Woolf’s work, that “By the end of the First World War, the 
sea had become associated with a conception of character which was being debunked, a view of 
                                                                                                                                                       
“embod[ying] the unresolved paradoxes and ambiguities of the twentieth-century British national and imperial 
identity” (184-85), see Harrington.  
38 Fleet reviews became common again, though controversial, during the second half of the 1920s (Rüger 261) and 
“reached a new climax in Britain in the 1930s” (267), when they were “designed to affirm the unity of empire at a 
time when this unity was being challenged more than ever before” (269). 
39 For an argument to this effect, see Kennedy, “Mahan versus Mackinder.” 
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history that was being repudiated, a hallowed version of England which had lost its appeal and a 
hearty communality that many modernists reviled” (114). Woolf’s postwar fiction, especially To 
the Lighthouse, certainly belongs to the cultural moment of emergent “sea blindness” Bradshaw 
summarizes. However, To the Lighthouse does not just reflect this shift, any more than The 
Voyage Out simply reflected the dominance of maritime foundationalism before the war. Instead 
of merely exemplifying the exhaustion of old maritime ideologies and the new generation’s 
hostility to them, as Bradshaw’s reading posits, Woolf uses this dynamic to register the conflicts 
and transitions of contemporary British history. Its incorporation of a set of ideas about the sea 
that it otherwise rejects, moreover, deepens the vision of time, the universe, and the place of 
individual and collective human histories within them at which the novel arrives. As well as 
attesting to its historical moment, To the Lighthouse thus makes use of the imaginative 
possibilities this moment affords. In this regard, the novel does more than simply repudiate 
received maritime conceptions, highlighting instead the ongoing potency of the sea as a means 
for reflecting on national experience and conceptualizing history. Or to put it another way: as it 
bears witness to the critical decade of modern British history, the ten years between 1910 and 
1920, from the vantage point of the Hebrides—opening out not onto the “narrow seas” between 
Britain and the continent but the wide Atlantic and the expanses of the world-ocean40—To the 
Lighthouse asks what British history looks like when seen from this vantage point. The novel 
suggests that, to be seen clearly, British history has to be seen from such an oceanic perspective. 
 To the Lighthouse begins with the prospect of a sea voyage yielding “joy” and 
fulfillment: “To her son these words”—Mrs. Ramsay’s words promising a voyage to the 
lighthouse “if it’s fine tomorrow”—“conveyed an extraordinary joy, as if it were settled, the 
                                                
40 See J. G. A Pocock’s historiographical reorientation of British history in the same direction: “It is a theme of this 
volume that neither England, Britain nor the Atlantic Archipelago is encircled by the narrow seas east and south of 
them” (11 n.17). 
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expedition were bound to take place, and the wonder to which he had looked forward, for years 
and years it seemed, was, after a night’s darkness and a day’s sail, within touch” (3). In its strong 
sense of maritime destiny, its conviction that “years and years” of experience have pointed 
towards and been motivated by the sea, James Ramsay’s “joy” distills the seaward orientation 
and view of the sea as propelling history at the core of prewar maritime foundationalism. 
Watching her son’s reaction to the promised voyage, Mrs. Ramsay pictures him “all red and 
ermine on the Bench or directing a stern and momentous enterprise in some crisis of public 
affairs” (4), as a member of the masculine establishment that “negotiated treaties, ruled India, 
controlled finance” (6). James’ belief that the sea gives his life meaning also enables his mother 
to envision him grown up—one of the men whose identity, in her eyes, is bound up with their 
administration of the empire. In its first pages, that is, the novel connects the sea voyage, 
teleological historical thinking (the “years and years” that, to James, will culminate in the voyage 
to the lighthouse), maturation, and the empire—a similar set of connections to those framing 
Rachel Vinrace in The Voyage Out. Here as there, Woolf depicts, through such connections, her 
characters’ internalization of maritime foundationalism. And as in The Voyage Out, this ideology 
is internalized not just by boys like James and men like (for all James’s ire against him) his 
father, who likens his own mental habits to “[q]ualities that would have saved a ship’s company 
exposed on a broiling sea” (34), but also by women like Nancy Ramsay (as we have seen) and 
even Lily Briscoe—who, for all her independent-mindedness, periodically wishes to “be 
included among the sailors and adventurers” (102). 
 To this extent, To the Lighthouse reiterates much of The Voyage Out’s analysis of the 
nature and consequences of British maritime ideology. A noteworthy instance of this occurs in 
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Mrs. Ramsay’s interior monologue in chapter III of “The Window.” In the silence after her 
husband’s conversation with Charles Tansley has subsided, Mrs. Ramsay is again able to hear  
the monotonous fall of the waves on the beach, which for the most part beat a measured 
and soothing tattoo to her thoughts and seemed consolingly to repeat over and over again 
as she sat with the children the words of some old cradle song, murmured by nature, “I 
am guarding you—I am your support.” (15-16) 
 
The waves here organize and propel Mrs. Ramsay’s “thoughts.” Her mind moves to the beat of 
the sea—an evocation of the all-pervasive scope of maritime ideology in Britain circa 1910 that 
also echoes maritime-foundationalist beliefs about the sea’s role in propelling history. The novel 
reiterates this echo in individual consciousness of the sea’s animating historical function when, a 
few pages later, it describes Lily and Mr. Bankes’s regular evening walk to the sea, which 
galvanizes their thoughts in the same way that turning from the South American interior to the 
connective expanse of the Atlantic galvanized Rachel’s and Terence’s in the cliff-top scene in 
The Voyage Out: “It was as if the water floated off and set sailing thoughts which had grown 
stagnant on dry land” (20). In individual minds as in national and world history, the sea animates 
what the land renders stagnant. Meanwhile, the message of protection and support that Mrs. 
Ramsay hears “murmured” by the waves likewise casts the sea as a foundation, paralleling 
maritime-nationalist notions of the sea guarding Britain and supporting its empire. Further, this 
image of the sea as maternal guardian and caretaker, singing “some old cradle song,” 
complements, from a feminine perspective, Charles Tansley’s later account of having been 
reared by the sea from infancy: “he…told [Lily] how he had been thrown out of a boat when he 
was a baby; how his father used to fish him out with a boat-hook; that was how he had learnt to 
swim” (92). For all the many differences between them, both Tansley and Mrs. Ramsay profess 
to be fostered by and at home with or on the foundational sea.   
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Yet Woolf also makes clear that in channeling this maritime foundationalism, Mrs. 
Ramsay also assents to her own relegation to childrearing domesticity. A sea that soothes and 
animates, protects and consoles, has the effect of valorizing her own consignment to such 
functions. Similarly, even as Lily Briscoe enables Charles Tansley to assert himself through his 
maritime origin-story, she remains conscious that, in doing so, she is reaffirming a male-
gendered maritime national identity from which she is excluded—“moored to the shore,” as she 
feels herself to be (101). In addition, if the monotonously falling waves seem “soothing” to Mrs. 
Ramsay, they are also implicitly martial, “beat[ing] a…tattoo.” And it is quickly revealed that 
the domestic tyrant and would-be seafaring imperialist Mr. Ramsay moves to the same 
“measure,” the same martial maritime drumbeat: “her husband beat up and down the terrace” 
(16). As he does so, he recites “The Charge of the Light Brigade,” Tennyson’s literary 
memorialization of one episode from Britain’s violent imperial history: “Suddenly a loud cry, as 
of a sleep-walker, half roused, something about / Stormed at with shot and shell / sung out with 
utmost intensity in her ear” (16-17). Like The Voyage Out, this passage thus brings out the 
aggression and subordination, at home and abroad, inextricably bound up with prewar Britain’s 
maritime-imperial ideology. 
The passage also follows in the path of The Voyage Out in another way: it goes on to 
counter maritime foundationalism with a more expansive and less anthropocentric view of the 
sea’s relationship to history and time. To Mrs. Ramsay, the waves only sound a consoling, 
protective, foundational note “for the most part”:  
at other times…[their sound] had no such kindly meaning, but like a ghostly roll of drums 
remorselessly beat the measure of life, made one think of the destruction of the island and 
its engulfment in the sea, and warned her whose day had slipped past in one quick doing 
after another that it was all ephemeral as a rainbow—this sound which had been obscured 
and concealed under the other sounds suddenly thundered hollow in her ears and made 




The masculine discourse of Britishness, embodied by the voice of Mr. Ramsay and assimilated 
by Mrs. Ramsay in the form of an affirmative, foundationalist conception of the sea, typically 
“obscure[s] and conceal[s]” this darker vision of an engulfing ocean asserting the ephemerality 
of human life. However, the un-“kindly,” inhuman ocean revealed here disrupts the consoling 
foundationalist conception. A maritime foundationalism that gives a “kindly meaning” to the sea 
at the cost of patriarchal imperialism dissolves, leaving Mrs. Ramsay and the reader with nothing 
but a terrifying prospect of eventual oceanic destruction. Mrs. Ramsay, in other words, is here 
confronted with the same two poles within which Rachel Vinrace is trapped in The Voyage Out: 
the imperialistic, foundational sea or the inhuman, abyssal ocean.  
But it is just here that To the Lighthouse begins to move beyond the earlier novel and its 
binary oceanic conceptions. The perceptual and mental sequence that follows Mrs. Ramsay 
“look[ing] up with an impulse of terror” at the voice of the inhuman ocean leads to the first 
appearance of Lily Briscoe: “she was an independent little creature, and Mrs. Ramsay liked her 
for it” (17). Through this entrance of the “independent” Lily, the novel raises the possibility of 
breaking free from the habits of thought and ideological structures within which Rachel was and 
Mrs. Ramsay is caught—including the opposing oceanic conceptions boxing in both of them. 
 To the Lighthouse’s representation of characters like Lily Briscoe with a more 
independent relationship to the prevailing ideologies of Edwardian Britain, including maritime 
foundationalism, sets the stage for the novel’s own more distant, independent perspective on 
those ideologies. This standpoint reflects, among other things, the novel’s retrospective view of 
the period. The Voyage Out engaged with the scriptedness of the sea in Edwardian Britain from 
within, fighting the high tide of maritime ideology and its inimical consequences head-on and 
enacting in its own form the containment it sought to depict. Portraying the same era from nearly 
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two decades on, To the Lighthouse emphasizes the changing historical situation that, even at the 
moment of its high tide, was about to reduce the scope and power of maritime foundationalism 
dramatically, thereby making alternative ways of relating to and assessing that ideology more 
viable than they had been at the time The Voyage Out was written.  
The novel conjures this changing historical situation from its opening, as James’ 
expectations of seafaring are countered by the prospect of bad weather coming. “[I]t won’t be 
fine,” asserts Mr. Ramsay (4), while Charles Tansley points out that the wind is “due west” (5), 
blowing out of the Atlantic. This adverse wind suggests a reversal of the winds of history, which 
no longer carry Britain out into the world-ocean but instead confine it to its islands.41 The 
novel’s other elements of latent historical allegory underscore this sense of a shifting historical 
wind, especially the setting of the first section not just in the evening but at the cusp of a change 
of seasons, from summer to fall: “something moved, flashed, turned a silver wing in the air. It 
was September after all, the middle of September, and past six in the evening” (19). In “Time 
Passes,” the connection of the encroaching autumn to imperial decline becomes more explicit: 
“The autumn trees, ravaged as they are, take on the flash of tattered flags kindling in the gloom 
of cool cathedral caves where gold letters on marble pages describe death in battle and how 
bones bleach and burn far away in Indian sands” (127). The description of seasonal transition 
leads to an elegiac impression of the empire itself as all but dead and buried alongside those who 
died at its behest. The wind from the Atlantic at the beginning of the novel heralds these later, 
more overt hints at transition into a new and, for the empire, more hostile era. The sea still 
registers and exemplifies the movements of history, but these oceanic historical forces no longer 
sustain the empire or convey its expansion; rather, they sound its knell. 
                                                
41 In The Mirror of the Sea, Conrad similarly presents the prevailing Westerlies of the North Atlantic as an implicit 
counterpoint, even challenge, to the British Empire. According to Conrad, the “North Atlantic is the heart of a great 
empire,” a “realm on which the sun never sets,” (94), but this empire belongs to the West Wind, not Britain. 
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The storm anticipated at the beginning of “The Window” breaks, of course, in “Time 
Passes,” and the novel’s representation of this historical storm drives home its newfound sense of 
the insubstantiality of the maritime foundationalism that, in The Voyage Out, seemed so 
dominant. As we have seen, the “ashen-coloured,” spectral ships and scenes of undersea 
destruction in “Time Passes” highlight the inconsequence of sea power. Far from determining the 
course of history, sea power dissolves into the element it supposedly commands, and along with 
it vanishes the linear, progressive history the sea was thought to anchor. Significantly, “Time 
Passes” opens with an invocation of Virgil, whom Mr. Carmichael “lie[s] awake…reading” as 
“the lamps” of the house are “extinguished” around him (125). Precisely which work of Virgil’s 
he reads is not specified, but the novel has already invited us to think of The Aeneid through the 
character of Cam, named after Mrs. Ramsay’s “Aunt Camilla” (67). Insofar as it portrays a sea 
voyage—Aeneas’ voyage to Italy—as setting in motion a historical process of Roman empire-
building, one that will reach its telos in the sea battle (the Battle of Actium) depicted at the center 
of Aeneas’ shield, The Aeneid could be thought of as one of the ur-texts of maritime 
foundationalism. Virgil’s epic exemplifies the link between seafaring and teleological 
progression, a link glimpsed at the opening of the novel in James’s thoughts about the voyage to 
the lighthouse and seen again in such moments as Mr. Ramsay’s self-representation as the leader 
of “a ship’s company” as he tries to forge ahead along a linear sequence of thought from A to Z 
(34). “Time Passes” proceeds to explode such ideas of teleological historical progression 
founded on the maritime. The section still presents the sea as a primary location of history, but 
the history occurring there is now one of loss and ruin rather than progress and expansion. 
Moreover, this maritime history bleeds into an oceanic history that obliterates human temporality 
altogether: a “gigantic chaos” of “winds and waves” in which “night and day, month and year 
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ran shapelessly together” (134). From this perspective, the inconsequential transience of sea 
power in the section, like the decay of the Ramsays’ seaside summer house, does not only refract 
the specific events of British history during the 1910s but also exemplifies the ultimate 
inconsequence of such human historical events within the broader span of geographical time. As 
it tells the story of Britain between 1910 and 1920 by focusing on the ocean, or at least on a 
coastal location at the mercy of the ocean, “Time Passes” thus both echoes and breaks with 
maritime foundationalism: the novel, too, insists that in order to understand history we have to 
look to the sea, but the history it discerns there is the antithesis of the linear, teleological process 
maritime foundationalism envisions. 
 The repudiation of maritime foundationalism in “Time Passes,” though, does not move 
much beyond the terrifying awareness of the waves asserting “the destruction of the island and 
its engulfment in the sea” that punctured Mrs. Ramsay’s impression of the sea as guardian and 
support in “The Window” (16). To the Lighthouse’s decisive reinterpretation of the non-human 
oceanic and its engulfing timescales, along the lines later consolidated in “The Sun and The 
Fish,” only takes place in the actual voyage to the lighthouse undertaken by Mr. Ramsay, James, 
and Cam in the novel’s third section, “The Lighthouse.” This climactic sea journey has often 
been read in very different terms, as reestablishing the hegemonic, imperialist maritime ideology 
demolished in “Time Passes.” According to Sara Gerend, for example, “Mr. Ramsays’ [sic] post-
war sea voyage resembles a pre-war imperial journey” (52): “an expedition” (TTL 154) out from 
the British Isles across the water undertaken at the command of a domineering “leader” (154), 
even “a king” (148), whose authoritarian rule over his subjects, and the resistance it provokes, 
constitutes a main leitmotif of the novel’s account of the voyage. In Gerend’s interpretation, 
these aspects of the voyage evoke hostile pre-war perspectives on British maritime-imperial 
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power, “echo[ing], though in a reduced form, Britain’s naval strength as it was viewed by other 
imperial nations before the Great War” (52). From this point of view, the voyage to the 
lighthouse, at least as Woolf’s characters experience it, unfolds along the same lines as the 
imperial voyage in The Voyage Out.42 
The two voyages differ categorically, however, in that—to point out the obvious—the 
journey to the lighthouse is not actually an imperial “expedition,” notwithstanding the fantasies 
or self-magnifying postures of those undertaking it (with which even Lily, to whom Mr. Ramsay, 
as he sets off, looks like “a leader making ready for an expedition” [TTL 154], becomes briefly 
complicit). As it demotes the imperial voyage to a morning’s sail from the Isle of Skye to another 
Hebridean islet, To the Lighthouse correspondingly minoritizes maritime-imperial ideology, 
representing it as no longer a world-historical force but a local, marginal preoccupation. 
Furthermore, while both Rachel and the two Ramsay children have equally little say in making 
their voyages, Cam and James demonstrate, from the first, a detachment from and consciousness 
of the power structures compelling them of the kind that Rachel only attains belatedly: “They 
had been forced; they had been bidden” (165). Instead of being an accepted and internalized 
mentality, as it was, at least initially, in The Voyage Out, the ideology of seafaring is now viewed 
objectively, as an external hegemonic force that makes people do what they otherwise 
wouldn’t—in the same way that, during the voyage, James becomes able to see his father’s 
patriarchal tyranny as structural and extrinsic, a “thing that descended on him—without his 
knowing it perhaps…, that struck and struck at you…and then made off” (184). Where the 
seafarers on the Euphrosyne feel a common “exhilaration at their freedom” in the open sea (VO 
                                                
42 In her essay on Woolf’s “engendering voyages,” Jeanne Dubino contends as much explicitly: “If her voyage to 
the lighthouse is any indication, Cam Ramsay…also seems destined for a life as equally entrapping as Rachel’s” 
(15). Sara Gerend’s reading of To the Lighthouse proceeds to argue that, by conjoining “the imperial ship and the 
ghostly woman”—i.e. Mrs. Ramsay as an avatar of Queen Victoria—the novel’s final section conveys “Britain’s 
post-war diminished imperial force, a fading from the nation’s former glory and dominance” (53).  
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20)—thereby voicing a connection between the sea and freedom integral to British maritime 
ideology—Cam and James experience their voyage as entirely foreordained: “Now they would 
sail on for hours like this, and Mr. Ramsay would ask old Macalister a question—about the great 
storm last winter probably—and old Macalister would answer it, and they would puff their pipes 
together, and Macalister would take a tarry rope in his fingers, tying or untying some knot…” 
(TTL 163). The two siblings are fully conscious of their conscription into what seems to them a 
restrictive and exhausted maritime script, one to which they have no attachment. 
On top of this, the account of the voyage to the lighthouse, instead of resurrecting 
maritime foundationalism, critiques its manner of using the sea as a vehicle for thinking about or 
representing history. As Cam and James foresee, Mr. Ramsay does indeed ask Macalister “about 
the great storm last winter.” Their conversation about the storm picks up on the hints of historical 
allegory in the previous sections: the wind out of the west and impending bad weather that 
suggest imperial decline in “The Window,” and the ocean tempests—“gigantic chaos streaked 
with lightning…, as the winds and waves disported themselves” (134)—that metaphorize the war 
(among other things) in “Time Passes.” Seen in this light, Macalister’s story of “the great storm 
last Christmas,” in which “[t]hree [ships] had sunk” (164), becomes a capsule version of both the 
Ramsays’ family story—notably, the number of sunken ships matches the number of family 
members who have died—and the story of Britain during the preceding ten years. The seascape 
traversed in the voyage to the lighthouse preserves this history: Macalister “point[s] slowly 
round the bay” at the precise spots—“one there, one there, one there”—where, presumably, the 
three ships sank (164). Once again, the sea stands as a privileged site for the perception, 
conceptualization, and memorialization of history. When, however, this painful history is told in 
the form Macalister tells it, as a stereotypical sea story in which men “[pit] muscle and brain 
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against the waves and the wind,” Mr. Ramsay enjoys it: “He relished the thought of the storm 
and the dark night and the fishermen striving there…. He looked proudly where Macalister 
pointed” (164). Envisioned in maritime terms and framed in the conventions of sea narrative, the 
personal and national history that has caused Mr. Ramsay such grief becomes something that he 
contemplates “for his own pleasure” (165), perpetuating the tendency to aestheticize suffering 
and violence apparent in moments like his reciting “The Charge of the Light Brigade.” The 
voyage to the lighthouse, in other words, both evokes and criticizes a view of the sea as history, 
or history as maritime, that mystifies or glosses over violence and loss. 
The diminished material significance and ideological power of the sea voyage in “The 
Lighthouse” means, in turn, that the non-human ocean does not have to be marshaled as a site or 
means of resistance in the manner of The Voyage Out. Both Cam and James intermittently feel 
the sea’s allure as an avenue of escape or an element beyond hegemonic control, echoing 
Rachel’s visions of a liberating oceanic existence: early in the voyage, James “beg[ins] to think 
as he steered that he might escape; he might be quit of it all” (165), while Cam later “wander[s] 
in imagination in that underworld of waters where the pearls stuck in clusters to white sprays, 
where in the green light a change came over one’s entire mind and one’s body shone half 
transparent enveloped in a green cloak” (183). Yet unlike Rachel, Cam does not fixate upon this 
undersea phantasmagoria as an image of an alternative way of being. Instead, she recurrently 
turns from such oceanic fantasies to an intense awareness of what is “real”: “now this was real; 
the boat and the sail with its patch; Macalister with his earrings; the noise of the waves—all this 
was real” (167). This passage tellingly contrasts with the passage a few pages before describing 
Cam and James’s sense of the whole voyage being scripted—“Now they would sail on for hours 
like this,” and so forth (163). In place of the coercively imposed but conceptually exhausted 
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maritime script, Cam becomes able to see things at sea for themselves. The ideological trappings 
of the sea and seafaring have become so threadbare that Cam and the novel do not need to linger 
in visions of escapist sea change or resistant oceanic otherness—visions which carry their own 
ideological trappings. Rather, both character and novel concentrate on the materiality of the 
maritime and oceanic: “the boat and the sail,” “the noise of the waves.” Rachel Vinrace 
experiences such materiality as the malign reality behind her vision of oceanic escape. Cam, with 
less of a need to envision escape, can experience the reality as less malign. 
All these differences between the sea journeys in The Voyage Out and To the Lighthouse, 
and their respective maritime-imperial and historical resonances, culminate in a fundamental 
difference between the two voyages’ orientation toward history. Rachel’s voyage out activates 
her individual history, thereby recapitulating the sea’s ostensible activation of British national 
history in the Elizabethan period within which the novel locates her intellectually. By contrast, 
the voyage to the lighthouse is vested with a sense of historical closure. For Mr. Ramsay, the 
voyage is a memorial ritual; early on, Cam internally voices her resentment at her enforced 
participation in “these rites he went through for his own pleasure in memory of dead people” 
(165). Cam herself, however, quickly comes to feel an analogous elegiac sensation of 
contemplating a bygone era. As they sail farther out, “[a]ll looked distant and peaceful and 
strange. The shore seemed refined, far away, unreal. Already the little distance they had sailed 
had put them far from it and given it the changed look, the composed look, of something 
receding in which one has no longer any part” (165-66). Instead of carrying her into a new life 
like the Euphrosyne carries Rachel, as “a bride going forth to her husband, a virgin unknown of 
men” (VO 25), Cam’s seafaring becomes retrospective and commemorative, prompting 
reflection on the past rather than initiating the future.  
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Yet both cases also undergo a crucial reversal. Rachel’s voyage out is an activation that is 
really a closure, insofar as it forces Rachel onto a developmental trajectory that is actually 
inimical to her. The voyage to the lighthouse, conversely, is a closure that really activates—
except that it does not activate a new stage of historical development. As it sets the seal on an 
epoch of British history and departs from the ideas about the sea’s political and historical role 
that characterized that epoch, Cam’s voyage makes her aware of the pastness of this “past” and 
opens her eyes to a present oceanic reality in which national and even human history are 
subsumed: “now this was real” (167). 
Cam’s new view of maritime-imperial history—as a discrete and completed sequence, 
seen retrospectively within a more expansive oceanic space and time, rather than as an ongoing 
pattern within which she is confined—comes to the fore in chapter X, the penultimate chapter of 
“The Lighthouse” devoted to the voyage. Cam reflects on “how her father’s anger…, James’s 
obstinacy…, and her own anguish, all had slipped, all had passed, all had streamed away” (188-
89): 
What then came next? Where were they going? From her hand, ice cold, held deep in the 
sea, there spurted up a fountain of joy…. And the drops falling from this sudden and 
unthinking fountain of joy fell here and there on the dark, the slumbrous shapes in her 
mind; shapes of a world not realised but turning in their darkness, catching here and 
there, a spark of light; Greece, Rome, Constantinople. Small as it was, and shaped 
something like a leaf stood on its end with the gold-sprinkled waters flowing in and about 
it, it had, she supposed, a place in the universe—even that little island? (189) 
 
Cam’s “fountain of joy,” the drops that spurt up as she trails her hand in the water, here comes to 
figure a maritime historical sequence: the succession of imperial sea powers formed by Greece, 
Rome, and Constantinople, with Britain—evoked if not literally denoted by the “little island” 
Cam observes—as an additional, implicit member of the list.43 The “spark[s] of light” that are 
                                                
43 For a discussion of “the geopolitical tradition…posit[ing] sea power as central to world hegemony” that traced 
this seaborne ascendancy through a succession of maritime powers from Greece and Rome to Britain, see Connery, 
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these powers illuminate “here and there” the “shapes of a world not realised but turning in their 
darkness” in Cam’s mind in the same way that the drops of seawater fall “here and there” about 
her hand. This likening of the lineage of Greece, Rome, and Constantinople to a fountain of 
seawater underscores that their lineage is specifically, even literally, maritime—the sequence of 
the translatio imperii maris, to use a term reintroduced by the oceanic-studies scholar 
Christopher Connery (“Sea Power” 686). The image of these maritime-imperial powers lighting 
up the “darkness” of “a world not realised” but perpetually “turning” crystallizes maritime 
foundationalism: the idea that world history is an oceanic pattern, constituted by a succession of 
maritime empires that are progressively moving the world from darkness to light. 
 At the same time as it links them intrinsically to the sea, though, casting these maritime-
imperial powers as drops of seawater also frames them as momentary and contingent. Greece, 
Rome, and Constantinople are, or were, only “spark[s] of light,” flashing and fading without 
lastingly brightening the “darkness” encompassing them, and the history to which they belong is 
that of “a world not realised,” without telos or consummation. Once again, Woolf’s novel 
portrays history as maritime while fundamentally reinterpreting this history, depicting it as 
provisional and mutable rather than affirmative and progressive. And this re-envisioning of the 
maritime-historical past spills over into the present, as “that little island”—Skye, but by 
extension also Britain—similarly comes to seem on the brink of disappearing: literally, into the 
“waters flowing in and about it,” and metaphorically, into the past. As Cam thinks a few pages 
later when casting another look back at the island, “It was very small; it was very distant. The sea 
was more important now” (191). Britain sinks away to join its thalassocratic forebears in a 
maritime-imperial history that, as far as it is concerned, is now coming to an end. In its place, the 
                                                                                                                                                       
“Sea Power” (686). Connery identifies “Byzantium”—Cam’s “Constantinople”—as another “tremendous naval 
power,” though one that “shared the sea with other powers” (686). 
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non-human ocean—“Waves were all round them, tossing and sinking, with a log wallowing 
down one wave; a gull riding on another” (191)—assumes primacy. 
 In one sense, this vision of the primacy of the oceanic over the historical and human is, 
again, essentially the same prospect as that which confronts Mrs. Ramsay, when she hears the 
waves “remorselessly beat[ing] the measure of life” (16); Nancy, when she feels “reduced…to 
nothingness” by the ocean’s “vastness” (75-76); or, indeed, the passengers on the Euphrosyne, as 
the continents shrink to “wrinkled little rocks” in comparison to the open ocean (VO 24). 
Crucially, however, Cam considers such a prospect with equanimity. When, at last, the island 
becomes “so small that it scarcely looked like a leaf any longer. It looked like the top of a rock 
which some wave bigger than the rest would cover” (TTL 204), it prompts no “impulse of terror” 
in her, in the way that the specter of “the destruction of the island and its engulfment in the sea” 
did in her mother (16). Despite its vulnerability, its insignificance in the face of oceanic space 
and time, Cam “suppose[s]” that “even that little island” has, or will have had, “a place in the 
universe” (189). In The Voyage Out, the human world seems to have no such place in an oceanic 
universe: “it seemed doubtful whether the ship would ever run against any of those wrinkled 
little rocks again” (24). Woolf’s tone there may be playful, but the underlying outlook is 
ominous—a foreboding borne out when Rachel ultimately finds no place in either the maritime-
imperial sphere that encompasses her or the oceanic universe in which she seeks escape. In “The 
Lighthouse,” by contrast, the waning of British maritime ideology has enabled Cam and the 
novel to contemplate the expanses of oceanic space and time directly and evenly, neither vesting 
them with resistant potential nor recoiling from them in terror. The prospect of our “engulfment 
in the sea,” the novel suggests, is terrifying only if you are invested in either maritime 
foundationalism or oceanic escapism—two belief structures with which the idea of an all-
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consuming, non-human ocean is equally incompatible. From its standpoint in the twilight of 
Britain’s maritime-imperial era, To the Lighthouse thus looks beyond the temporal scale of 
maritime foundationalism, linking the ocean with a longer, non-human temporality and coming 
to terms with the tiny, transient place of human history in this oceanic universe. And Cam’s 
supposition that even the island has a place in the universe also hints at the possibility of such a 
place, however tenuous and temporary, for her as well. 
 To the Lighthouse ends with the achievement of this new way of thinking and feeling 
about oceanic history and its relationship to human history. Seen from the boat approaching the 
lighthouse, Skye comes to embody the entirety of the human world and its past: “in its frailty 
were…all those innumerable things” (204). Cam pictures this island of human time as 
completely at the mercy of the ocean, “a rock which some wave bigger than the rest would 
cover”—an inevitable engulfment of the “innumerable things” of human history that the novel 
presents straightforwardly and composedly. The waves that will swamp the island of history, in 
turn, shift from a “disease,” as The Voyage Out characterizes its consuming ocean, to a vital and 
beautiful non-human world, as we see in the last stage of the Ramsays’ voyage: 
They had tacked, and they were sailing swiftly, buoyantly on long rocking waves which 
handed them on from one to another with an extraordinary lilt and exhilaration beside the 
reef. On the left a row of rocks showed brown through the water which thinned and 
became greener and on one, a higher rock, a wave incessantly broke and spurted a little 
column of drops which fell down in a shower. One could hear the slap of the water and 
the patter of falling drops and a kind of hushing and hissing sound from the waves rolling 
and gambolling and slapping the rocks as if they were wild creatures who were perfectly 
free and tossed and tumbled and sported like this for ever. (206-7) 
 
These sportive waves carry over but entirely recast the “waves” that “disported themselves like 
the amorphous bulks of leviathans…in idiot games” in “Time Passes” (134-5). Instead of brutal, 
idiotic, and violent, oceanic otherness comes to seem benign, agential, and vibrant. Instead of 
monstrous “leviathans,” the sea life evoked via simile is that of “wild creatures” that, in their 
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“perfectly free” animation and autonomy, anticipate the “perfect existence” of the sea creatures 
in “The Sun and The Fish” (Essays IV 523). The precision of the passage’s descriptions and its 
paratactic accumulation of detail drive home the point that, even if and when the innumerable 
things of human history have been engulfed by oceanic time, the ocean has innumerable things 
of its own—possesses its own continuity of rich, independent existence. 
 Above all, this passage connects the ocean’s non-human vitality with its equally non-
human temporality. As in the cliff-top scene in The Voyage Out, wherein “the sea washing over 
rocks” (195) takes Rachel back to “the birth of the world” (194), the meeting of seawater and 
rock—from a human perspective, the two most paradigmatically unchanging elements—in this 
passage evokes geohistorical time. The beginning of this chapter of “The Lighthouse” has 
already conjured such a temporal perspective through the pairing of water and rock when Mr. 
Ramsay, poised “against the waste of waters running away into the open,” looks to James “like 
some old stone lying on the sand” (202). The passage describing the waves as the Ramsays reach 
the lighthouse likewise situates the scene within a vast timescale: the action of the waves will go 
on, effectively, “for ever. ” This timescale, though, is now framed not in terms of “waste” but of 
vibrancy: eons of non-human “toss[ing] and tumbl[ing] and sport[ing]” (207). The bleak 
“immortal sea” of The Nigger of the “Narcissus” becomes an ocean that is forever vital: the 
same view of the oceanic that Woolf will soon afterwards crystallize in the form of “The Sun and 
The Fish’s” “immortal fish” (Essays IV 524).  
Woolf implicitly opposes this view of the ocean’s non-human, geohistorical vitality to 
maritime-foundationalist notions of the sea’s relationship to history by recalling Cam’s “fountain 
of joy,” with its attached maritime-historical associations, from a few pages before. The waves 
“slapping the rocks” on the shore of the lighthouse island cause the same phenomenon, described 
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in identical words (“spurted,” “drops,” fell”): “on one, a higher rock, a wave incessantly broke 
and spurted a little column of drops which fell down in a shower” (206). What had earlier been 
turned into an image of translatio imperii maris, of world history as a succession of maritime 
empires, is re-naturalized, absorbed back into the non-human oceanic sphere. The ocean does 
make history happen, the novel suggests, but this history is decidedly not our history, unfolding 
rather over the lifespan of the planet—as far as we are concerned, “for ever.” 
The actions of the novel’s foremost maritime-imperialist character corroborate this 
decisive reconfiguration of the sea’s relationship to history. As he reaches the lighthouse, Mr. 
Ramsay abandons the maritime symbolism characterizing him from his first appearance, when, 
quashing his son’s expectations of a voyage to the lighthouse, he insists on a conception of life in 
which “our frail barks founder in darkness” (4). Even in its Romantic pessimism, that initial 
mindset still aestheticizes the experience of loss at sea and makes the maritime into a figure for 
human history and human concerns. At the end of the novel, with his boat poised at a spot where 
“[t]hree men were drowned” (205), in another echo of his own family’s losses and the wider 
national history of which those losses formed part, Mr. Ramsay breaks with his bent towards 
maritime symbolism: “to their surprise all he said was ‘Ah’ as if he thought to himself, But why 
make a fuss about that? Naturally men are drowned in a storm, but it is a perfectly 
straightforward affair, and the depths of the sea (he sprinkled the crumbs from his sandwich 
paper over them) are only water after all” (206).  
Mr. Ramsay embarked on the voyage to the lighthouse, at least according to his daughter, 
as a memorial rite, a way of reflecting on familial and national history, but here he ceases to view 
the sea and the maritime as a means of marking, commemorating, or celebrating history in this 
manner—a change embodied in his act of scattering his sandwich crumbs over the site of 
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drowning, which mimics a ritual gesture only to empty it of symbolic significance. Rather than a 
“myth element” (Connery, “Oceanic Feeling” 289) appropriated to human meanings or concerns, 
whether as an embodiment of the nation, a memorial to its dead, or merely an incitement to 
poetry, “the sea…[is] only water after all.” Mr. Ramsay joins his daughter in setting aside 
fantastic or outworn conceptions of the sea that subordinate it to human purposes and focusing 
instead on its material otherness. This oceanic otherness does not obliterate history—like the 
island, the three drowned men still have their place in the universe—but neither does it found or 
authorize history. Instead, the ocean simultaneously preserves and marginalizes history, 
incorporates it without making it seem worth a fuss; it puts history, as it were, in parentheses. 
In this manner, To the Lighthouse adopts an oceanic perspective that makes the history it 
encapsulates seem rounded-off, tangential, and provisional: parenthetical. Significantly, the 
parenthetical square brackets enclosing, in “Time Passes,” the fates of Andrew, Prue, and Mrs. 
Ramsay, along with other aspects of what Braudel would call l’histoire événementielle of the 
1910s (21), recur in “The Lighthouse,” where they frame the entirety of chapter VI of the 
section: “[Macalister’s boy took one of the fish and cut a square out of its side to bait his hook 
with. The mutilated body (it was alive still) was thrown back into the sea]” (180). This bracketed 
tableau, however, reverses the relationship between bracketed passage and main text established 
by “Time Passes.” In that section—to oversimplify considerably—the brackets contained the real 
story, describing what actually happened to the Ramsays and their circle over the period in 
question, while the main text told that story more opaquely or symbolically. In “The 
Lighthouse,” conversely, the bracketed scene of Macalister’s boy cutting open the fish can be 
thought of as allegorizing the real story told in the main text, and, beyond it, the deeper history 
reflected by the specific story of the Ramsays’ voyage. That is, the scene not only concentrates 
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the familial pain and violence shadowing the Ramsays throughout their voyage; it also suggests 
what British maritime-imperial history amounts to. The mutilation of the fish renders in a 
symbolic form, but without “fuss,” the violent histories of war and empire towards which the 
novel gestures again and again—the kinds of experiences that Mr. Ramsay, as he declaims 
poems about death by water or the Battle of Balaclava and imagines himself the leader of a 
lifeboat crew, persistently aestheticizes. At the same time, though, Woolf puts this distillation of 
the violence of seaborne empire in brackets, formally asserting its insignificance in the larger 
scope of things. The novel thus suggests what maritime-imperial history amounts to in another 
sense: a distinct but inessential moment—a parenthetical—within the ocean’s geographical time. 
In To the Lighthouse, then, looking to (and from) the sea becomes a way of closing the 
parentheses on British maritime-imperial history, and on human history more broadly. As has 
often been noted, the novel is preoccupied at all levels, from punctuation to grand structure, with 
contained spaces—parentheses, social circles, houses, islands—and what surrounds them. 
Voicing Lily Briscoe’s musings at one point in “The Window,” Woolf depicts the creation of 
such spaces as an oceanic movement, or their perception as a consequence of thinking in terms 
of oceanic movement: “life, from being made up of little separate incidents which one lived one 
by one, became curled and whole like a wave which bore one up with it and threw one down 
with it, there, with a dash on the beach” (47). The sea makes “life”—individual human lives, but 
also the lives of nations, civilizations, and worlds—not a linear continuity, as maritime 
foundationalism would have it, but a completed movement, “curled and whole”—a closed 
parenthesis. The novel’s primary artist figure and author-surrogate envisions what the novel 
itself portrays: the parentheses the ocean puts around all human “life.”   
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In a sense, the novel thus adopts a maritime and oceanic perspective for much the same 
purpose as The Voyage Out: to highlight the enclosure of its characters within structures, 
histories, and timescales they cannot transcend. Yet To the Lighthouse, written in a different 
historical conjuncture, portrays such enclosure in a different light, coming to terms with it in a 
way that The Voyage Out, pitted as it is against a maritime-imperial edifice at the height of its 
power, is not interested in doing. In To the Lighthouse, if all human existence is ultimately a 
parenthesis within oceanic time, those parentheses have first and foremost already closed, or are 
in the act of closing, upon the maritime ideology and historical pattern that so afflicted Rachel 
Vinrace. In this, the novel may pick up on an idea latent in the passage from its predecessor with 
which this chapter began: Mrs. Dalloway’s parenthetical reminder of “[m]essages…passing from 
the Fleet to the Admiralty” through the air of London, amid its “waves of…divine vitality” (MD 
7). British maritime power, and the maritime-imperial history it reflected and helped constitute, 
are simultaneously acknowledged and bracketed—part of the story but not the whole story. To 
the Lighthouse develops this passing parenthetical aside into a thematic emphasis and a formal 
tactic, portraying British maritime-imperial history as a parenthesis in oceanic history, an island 










“We Cannot Think of a Time that is Oceanless”: T. S. Eliot’s Seas and Imperial Retreat 
 
In December 1962, in the midst of impassioned debate over Britain’s application to join 
the European Economic Community, the British magazine Encounter canvassed a variety of 
“writers, scholars, and intellectuals generally” on the question of “going into Europe” (56). Most 
of the respondents disclaimed any ability to weigh the economic case for Common Market 
membership and instead pondered its implications for Britain’s identity. Was Britain a European 
nation whose destiny lay in greater integration with its neighbors on the Continent? Or did what 
one respondent, the writer and editor T. R. Fyvel, called Britain’s “wider world-view”—its 
maritime-imperial history and the overseas connections and influences stemming from that 
history, figured by Fyvel as “a salty…sea-breeze” (60)—tie it more integrally to its former 
colonies and dominions in the Commonwealth? Among the luminaries invited to consider these 
questions was an elderly T. S. Eliot, who stated his opinion bluntly: 
I have always been strongly in favour of close cultural relations with the countries of 
Western Europe. For this reason my personal bias is in favour of Britain’s entering into 
the Common Market. And I have not been impressed by the emotional appeals of some of 
those who maintain that to take this course would be a betrayal of our obligations to the 
Commonwealth. (65) 
 
The transplanted American poet here turns his back decisively on the maritime-imperial sphere 
in which, as a descendant of the same wave of transoceanic expansion that created the 
Commonwealth nations, his own origins also lay. Instead, he envisions, as the endpoint of his 
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adopted country’s transformations in the twilight of its empire, a Britain enmeshed in the 
European tradition and no longer as strongly linked to its progeny across the seas.1 
 This chapter aims to put those seas back into the story of the growth of Eliot’s 
“antidiasporic imagination” (Esty, Shrinking Island 108).2 Jed Esty has shown how, in the 1930s 
and 40s, Eliot and other writers constructed a self-contained Englishness in response to British 
imperial retreat. I argue that these processes of imperial contraction and insular national 
redefinition, as they are manifested in modernist literature, are bound up with changing 
conceptions of the element that had previously enabled Britain to spread its people and its power 
worldwide: the sea. It is illustrative to compare Eliot’s dismissal of “emotional appeals” to 
Britain’s “obligations to the Commonwealth” in 1962 with the picture of British identity 
sketched in 1938 by another poet opining on the subject, Alfred Noyes. To Noyes, quoting 
Swinburne, Britain is an “island…‘lit with sea-shine to her inland lair,’” vibrantly and 
enduringly linked to its “daughter-nations” (162) by the sea: 
The “natural League of Nations,” as the self-governing British Dominions have been 
called, occupies a very different position from that of the mother-island; yet this, too, has 
been fostered by and depends upon the sea. The sea which divides us from one point of 
view is, also, from another point of view, the great maker of contacts. Long before 
railways existed, …the island possessed a broad sea-highway leading to the ends of the 
earth in every direction…. The sails of the islanders were the wings that made them more 
than islanders; for there never has been, and probably never will be, any means of 
transport, on a large scale, so efficacious as that provided by ships and the sea. (163-64) 
 
On the eve of World War II, a maritime-foundationalist view of the sea—as a highway “to the 
ends of the earth” that sets the outward course of British history—here still underwrites an 
expansive notion of Britishness, making both the global diffusion and the political 
                                                
1 Historian James Belich writes that “Britain’s first bid to join the European Economic Community in the early 
1960s was a clear declaration of intent to apply euthanasia to Greater Britain” (472), that is, the “strange 
transnational entity” of “Old Britain plus the Dominions” (180). 
2 In so doing, I also seek more generally to redirect critical attention to a preoccupation with the sea, its practices, 
and its dangers that characterizes Eliot’s entire career but which has not yet been much studied. Representative 
studies touching on the sea in Eliot include Morison; Baskett; Cuddy; Hargrove; Gardner; Sigg; and Cook. 
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interconnection of the British and their offshoots seem “natural.” Noyes’ faith in “[t]he ‘sea-
power’ whereby the British Commonwealth of Nations was developed and linked together” 
(166) sustains his sense of the viability of that political community. His example suggests that 
Eliot’s different view of this community a quarter-century later might derive, in part, from a 
different perception of the sea. 
 Eliot’s departure from maritime foundationalism, with its implications for understandings 
of British identity and its historical orientation, was fostered, I argue, by the crises that 
punctuated his poetic career. A world war intervened between Noyes’ remarks on Greater Britain 
and Eliot’s, one in which Britain barely weathered an acute challenge to the maritime-imperial 
links Noyes celebrates and Eliot marginalizes. The profound impact of a previous world war, and 
a previous challenge to Britain’s maritime power, can also be discerned at the very beginning of 
Eliot’s career. Apologizing in May 1916 for his failure to sail home from Britain to defend his 
dissertation, Eliot ascribes this failure to the German submarine campaign then being waged on 
the Atlantic: “Transportation has been so irregular during the war…. I shall come at the first 
opportunity. I hope that the war will be over, as naturally I do not like to leave my wife here, or 
venture the waves myself, while it is still on” (Letters I 150, emphasis in original). Nine months 
later, faced with the prospect that “it may become very difficult and precarious to send any 
communication from America to England,” he professes himself “unsettled and disturbed” (175). 
Long before Eliot, at the end of his life, minimized Britain’s transoceanic ties—and, implicitly, 
his own transatlantic heritage—in his advocacy of “going into Europe,” war at sea had already 
seemed to imperil if not sever those ties. The image of the ocean as a hostile, inhuman, anti-
historical divide, which finds poetic expression time and again in Eliot’s work, emerges as a way 
of naturalizing such immediate historical threats to the maritime connections so integral to 
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Eliot’s own identity. His development of this poetic oceanic image throughout works spanning 
over twenty years reflects the steady dissolution of Britain’s maritime empire and helps motivate 
the consequent antidiasporic turn to an insular Englishness.3 
 At the same time, however, the idea of a fundamentally maritime or oceanic historical 
process remained an inextricable part of Eliot’s historical imagination. Just as Eliot’s personal 
and familial background lay in the very transoceanic migration he would later disavow, so his 
writing about the sea draws on the kind of maritime foundationalism voiced by Noyes. His 
boyhood summers spent in the setting of Captains Courageous, the fishing port of Gloucester 
and the waters off it, left Eliot well versed in the work of the sea, and even as he became ever 
more Old World in demeanor his professional life remained intrinsically transatlantic. He had 
ample experience, in other words, with nautical expertise and the interconnection it facilitates, 
and his poetry often attests to or envisions such a humane and comprehensible maritime world. 
Similarly, the sea recurrently enables an expansive and progressive historical vision in Eliot’s 
work. The line of succession of sea powers—the translatio imperii maris—suggested by the 
Phoenician motifs in The Waste Land, and the three centuries of British maritime expansion, 
from the 1660s to the 1940s, delineated in “The Dry Salvages,” both demonstrate this view of the 
sea as a frame for and vehicle of sociopolitical history. 
 In one sense, Eliot’s poetry, as it responds to contemporary maritime crisis, perennially 
supplants this manageable, political, historical sea with an intractable, inhuman ocean, existing 
beyond history and asserting the unintelligible sweep of geologic time. In Eliot’s literary 
                                                
3 The question of how “English” Eliot ended up being, and what relationships he envisioned between England and 
broader traditions or structures incorporating it, is a vexed one: in addition to Esty, Shrinking Island, see Ellis, and 
Davie. Obviously, too, a Britain belonging to the Common Market and possessing “close cultural relations with the 
countries of Western Europe,” as Eliot advocated in “Going into Europe,” can hardly be considered “insular.” In 
thus conflating insularity and continental integration, I mean to highlight the way in which both postures entail a 
disavowal of Britain’s longstanding maritime orientation and maritime history. Whether Britain belongs to the 
continent or turns in on itself, it is no longer looking out to sea, and maritime foundationalism goes by the wayside. 
For a historical argument along these lines, see Pocock. 
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representations of the sea, the navigated, regulated sea-lanes that knit together the British Empire 
become hostile, unruly wastes, and the social time of maritime-imperial history upholding 
imperial and diasporic versions of British identity slips into a geographical “time not our time” 
(Eliot, CP 192), within which imperial history becomes meaningless, fruitless flux. From The 
Waste Land to Four Quartets, in turn, an insular and self-contained redefinition of British 
identity steadily takes shape as an increasingly positive alternative to this hostile oceanic space 
and time. Yet in another sense, Eliot’s poetry continues to envision an insular, post-imperial 
England as inescapably bound up with a longer history associated with the ocean—either a 
maritime-imperial history that has come to an end or a non-human, oceanic history that goes on. 
Hence, if to an extent my maritime and oceanic readings of Eliot corroborate what has become 
an established interpretation of late modernism’s connection to imperial retreat and national 
retrenchment in Britain, I also seek to challenge this critical narrative by showing how a view of 
the sea and (or as) history tied to imperial expansion continues, albeit in a dramatically 
reconfigured form, to structure Eliot’s representation of British history and identity.  
 The chapter first considers Eliot’s early poetry, primarily The Waste Land. My reading of 
this work centers on how Eliot explores and develops a dynamic that Paul Stasi has noticed in 
the “Death by Water” portion of The Waste Land: the idea that “the inevitable decay of 
empire…. is contained within the very means of imperial domination itself” (50-51). By “the 
very means of imperial domination,” Stasi means specifically “the control of trade through the 
control of the seas” (51), but Eliot’s consistent depiction, throughout the poem, of an ocean that 
is oed’ und leer, desolate and empty, allows us to expand on this claim. Such seas, the poem 
insists, can never be controlled. The British Empire’s most fundamental discursive and practical 
foundation, the sea, is no foundation at all; the empire’s basis is also inherently and inevitably its 
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undoing. In depicting this, I argue, The Waste Land naturalizes the maritime crisis of World War 
I and the consequent waning of maritime foundationalism in postwar British culture. The Waste 
Land, though, responds to this context rather differently than does To the Lighthouse; where 
Woolf’s novel seeks to come to terms with an ocean that, in the wake of war, can no longer 
reliably be envisioned as conveying history and sustaining identity, Eliot’s poem retreats from 
this ocean to begin formulating a new, insular identity out of what maritime-imperial history has 
left behind. 
 Eliot both carries forward and transforms this project twenty years later in Four Quartets, 
which I take up in the second half of the chapter. I focus in particular on the third poem in the 
sequence, “The Dry Salvages.” This poem’s engagement with three centuries of seaborne 
history, from the transatlantic migration of Eliot’s seventeenth-century ancestors to the World 
War II naval campaign being waged as Eliot wrote, unfolds through the juxtaposition of different 
conceptions of the sea and its relationship to historical time. The poem shows a residual maritime 
foundationalism giving way to an image of the ocean as a breaker of polities and histories rather 
than a maker of them. This conceptual shift, in turn, yields a more coherent and fully realized 
form of what, in The Waste Land, was framed only fitfully and indirectly: a vision of a post-
imperial English national culture, rooted in the soil of the island. Yet Four Quartets also builds 
on The Waste Land’s representation of insular community emerging out of the wreckage of 
seaborne empire by maintaining that the experience of maritime-imperial history, in all its 
painful futility, is necessary for its own supersession in a rediscovered insular England. 
Moreover, Four Quartets also affirms that this England remains situated in an all-pervading 
oceanic history, one that encompasses and even constitutes the island upon which the poem takes 
refuge. The poem, that is, continues to conceive of history as an oceanic process and to represent 
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British identity as dependent on that process. Even in the twilight of seaborne empire, “The Dry 
Salvages” insists, “[w]e cannot think of a time that is oceanless” (CP 193). 
The Waste Land: Dying by Water and Clutching the Land 
When Eliot, the expatriated American in London, wrote his first poem about fishermen 
braving the seas off Gloucester, Massachusetts in the course of composing what would become 
The Waste Land, the British Empire’s geopolitical and historical situation did not superficially 
seem greatly different from when Rudyard Kipling, the expatriated Briton in Vermont, had 
tackled a similar subject in Captains Courageous.4 If Kipling published his novel amid the 
triumphalism of the Diamond Jubilee, Eliot wrote in 1921 in the aftermath of an actual triumph: 
Britain’s victory over Germany, its primary naval rival, which brought the British Empire to its 
greatest territorial extent as it absorbed many of Germany’s former colonies, together with 
territories belonging to other defeated foes. Jed Esty aptly summarizes the stature Eliot’s “Unreal 
City” held on the global stage: “London in…1920 could still count itself a true world city, a 
capital of economic, political, military and cultural power with substantial influence on the 
course of events in an almost unimaginably disparate empire” (Shrinking Island 29). As Esty and 
others have argued, furthermore, imperial power, centrality within an enormously complex 
global capitalist system, and the privileged “metropolitan perception” made possible by such 
power and centrality all left formal and aesthetic marks on the literature of Eliot and his 
                                                
4 Eliot’s generally high degree of knowledge of Kipling extended to Captains Courageous, which, given Eliot’s 
personal connections to Gloucester, is perhaps only to be expected. Eliot refers to Kipling’s novel, for example, in 
the unsigned “Publisher’s Preface” he wrote for Faber and Gwyer’s 1928 publication of James B. Connolly’s 
Fishermen of the Banks: “Anyone who has ever read Mr. Kipling’s Captains Courageous should be thrilled by these 
true stories of the adventures of Gloucester fishermen or ‘bankers’, written by one who (with all respect) knows the 
subject much better than Mr. Kipling” (vii-viii). Eliot knew Connolly from his Gloucester summers; see Morison 
234.   
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contemporaries in this period, to the point that “high modernism” must be regarded as inherently 
bound up—however ambivalently or combatively—with imperialism and empire.5 
Esty goes on to claim, however, that “High modernism is not, then, the literature simply 
of imperial crisis but of a complex moment involving inherited centrality and growing 
vulnerability” (29). In the early 1920s, observers like Eliot were focused as much, if not more, on 
the growing vulnerability than the inherited centrality. Besides the enormous price at which 
military victory and consequent imperial growth had been won, the aftermath of the war exposed 
deep fissures in the imperial structure, from armed uprising in Ireland, to anticolonial agitation in 
Egypt and India, to the increasingly independent posture of the settler Dominions. This spreading 
instability, and the concessions it forced the British to grant, make it at least possible to identify 
the early ‘20s as “the beginning of the postcolonial era” (North, Reading 7). On top of this 
growing vulnerability, Paul Stasi has recently argued that the wake of the war saw a new 
recognition of the limits to imperial expansion: the awareness—driven home by the overlap of 
the war and Sir Ernest Shackleton’s failed Antarctic expedition—that there were no unclaimed 
territories left on earth to conquer and that, to grow in the future, the empire must compete with 
its fellow empires over what they already possessed (38-39).  
As we saw in the previous chapter, furthermore, the events of the war and its aftermath 
also began to affect the perception of the sea as a foundation for imperial identity and history. 
With this in mind, we should not be surprised to find the maritime setting and subject-matter 
that, for Kipling in 1897, exemplified intelligibility, stability, continuity, and progress taking on 
                                                
5 In Esty’s hands, “metropolitan perception” betokens the British imperial metropole’s ability to know and 
assimilate the cultures of its subjugated peripheries, which accompanied a loss of its own sense of cultural integrity 
brought on by the very process of imperial expansion, or what Esty calls a “symbolic and reciprocal relationship 
between the privileged epistemology and threatened ontology of imperial Englishness” (Shrinking Island 16). The 
term “metropolitan perception” was coined by Raymond Williams; see Williams 37-48. For a similar, and even 
more famous, argument linking modernist aesthetics to the new metropole/periphery economic structure under 
imperialism, see Jameson, “Modernism.” See also the essays collected in Booth and Rigby, and Begam and Moses. 
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a different significance for Eliot in 1921. In Eliot’s hands, the experiences of Gloucester 
fishermen, instead of facilitating coming-of-age and attesting to historical continuity, dramatize 
instability and limitation. Eliot’s version of Captains Courageous, which appears in the drafts of 
The Waste Land’s “Death by Water” section, narrates a doomed voyage from “the Dry Salvages” 
(WL: FT 16) into polar waters, over the course of which the sea fatally transforms from a 
highway and resource into an unsurpassable obstacle: “And dead ahead we saw, where sky and 
sea should meet, / A line, a white line, a long white line, / A wall, a barrier towards which we 
drove” (WL: FT 75-77). As his sailors run out of ocean and meet their deaths, Eliot rejects the 
discourse of “providential oceanic fluidity” upon which Britain’s maritime power was predicated 
(Craciun 694).6 The sea that previously enabled British imperial expansion, bound the expanding 
empire together, and conveyed its progressive history—the sea that ushers Kipling’s Harvey 
Cheyne into manhood—turns into a hostile barrier. The “Death by Water” draft thus 
encapsulates The Waste Land’s overall approach to the maritime: its transformation from an 
animating expanse to a sterilizing limit. In this, the “Death by Water” draft and The Waste Land 
as a whole, like To the Lighthouse five years later, responds to recent maritime history and to 
significant shifts in how the British imagined the sea and their relationship with it. Where To the 
Lighthouse works its way towards a view of the ocean as non-human but vibrant, however, The 
Waste Land turns from its vision of a newly hostile ocean, and where To the Lighthouse comes to 
see human history as an insular parenthesis in an ongoing oceanic story, The Waste Land—to use 
its own word—ultimately “clutches” the island. 
                                                
6 See Craciun for a literary study, focusing on the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, of the Arctic Ocean—where 
the fishermen of the “Death by Water” draft perish—as a marine space in which “Britain’s maritime 
power…reached its limits” (694), demanding the reassessment of its founding ideologies. The “Death by Water” 
draft was also likely influenced, as we know other elements of The Waste Land were, by Shackleton’s account of his 
expedition’s defeat by frozen Antarctic seas: an event symbolizing, as Paul Stasi puts it, “the end of expansion 
itself” (39). For an excellent cultural history of British polar exploration, see Spufford. 
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The “Death by Water” draft’s view of the ocean as a hostile limit reflects a perspective 
widely shared among those Britons who contemplated the sea and its place in their national 
history and identity in the wake of World War I. The critic Jonathan Raban aptly summarizes 
this perspective when characterizing the view of the sea in postwar literature: “the sea is, above 
all else, cruel; its coldness and turbulence reflect the universal derangement of a world at war” 
(30, emphasis in original). For Anne Treneer in 1926, surveying medieval and Renaissance 
English writing about the sea, “the sea is a featureless and cruel waste” (xv), wielding 
“ungovernable licence” (49-50); for Sir Henry Newbolt, introducing his 1925 anthology of 
English sea-literature, it demonstrates “impartial cruelty” (vii). Though by no means eclipsed, 
maritime foundationalism is more strongly intermixed in such postwar writing with a sense of 
the sea as an alien horizon that undermines rather than facilitates maritime empire. Treneer, for 
example, conveys a valedictory sense of waning maritime empire by quoting from such passages 
as Philip Massinger’s lines about “England, /The Empress of the European Isles”: “When did she 
flourish so, as when she was / The mistress of the ocean, her navies / Putting a girdle round about 
the world? (qtd. 265) Maritime-imperial vulnerability may be best registered, though, by an 
imperialist tract like the conclusion of G. A. Ballard’s Rulers of the Indian Ocean (1927). 
Seeking to spur his readers to a fresh commitment to sea power, Ballard personalizes and 
mystifies Britain’s claim to maritime imperium by an appeal to both the royal authority and 
naval experience of George V: 
In his younger days the wearer of the Regalia of the British Empire often donned the 
oilskin foul weather rig of an arduous profession, and not only has he seen the Indian 
Ocean, but alone among the holders of sovereign rank past or present has sailed it as a 




The mystique of “the Regalia” combines with the craft of the “fully qualified and competent sea 
officer” in an effort to imaginatively re-appropriate the sea for Britain, in the face of 
representational trends that would render seaborne empire not just untenable but unthinkable. 
A vivid example of the war’s role in fostering a view of the ocean’s otherness—in 
particular, a view of it as engulfing rather than initiating history—appears in Geoffrey 
Callender’s The Naval Side of British History. This book, which was published in September 
1924 and went into a second edition within two months, ends with a scene of oceanic dissolution 
reminiscent of what has been called “Eliot’s recurrent submarine scene-painting” (Ellis 35), of 
the kind in which he indulges in poems like “Prufrock,” “Mr. Apollinax,” and The Waste Land. 
Callender’s tableau, which follows his account of the heavy losses the U-boats inflicted on 
Britain’s “patient merchantmen,” depicts Britain’s maritime dead succumbing to oblivion: “The 
grey waters keep for ever their secrets undivulged; and even the shaken sunlight can hardly filter 
down to where the green and amber seaweed sways with the tide over the whitening bones of 
men and the twisted limbs of ships” (280). Though Callender begins his history by asserting that 
“[I]t is the duty of all British-born to look at their History from the sea-angle” (vii), in the end, 
instead of embodying history, the ocean erases it: “Ocean itself is in large measure responsible; 
ocean which, alike in storm and calm, bears no traces of the warfare that has raged over its 
surface” (280). Tellingly, Callender’s use of “ocean” as a proper noun, without a definite article, 
recalls his earlier description of the medieval image of “Ocean”: “The mediæval mind did not 
find it possible to think of an ‘outer circumference’ to Ocean, any more than we find it possible 
to think of an outer circumference to Space. Ocean was the boundary of man’s earthly existence; 
formless, unfixed, inhospitable and limitless” (14).7 The war, it seems, has made this medieval 
                                                
7 According to David Wallace, a sense of maritime-imperial instability might be read in Callender’s quiet 
abandonment of “the definite-articled sea” itself: “once British control of the oceans was assured in 1805 [at the 
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view of “ocean” relevant and urgent again—or, perhaps, has underscored the insignificance, 
from an oceanic perspective, of all the human history that has unfolded between then and now.8 
 Eliot was fully immersed in these wartime and postwar currents—all the more so, in fact, 
because he was an American. His family life and professional prospects both lay, at least when 
the war began, on the far side of the Atlantic, so the imperilment of the maritime contacts that 
sustained those ties struck home, strengthening his propensity—already evident in prewar poems 
like “Prufrock” and “Mr. Apollinax”—to dwell upon drowned bodies and silent, empty seas. 
Eliot began his residence in Britain confident (or at least avowing confidence) in British sea 
power. After sailing from the continent in August 1914, he wrote to his mother that the Germans 
“will do no harm to England; the waters as we approached were black with English warships” 
(Letters I 58). The escalating U-boat campaign, however, steadily weakened that confidence. In 
April 1916, with Eliot’s scheduled dissertation defense back at Harvard imminent, Bertrand 
Russell (coincidentally, the man who had evoked the image of a consuming sea swallowing the 
bodies of drowned men in “Mr. Apollinax”) recommended Eliot’s father that he 
“ADVISE…TOM AGAINST SAILING UNDER PRESENT PECULIARLY DANGEROUS 
CONDITIONS UNLESS IMMEDIATE DEGREE IS WORTH RISKING LIFE” (149). Eliot 
defended his failure to sail home in the letters voicing his disinclination to “venture the waves” 
while the war continues (150) and his fear that “it may become very difficult and precarious to 
send any communication from America to England” (175) quoted at the beginning of this 
                                                                                                                                                       
Battle of Trafalgar], the sea might be regarded as a single entity” (211, emphases in original), but now that such 
control is more doubtful, this secure singularity and specificity has also slipped away. 
8 Anne Treneer’s 1926 study also attests to the renewed relevance of premodern and early-modern views of the sea 
after the war and to the sense that, in the face of the ocean, we still are now where we were then. As Treneer puts it, 
the sea’s “senseless fury…links man to man by terror through the ages” (49).    
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chapter.9 A June 1917 letter to his father shows Eliot almost poignantly anxious to secure at least 
some space from the all-encompassing maritime threat, if only in memory and imagination: “I 
like to think of you at Gloucester soon. The submarines won’t go there!” (204)10 Eventual Allied 
victory did not greatly mitigate this heightened sense of oceanic separation and threat.11 
 The war at sea, in other words, brought a palpable reality to the image of the ocean as a 
fearful space of barrenness, separation, and death that Eliot had long been entertaining. The 
interiorized, metaphorical vision of a hostile oceanic void in “Mr. Apollinax” and “Prufrock” 
took on external form as the Atlantic itself, which now divided more than it united as the human 
ties that spanned it came to seem increasingly tenuous. And this sense of oceanic division and 
engulfment also took on a temporal dimension. Such a perception of the oceanic is on display in 
such (likely) wartime works as the unpublished prose poem “The Engine,” set on board an ocean 
liner, in which a growing sense of human insignificance in the face of oceanic space and time 
comes to a head when the speaker contemplates “a spider taut as a drumhead, the life of endless 
geological periods concentrated into a small spot of intense apathy at my feet”: “‘And if the ship 
                                                
9 Germany had declared a resumption of unrestricted submarine warfare five days before the date of this second 
letter, and during the ensuing month (Feb. 1917) U-boats sank 540,006 tons of shipping (Terraine 766), amply 
substantiating Eliot’s fears. A letter of Eliot’s wife Vivien to Eliot’s mother from June 1917 testifies to the effect of 
unrestricted submarine warfare on the British home front that summer: “Food prices are, as you say, extremely high, 
and, we are constantly told, will go on rising. In fact they do rise, week by week, and it becomes more and more 
difficult and harassing to procure proper nourishment on the money which Tom is earning. It is almost impossible” 
(207, emphasis in original).  
10 John Worthen, Eliot’s most recent biographer, downplays the role of the war at sea in Eliot’s decision-making in 
1915-17 (see 45, 49-50, 67-68). However, Worthen also minimizes the severity of the U-boat war; for example, he 
ignores the deadly sinking of the Sussex in March 1916, shortly before Eliot was supposed to return to Harvard for 
his exams (see Letters I 152-53 for Eliot’s mother’s reference to this event). Nor does Worthen take into account 
Eliot’s already bleak and morbid oceanic imagination. Eliot’s acquaintance James B. Connolly, author of the book 
about Gloucester fishermen for which Eliot would later pen the publisher’s preface, also wrote an account of the U-
boat war from an American perspective, The U-Boat Hunters (1918). 
11 In April 1921, for example, Eliot reassures his mother, who was planning a visit to England, that the ongoing 
coal-miners’ strike “may be settled before you get this letter, but even if not, I am sure the boats will run…. So do 
not be apprehensive or alter your sailing unless the boats are running differently” (Letters I 556, emphasis in 
original). As an earlier letter to Richard Aldington demonstrates, however, he was performing an assurance he did 
not himself much feel: “I fear that in a day or two our communications will be stopped by the strike, for god knows 
how long…. I feel the blackest gloom” (550). 
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goes down,’ I thought drowsily ‘he is prepared and will somehow persist, for he is very old. But 
the flat faces….’” (IMH 90).12 The spider “will somehow persist” in the ocean, merging with the 
environment the essence of which it paradoxically expresses, but both the human passengers and 
the ship itself, for all its apparently “certain and sufficient” mechanized power (90), dwindle to 
nothing before the “endless geological periods” of oceanic time.13 Immediate and historical 
maritime insecurity feeds into, or becomes rationalized as, the ocean’s deeper and more 
fundamental hostility to human history. A similarly altered view, under the influence of the war, 
of the sea’s temporality and relationship to history crops up in Eliot’s 1919 review of Kipling’s 
The Years Between, in which Eliot closes an unfavorable comparison of Kipling and his “idea” 
of “Empire” to Conrad by quoting Kipling—“Be well assured that on our side / The abiding 
oceans fight”—and then parenthetically remarking, “Mr. Conrad would hardly issue this opinion 
about the oceans” (“Kipling Redivivus” 298). Eliot implicitly weighs Kipling’s residually 
foundationalist sense of the sea as “abiding” historically and supporting the empire against 
Conrad’s “immortal sea”—a sea “abiding” beyond human time and attesting to “endless 
geological periods.” Unsurprisingly, the foundationalist view is found wanting.14 
This altered view of oceanic space and time, and its political consequences for Britain, 
finds more definite poetic expression in Poems—1920. Eliot’s second volume recurrently 
associates postwar imperial decline with images of a hostile, desolate, or uncontrollable ocean.15 
                                                
12 For the likely wartime provenance of “The Engine” (undated in the manuscript), see Christopher Ricks’ notes to 
it (IMH 298-99). 
13 A similar connection between spiders and the oceanic occurs in “Gerontion,” wherein the rhetorical question, 
“What will the spider do, / Suspend its operations…?” precedes and seems to trigger the vision of individual identity 
vanishing into global oceanic space (“the windy straits / Of Belle Isle,” “the Horn,” “the Gulf,” “the Trades”) that 
closes the poem (CP 31).  
14 For further discussion of this review in connection with Eliot’s thinking about empire in The Waste Land period, 
see Cook. 
15 For an argument, focusing on this volume, that an “end-of-empire-days feeling” (112) informs Eliot’s poetics 
between 1917 and 1922, see Sherry. 
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“Gerontion,” for example, links its meditation on an exhausted postwar Europe with an 
unsettling vision of an oceanic world. The poem’s climax depicts the representatives of European 
decadence at the mercy of the winds and waters of the world-ocean: 
 De Bailhache, Fresca, Mrs. Cammel, whirled 
 Beyond the circuit of the shuddering Bear 
 In fractured atoms. Gull against the wind, in the windy straits 
 Of Belle Isle, or running on the Horn. 
 White feathers in the snow, the Gulf claims, 
 And an old man driven by the Trades 
 To a sleepy corner. (CP 31) 
Europe once ruled these oceanic channels and trade routes; they brought it the spices for its 
“pungent sauces” (31) and the riches that financed its high culture, its Limoges porcelain and 
Renaissance art (30). The war just then being brought to a close amid “a thousand small 
deliberations” in the “wilderness of mirrors” (31) at Versailles had in part been fought over 
control of them. Now, these winds and waters reassert themselves forcefully and definitively, 
exercising what Anne Treneer would call their “ungovernable licence.” In particular, the poem 
frames this oceanic reassertion as both a consequence and an undoing of “History”—what the 
“cunning passages, contrived corridors / And issues” of European history terminate in (30). 
European history becomes oceanic, and oceanic history isolates Gerontion in his “sleepy corner” 
and reduces the “gull against the wind” to “white feathers in the snow” and De Bailhache et al to 
“fractured atoms.” The maritime empires these people have inherited, it is implied, suffer the 
same fragmentation, as the oceanic space and time upon which they were supposedly founded 
turn against them. 
Eliot similarly envisions maritime empire swamped by the element that putatively 
supports it, with more particular reference to Britain and in a more muted tone, in “Burbank with 
a Baedeker: Bleistein with a Cigar.” As Burbank, the representative English character, “fell,” 
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Defunctive music under sea 
     Passed seaward with the passing bell 
 Slowly: the God Hercules 
     Had left him, that had loved him well. (32) 
The repetition in this stanza (“sea”/“seaward,” “passed”/“passing,” “had left him”/“had loved 
him”), augmented by the fact that the stanza shares its rhymes with the previous one (“hotel,” 
“fell,” “bell,” “well”), achieves two interconnected effects: it creates an impression of irresistible 
drift, a slow but steady current sweeping the words before it, while also underscoring the 
historical repetition of imperial decline Eliot is evoking. This uncontrollable oceanic outflow 
sounds the knell of Britain’s maritime empire, as it has for that of Venice, the setting of the 
poem, and for another would-be leader of a sea power, Mark Antony (whose abandonment by 
Hercules before defeat at the naval Battle of Actium in Antony and Cleopatra is allusively 
recalled in the last two lines).16 As Burbank falls, the legitimacy and authority of the (diminished 
and trivialized) Britain he stands for dissolves, like Antony abandoned by his divine sponsor and 
Venice swallowed by its aquatic foundation, into the ocean that supposedly sustains that 
legitimacy and authority. The mordancy of Eliot’s tone and the triviality of the scene concretize 
this negation of maritime foundationalism: nothing substantial, in any sense, can be founded on 
the sea. Poems—1920 as a whole makes a similar point by juxtaposing the expansive oceanic 
vision of the end of “Gerontion,” the first poem in the volume, with “the shrunken seas” of the 
final poem, “Sweeney Among the Nightingales” (49). The sea that emerges from the experience 
of the war, for Eliot as for many others in Britain, is both enlarged and attenuated: precisely 
because it is experienced as vaster both spatially and temporally, it has receded outside the 
sphere of society on shore, no longer enriching or animating it. 
                                                
16 For an account of how a succession of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century British artists, politicians, and 
scholars saw in Venice both “the ultimate maritime state,” a crucial component in the intellectual history of 
maritime foundationalism, and unsettling evidence of an essential “weakness in sea power itself” (19), see Lambert.  
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The consequences for British identity of the doubts about maritime foundationalism aired 
in Poems—1920 begin to be fully explored in The Waste Land. Drawing upon Eliot’s intimate 
understanding of the state of maritime power in the aftermath of the war, The Waste Land shows 
an unruly, hostile sea—a sea that, as the quotation from Wagner early in the poem succinctly 
puts it, is oed’ und leer, desolate and empty (42)—to be an integral factor in the metropolitan 
enervation the poem documents.17 Additionally, the poem takes a significant, if also hesitant and 
not fully realized, step further by envisioning a newly insular England to be the necessary 
outcome, and possibly the positive outcome, of an unraveling maritime empire. In other words, if 
The Waste Land arises from and reflects the modern experiences of migration and diaspora, the 
waste seas of The Waste Land push the poem in an anti-diasporic and counter-imperial 
direction—a trajectory Four Quartets will later both consolidate and complicate.18 
We may begin with the central maritime episode of the poem, the “Death by Water” 
section. This lyric contemplation of the drowned Phlebas the Phoenician represents the rump of 
the lengthy account of the Gloucester fishermen’s voyage into polar waters discussed above, a 
narrative deeply bound up with what Margaret Cohen has called “the sublimation of the sea.” In 
order to begin to understand how and why Phlebas is both “integral” to the final poem—as Ezra 
Pound insisted when Eliot considered cutting him too (Letters I 630)—and detachable from the 
narrative of oceanic sublimity that originally introduced him, we should also note first that the 
published “Death by Water” is one of the oldest layers in The Waste Land. Although “Death by 
Water” as a whole was drafted in the final stage of the poem’s composition, while Eliot was at 
Lausanne from late November 1921 to early January 1922,19 a lyric about Phlebas the 
                                                
17 All citations of the text of The Waste Land are by line number to the version in Eliot’s Collected Poems (CP 53-
76). 
18 For a reading of The Waste Land as rooted in and depicting the migrant experience, see McLaughlin. 
19 On this and other aspects of the chronology of The Waste Land’s composition, see Rainey and Worthen. 
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Phoenician very similar to the one rewritten then had appeared, in French, at the end of “Dans le 
Restaurant” in Poems—1920 (CP 43-44). In the context of that volume, the description of how 
the drowned “Phlébas” is swept far away by an undersea current (“Un courant de sous-mer 
l’emporta très loin,” 44), though arising from a poem with a very different initial focus, fits with 
the images of loss at sea in “Gerontion” and “Burbank with a Baedeker: Bleistein with a Cigar.” 
Phlebas’ inclusion in The Waste Land creates continuity with Eliot’s previous volume—in 
particular, with its recurring theme of the oceanic swamping of maritime empire. 
With this theme and its timeliness for Eliot in mind, we may take issue with Margaret 
Cohen’s judgment that the published “Death by Water” “treat[s] the ocean as an archaic realm” 
(118). To turn from the sexual violation of contemporary London women, with which Part III of 
The Waste Land closes, to the shipwreck of a Phoenician sailor admittedly seems an archaizing 
move, but like the Smyrna merchant Mr. Eugenides, with whom he is paired, Phlebas has a great 
deal of contemporary relevance. In the wake of World War I, death by water evoked for Eliot 
and for many others in Britain much of what had been most shocking, trying, and unsettling in 
the experience of the previous several years: unrestricted submarine warfare, blockade, the threat 
to transatlantic connections, the challenge to the nation’s confident supremacy on the waves. The 
Waste Land may leave Oed’ und leer das Meer untranslated for any number of reasons, but for a 
British (or American) reader in 1922, the connection of German with wastage and desolation at 
sea would still have been vivid and raw.20 Given this context, Phlebas’ status as an evocation of 
the war—already at play in “Dans le Restaurant,” where Eliot’s use of French suggests a link 
with Jean Verdenal, his French friend killed in the Gallipoli campaign—stands to reason. As its 
                                                
20 For example, H.D., another American in Britain during the war years who was emotionally scarred by 
unrestricted submarine warfare (she claimed that hearing about the sinking of the Lusitania precipitated a 
miscarriage), was also still brooding on the U-boat war in 1921. Her novel Paint it Today, written that year, includes 
a description of London during the war as a sinking ship. See Tate 10-32.  
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similarity to Geoffrey Callender’s later image of undersea oblivion engulfing “the whitening 
bones of men” helps make clear, Eliot’s rendering of a merchant sailor’s oceanic decomposition 
encapsulates the fate that could have befallen him, and that had befallen “14, 827 seafarers on 
British ships lost…in the war at sea, nearly ninety per cent of them aboard ships sunk by 
submarines,” many of whom (with regard to the ethnic “otherness” of Phlebas) came from 
territories in the empire or from other countries (Lane 146). The memento mori closing of “Death 
by Water” in a direct address to the reader (and self-address by the poet?) captures the 
immediacy of the threat: “O you who turn the wheel and look to windward, / Consider Phlebas, 
who was once handsome and tall as you” (320-21). As Phlebas has gone, so any of us could have 
gone and still might go, and so many of us did go. 
Moreover, while Phlebas’ Semitism implicates “Death by Water” with Eliot’s deeply 
problematic writing in this period about Jews, “metics,” and cosmopolitan capitalists in general, 
the figure of the Phoenician also reflects key attributes of Eliot himself and of the nation in 
which he was a resident alien, and grounds those attributes in a long maritime history.21 As C. D. 
Blanton and Joseph McLaughlin, among others, have shown, the associations of stateless, 
transoceanic wandering and stereotypically “Semitic” capitalism (“profit and loss,” 314) that 
gather around or are evoked by the Phoenician merchant seafarer were also aspects of Eliot’s 
own identity, ones that he recognized, claimed, and even sometimes privileged.22 Sailing the seas 
in the cause of commercial and financial capitalism, in addition, could fairly be said to be the 
British Empire’s raison d’être. Accordingly, Phoenicia, the first great seagoing commercial 
                                                
21 The unpublished “Dirge,” for example, a kind of dark twin to “Death by Water” among The Waste Land 
manuscripts (WL: FT 121), is explicitly anti-Semitic. On the debate over Eliot’s anti-Semitism, see Julius and the 
contributions to the special issue on the subject in Modernism/modernity 10.3. On Eliot’s use of the term “metic” to 
designate cosmopolitan outsiders (like himself) and its resonances, see Blanton, and Gross. 
22 See Blanton 37-38 and McLaughlin 189. Eliot often depicted himself as a quintessential outsider; see North, 
Dialect of Modernism. 
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empire of the ancient Mediterranean, provided the British with a favorite precedent for their own 
maritime-imperial project and a point of origin, if not for themselves as a nation, at least for the 
history they saw themselves as perpetuating.23 As they “ventured out into the trackless ocean” to 
plant “[c]olony after colony,” the “Phenicians,” in the words of a 1907 work of popular 
oceanography, “foreshadow[ed] in their pluck and enterprise the sea-going British of later times” 
(Giberne 4-5). “Dans le Restaurant” makes a similar association by having its Phlebas, as a 
participant in the putative Phoenician tin trade with Cornwall, come into physical contact with 
Britain: among the things he forgets after his drowning are “the swell of Cornwall” (“la houle de 
Cornouaille”) and “the cargo of tin” (“la cargaison d’étain”) (CP 43).24 In The Waste Land, 
Phlebas has lost such direct connections with British geography and history, but other Phoenician 
motifs, such as Carthage and the Battle of Mylae, are collocated ambiguously but significantly 
with contemporary Britain. This Phoenician element in The Waste Land trades on or at least 
evokes the thalassocratic precedent that, within the paradigm of maritime foundationalism and its 
assumptions about the sea’s role in history, Phoenicia provided for the British Empire—a 
precedent that the figure of Phlebas personifies. 
Far from being an “archaic” figure, then, Phlebas the Phoenician serves as a kind of an 
avatar of maritime-imperial Britishness, or an alter ego for it. He embodies, in a distanced, 
refracted form, what made the British what they had become: seafaring, commerce, capitalism, 
                                                
23 On the significance of the Phoenicians in nineteenth- and twentieth-century British imperial ideology, first as 
supposed “direct ancestors” and later as “prototypes of British imperial and commercial dominance” (456), see 
Champion. Behrman discusses the role of the Phoenicians in British “sea-myth” more briefly (29-30). With regard 
to The Waste Land, Eleanor Cook has noted Phoenicia’s place in the poem “behind” Rome and Britain as “the 
greatest (we are told) maritime empire of them all” (347-48). For other relevant and important resonances Phoenicia 
would have had at the time, including its hypothesized status as the ultimate source of The Odyssey, see Smith 8, 
145, 242-43 n.22.  
24 A painting by Lord Leighton of “Phoenicians trading with Ancient Britons on the coast of Cornwall” stood on 
one of the walls of the Royal Exchange in the City of London (Champion 452), quite close to the Lloyds Bank 
offices on Lombard Street. The “persistent belief in the presence of Phoenicians in Britain, especially in Cornwall,” 
however, is unlikely to have much historical basis (Champion 456).   
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colonization, thalassocracy. In so doing, he also evokes the sea’s supposed role in conveying an 
ongoing, progressive history, initially spearheaded by Phoenicia and currently carried forward by 
Britain. As the orientalist L. A. Waddell asserted in a 1924 book arguing for the Phoenician 
ancestry of the Britons (the bogus scholarship of which did not prevent it from going into a 
second edition in January 1925), “the daring Phœnician pioneer mariners” (vi) were “no mere 
dead figures in a buried past, but instinct with life and human interests, adventurously exploring 
and exploiting the commercial possibilities of the various regions along the unknown seas of the 
Old World; and indicating to us at the present day the paths which led to the propagation and 
progress of the Higher Civilization over the World” (viii). Phoenician seafaring, from this 
perspective, does not belong to the past but to the present, insofar as it inaugurated a maritime 
history that still continues, still points towards “progress” and “Higher Civilization” in “the 
present day.” And by standing in this manner for the maritime-imperial “propagation…of the 
Higher Civilization over the World,” Phlebas is in his very non-Britishness, his ethnic otherness, 
paradoxically more British than ever. British seaborne empire has enabled and overseen the great 
wave of modern globalization that brought Eliot, and the rest of the world, to London, and in the 
course of doing so Britain has been transformed, suffering a sea change—to paraphrase the lines 
from The Tempest associated with Phlebas’ fate throughout The Waste Land—into something 
rich and strange. If, as critics like Joseph McLaughlin have argued, The Waste Land 
fundamentally voices this experience of transoceanic migration under the aegis of the empire, 
then we can already see why such a figure as Phlebas should rightly be considered “integral” to 
the poem. 
Yet to return to the point made above about the benefit of reading “Death by Water” in 
the context of the U-boat war, Phlebas’ sea change could be seen as a symbol of identity 
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becoming “less fixed and more variable” (McLaughlin 171) under conditions of seaborne 
migration, trade, and cosmopolitanism, or as an embodiment of the progressive continuity of 
maritime-imperial history—if his change were into anything other than bones at the bottom of 
the ocean. As it stands, “Death by Water” envisions only failure and loss at sea: Phlebas fails in 
the British maritime-imperial project of securing the sea-lanes for profitable commerce and loses 
himself to the oceanic “whirlpool” that engulfs him (318). His oceanic engulfment, indeed, 
annuls the very progressive seaborne history with which, in British culture at the time, his 
Phoenician identity associates him. As Phlebas “passe[s] the stages of his age and youth / 
Entering the whirlpool” (317-18), linear historical time is rewound and then dissolved, 
transformed into the whirlpool’s cyclical flux. Where the sea carries Harvey Cheyne—again, a 
figure not so far from “Death by Water” as might initially seem the case, given the section’s 
origins in a poetic narrative about Gloucester fishermen—from “youth” into maturity, thereby 
affirming the progressive, developmental role of the sea asserted by maritime foundationalism, 
Phlebas goes in the opposite direction, out of linear seaborne history into the “whirlpool” of 
oceanic time.25   
 Moreover, Phlebas’ failure and loss acquires or produces nothing in exchange. Couched 
as it is throughout the poem in allusions to Ariel’s song from The Tempest, “Death by Water” has 
often been read as an image of purifying or redemptive transformation, but the contrasts between 
the two poems are instructive. Phlebas’ sea change occurs not at the comparatively accessible 
depth of five fathoms (that is, about thirty feet) but in “the deep sea” (313): he has been plunged 
                                                
25 Jacob’s Room—published the same year as The Waste Land—deploys the Phoenician motif to strikingly similar 
effect when describing the Cornish coastline on which the Phoenicians supposedly traded: “The Phoenicians slept 
under their piled grey rocks…and the suck and sighing of the waves sounded gently, persistently, for ever” (245). As 
in “Death by Water,” human history stretching back to the Phoenicians—a history of maritime commerce and 
expansion, indeed of thalassocracy—is superseded by the prospect of non-human oceanic time. 
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into the same abyss as Geoffrey Callender’s drowned merchantmen.26 Similarly, Phlebas’ body 
does not yield coral and pearls, and instead of beautiful songs his loss gives rise only to faint, 
inanimate sound: “A current under sea  / Picked his bones in whispers” (315-16).27 In addition to 
decomposing Phlebas, this dissolving current also verbally consumes the seaborne “currants” 
(210) from which, in Part III, Mr. Eugenides hopes to profit (“profit” itself having been 
obliterated by “the deep sea swell” engulfing Phlebas [313-14]) and the currency that would have 
been the sign of that profit, just as Eugenides’ maritime-commercial errand issues in a seemingly 
sterile homosexual proposition. The fact that the currants/currents that Mr. Eugenides had in his 
“pocket” in Part III (210) are now not just flowing freely but actually disintegrating Eugenides’ 
double adds a further grim irony, while also hinting at what such a hostile ocean means for the 
thalassocratic ambitions upon which maritime-imperial Britishness was founded. Mercantile 
maritime empire may think it has the ocean in its pocket, but the reality is quite otherwise. In 
short, however placid a picture “Death by Water” gives us of Phlebas’ watery grave, its overall 
thrust, especially when seen in the context of war at sea and its aftermath, is that the ocean 
enriches or fructifies nothing—and in particular, that it does not animate a linear, progressive 
history.  
Eliot achieved this heightened emphasis on marine sterility by reducing “Death by 
Water” to Phlebas’ briny metamorphosis. That is, under Pound’s prodding, Eliot pared away the 
lingering traces of the oceanic sublime that inspired “Death by Water,” thereby purging precisely 
                                                
26 John Mack potentially sheds light on this aspect of “Death by Water” when discussing the sea’s dual “association 
with contamination and with purification” in Ancient Greek thought: “That which is farthest out, where the waters 
are fathomless, takes unto itself anything which is cast away there and puts it beyond human influence. Things 
consigned there are irretrievable and unable to influence the world of humans. Shallower waters, by contrast, are 
rendered more suitable for votive offerings than for discarding pollutants” (93-94). 
27 Eliot’s unpublished “Dirge” paints, in its riff on Ariel’s song, an even more brutal picture of what sea change 
really looks like: “Full fathom five your Bleistein lies / Under the flatfish and the squids. / Graves’ Disease in a dead 
jew’s eyes! / When the crabs have eat the lids” (1-4). 
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that idea of sublime inspiration, of creativity and insight emerging from the awareness of 
limitation and transience. In the “Death by Water” drafts, the sea is both economically 
productive, if only momentarily and deceptively so—before they come to grief, the fishermen 
whose voyage the draft recounts “[h]ad never known the codfish run so well” (WL: FT 47)—and, 
as it drives Eliot’s speaker into transcendent terror—“I was / Frightened beyond fear, horrified 
past horror” (69-70)—imaginatively stimulating. In this regard, the “Death by Water” draft acts 
out a kind of literary history of maritime representations, combining the image of the sea as an 
arena of human agency, craft, and economic utility that preceded what Margaret Cohen calls 
“sublimation” with the uncontrollable but aesthetically inspiring ocean of the Romantic sublime. 
Cutting this sea narrative from The Waste Land reaffirms sublimation’s banishment of craft and 
economic productivity from the sea while also doing away with the aesthetic and imaginative 
compensations sublimity offered for this banishment. What is left is a sea that is neither 
historically, nor economically, nor even aesthetically generative—the sea that frustrates Phlebas’ 
maritime-commercial errand, undoes the linear history to which he belongs, and forestalls any 
aesthetic recuperation of that economic failure or historical undoing. 
This movement from an economically and socio-politically useful sea, through oceanic 
sublimity, to a conception informed by recent maritime history of an ocean that takes all and 
returns nothing is reiterated, or its consequences detailed, many times in The Waste Land. One 
paradigmatic such moment occurs in Part I, in and around the first explicit maritime reference in 
the poem, the line that most succinctly spells out The Waste Land’s dominant image of the sea: 
Oed’ und leer das Meer (42). The context of this line is one of the portions of the poem 
sometimes seen as envisioning an alternative to its prevailing decadence: the mysterious 
reference to some intense experience, sexual, spiritual, or both, that took place in “the hyacinth 
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garden” (37). Oed’ und leer das Meer emerges from, and seems at first to be a correlative for, the 
speaker’s description of the inexpressible insight this experience yielded: 
…I could not 
Speak, and my eyes failed, I was neither 
Living nor dead, and I knew nothing, 
Looking into the heart of light, the silence. 
Oed’ und leer das Meer. (38-42) 
But what follows Oed’ und leer das Meer, after the stanza break, is the account of Madame 
Sosostris’ fraudulent tarot session. The desolate and empty sea, initially evoked in the spirit of 
insight and inspiration, leads straight into a parody of such claims to special insight. In particular, 
the Madame Sosostris scene travesties the fortune-teller’s efforts to derive significance from 
death by water: “Here, said she, / Is your card, the drowned Phoenician Sailor, / (Those are 
pearls that were his eyes. Look!)” (46-48). When we do in fact get a chance to “look” at the 
drowned Phoenician sailor in Part IV, we see no such transformation of death at sea into 
intelligibility or beauty. Death by water means nothing. There is nothing to be learned from it or 
gained from it, as even Madame Sosostris is forced to concede; she can eventually find no more 
profound interpretation of “your card” than the warning, “Fear death by water” (55). As sailing 
the sea brings Phlebas, in the end, no fortune in the economic sense, so no supernatural fortune 
can be derived from the death he suffers. The sea offers no fortune either way; it is simply 
fearful. In the first part of the poem, the sea thus shakes off its initial sublimation to become a 
discomfiting, dangerous, unintelligible force, resisting imaginative transmutation and exegesis in 
the same way that, in Part IV, it swamps Phlebas and the maritime commercial-imperial 
integration he stands for. 
 Where Part I of The Waste Land thus undoes the oceanic sublime, intimating that the sea 
provides profound insight only to show it defying Madame Sosostris’ empty prognostications, 
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Part III subverts the sea’s guise of economically useful and politically empowering road to 
empire. The “song of the Thames-daughters” that concludes this section begins with two stanzas 
portraying the Thames below London in exactly these terms.28 In the first stanza, the river’s 
drive towards the sea carries barges “[d]own Greenwich reach” (275), past two pillars of 
Britain’s maritime-imperial establishment, Greenwich Observatory and the Royal Naval 
Hospital. The “[r]ed sails / Wide / To leeward” that “swing on the heavy spar” of sea-bound 
vessels (270-72) literalize the idea of nautical expansion in the image of sails spread wide. 
Maritime-imperial Britain has the wind in its sails.  
The second stanza augments this sense of the river’s passage to the sea as an empire-
building movement by stepping back in time to envision “Elizabeth and Leicester” boating on 
the Thames (279), their pleasure cruise anticipating if not actually initiating the great English 
maritime surge that Elizabeth oversaw. The reference to “[b]eating oars” (280), like the red sails 
of the previous stanza, looks ahead to “the hand expert with sail and oar” (420) of Part V, which 
as I will argue is a potent symbol not just of maritime craft but of the thalassocracy craft enables, 
while the lavishness of Elizabeth’s vessel—“The stern was formed / A gilded shell / Red and 
gold” (281-83)—echoes the allusion to Cleopatra’s barge at the beginning of “A Game of 
Chess,” thus aligning the two monarchs in a common image of autocracy afloat. In addition, the 
“[w]hite towers” invoked at the end of the stanza (289), if, as seems likely, they are those of the 
Tower of London, memorialize past (seaborne) conquest and colonization in England’s history. 
This conquest and colonization is now being “[c]arried down stream” (287) and out to sea along 
with “[t]he peal of bells” (288) from those towers, as the recollection here of the bells of Saint 
                                                
28 At the beginning of Heart of Darkness, Conrad famously represents the sea-reach of the Thames as the avenue of 
British imperialism, where the continuity of British maritime-imperial history comes into high relief. Eliot, who 
wanted to use the announcement of Kurtz’s death as an epigraph to The Waste Land (WL: FT 2-3), seems to have 
this passage from the novel in mind at this point of his poem. 
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Mary Woolnoth ringing over the City amid references to naval empire-building in Part I helps 
confirm. Eliot’s source for this stanza, as indicated in his notes (n. to line 279, CP 73-74), further 
underscores these suggestions of imperial maritime expansion.29 Eliot cites one of the volumes of 
the History of England from the Fall of Wolsey to the Death of Elizabeth by that noted exponent 
of British maritime empire, J. A. Froude. The passage from Froude quoted by Eliot in his note 
itself quotes a letter to King Philip II of Spain from his ambassador to Elizabeth’s court, calling 
to mind the defeat Elizabeth’s ships later dealt the Spanish Armada in the paradigmatic assertion 
of English sea power—the event that, according to Charles Beard, ushered in the “long 
supremacy” that seemed in the early 1920s to be coming to an end (251). The imagery and 
associations of these two stanzas thus work together to present the Thames’ flow to the sea as a 
powerful imperial surge, activating maritime-imperial history. 
Like Mr. Eugenides’ commercial voyage leading only to his homosexual proposal, 
however, the apparently productive, empire-building current of these stanzas leads only to the 
accounts of sterile sexual exploitation recited by the Thames-daughters when they speak 
individually. Instead of conveying wealth, power, or a sense of expansion and progress, the 
maritime-imperial surge yields a series of degraded, miserable, more or less coercive encounters 
from which neither party gets much: “After the event / He wept” (297-98). Nautical 
environments shift from spaces of craft and carriers of luxurious monarchical greatness to the 
subjugating confines in which the first speaker in this passage “raised my knees / Supine on the 
floor of a narrow canoe” (294-95). The river’s sea-reach, similarly, does not cleanse or fructify 
but sullies and poisons. The “dusty trees” of suburban London (292) encapsulate a metropolitan 
life that is clearly not deriving adequate nourishment from the waters that are supposed to sustain 
                                                
29 All citations to Eliot’s notes to The Waste Land are to page number in Collected Poems. 
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it—with good reason, since those waters, at the beginning of the Thames-daughters’ song, are 
already polluted with the “[o]il and tar” (267) left behind by maritime mechanization. The sum 
of all this is a maritime world from which the “humble people” of the third Thames-daughter are 
right to “expect / Nothing” (304-05). This speaker’s verdict upon what occurred to her facing the 
ocean “[o]n Margate Sands” (300)—the seaside resort where Eliot wrote this portion of the 
poem—does away with all forms of maritime generativity and all ideas of the sea being the key 
to understanding in one devastatingly concise avowal of desperation and exhaustion: “I can 
connect / Nothing with nothing” (301-02). The sea serves as neither a sublime source of insight 
and inspiration nor a utilitarian means of bringing people together; it does not enable the 
connection of fragments into larger wholes in any sense, be it interpersonal, aesthetic, economic, 
political, or historical. 
The Waste Land’s most extensive rendering of what such a non-integrative, non-
productive ocean does to onshore metropolitan life appears in the first section of “A Game of 
Chess.” This passage begins its depiction of a well-furbished bourgeois room with a submerged 
reminder that this kind of (at least physically) comfortable metropolitan lifestyle comes from and 
relies on maritime empire. Eliot suggests this by his rewriting of the description of Cleopatra’s 
river cruise from Antony and Cleopatra: “The Chair she sat in, like a burnished throne, / Glowed 
on the marble” (77-78). The Shakespearian lines here alluded to had already surfaced once 
before in Eliot’s work, in “Burbank with a Baedeker: Bleistein with a Cigar,” where Eliot applies 
them to the Venetian courtesan who precipitates Burbank’s “fall”: “Her shuttered barge / Burned 
on the water all the day” (CP 32). In the context of that poem, the reference to Cleopatra’s 
sailing helps establish the theme of the translatio imperii maris from Rome and Egypt, the 
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contending sea powers depicted in Shakespeare’s play, to Venice, and then to Britain.30 These 
associations carry over into The Waste Land; the glimpse, or recollection, of a female figure 
sitting enthroned over the water casts the woman seated in this “Chair…like a burnished throne” 
as a bathetic, parodic simulacrum of Britannia ruling the waves. On top of this, Eliot’s reworking 
of his source—chair instead of barge, glowing on marble instead of burning on water—literalizes 
the idea of metropolitan wealth and privilege resting upon sea power. Eliot’s description of the 
“Chair” and its ornate setting stems from Shakespeare’s description of autocratic sailing just as 
the riches on display in this scene stem from seaborne empire. 
Yet besides the incongruous likening of a neurotic bourgeois debutante to Cleopatra and 
Britannia, the very line that prompts this image of the wealth generated by ruling the waves also 
suggests that there is something wrong with this picture. In keeping with its Shakespearian 
origins, the first line of “A Game of Chess”—“The Chair she sat in, like a burnished throne” 
(77)—is in iambic pentameter, but the next line—“Glowed on the marble, where the glass” 
(78)—shifts abruptly to tetrameter. This jarring metrical irregularity calls attention to the 
ominous undertones of the line Eliot is rewriting. Overtly, “burned on the water” is a metaphor 
for the splendor of Cleopatra’s golden barge, but it also anticipates the downfall that eventually 
encompasses her. Eliot exploits these negative implications in “Burbank with a Baedeker,” 
turning “burned on the water” into a shorthand for the empty indulgence his poem depicts as well 
as, via the literal notion of ships burning, an emblem of maritime-imperial decline. Recent 
history, again, augments this latter association: during World War I, ships burning on the water 
would have been a common sight in the sea-lanes around Britain. In the very act of its 
                                                
30 As Stan Smith points out, the barge burning on the water recalls “the candle-bearing boat which celebrated 
Venice’s marriage to the sea, guarantee of its trading power” (117). For a discussion of Antony and Cleopatra as a 




invocation, maritime dominion is thus implied to be (to use another relevant and resonant 
expression from “Burbank with a Baedeker”) “defunctive.” It does not actually uphold—is not 
capable of upholding—anything at all. 
The rest of the first half of “A Game of Chess,” as it unfolds, substantiates this initial 
impression. The idea of maritime destruction—of the maritime as destruction—established in the 
“burned on the water” echo recurs throughout the passage, reiterated, for example, by the gesture 
to The Aeneid, the death of Dido, and the eventual obliteration of Carthage (and consequent 
corruption of Rome) contained in the reference to smoke-tinged “laquearia” (92). Like Woolf in 
To the Lighthouse, Eliot thus subverts the overtly maritime-foundationalist narrative of The 
Aeneid itself, with its account of an inevitable imperial progression initiated by Aeneas’ sea 
voyage and consummated by Augustus’ naval victory over Antony and Cleopatra (the downfall 
“burned on the water” anticipates). Instead of setting in motion a progressive history, seaborne 
colonization, it seems, brings little but ruin.  
The centerpiece of Eliot’s description of this elaborate room, and of the room itself, 
drives the point home with another version of the burning-on-the-water motif (which, in its 
unnatural conflation of two opposing elements, fire and water, itself gives the maritime in this 
passage an alien, unwholesome tenor). In the fireplace of this well-appointed drawing room, 
“[h]uge sea-wood fed with copper / Burned green and orange, framed by the coloured stone, / In 
which sad light a carvèd dolphin swam” (94-96). Vibrant marine life appears only in artifice, its 
anachronistic unreality heightened by the archaizing stress on “carvèd” (for the purposes of the 
equally outdated pentameter). Meanwhile, what has actually been harvested from the ocean—the 
“sea-wood” mentioned in another off-putting, metrically irregular line—is consumed garishly 
and fruitlessly, burning in weird colors and casting a “sad light” which, as becomes clear in the 
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course of the ensuing non-conversation, is not in the least warming or invigorating. The ocean, in 
short, yields only gaudy decadence papering over sterility and isolation, and the empire founded 
on its domination and exploitation is an accordingly empty and self-defeating enterprise. 
Maritime-imperial trade networks may have brought overseas resources like “ivory” (86) to this 
metropolitan household, but the consumption of these commodities is clearly not enriching the 
household in any meaningful sense. Indeed, for the speaker of this passage, such maritime 
enrichment is only a memory: “I remember / Those are pearls that were his eyes” (124-25). And 
even this version of maritime wealth-creation only envisions the sea giving after it has already 
taken. As he broods on the sea change of drowned bodies and describes himself as “drowned” 
(89) by the perfumes contained in the imported ivory vials, Eliot’s speaker, trapped 
imaginatively at the bottom of the ocean with Phlebas and Prufrock, experiences the maritime 
empire as ruptured and engulfed by the element it supposedly spans. The sea of The Waste Land 
can indeed connect nothing with nothing. 
 Such thoroughgoing skepticism about the foundational role of the ocean, in all its forms, 
entails skepticism about the empire supposed founded upon the ocean. In thus arguing that the 
conception of the sea recurring throughout The Waste Land lands Eliot in a counter-imperialist 
position, well before the late work in which Jed Esty identifies such a position, I am not seeking 
to claim that this was a committed or even a consistent stance. Eliot often proclaimed his fidelity 
to empire, in an idealistic, abstract, Virgilian/Dantesque sense of the term; in 1924, for example, 
in the notably ocean-spanning forum of Ford Madox Ford’s Transatlantic Review, he avowed 
that “I am all for empires” (qtd. Douglass 5), though the empire he specifically had in mind in 
that case was the late Austro-Hungarian, not the British. The Waste Land, moreover, is 
periodically quite capable of imagining that the sea is or could be a high road to empire. As we 
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have seen, the early stages of the Thames-daughters’ song in Part III glance in this direction. The 
most fully realized maritime-imperial moment in the poem, however, may be the climax of Part 
V. The Waste Land here seems to complete the imperial voyage down the Thames and out to sea 
undertaken in Part III by arriving in India, the jewel in the imperial crown, control of the sea 
passages to which G. A. Ballard sought to arouse Britons to maintain a few years later. What is 
more, the poem’s statement of the Upanishadic formula for reviving the waste land, available to 
Eliot via the Orientalist knowledge that was both produced by and helped reinforce British rule 
in India, ends with a suggestive glimpse of smooth sailing: “The boat responded / Gaily, to the 
hand expert with sail and oar / The sea was calm” (419-21). Folded in with one of the poem’s 
key imperial artifacts, in other words, is an image of the kind of fruitful maritime endeavor—the 
successful voyage over compliant waters made possible by nautical expertise—upon which 
Britain’s empire was both materially and ideologically founded. As it reaches across the seas to 
harvest part of the heritage of a subjugated civilization for the benefit of the metropole, The 
Waste Land at this point both reenacts British imperialism and envisions that imperialism’s 
maritime basis.31  
Yet this portion of the poem also evinces doubts about the viability of contact and 
connection across the empire even as it envisions such imperial contact. The very episode from 
the Upanishads Eliot is retelling is in part a parable about mistranslation, or at least the 
multiplicity of translations, as three different sets of auditors come up with three different 
renderings of the divine syllable “DA.” All three renderings add up to a useful moral injunction, 
but the recuperative potential of this is diminished by the fact that, in the polyglot gibberish amid 
which The Waste Land ends, “Datta. Dayadhvam. Damyata” (433) retains a degree of 
                                                
31 For a different reading of this passage as “neither a nostalgic nor Orientalist exploitation of Asiatic culture” but 
rather “a structural cognate to the nostalgic and progressive fetishizations of the past in imperial culture, but one that 
is mobilized for quite different values” (56), see Stasi. 
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inassimilable otherness. Eliot’s note, in the Boni and Liveright edition of the poem, to the 
concluding invocation “Shantih shantih shantih” stresses the “feeble translation” of the Sanskrit 
provided by “The Peace which passeth understanding” (WL: FT 149 n. 433), and this awareness 
of inadequate translation reflects back upon the Sanskrit formula that supposedly prompts this 
“peace.”32 And this sense of incomplete, elusive contact between the imperial metropole and the 
subjugated territory it seeks to use for its purposes hinges, crucially, upon inability to control the 
ocean over which such contact has to take place. The authority wielded over a “calm” and docile 
sea by “the hand expert with sail and oar” is only what “would have” happened (421) in an 
alternate, unrealized past. As Eliot’s poetry attests repeatedly, such embodied nautical craft has 
vanished from the present actuality of the sea. In lieu of such maritime skill, the fears soon to be 
expressed, for example, by G. A. Ballard in Rulers of the Indian Ocean have already come to 
pass: the imperial project of linking India with Britain cannot be sustained. 
All throughout The Waste Land, the same fact holds true: the maritime empire, in all its 
dimensions, cannot endure in a world of oed’ und leer seas. Oceanic emptiness and intractability 
does not merely impede metropolitan attempts to make colonies of exploitation like India 
intelligible and useful; in the poem and its supporting apparatus, the settler-colonial British world 
is also visibly coming apart. The Canadian locale conjured by “the hermit-thrush” that “sings in 
the pine trees” early in Part V (357), a bird Eliot identifies as “the hermit-thrush which I have 
                                                
32 Much of Eliot’s critical prose echoes this sense of the impossibility of contact between metropole and imperial 
territory or between the West and its others. See, for example, his description of his disillusionment with 
Sanskrit/Indic studies (in terms relevant to the recourse to Indian philosophy in Part V of The Waste Land) in the 
notably antidiasporic After Strange Gods: “I came to the conclusion…that my only hope of really penetrating to the 
heart of that mystery would lie in forgetting how to think and feel as an American or a European: which, for 
practical as well as sentimental reasons, I did not wish to do” (44). See also his review of George Wyndham 
collected in The Sacred Wood, an essay often cited in studies of Eliot and empire due to its speculations on “to what 
extent Romanticism is incorporate in Imperialism” (32), in which Eliot chides the Romantic Imperialist Wyndham 
for attempting “a short cut to the strangeness [of another life] without the reality” (31). Imperialism (insofar as it 




heard in Quebec Province” (74 n.357), is just as inaccessible and illusory an alternative to the 
waste land as the affirming, craft-controlled sea of the Damyata-voice. Other dominions appear 
in Eliot’s notes through a haze of imperfect attestation, the information they provide garbled or 
rendered unreliable in the act of transit to the metropole: “I do not know the origin of the ballad 
from which these lines are taken: it was reported to me from Sydney, Australia” (72 n.199). 
Connection and communication among the members of Britain’s maritime commonwealth 
clearly no longer occurs smoothly or authoritatively; the “danger of disintegration” that Eliot, in 
a 1919 review, warns will occur among “peoples too remote (for geographical or other reasons) 
to be able to pool their differences in a common metropolis” (“Was There a Scottish Literature?” 
681) seems to be coming to pass. Even (or especially?) the narratives of those who have carried 
the British flag into the most hostile and desolate of oceans come back to Britain only tenuously 
and uncertainly: “The following lines were stimulated by the account of one of the Antarctic 
expeditions (I forget which, but I think one of Shackleton’s)” (74-75 n.360). One of the most 
topical such glimpses of unraveling imperial ties also helps reiterate the maritime basis of this 
apparent loss of connection and integration throughout the British world. The same Wagnerian 
voice that announces “Oed’ und leer das Meer” also alludes, a few lines previously, to a rupture 
with the Irish of exactly the kind that, in 1921-22, was coming to a head for Britain: “Mein Irisch 
Kind, / Wo weilest du?” (33-34). The desolate and empty sea cannot convey British power to its 
oldest and closest possession any more than to India or the dominions. 
This same Wagnerian voice also makes clear that this counter-imperial oceanic agency is 
also antidiasporic. The wind of the oed’ und leer ocean blows “[d]er Heimat zu” (32): towards 
the homeland. The conclusion of “Gerontion,” a poem Eliot at one point wanted to tack on to the 
beginning of The Waste Land, makes a similar claim about the direction the sea-winds are 
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blowing: Gerontion turns away from the vision of oceanic expanses he has just conjured—
oceanic expanses that Europeans once ruled and across which they have spread—to declare 
himself “an old man driven by the Trades / To a sleepy corner” (CP 31) of his “decayed house” 
(29). If, in Part III of The Waste Land, the winds and currents of the Thames carry Elizabeth and 
Leicester downstream toward the sea, in an anticipation of the great wave of English expansion 
and colonization that was about to commence, the opening of the poem shows the contemporary, 
postwar reality to be the reverse: the ocean disrupts the maritime empire it is supposed to sustain, 
driving Britishness back to its insular homeland as it does so. In other words, like the oceanic 
“whirlpool” rewinding Phlebas the Phoenician’s personal history, bearing him back through “the 
stages of his age and youth,” the ocean reverses the course of British history, driving Britain 
back to its insular origins rather than carrying it teleologically outward. As it does so, it forces 
products of that formerly expansive history, including Eliot himself, to rethink and relocate their 
identities—to return from far-flung transoceanic branches that can no longer be maintained back 
to the insular roots that clutch.33 
Eliot depicts this counter-diasporic state of being islanded in England, this necessity of 
clutching insular soil in the face of a hostile, unmanageable ocean, in the last lines he composed 
for The Waste Land, the new beginning he wrote for Part III in January 1922: “The river’s tent is 
broken; the last fingers of leaf / Clutch and sink into the wet bank” (173-74). The image of the 
river’s tent broken simultaneously anticipates and annuls the river-borne expansion gestured at 
later in Part III. The winds of empire may spread the “red sails” of British vessels “wide” in the 
early stages of the Thames-daughters’ song (270-71), before that sense of enriching expansion is 
                                                
33 It is tempting to translate the quixotic proclamation of settler-colonial identity within another collapsing maritime 
empire, that of the German Baltic, in Part I of the poem—“Bin gar keine Russin, stamm’ aus Litauen, echt deutsch” 
(12)—into Eliot’s own voice: I’m no American, I come from New England—authentically English. On the poem’s 
references to the contemporary political situation in the Baltic, see Smith 146-48.  
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itself shut down, but in the new opening of Part III those widespread sails have become a 
fractured tent. The Thames, the path to maritime empire, no longer constitutes an inclusive 
waterborne structure. The breaking of the river’s tent is associated with drowning, as “the last 
fingers of leaf…sink” and the speaker of this passage, a few lines on, “[m]us[es] upon the king 
my brother’s wreck / And on the king my father’s death before him” (191-92), in an echo of The 
Tempest’s Prince Ferdinand mourning his father’s (apparent) death by water. This speaker, it 
seems, is part of the flotsam left behind by maritime disaster, cast up on “the wet bank”—a state 
of affairs reiterated in the opening lines of the poem’s last stanza: “I sat upon the shore / Fishing” 
(424-25). At the end of The Waste Land as both a compositional process and a completed poem, 
the Fisher King is left stranded on the banks of the sea, wholly unable to assert himself across it, 
trying to glean a little life from its desolate and empty waters. Amid the bleakness of this 
shipwrecked terminus, Eliot stresses—by placing it at the beginning of a line, which helps 
underscore its repetition from the “What are the roots that clutch” passage in Part I (19)—the 
keyword “clutch”: “the last fingers of leaf / Clutch and sink into the wet bank.” In the aftermath 
of maritime disaster, the remnants left behind clutch and sink into the shore, the land—the one 
element, as opposed particularly to unstable, ungovernable water, that can be clutched. There is a 
strong air of desperation about this clutching the Thames riverbank, to be sure, but there is also a 
hint that the necessity could turn out to be a virtue. If the “[s]on of man” addressed in Part I 
“cannot say, or guess” what the roots that clutch are (20-21), the ocean’s hostile otherness may 
have taught the Thames-side speaker of Part III what he can clutch, and what clutches him. 
Such a positive transmutation of the antidiasporic necessity of clutching insular shores in 
the face of a hostile ocean may be underway in one of the central passages of The Waste Land, 
and another of what have been identified as its periodic moments of respite: the vignette of the 
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“public bar in Lower Thames Street” (260) and the nearby church of St. Magnus Martyr that 
follows the assignation of the typist and the young man carbuncular in the middle of Part III. 
Lawrence Rainey, in his recent edition of the poem, has determined that the generally reprinted 
switch, in the apostrophe that opens this passage—“O City city, I can sometimes hear” (259)—to 
a lowercase “c” has no authority.34 If the switch was an error, though, it was in some respects a 
felicitous one, since the change from “City” to “city” so perfectly encapsulates what this passage 
envisions: the de-capitalization of London. Lower Thames Street and its environs were in fact 
one of the few areas where vestiges of the City’s life from before it became a cosmopolitan 
financial hub could still be seen,35 and Eliot’s description of this district conveys the same sense 
of (momentary) return to a concrete, humane, pre-capitalist way of life, in which “[t]he pleasant 
whining of a mandoline” (261) replaces the artificial, immaterial music of the typist’s 
“gramophone” (256), and “fishmen” (263) replace financiers.   
As the implicit contrast with the City’s imperial financial network suggests, moreover, 
this “city” is insular and antidiasporic.36 Besides the general sense of a self-contained local world 
conjured in these lines, Eliot’s specific use of “fishmen” also helps make this point.37 On the one 
hand, “fishmen” evokes an amphibious hybrid, an inhabitant as much of the water as of the land. 
In addition, it echoes one of the most succinct statements of maritime foundationalism’s 
pretensions to a natural affinity between Britons and the sea: Lord Salisbury’s claim that “we are 
                                                
34 See Rainey’s discussion of the poem’s textual history in AWL 48. 
35 See Rainey’s note to line 260 of the poem (AWL 110). 
36 See Cain and Hopkins for an influential argument that the “gentlemanly capitalism” based in the City was the 
main form of economic activity driving British imperial expansion. Eliot bears this out in his initial description of 
the “Unreal City” in Part I, studded with allusions to maritime empire like the Battle of Mylae (70) and the reference 
to William and Mary, the monarchs under whom the link between finance capitalism and empire-building was 
forged, in the connection of “King William Street” and “Saint Mary Woolnoth” (66-67). For convincing arguments 
about finance capital’s thematic and formal importance to the poem, see Levenson, “Does The Waste Land,” and 
McLaughlin.     
37 According to Rainey “‘fishmen’ were laborers who carried or wheeled…fish from docks to the market 
[Billingsgate Fish Market, still located on Lower Thames Street at the time]” (AWL 110).  
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fish” (qtd. in Dugdale 249). Yet the notion of hybrid fish-men also brings to mind The Tempest, 
one of The Waste Land’s foremost intertexts and one especially relevant to this passage, given 
the direct quotation from Shakespeare’s play—“This music crept by me upon the waters” 
(257)—that begins the stanza. In The Tempest, it is Caliban, the island-dwelling indigene, who is 
famously characterized as a fishman, or as Trinculo describes him in Act 2, Scene 2, “a man or a 
fish?.... Legged like a man and his fins like arms!....[T]his is no fish, but an islander” (2.2.25-
37).38 Instead of inhabitants of an expansive maritime polity, Eliot’s fishmen can just as readily 
be seen as representatives of a re-indigenized, insular Englishness—or as the former becoming 
the latter. Their pre- (or de-) capitalized “city” world is the world of Wren’s city churches and 
their “[i]nexplicable splendour” (265): the last days of the self-contained, pre-dissociated 
sensibility England. The imperial Britain of finance capital, overseas warfare, and maritime 
expansion supplanted this England, but the oed’ und leer ocean, as it dissolves the ideological 
and practical foundations of British empire, may be recreating it. And Eliot’s reference to 
“inexplicable splendour” suggests that it is this insular, antidiasporic community, not the oed’ 
und leer ocean, that is truly ineffable. Sublimity reverts from the sea to the land. As he sees 
Britain driven back ashore by an ocean it can no longer span, Eliot begins to identify 
inexplicable splendour not with oceanic extent but with insular enclosure. 
In The Waste Land, an image of the sea colored by maritime history and changing 
maritime discourses during and after World War I thus motivates—however intermittently and 
even inadvertently—a counter-imperial, antidiasporic sense of British identity. Eliot writes about 
the sea in a manner that rejects and even attacks the imaginative and practical foundations of 
maritime empire, and this mode of representing the maritime accordingly drives him to “clutch” 
                                                
38 For this connection between Eliot’s “fishmen” and Caliban, I am indebted to Arden Hegele, a fellow participant 
in Sarah Cole’s seminar on The Waste Land at Columbia University in the spring of 2012. 
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at and begin to valorize insularity. This dynamic of insular identity arising from the prospect of a 
desolate and empty ocean, which begins to find literary expression in The Waste Land, can be 
glimpsed in some of the correspondence following Eliot’s decision not to sail back for his Ph.D. 
exams in the spring of 1916. Writing to Bertrand Russell about his role in her son’s decision, 
Eliot’s mother follows exactly this thread from the insecure waters of the Atlantic back to what 
Four Quartets will later call the “significant soil” of England, a thread which she is also going to 
prompt “Tom” to pursue:  
It was natural you should feel as you did with the awful tragedy of the Sussex39 of such 
recent occurrence…. The more we learn of German methods, open and secret, the greater 
is the moral indignation of many Americans. I am glad all our ancestors are English with 
a French ancestry far back on one line. I am sending Tom a copy of a letter written by his 
Great-great-grandfather in 1811, giving an account of his grandfather (one of them) who 
was born about 1676—in the county of Devon, England—Christopher Pearse. (Letters I 
152-53, emphases in original) 
 
In short order, we find Eliot writing to his mother (and others) about the “idyllic” qualities of 
English village life (in this case that of Bosham, Sussex), including old men like “the typical old 
sailors of pictures” who “arguefy in the Anchor Tavern in the evening and on Sunday after 
church”—“very much like New England fishing people, but rather more complete in their way” 
(165). Eliot, that is, begins to adopt a stance directly opposed to that of Captains Courageous. In 
Eliot’s letter, the New England fishermen whom Kipling depicted being made “complete” by the 
foundational sea have come ashore from the ocean that consumes them in the “Death by Water” 
drafts to be transmuted into their “more complete” selves as early versions of The Waste Land’s 
insular fishmen, chattering in the tavern near the church. As fears over the security of 
transatlantic travel lead to reflections on English roots, the antidiasporic imagination is born. 
                                                
39 A cross-Channel steamer torpedoed off Dieppe on March 24, 1916 with a loss of fifty lives; three Americans 
were among the injured. 
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 The Waste Land being The Waste Land, though, we cannot leave it on so unambiguous a 
note. The limning of a self-contained, insular community in the Lower Thames Street passage 
leads straight into the Thames-daughters’ song, with its evocations of river-borne surge to 
maritime empire. The indigenous world of “fishmen” and city churches is perhaps not so 
prelapsarian after all; just as maritime-imperial expansion, like the erotic corruption of modern 
London, is already implicit in Elizabeth and Leicester’s boating, so the organic community of 
Lower Thames Street already seems to contain what Conrad called the germs of empire. Indeed, 
such an imperial germ finds concrete expression as the “Ionian white and gold” (265) that gives 
Magnus Martyr its inexplicable splendour. “Ionian” recalls Mr. Eugenides, the Smyrna merchant 
(Smyrna being an Ionian city), maritime-commercial purveyor of currants and indecent 
proposals; the tendencies he represents, it seems, are present among the apparently innocent 
fishmen. In addition, the inexplicable splendour of this Ionian décor looks ahead to the 
ineffability of the poem’s concluding “Shantih shantih shantih” (434), glossed by Eliot (however 
insufficiently) as “[t]he Peace which passeth understanding” (76 n.434). That is, the fishmen’s 
insular England not only gives rise to maritime-imperial Britain but is also studded with foreign 
imports (the Ionian white and gold) and the spoils of seaborne empire (the Indian philosophy and 
the incomprehensible “peace” it imparts anticipated by “inexplicable splendour”). Even in the 
rediscovered, antidiasporic England The Waste Land ends up clutching, there is no escaping 
imperial maritime history. 
 “Ionian white and gold” and “shantih shantih shantih,” with their common imperial 
associations or origins, should not be seen, however, only as sullying foreign elements, 
compromising the integrity of the organic community. They, like the poem’s other diverse, 
polyglot components, are some of the “fragments” that the shore-bound speaker at the end of the 
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poem has “shored against my ruins” (431). Such fragments gleaned from the wreckage of the 
maritime empire and the globalized, migrant world it oversaw will shore up the island, and 
perhaps even reconstruct and revivify it altogether. Seaborne empire and its history make insular 
community possible, just as Eliot’s antidiasporic imagination itself emerges from the crucible of 
oceanic experience. What The Waste Land here envisions in a fragmentary, undeveloped form, 
Four Quartets will develop and complicate. 
Four Quartets: “The Sea is All About Us” 
“The Dry Salvages,” the third of the Four Quartets and, as I will argue, the one on which 
the whole sequence hinges, reflects a moment of resurgent maritime and imperial crisis. The 
beginning of 1941 saw Britain’s maritime lifelines once again in dire peril. The German U-boat 
crews waging a second round of unrestricted submarine warfare on British commerce had termed 
the previous summer and autumn, during which they were able to assail convoys to and from 
Britain with near impunity, die glückliche Zeit, “the happy time” (Terraine 262). After a lull in 
November and December, Germany redoubled its offensive against British shipping in early 
1941, sinking 317,378 tons of shipping—69 ships—in the North Atlantic that February, out of 
403,393 tons (102 ships) worldwide (Terraine 767). By March the overextended sea lanes and 
overstrained maritime infrastructure that connected Britain to the world and kept it fighting were 
on the brink of collapse. Winston Churchill responded by issuing, on March 6, 1941, a directive 
officially proclaiming “the Battle of the Atlantic,” as “a signal intended to concentrate all minds 
and all departments concerned upon the U-boat war” (qtd. in Terraine 308). The stern measures 
mandated by the Battle of the Atlantic Directive, as well as increased American assistance in the 
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spring and summer, helped keep the sea lanes open, but the crisis illustrated the vulnerability of 
Britain’s maritime supply lines and the effort necessary to maintain them.40  
The consequences of this maritime weakness for imperial politics, in turn, began to 
become evident that August, when Churchill met with Roosevelt aboard ship off the coast of 
Newfoundland to formalize the increasingly close Anglo-American cooperation that would 
enable Britain to win the Battle of the Atlantic. The document that resulted from this meeting, 
the Atlantic Charter, stipulated in its third clause that Britain and the United States “respect the 
right of all peoples to choose the form of government under which they will live; and they wish 
to see sovereign rights and self-government restored to those who have been forcibly deprived of 
them” (xvii). Though the British inserted the language about “sovereign rights” specifically to 
head off such an interpretation, this anti-Axis commitment also ended up being taken by much of 
the world in the coming years as a “commitment about the end of empire and the colonial era” 
(Stokesbury 389). A world in which Britain could not singlehandedly secure the seas that 
supplied it and by which it projected its power around the globe was also a world in which its 
days as an imperial metropole were numbered.41 
One week before Churchill issued the Battle of the Atlantic Directive, T. S. Eliot first 
published “The Dry Salvages” in the New English Weekly. Its publication as a Faber & Faber 
pamphlet followed in September, soon after the Atlantic Charter. Seen in the light of these two 
documents, the relevance of Eliot’s poem to the events and trends they reflected is not hard to 
discern. As he reaches back, in this poem, to the key locales of his American childhood, Eliot is 
                                                
40 On the Battle of the Atlantic Directive and the maritime crisis that occasioned it, see also O’Hara 152. 
41 On the Atlantic Charter and its diplomatic and political ramifications, see Brinkley and Facey-Crowther, eds; see 
also the discussion in William Roger Louis’ study of imperialism and Anglo-American wartime relations (121-33). 
In another potent symbolic concatenation of fading sea power and declining empire, that December Japanese 
bombers sank the battleship aboard which Churchill sailed to the conference, HMS Prince of Wales, as it vainly 
attempted to protect Malaya and Singapore from invasion. 
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forced to confront what is happening as he writes on the Atlantic waters intervening between him 
and the places he recalls. Though the poem continually generalizes and naturalizes its wartime 
context, in ways I will detail below, its descriptions of the sea and seafaring off the 
Massachusetts coast also keep evoking the crisis on the Atlantic. Like Churchill’s directive, 
Eliot’s poem directs attention to the perils faced by Allied convoys and their guardians—“those 
concerned with every lawful traffic / And those who conduct them” (CP 197)—upon “an 
ocean…littered with wastage” (193), including the “wastage” of sunken merchantmen and 
warships. And like Churchill’s directive, the poem summons its readers to renewed effort in 
response: “Not fare well, / But fare forward, voyagers” (197). These echoes of official British 
calls to the maintenance of the nation’s sea power highlight the deeper ways in which, in its 
implicit view of the sea as the creator and conveyer of an expansive history, “The Dry Salvages” 
draws on maritime foundationalism.  
Yet Eliot remembers the prevailing oceanic peril in a spirit of resignation: “[w]e cannot 
think” of a world without it (193). The energetic summons to “fare forward” subsides into a plea 
that the Virgin Mary pray for the convoys and their escorts, as well as for  
 those who were in ships, and 
 Ended their voyage on the sand, in the sea’s lips 
 Or in the dark throat which will not reject them 
 Or wherever cannot reach them the sound of the sea bell’s 
 Perpetual angelus. (198) 
And—to turn from the Battle of the Atlantic to the issues raised by the Atlantic Charter—these 
resigned meditations upon the “death by Atlantic water” befalling so many British and American 
sailors lead to the “hope for a land burial in an English churchyard” (MacKay 88) with which 
“The Dry Salvages” concludes. Engagement with Britain’s contemporary crisis at sea, in other 
words, contributes to an insular turn that is the literary correlate of imperial withdrawal. 
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 The congruence between Eliot’s meditations on oceanic “wastage” in “The Dry 
Salvages” and the maritime crisis Britain was undergoing as he wrote not only allows us to 
sharpen our sense of how Eliot’s poetry registers imperial retreat; it also highlights the role 
played in this process by a shifting conception of the maritime. As in The Waste Land, but in a 
more explicit and intense form, the experience of the sea as barrenness, hostility, and separation 
throws Eliot back upon the island—a literary dynamic that parallels the way in which the 
instability of maritime-imperial Britain’s oceanic foundations, ruthlessly demonstrated in the 
early 1940s, both contributed to the loss of empire and helped justify insular retrenchment. 
Scholars like Marina MacKay and Esty have anticipated aspects of this claim. MacKay 
recognizes in passing that “Britain’s archipelagic vulnerability to blockade meant that the world 
wars gave an excuse for Eliot’s organicist politics and their temporary vindication” (81), while 
Esty notes the theory advanced in Eliot’s prewar Idea of a Christian Society that “If England, 
facing isolation from continent and colonies, were to become a more complete and self-
sustaining domestic economy, then the ground for cultural revival would be prepared” (Shrinking 
Island 125). At the time “The Dry Salvages” was published, such “isolation” of the island had 
practically come to pass, or at least looked distinctly likely.42 The exigencies of a hostile, 
unmanageable maritime sphere thus helped foster the rediscovered insularity whereby, as Esty 
argues, imperial retreat could be transmuted into the recovery of a culturally holistic 
Englishness—nor was this turn to the island in response to the imperilment of the imperial sea 
lanes purely a “temporary” state of affairs.43  
                                                
42 The ongoing strains on British shipping made “[t]he autumn and winter of 1940-41…the worst period for British 
food during the entire war” (Collingham 106). Britain, however, never came close to starvation. 
43 According to James Belich, “[w]hat spelled doom” for Greater Britain in the 1940s was “a combination of the 
decline of Old British relative power and interest in empire, the revival of British farming, and the spectre of 
submarine warfare” (471): “during and immediately after World War II, in which the U-Boat threat was even greater 
[than in World War I],…Britain took permanent steps towards greater self-sufficiency….[B]y 1952, total 
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In this regard, “The Dry Salvages” seems to encapsulate in literary form this decisive role 
of a reconceived maritime world in the process of imperial disengagement. Yet if the poem 
ceases to view the sea as a stable foundation for an expansive British history, it does not simply 
withdraw to the ostensible security of insular nationhood either. Instead, Eliot reconfigures the 
island, and English nationality within it, as products of the ocean’s longer, non-human history. 
Amid the apocalyptic vision of insular Englishness opening out onto eternity with which Four 
Quartets closes, the poem thus does not enable its readers to forget their place within a global 
ocean that, in space and in time, shapes, surrounds, and exceeds them.   
 “The Dry Salvages” was not the first time that Eliot’s poetry had reflected on the new 
war at sea and its losses or urged fresh commitment in the face of them. Eight months 
previously, in June 1940—just as the “happy time” was beginning on the Atlantic—Eliot wrote a 
brief poem, entitled “Defense of the Islands,” for the catalogue of a British propaganda 
exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art in New York.44 In its list of Britain’s defenders, the 
poem gives pride of place to 
those appointed to the grey 
 ships—battleship, merchantman, trawler— 
 contributing their share to the ages’ pavement 
 of British bone on the sea floor. (CP 213) 
Eliot presents Britain’s dead at sea as taking their place in a “pavement,” a solid structure, 
underlying and supporting “the grey ships.” This depiction of the sea as somehow solidified by 
and forming a firm basis for British seafaring carries forward a foundational view of the sea and 
its historical role. The poem rehearses a central maritime-foundationalist trope, invoked but 
subverted in Geoffrey Callender’s description of oceanic oblivion encompassing “the whitening 
                                                                                                                                                       
agricultural production was 50 per cent higher than in 1939….By 1981, for the first time in about 180 years, Britain 
was self-sufficient in cereals” (472). 
44 See Wheeler, ed. Marina MacKay has previously shown this poem’s relevance to “The Dry Salvages” (86-87). 
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bones of men”: the notion that all the Britons who died at sea in the course of the nation’s 
centuries of maritime enterprise have made the sea itself British, an embodiment of Britain’s 
past. Eliot’s “ages’ pavement of British bone” echoes, for example, Robert Louis Stevenson’s 
1878 account of what he calls “the pretension that the sea is English” (36): 
Even where it is looked upon by the guns and battlements of another nation we regard it 
as a kind of English cemetery, where the bones of our seafaring fathers take their rest 
until the last trumpet; for I suppose no other nation has lost as many ships, or sent as 
many brave fellows to the bottom. (36-37) 
 
Or as Kipling writes of the sea in a poem Eliot included in his 1941 Choice of Kipling’s Verse, 
“there’s never a wave of all her waves / But marks our English dead” (43-44).45 
It is important to note that, in awarding the sea to Britain based on the quantity of British 
dead it contains, Stevenson and Kipling ignore the millions of members of African nations 
“sent…to the bottom” by the British and other perpetrators of the transatlantic slave trade. 
Instead, they depict the sea as a burial ground of British mariners, an extension of the British 
nation—another foreign field that is forever England. While this conception of the sea is deeply 
problematic in its failure to consider victims of the Middle Passage, it nonetheless shares a 
central concern with many literary representations of the Black Atlantic in its depiction of the sea 
as an inherently historical space. From Stevenson and Kipling’s perspective, by enshrining “our 
English dead” or “the bones of our seafaring fathers,” the sea bears enduring witness to the 
imperialist history those British seafarers enacted and thus materially embodies what made 
Britain what it is. Similarly, for Eliot, the sea of “Defense of the Islands” embodies the “ages” of 
British maritime enterprise through its foundational sediment of “British bone,” thereby giving 
                                                
45 Kipling’s lines themselves echo Felicia Hemans’ famous 1822 poem “England’s Dead”: “Wave may not foam, 
nor wild wind sweep, / Where rest not England’s dead” (7-8). As an example of the longevity of this trope, consider 
the elegy to the English seamen who “drown[ed] in enormous numbers” in both commerce and war (151) with 
which John Keegan concludes a 1996 essay on how “The sea is English, to outsiders and insiders alike” (143): “The 
bones of those men and their ships now litter the beds and coasts of the world’s seas” (151). 
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an enduring form to British history. Like Stevenson and Kipling, however, Eliot can only 
maintain this foundational view by marginalizing British maritime atrocities and suppressing the 
sea’s status as a memorial of the slave trade. We will see similar elisions of the violence of 
British maritime empire in “The Dry Salvages,” though in a different vein.  
If we stand back from “The Dry Salvages,” we can see how the poem’s content and 
position in Four Quartets invite similar ideas to those of “Defense of the Islands” of the sea as a 
historically foundational space. The poem’s focus on the sea, first of all, quickly turns into an 
explicit meditation on “history” (195), as Eliot announces halfway through Part II: “It seems, as 
one becomes older, / That the past has another pattern” (194). This fits with Four Quartets’ 
overarching philosophical concern with the relationship of time present, time past, and time 
future, but “The Dry Salvages” also deals more concretely with the patterns formed by the past. 
The poem represents the outward (and also, as we will see, the backward) stage in the “out-and-
back movement” of Four Quartets (Esty, Shrinking Island 137), taking the sequence from the 
English settings of the first two quartets to the sites of Eliot’s American upbringing: St. Louis, 
recalled in the opening stanza, and especially the Massachusetts coast off Gloucester, one feature 
of which gives the poem its title. This personal return to transatlantic origins also recapitulates 
the transatlantic voyage of Eliot’s ancestors. The preceding quartet, “East Coker,” named after 
the village where Eliot’s family originated, moves from land to sea. The poem begins by 
describing the earthbound stasis of life in the landlocked rural community, which it portrays as a 
rustic dance terminating inevitably in “[d]ung and death” (183), and ends by affirming the 
vitalizing act of setting forth into “the vast waters” (190). Like Eliot’s forebear Andrew Eliott 
leaving East Coker for Massachusetts in 1669, that is, the poem turns from insular enclosure to 
the open spaces of the sea. “The Dry Salvages” picks up from here to follow this journey to its 
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destination, the New England coast.46 Familial history further merges with national history, 
insofar as Andrew Eliott’s migration formed part of England’s broader transformation from an 
island kingdom, as it was in the Tudor period to which Eliot’s description of rural life in East 
Coker alludes, to a maritime empire. By recalling this familial and national transition of three 
centuries before, “The Dry Salvages” gestures at a foundational vision of the sea. Eliot suggests 
that, by preserving the legacy of “seafaring fathers” and the “ages” of British expansion, the sea 
embodies what has made Britain what it is. The poem’s sea—in one of its guises—does not just 
archive history but facilitates it.  
  “The Dry Salvages” thus ranges across Atlantic space and through Atlantic history from 
1669 to 1941 to map out a coherent spatio-temporal unit, the Atlantic world—echoing, in this 
regard, that previous literary account of Gloucester-based seafaring, Captains Courageous.47 
Eliot’s own transatlantic life, knitting together the Dry Salvages and “the Edgware Road” (198), 
emerges as the necessary outcome, even the quintessence, of three centuries of transatlantic 
experience. “[T]he sea is all about us,” Eliot writes early on (191), and the poem’s echoes of 
ancestral voyages help give historical specificity to this generality: “we” British and Americans 
are all encompassed by and borne upon a common oceanic history that makes us what we are.48 
The poem’s middle section, which dramatizes a moment of revelation on the mid-ocean, “[h]ere 
between the hither and the farther shore” (196), encapsulates this sense of the sea as central, an 
integral presence constituting both personal and communal identity. Criticism on “The Dry 
                                                
46 Eliot erroneously believed that his ancestor had been involved in a locally famous seventeenth-century shipwreck 
on the coast near the Dry Salvages; see Morison. This belief is doubly significant for “The Dry Salvages” insofar as 
it frames shipwreck as the (possibly inevitable) end of maritime expansion. 
47 For a description of how other modernist works register an Atlantic history stretching back to the seventeenth 
century, see Doyle, Freedom’s Empire. 
48 Eliot hints at this idea of a common Anglo-American history in a 1944 Times Educational Supplement article: 
“The teaching of history [in Britain and America] need not be uniform, but, on the other hand, it should not give 
contradictory interpretations of the same facts” (“Britain and America” 532).  
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Salvages” has gone back and forth over whether it should be seen as an “American” quartet or 
grouped with the other “English” ones, but the poem’s maritime vantage point and engagement 
with Atlantic history suggest, rather, that it reflects an Atlantic world that integrates and gave 
rise to both. Eliot’s focus on the sea that connects Britain and America becomes a way of 
delineating a broader Anglo history founded upon the sea.49  
Eliot’s poetic representation of an Atlantic world constituted by its intervening sea 
participated in an influential trend of historical and political thought on both sides of the ocean.50 
The British historian James Williamson, whose The Ocean in English History also appeared in 
1941, located the origins of such a world, like Eliot, in the Stuart-era transatlantic expansion in 
which Andrew Eliott took part. According to Williamson, “the solid waves of man-power that 
swept across the Atlantic” in that period (43) had made the ocean, by the eighteenth century, “a 
great lake fringed by European settlements carrying on a variety of enterprises all 
complementary to one another” (54). Two years later, Eliot’s old Harvard classmate Walter 
Lippmann argued—with great import for postwar international relations—that such an integrated 
maritime world endured into the present as “the Atlantic Community” (133):  
[T]he separation [of New World from Old World], though it is absolute in the realm of 
self-government, has never existed in the realm of strategic security. The original 
geographic and historic connections across the Atlantic have persisted. The Atlantic 
Ocean is not the frontier between Europe and the Americas. It is the inland sea of a 
                                                
49 I thus agree with Steve Ellis’ argument that “Eliot…is surely not separating out the nations [America and 
England]…in the Quartets” (78) but rather showing their “inseparability” within “a wider context” (26), though I 
think the poems do so from a historical as well as “a ‘timeless’ perspective” (78). In other words, I take the patria 
that Eliot had in mind when he said that “the last three of my quartets are primarily patriotic poems” (qtd. in Moody 
203) to be, at least in the case of “The Dry Salvages,” the Atlantic world rather than England or America per se. Litz 
links Eliot’s “patriotic poems” statement to his wartime sense of being “unofficial laureate to two nations, Britain 
and the United States, united as never before or since by a common danger” (“Repetition and Order” 180). John 
Xiros Cooper similarly claims that “Eliot’s career embodies the coherence of the Atlantic community in the 1940s 
and after” (T.S. Eliot 28). See also Esty 150-51. For a strong argument for the Americanness of “The Dry Salvages,” 
see Gordon, “American Eliot”; MacKay and Davie also deem this “the American quartet” (MacKay 87), into which 
Eliot “herded all his American references” (Davie 181).   
50 Donna Gabbacia describes “[t]he years between 1930 and 1950” (2) as the formative period of Atlantic studies as 
a historical school. 
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community of nations allied with one another by geography, history, and vital necessity. 
(134-35) 
 
There were, of course, purely immediate, pragmatic reasons for asserting the historical and 
geostrategic integrity of the Atlantic world in the early 1940s; most people in Britain knew, and 
many in America (even before December 1941) were starting to recognize, that closer 
cooperation with the other side of the Atlantic was in at least their short-term interest. Eliot’s 
“Defense of the Islands” was explicitly intended to help make Britain’s case to an as yet non-
belligerent United States, and “The Dry Salvages” can also be read as a subtler piece of wartime 
pan-Atlantic propaganda.51  
Yet such visions of Atlantic unity also had a long pedigree, stretching back at least to 
Seeley and Mahan. In their belief that what another of their number, the Canadian historian John 
Bartlet Brebner, called the North Atlantic Triangle is an essential verity of history, constant 
through time despite superficially changing political circumstances like American independence, 
the wartime Atlanticists perpetuated some of the tenets of Mahanian maritime foundationalism. 
To these thinkers, the sea enables, even mandates,52 a certain political structure throughout 
history—“since hoary antiquity,” as yet another wartime Atlanticist, Arnold Ræstad, put it (104). 
In other words, the sea has decreed that such a thing as the Atlantic world should exist and that 
its history should take a certain course. An Atlantic community of “naturally interlocked nations” 
(Brebner 328) is the necessary outcome of this determinative maritime history. Behind Eliot’s 
Atlantic in “The Dry Salvages,” that is, lies Williamson’s “great lake” and Lippmann’s “inland 
sea”—the maritime foundation that makes the Atlantic community cohere throughout history and 
that, to men like Alfred Noyes, also licensed Britain’s own transoceanic polity. 
                                                
51 See, for example, MacKay 87. For an argument that Four Quartets specifically addresses and attempts to resolve 
the wartime and postwar sociopolitical situation of “the North Atlantic mandarinate” (32), see Cooper, T.S. Eliot.  




 “The Dry Salvages” is greatly enriched when one understands how the poem evokes this 
idea of the sea’s historically foundational role. However, this is not because “The Dry Salvages” 
ultimately perpetuates this idea but because the poem gestures at this way of thinking only to 
disavow it. The poem’s departures from maritime foundationalism become clear very quickly. 
Primed by the implicit reenactment, at the end of “East Coker,” of Britain’s historical turn to the 
sea, we enter “The Dry Salvages” expecting to see the sea portrayed as a highway to empire, and 
insofar as we soon find ourselves on the coast of one of Britain’s earliest colonies, we are not 
disappointed. However, the first reference to the sea in Part I of the poem also troubles this 
expansive, imperial expectation: “The river is within us, the sea is all about us” (CP 191). In this 
line, the river is internal, implicitly humanized, but the sea is external—a circumscribing element 
set apart from “us.” After seemingly leaving the island in the wake of Eliot’s seafaring ancestors, 
we find ourselves right back in insularity. The ensuing lines augment this impression of the sea 
as other. The first signs the sea leaves, before it is seen to bear any traces of humanity, are “[i]ts 
hints of earlier and other creation: / The starfish, the horseshoe crab, the whale’s backbone” 
(191). These lines arouse a disquieting sense of the sea as the product of an entirely different 
creation than the one that led to humanity—as, in effect, an alien universe. Instead of preserving 
“British bone,” the sea here washes up whalebone; instead of enshrining maritime-imperial 
history, it attests to a longer, deeper, non-human history and temporality. 
Part I then proceeds to equate the ocean and non-human time openly—not just in its 
content but also in its meter and form. As Eliot stresses the sea’s abyssal age and otherness, the 
metrical regularity of first a five-stress, then a four-stress line prevailing thus far in the poem 
drifts into a tidal dilation and contraction: 
And under the oppression of the silent fog 
The tolling bell 
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Measures time not our time, rung by the unhurried 
Ground swell, a time 
Older than the time of chronometers… (192) 
This attempt to “measure” an alien oceanic temporality with a free, irregular meter comes to a 
head in the jarringly uneven concluding lines of Part I—“And the ground swell, that is and was 
from the beginning, / Clangs / The bell” (192). The lapse out of a regular metrical pattern in 
these lines further emphasizes oceanic defiance of human temporal schemes. Through this 
thematic and formal insistence on the discordance between our time and the ocean’s, Eliot 
dramatically reinterprets the sea’s relationship with history from, among other things, his own 
patriotic poem of less than a year before. “Our time” is precisely what the sea “measures” in 
“Defense of the Islands,” insofar as its “pavement” of British bone preserves the ages of Britain’s 
existence as a seafaring nation. Such a vision of the sea as a foundation for human historical time 
vanishes by the end of Part I of “The Dry Salvages”—a disappearance staged in the term 
“ground swell,” which evokes a foundation, the “ground,” only to cancel it in an unstable, 
engulfing “swell.” Like Conrad and Woolf before him, Eliot instead associates the oceanic with 
the geohistorical, the timescale of the ocean with the timescale of the planet itself. 
 Once “The Dry Salvages” has thus parted company, in its first section, with a 
foundational view of the sea, one of the poem’s main projects becomes re-contextualizing the 
maritime crisis of its own historical moment within the ocean’s “time not our time.” In this 
regard, Eliot’s response to maritime crisis differs markedly from Churchill’s. Rather than urging 
a redoubled commitment to the maintenance of sea power, “The Dry Salvages” seeks to come to 
terms with its seemingly impending loss. The poem naturalizes “the drifting wreckage” (193) of 
the Battle of the Atlantic as part of an immemorial oceanic condition, the state of inherent, 
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irresistible, destabilizing flux that, since “the beginning,” has been oceanic history.53 Rather than 
a consequence of a specific political and historical situation, an ocean littered with wastage 
comes to seem a permanent, elemental condition. The primary enemy of “[t]hose concerned with 
every lawful traffic / And those who conduct them” (Eliot, CP 197) becomes not other men but 
the “dark throat” of the insatiable sea (198).54 Eliot’s depiction of an ocean littered with wastage 
as an essential, perennial state of affairs thus reflects his poem’s composition in a Britain 
embroiled in its second round of submarine blockade, in which loss and destruction on the waves 
the nation once professed to rule were starting to be taken for granted.55 Furthermore, the vision 
of the oceanic as inherent and ongoing “wastage” represents an attempt to rationalize the 
experience of vulnerability on an element once considered secure. The poem affirms that the 
ocean has, in fact, always been this way. 
In response to the war at sea, that is, “The Dry Salvages” takes what it calls a “backward 
look behind the assurance / Of recorded history” (195), into a gulf of geohistorical oceanic time. 
The effect of this “backward look” is to subsume the current crisis on the Atlantic, and the 
centuries of British maritime-imperial history that preceded it, into a single ongoing catastrophe: 
“the drift of the sea and the drifting wreckage,” to which, Part II of the poem affirms, “[t]here is 
                                                
53 For a different argument that Four Quartets seeks to naturalize “stressful…political realities” and induce a 
quietist accommodation with things as they are—“contrition, detachment, transcendence and, finally, reconciliation 
with the established order” (33)—see Cooper, T.S. Eliot. 
54 In this regard, Eliot’s poem anticipates the most famous literary document of the Battle of the Atlantic, Nicholas 
Monsarrat’s 1951 novel The Cruel Sea, in the preface to which Monsarrat similarly avers that “the only villain” of 
his story will be “the cruel sea itself” (4). Critic Jonathan Raban alludes to Monsarrat in his description of the 
prevailing image of the sea during and after World War II, one with a great deal of relevance to “The Dry Salvages”: 
“the sea is, above all else, cruel; its coldness and turbulence reflect the universal derangement of a world at war” 
(30, emphasis in original). Despite Monsarrat’s introductory protestation, in the course of The Cruel Sea German 
submariners do appear as quite villainous indeed. 
55 According to maritime cultural historian Duncan Redford, while in World War I unrestricted submarine warfare 
had been “a shock” (Submarine 97) that “traumatised the British” (127), the repetition of this threat in World War II 
“provoked a hostile, if muted, response” (130). In other words, the cause of the Atlantic’s being “littered with 
wastage” in early 1941 was no longer unprecedented and was, instead, starting to be accepted as a predictable 
feature of modern war—an important basis for the further naturalization accomplished in “The Dry Salvages.” 
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no end” (194). The solidity of “the ages’ pavement of British bone” dissolves into ongoing drift, 
while the progressive sedimentation of bones and ages becomes an unbounded accumulation of 
wreckage and time: “There is no end, but addition” (193). This vision of an oceanic history of 
ongoing drift and accumulating wreckage, in which “Time the destroyer is time the preserver” 
(195), evokes Ian Baucom’s formulation, similarly informed by the Atlantic and its history of 
“wastage,” of a melancholy philosophy of history in which “Time does not pass, …it 
accumulates” (Specters 34)—with the difference that whereas Baucom’s Atlantic “time of 
modernity…pil[ing] up from an exceptional historical catastrophe” (320) remains resolutely 
historical, Eliot’s seaborne longue durée dissolves into a deeper, geohistorical oceanic 
temporality. If the sea is history in “The Dry Salvages,” it is a history that swamps “the 
assurance / Of recorded history” (195). 
 Also subsumed into this vision of oceanic history as unending destructive drift are the 
atrocities that marked Britain’s seaborne expansion—the very atrocities, in fact, that form the 
basis upon which Baucom’s accumulating Atlantic “time of modernity” piles up. In the second 
half of Part II, Eliot mingles the ocean littered with wastage with a memory of the flooded 
Mississippi of his St. Louis childhood: “the river with its cargo of dead negroes” (195). Although 
it belongs to a time and place quite distinct from the British Atlantic, this specter of a waterborne 
“cargo of dead negroes,” read in the light of the “ocean…littered with wastage” Eliot has already 
evoked, calls to mind the Middle Passage.56 The poem momentarily gestures at the fate of “the 
Slaves that men threw overboard” (26)—to quote Kipling’s “The Last Chantey,” which Eliot 
also included in A Choice of Kipling’s Verse. However, the poem subjects this fate to the same 
naturalization as it applies to the Battle of the Atlantic and other oceanic disasters. As in 
                                                
56 For another reading that locates evocations of Atlantic slavery in Eliot’s poetry, in this case The Waste Land, see 
Summers-Bremner (266-67).  
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“Defense of the Islands,” Eliot again elides the violence of British maritime empire, though in a 
different way—not by omitting it from his propagandistic picture of the sea enshrining British 
history but by assimilating it to his poetic vision of an inherently destructive oceanic history.  
Eliot underscores this vision of oceanic history, and human history’s place within it, 
advanced in the first half of Part II through his use of poetic form. This section contains six 
stanzas of six lines each, with each stanza repeating a series of rhyming line-end words in the 
same order: a gesture at the set poetic form of the sestina that, however, flouts the form’s rules. 
The nod towards but refusal of sestina form puts the reader through the experience of having 
expectations of familiarity and intelligibility raised and then defied. In this regard, the section’s 
form replicates the experience of a reader who approaches “The Dry Salvages” expecting a 
foundational view of the maritime, as well as that of Britons during the world wars confronting 
profound threat in the place where their national mythology told them they were most dominant: 
at sea. The section itself voices such an experience when it evokes “[y]ears of living among the 
breakage / Of what was believed in as the most reliable” (193). Meanwhile, the succession of 
rhyming end-words, appearing stanza after stanza in new forms but the same order, conveys both 
recurrence and constant change. Eliot modifies the formal rules that, in a standard sestina, can 
conjure an impression of pure fluidity to create a different effect. His faux-sestina evokes the 
ocean’s regular currents and swells while also suggesting both the destabilizing destructiveness 
and the relentless, continuous recurrence of oceanic history. This effect is heightened by the 
passage’s many internal repetitions and echoes, like “soundless” and “motionless” in the first and 
third lines of the first stanza, or the many iterations of words ending in or containing “-tion,” 
both in and out of line-ending positions. “Drift” and “addition,” two of the key words in this 
section, are thus also two main impressions created by its form: drift, as the same sounds and 
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words seem to drift from one place to another, and addition, as these sounds and words 
repetitively accumulate. The first lines following this sestina-like passage summarize the 
passage’s formal effect while plainly laying out the historical reconceptualization entailed in that 
formal effect: “It seems, as one becomes older, / That the past has another pattern, and ceases to 
be a mere sequence— / Or even development” (194). In just this way, the “pattern” of the 
preceding passage—repetitive and accumulative rather than sequential and developmental—
formally embodies a new understanding of the shape, scope, and meaning of an oceanic history. 
Fundamentally reimagining the sea’s historical role in this manner would seem to restore 
a familiar land/sea binary, in which the sea is insecure, sublime, and alien while the land is 
stable, comprehensible, and humane. Such a binary would also seem to reorient British history 
and identity from the sea to the land, paralleling the turn from imperial expansion to insular 
nationality ascribed by Esty to Four Quartets. In one sense, this is exactly what “The Dry 
Salvages” accomplishes. The poem’s engagement with the unbounded drift of oceanic time 
ultimately leads to a retreat, in its final lines, to the terrestrial stability of “significant soil” (199). 
This withdrawal to firm ground also occurs metrically, as the poem contracts in this final passage 
to a regular three-stress line, rejecting the metrical ebbs and surges and complex formal eddies 
that paralleled oceanic drift earlier in the poem in favor of a stable, continuous meter. In addition 
to enacting terrestrial stability, the austere metrical regularity the poem attains at its conclusion 
also embodies a political posture: a kind of insular asceticism focused not on the attempted 
exertion of control beyond the self or across the sea but on the continuing effort at self-control 
that forswears trying to dictate external conditions. From the oceanic flux into which maritime-
imperial history dissolves, the poem withdraws to a counter- or post-imperial self-containment, 
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rooted in the terra firma of the island.57 In other words, in the same way that “East Coker’s” 
concluding turn to “the vast waters” set up “The Dry Salvages,” the thematic and formal 
reversion to “significant soil” at the end of “The Dry Salvages” sets up the recourse to an 
autonomous, insular Englishness in the final quartet, “Little Gidding.” 
The poem acts out this retreat to ascetic self-enclosure on “significant soil” in the face of 
the implacable, intractable element offshore in its central passage, Part III, which most directly 
juxtaposes political control exerted across the seas and spiritual control exerted over the self. In a 
sense, this passage reenacts British seaborne imperialism, voyaging, like Part V of The Waste 
Land, to what the poem later calls “the shores of Asia” (198) to claim elements of Indian 
philosophy for the spiritual enrichment of the metropole. Yet the voice from the Bhagavad-Gita 
in search of which the poem has ventured speaks before the passage to India (or from it) is 
completed, as “a voice descanting” from “the rigging and the aerial” of “the drumming liner” 
(196). The Indian voice, that is, becomes a maritime voice—the sum, perhaps, of the sea’s 
“many voices” (192), offering the gist of what they all say. This voice casts the oceanic world it 
speaks from as a fundamental space of rupture, the metaphor par excellence for time’s denial of 
stable identity or teleological fulfillment: “‘Fare forward, you who think that you are voyaging; / 
You are not those who saw the harbour / Receding, or those who will disembark” (196). Instead, 
the voice councils “right action” (199), as the end of the poem terms it, directed inward and 
without consideration of outcomes rather than outwardly directed and focused on “fruit”: “do not 
think of the fruit of action. / Fare forward” (197). Notwithstanding the metaphysical and 
abstractly ethical terms in which it is put, this all strikes at the roots of maritime empire. At the 
end of Part III, Eliot may continue to enjoin “voyagers” and “seamen” to “fare forward” (197), 
                                                
57 For a similar argument that “in the Quartets, …form gestures to a complete transcendence of secular ambition 
and the poem in fact ironizes…ideals of imperial power” (25), see Ellis. Esty also relates the Quartets’ formal 
techniques—in his case, the use of “national allegory”—to counter-imperial insularity (Shrinking Island 135-37). 
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but within the poem, the insistence that sea voyages connect or transmit nothing and that one 
cannot control or determine any outcomes outside oneself leads straight back to land: to “the 
promontory” from which Part IV frames its distant, resigned prayer for seafarers living and dead 
(197), and ultimately to the “yew-tree” and “significant soil” with which “The Dry Salvages” 
closes (199). From this reclaimed insular vantage point, only common “distress of nations and 
perplexity” unite “the shores of Asia” and “the Edgware Road” (198). The empire that 
previously linked Asia and London, it seems, has disappeared into “the sea’s lips” along with the 
ships and seamen that maintained it.  
Yet the voice that, in Part III, thus reverses the course of maritime empire is itself an 
imperial and maritime voice. Only India and the sea that must be crossed to reach it can teach 
Britain the new approach to life in time necessary in order to return to its significant soil and be 
“content” (199) with what it finds there. At the same time as “The Dry Salvages” envisions the 
British maritime-imperial history it recapitulates dissolving into an abyss of oceanic history, that 
is, another strand of the poem suggests that maritime empire is necessary for its own 
supersession. The notion of a fortunate fall, of sinful or painful experience as a requisite path to a 
new, redemptive understanding, is central to Four Quartets, from the intimation in “Burnt 
Norton” that “[o]nly through time time is conquered” (178) to the affirmation in “Little 
Gidding,” made through the insular voice of Julian of Norwich, that “Sin is Behovely” (205). 
The historical framework around which Eliot organizes the sequence—a turn from the Tudor 
English village to the sea, leading across the Atlantic to the Mississippi-river terminus of Eliot’s 
own ancestral journey and back again—gives this metaphysical dynamic an instantiation in 
history. Britain’s fraught and ultimately futile maritime-imperial history incarnates (a word and 
idea at the core of the Quartets) the Fortunate Fall. For Eliot, this maritime fall is fortunate, first, 
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because as the descendant of participants in Britain’s transoceanic expansion, he owed his own 
identity and existence to it. More generally, however, Four Quartets suggests that by plunging 
the British into the desolate drift of oceanic experience, their maritime history forces them to 
return to their insular origins with a higher understanding of what those origins are or can be. In 
an implicitly autobiographical portion of his introductory essay to A Choice of Kipling’s Verse, 
written in the fall of 1941, Eliot claims that Kipling’s turn, in his Sussex phase, from the 
seaborne empire to the island evinces exactly this kind of superior knowledge of England 
available to the descendants of maritime expansion:  
England, and a particular corner of England, becomes the centre of his vision. He is more 
concerned with the problem of the soundness of the core of empire: this core is 
something older, more natural and more permanent…. [U]ndoubtedly the difference of 
early environment to which Kipling’s foreignness is due gave him an understanding of 
the English countryside different from the understanding of a man born and brought up in 
it, and provoked in him thoughts about it which the natives would do well to heed. 
(“Rudyard Kipling” 27-28, emphasis in original) 
 
Only Britain’s diasporic children, like Kipling and Eliot himself, can truly recognize England for 
what it is, or what it could or should be. Only immersion in what has been in Britain’s maritime-
imperial past can illuminate the insular community that might have been and enable the 
reclamation of what Eliot calls this “lost inheritance” (“Rudyard Kipling” 33). 
The “temporal reversion” of human beings to the earth after death that “The Dry 
Salvages” envisions in its closing lines (199) is thus also a temporal reversion in British 
history—a return to what might have been that emerges from but rejects the crucible of maritime 
experience. The hostile ocean islands Eliot and his poem in England: specifically, the pre-
dissociated sensibility, pre-imperial, royalist and High Church England of “Little Gidding.” This 
reversion to significant soil entails not just compensation or preservation but recovery, and a 
recovery made possible by the knowledge of oceanic wastage that drives Four Quartets ashore. 
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The sea, in other words, leads the poem back to England not just negatively, as a refuge from or 
alternative to it, but positively, by imparting the new view of time, and life in time, that enables 
the England that might have been to be rediscovered and potentially reclaimed. 
In the same way that, in the period of the Battle of the Atlantic and the Atlantic Charter, 
Britain’s vulnerability at sea drove on the steady unraveling of its empire, so the literary 
“demetropolitanization” (Esty, Shrinking Island 108) of Britain in Eliot’s poetry of this period 
thus derives much of its force from an oceanic image radically at odds with some of the key 
presuppositions of seaborne empire. Like the protagonist of his 1939 play The Family Reunion, 
driven back to his ancestral English estate like “the fish / Thrashing itself upstream” (CPP 252)58 
by the Furies who have pursued him ever since “[t]hat cloudless night in the mid-Atlantic / When 
I pushed her [his wife] over” (235), Eliot retreats to insular Englishness in the face of a violent 
maritime history that his poem endeavors to reframe as a permanent, elemental condition. Yet if 
both sea and history no longer play active, determinative parts in Four Quartets’ new idea of 
what it means to be English, the poem nevertheless remains dependent on the sea and the British 
history that spanned it.59 The redeemed, spiritualized England opening out onto the eternal of 
“Little Gidding” may be constructed out of the rejection of maritime-imperial Britain, but 
maritime empire is the necessary route to it. 
Even this extra twist to the land/sea binary Four Quartets seems to reinstitute, however, 
does not exhaust what the poem has to say about the ocean and history. For if one strain of the 
poem does envision a withdrawal from the ocean’s drift, destruction, and unredeemable time to 
the island’s stability, security, and window into timelessness, albeit one only made possible by 
                                                
58 The way Jed Esty characterizes the prevailing impression of late-period Eliot—“an ancient, grim, and determined 
salmon, swimming upstream against the currents of modernity and diaspora in order to find his beginnings, and of 
course, his ends” (Shrinking Island 111)—seems to silently or unconsciously draw upon this image of Eliot’s own. 
59 On the timelessness of the England of “Little Gidding”—“a kind of poignant Platonic essence that has been 
distilled from the raw stuff of historical change” (137)—see Gervais. 
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oceanic experience, another strain of the poem dissolves the familiar binary of land and ocean. 
Instead, “The Dry Salvages” suggests that the land cannot be securely distinguished from the 
ocean that surrounds and sculpts it. The first lines describing the ocean in the poem, following 
the avowal that “the sea is all about us,” affirm the ocean’s power to both mold and erode, which 
permeates and, it seems, even constitutes dry land like that upon which the poem ends up taking 
refuge: “The sea is the land’s edge also, the granite / Into which it reaches, the beaches where it 
tosses / Its hints of earlier and other creation” (191). Here the sea does not just penetrate but is 
dry land, even “granite”—an unsettling liquefaction of terra firma that the enjambment on 
“granite” accentuates. Similarly, the internal rhyme of “reaches” and “beaches” evokes 
interpenetration and transformation: the beaches both emerging from and slipping back into the 
sea that reaches. The line between sea and land is here as thin as a single initial consonant. A 
little later on, a pair of half-lines—emphasized by being offset from the rest of their respective 
lines—reiterate the extent of the sea’s reach: “The salt is on the briar rose, / The fog is in the fir 
trees” (192). The sea leaves its mark everywhere; there is no escaping it. “Significant soil” 
comes to seem only the impermanent solidification of an essential oceanic reality. 
This reframing of the land/sea relationship persists, in subtle but telling ways, to the end 
of Four Quartets. In the final lines of “Little Gidding,” as “now and England” encapsulate and 
transcend “History” to open out onto the eternal, the poem refers back to a motif from the first 
quartet, “Burnt Norton”: the mysterious voices of unseen children, exemplifying “[w]hat might 
have been” (175), including the might-have-been of an England that remained rooted in its 
significant soil rather than turning to maritime empire.60 “Little Gidding” now describes these 
                                                
60 As many critics have noted, this motif shows the influence of Kipling’s short story “They,” with its similar 
depiction of an English country house haunted by unseen children. The story, collected in Kipling’s 1904 volume 
Traffics and Discoveries, comes from early in the Sussex phase of his career, and the pursuit of the elusive, unseen 
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voices as “heard, half-heard, in the stillness / Between two waves of the sea” (209). The 
rediscovered England that might have been, and that, in the wake of empire, might be again, is 
suspended “between two waves,” encompassed by the oceanic. Although Steve Ellis is correct to 
point out that “the classic centre of significant and settled soil” that is “Eliot’s England” has no 
more sea (136), the sea itself is thus not annihilated in the otherwise apocalyptic conclusion to 
Four Quartets.61 Rather, amid the apparent triumph of introspective insularity, the sea is still “all 
about us.” In this manner, Four Quartets continues to envision Britain, even when redefined in 
insular terms, within a longer and more volatile version of oceanic history. Instead of the sea 
being an extension of England, as the Eliot of “Defense of the Islands” would have it, England 
becomes an emergence from the sea. 
Hence, even as it departs from maritime historical foundationalism, Four Quartets 
continues to affirm the historical importance of the oceanic and the oceanic nature of history. 
The ocean remains integral to the way in which Eliot’s poetry “both reckons with history and 
helps to make it” (Esty, Shrinking Island 111) in the midst of imperial contraction, as Eliot tries 
to naturalize the historical twilight of maritime empire in elemental, oceanic terms and articulate 
a rooted, insular English identity in contrast to that inhospitable ocean while simultaneously 
envisioning the ocean’s underlying geohistorical power. “The Dry Salvages” distills its revision 
of ideas of the sea as a historical space in a pair of lines from Part II: “We cannot think of a time 
that is oceanless / Or of an ocean not littered with wastage” (193). Eliot here recasts the sea floor 
paved with British bone as an ocean littered with wastage, and Britain’s maritime-imperial 
“ages” as a geohistorical “time.” While this recasting may make oceanic time both more difficult 
                                                                                                                                                       
children in “They” might be read as an allegory of the attempt to pursue and reclaim “a lost inheritance” Eliot 
thought Kipling (like Eliot himself) was undertaking. 
61 For an account of the long Western tradition of apocalyptic “ocean-annihilating vision” (498) Eliot is bucking 
here, see Connery, “There was No More Sea.” 
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to conceptualize and more disquieting to contemplate, however, it also makes the connection of 
the ocean to a time that we can think of even more fundamental. In this regard, “The Dry 
Salvages” attests to the key role the sea still played in the historical imagination of modernist 





Finished with the Sea? 
 
This dissertation began with a brief but telling literary take on the school of maritime-
historical thought I have been calling maritime foundationalism: Jacob Flanders’ impression, as 
rendered by Virginia Woolf, of the “ages” of Western history as “waves fit for sailing” (JR 101). 
Woolf’s depiction of what seems to Jacob to be an uninterrupted sea of history stretching from 
ancient Greece to modern Britain echoes, and may even allude to, an oft-reprinted passage from 
J. A. Froude’s 1888 imperialist travelogue, The English in the West Indies: 
The days pass, and our ship flies fast along her way…. Our thoughts flow back as we 
gaze to the times long ago, when the earth belonged to other races as it now belongs to 
us. The ocean is the same as it was. Their eyes saw it as we see it…. The sea affected the 
Greeks as it affects us, and was equally dear to them. It was a Greek who said, “The sea 
washes off all the ills of men;” the “stainless one” as Æschylus called it—the eternally 
pure. (320-21) 
 
As in Jacob’s similar maritime-historical vision, the sea here seamlessly links Grecian past and 
British present—an integrative and regenerative force that, in its imperviousness to change, 
provides both a sense of continuity with the past and a hope of continuity into the future. If the 
British “remain themselves unchanged” (321), emulating the unchanging sea and retaining the 
timeless responses and capacities it summons forth, their own ills might be washed off and their 
empire’s “half-organic fragments” might grow into “one living Imperial power” for “ages to 
come” (320-21). Froude thus crystallizes a maritime-foundationalist view of the sea as source of 
national greatness and guarantee, even agent, of historical continuity. The various ways in which 
British literary works from the ensuing fifty years incorporate, appropriate, and challenge this 
maritime-foundationalist view, I have argued, forms a critical component of their method of 
thinking about history. 
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 As I have also argued, the maritime historical imagination of those British modernist 
works is greatly enriched by their attentiveness to the sea’s other historical voices—voices that 
Froude tends to mute. To take just one example, Froude’s unchanging “ocean,” “the same as it 
was,” guaranteeing historical permanence and highlighting kinship across time, becomes the 
“immortal sea” of The Nigger of the “Narcissus,” calling into question such notions of the 
intelligibility and significance of human history. Similarly, Conrad’s novel insistently reminds its 
readers of what Froude, by his own admission, would prefer to forget: that the supposedly 
“stainless” sea, “the eternally pure,” actually carries the enduring “stain” (NN 90) of Britain’s 
violent maritime-imperial history, above all what Froude calls “the frightful story of the slave 
trade,” from the recollection of which he turns with “relief” (English 24). The heightened 
presence of these other oceanic voices in British modernist literature reflects the greater 
sensitivity of the modernist authors and their greater ambivalence about, if not open hostility to, 
the imperial identity Froude advocates. It also reflects the fact that, far from rejuvenating Britain 
as an “Imperial power” and inaugurating “a new era of beneficence and usefulness to mankind” 
(Froude, English 321), the ocean became, over the course of the modernist period, a space that 
seemed more compellingly to assert or bear witness to imperial decline and historical closure. By 
1941, as we have seen, Froude’s “eternally pure” foundational sea had given way to the 
“ocean…littered with wastage” of Four Quartets, an ocean that enforces rather than reverses the 
fragmentation of the empire and that renders unstable and contingent even the insularity resulting 
from such maritime-imperial fragmentation. And coincident with the final eclipse of maritime 
foundationalism, in the form writers like Froude had articulated it, came the beginning of the end 
of both the British Empire and the modernist era as well. 
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 In the wake of the common twilight that fell upon maritime foundationalism, empire, and 
modernism alike in the 1940s, British literature’s maritime historical imagination develops in at 
least two different directions. As what has been called “the forgetting of the sea” took hold in 
Britain and the rest of the industrialized West from the late 1940s on, observers from these 
metropolitan zones ceased to view the sea as politically integral and historically foundational, 
looking on it instead as distant and anachronistic—a space in which historical difference comes 
dramatically to the fore. At the same time, however, the idea of the sea as intrinsically historical, 
both preserving the past and embodying an ongoing history that continues to shape the present, 
was picked up and transformed by formerly colonized and subjugated communities of the British 
Empire, in particular members of the African diaspora, as they entered into their own “new era” 
of postcolonial independence and increasing migration to the erstwhile imperial metropole. 
These divergent trajectories taken by the maritime historical imagination in the years following 
World War II and the advent of decolonization can be epitomized by works by leading members 
of the two literary generations following that of the high modernists: W. H. Auden, born in York 
in 1907, and Derek Walcott, born on Saint Lucia in 1930. 
 In March 1949, Auden gave a series of lectures on the treatment of the sea in 
Romanticism at the University of Virginia. Published the following year as The Enchafèd Flood, 
or The Romantic Iconography of the Sea, these lectures have since become a field-defining 
touchstone for almost everyone studying the sea in literature. As such, the lectures constitute a 
significant link between the aftermath of literary modernism and the origins of oceanic studies. 
Auden argues that Romanticism’s revolutionary contribution to the history of ideas can be seen 
most clearly through the new symbolism with which it vested the sea. In place of the classical 
and Biblical conception of the sea as a chaotic sphere of “barbaric vagueness and disorder” (6) 
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apart from and inimical to humanity, to voyage in which is an act of hubristic foolishness or a 
fate to be pitied, the Romantics represented the sea as a necessary element for the demonstration 
and realization of authentic human identity. In Romanticism, according to Auden, “To leave the 
land and the city is the desire of every man of sensibility and honor”: “The sea is the real 
situation and the voyage is the true condition of man” (12). The Romantic privileging of the 
heroic individual, pursuing self-assertion and self-realization apart from and in the face of 
society, finds its paradigmatic expression in an opposition of maritime life and life on shore: 
“The sea…is the symbol of primitive potential power as contrasted with the desert of actualised 
triviality, of living barbarism versus lifeless decadence” (19). In other words, Auden discovers in 
Romantic literature a radical antithesis of “modern civilisation” (25) and the ocean. 
 Auden’s identification of this antithesis in his subject matter is not without textual basis 
(although more recent Romanticists like Samuel Baker have taken issue with it). Such a stark 
opposition of the ocean and the onshore world, however, also reflects Auden’s historical 
moment. When Auden spoke at UVA, his native country on the other side of the Atlantic, 
exhausted by war and supplanted as the world’s foremost maritime power by Auden’s host 
nation, was in full retreat from its far-flung seaborne empire. This maritime-imperial 
disengagement, in turn, aligned with technological and economic changes that were causing the 
ocean to slip over the horizon of metropolitan Western life. Four years before his UVA lectures, 
Auden had himself become, in his own words, “the first major poet to fly the Atlantic” (qtd. in 
Hart 163), and that September he would return to the United States from Italy on a TWA 
commercial flight (Jenkins)—a harbinger of the trends that would shortly remove seafaring from 
the regular lived experience of most people in the industrialized West. That same year, the 
United States Department of State introduced the Liberian ship registry: that is, a legal 
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mechanism for American oil companies to register their tankers in Liberia and thereby avoid the 
high costs incurred by American taxes and regulations (Paine 591). The “flag of convenience” 
system exemplified by the Liberian registry—which joined an already established Panamanian 
registry—put an end to the modernist-era use of “the size of a nation’s merchant fleet…as a 
barometer of national greatness” (Paine 532).1 Rather than an integral national space, the 
maritime, for someone like Auden, was well on its way to becoming a separate and nearly 
invisible world of its own.  
In this context, The Enchafèd Flood’s representation of the ocean, and the ocean voyage, 
as fundamentally opposed to onshore metropolitan civilization, rather than as the means by 
which onshore metropolitan civilization is created, maintained, and extended, starts to seem less 
like a product of Auden’s reading of the Romantics and more like a historically conditioned 
presupposition of it. At the same time as it attests to an incipient Western “forgetting of the sea,” 
Auden’s vision of the maritime world as antithetical to “bourgeois routine” (82) and political 
order, rather than constitutive of it, follows from and helps justify the withdrawal by Britain’s 
own bourgeois political order from the maritime sphere upon which it was founded and which it 
thought it could control. From being Britain’s “dominion,” as Froude put it (English 320)—“not 
an incidental path over which one travelled, but an integral part of the whole” of the empire 
(Behrman 114)—the sea has become radically other, denationalized and newly heterotopic, and 
Auden projects this new, post-imperial status of the sea back into the Romantic era, when British 
naval supremacy and maritime proprietorship were not yet quite the unquestioned fact that they 
had become for Froude. 
                                                
1 As William Langewiesche points out, the Panamanian registry, initially invented in 1922 (Paine 590), grew 
significantly at about the time Eliot was writing “The Dry Salvages,” as a government-sanctioned way for 
American-owned ships to brave the Battle of the Atlantic and deliver supplies to Britain without running the risk of 
dragging an officially still-neutral United States into the war (5).  
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The maritime of The Enchafèd Flood also exemplifies historical otherness: not just the 
radical separateness of the ocean from the land, but the radical separateness of the past from the 
present. According to Auden, Froude was entirely wrong in asserting that “[t]he sea affected the 
Greeks as it affects us”; instead, classical antiquity and the nineteenth century perceived the sea 
completely differently. Rather than affirming historical continuity, the sea in Auden’s telling 
highlights “[r]evolutionary changes in sensibility” (2), including both the revolution of 
Romanticism and the subsequent historical changes that relegated Romanticism itself to the past 
and obviated the Romantic escape into oceanic authenticity as an option in Auden’s own time: 
“We live in a new age in which…the heroic image is not the nomad wanderer…over the ocean, 
but the less exciting figure of the builder, who renews the ruined walls of the city…. Let us, 
reading the logs of their fatal but heroic voyages, remember their courage” (150). The Enchafèd 
Flood, indeed, ends with a vision of the Romantics as lost at sea, victims of historical shipwreck. 
Auden closes by quoting Melville’s “Requiem for soldiers lost in ocean transports, which seems 
to me no less fitting a requiem for him and his brethren in France, England and America” (150): 
 Save them that by the fabled shore, 
     Down the pale stream are washed away,   
 Far to the reef of bones are borne; 
     And never revisits them the light, 
 Nor sight of long-sought land and pilot more; 
     Nor heed they now the lone bird’s flight 
Round the lone spar where mid-sea surges pour. (qtd. 150-51) 
The Romantic mentality, and the maritime conception that, in Auden’s eyes, best encapsulated it, 
is now lost to us in the depths of the past. Where for maritime-foundationalist writers like 
Stevenson, Kipling, and even the Eliot of “Defense of the Islands,” the incorporation of the dead 
at sea into the seabed’s “reef of bones” guaranteed the preservation and continuation of imperial 
history, Auden, via Melville, redeploys the trope as an image of the disappearance of a bygone 
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and inaccessible past. As the sea, at the middle of the twentieth century, recedes from the 
purview of daily life and national experience in Britain and America, so the metropolitan 
maritime historical imagination comes to focus on change and disjuncture, viewing the past not 
as linked to the present by a sea of history but as sundered from it by an oceanic abyss. 
 Five years after Auden lectured on the Romantic sea at UVA, the Whitehall Players, a 
theatrical company in Trinidad and Tobago (then in its final decade of British colonial rule), 
staged a one-act play by the twenty-four-year-old Derek Walcott, “The Sea at Dauphin.” The 
play deals with the hard lives of fishermen from a Caribbean island modeled after Walcott’s 
native Saint Lucia. The fishermen’s struggles and sorrows, and those of the impoverished 
community more broadly, are brought into high relief when Hounakin, an elderly, widowed East 
Indian brought to the island many years before to work in the sugarcane fields, seeks to join the 
hot-tempered fisherman Afa and his younger mate Augustin on their voyage into a particularly 
heavy sea—hoping, it eventually becomes clear, for death by water. Afa and Augustin convince 
Hounakin not to sail with them, only to find, upon their return, that he has jumped to his death 
from a seaside cliff. 
 Considering this play from and about the Black Atlantic alongside Auden’s White-
Atlantic perspective on the sea reveals, first, that many of the themes and motifs Auden 
associated with the maritime in Romanticism, and accordingly viewed as having disappeared 
into history, were still running strong in the literature of his own time. Auden’s Romantic 
mariner-hero, wounded and solitary, spurning life on land to do perennial battle with the ocean, 
bears a striking resemblance to “The Sea at Dauphin’s” Afa, who similarly rejects settled, 
communal existence on shore to pursue his perilous maritime vocation and nurses a grudge 
against everything that makes the life of Dauphin what it is. As Augustin tells him, “You don’t 
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have no love, no time, no child, you have a hole where man heart should be, you have no God, 
no dog, no friend, that is why Dauphin fraid you, because you always enrage, and nobody will 
give you help of the hand, so you make it, live with it” (51). Likewise, Hounakin’s desire for a 
heroic or at least meaningful death at sea instead of wasting away as a widowed beggar—“I did 
feel to die in Dauphin sea, so I could born” (69)—echoes Auden’s characterization of the 
Romantic repudiation of “lifeless decadence” on land (19) in favor of the “positive death” 
offered by the ocean (38). 
 “The Sea at Dauphin,” however, deploys these seemingly Romantic elements not in a 
spirit of Romantic grandeur, exaltation, or sublimity but with tragic somberness and hardheaded 
realism. In this, the play reflects the fact that, for the kind of place and the kind of people upon 
which it focuses, there is no radical antithesis of sea and land that would give the sea existential 
priority as a space of authenticity and self-realization. Places like Dauphin and people like Afa 
and Augustin do not have that luxury. The deep-seated injury that, in Auden’s terms, both drives 
“[t]he Romantic Avenger Hero” (110) and constitutes his identity—“‘My injury,’ he says, ‘is not 
an injury to me; it is me’” (111)—is, for Afa, an explicitly socioeconomic grievance: 
Is I does make poor people poor, or this sea vex? Is I that put rocks where should dirt by 
Dauphin side, man cannot make garden grow? Is I that swell little children belly with bad 
worm, and woman to wear clothes white people use to wipe their foot? … I born and 
deading in this coast that have no compassion to grow food for children, no fish enough 
to buy new sail, no twine. Every day sweat, sun, and salt, and night is salt and sleep, and 
all the dead days pack away and stink, is Dauphin life. Not I who make it! So I must 
work the sea, that is my pasture. (53) 
 
Nor is Afa the sole possessor of this fate, as Augustin avows: “Is only you one who know 
current? Is only you who have need to work like nigger? Only you who brave?” (50) Walcott’s 
play, that is, reveals “the forgetting of the sea,” and its consequent opposition, in space and time, 
to “modern civilisation,” to be a metropolitan privilege. In the colonial and postcolonial 
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Caribbean and similar regions, by contrast—where, in the words of another of Walcott’s 
fishermen, “is work or starve” (47)—economic and social conditions continue to make the 
maritime a dangerous but necessary and inescapable part of everyday life. 
 As the epigraph to his play, Walcott uses the same line from Euripides that Froude quotes 
(twice) in The English in the West Indies: “The sea doth wash away all human ills” (qtd. 41).2 In 
“The Sea at Dauphin,” unlike in Froude’s book, the line’s significance is clearly ironic. Rather 
than washing away human ills, the sea in Walcott’s play acts as a reminder and an intensifier of 
the ills afflicting Dauphin and places like it in the present—the ills Afa enumerates in his speech 
about “Dauphin life.” Another speech of Afa’s, this one a speech in verse at the center of the 
play, distills the idea of the sea embodying socioeconomic ills rather than purifying them in a 
resonant image: “God is a white man. The sky is his blue eye. / His spit on Dauphin people is the 
sea” (61). Yet as that passage implies, the sea’s status as emblem of Dauphin’s subordination 
also has a historical dimension. Dauphin’s contemporary ills arise from the deeper ills of the 
lingering, unresolved colonial history of conflict, dispossession, and subjugation that created it: 
the history embedded in the mingled French and English the fishermen speak and embodied by 
the migrant laborer Hounakin, “more old than Dauphin self” (66), forcibly brought halfway 
around the world “when didn’t have no Dauphin, only cane, and a green river by the canes” (66-
67). The play’s sea stands not just for Dauphin’s contemporary ills but also for these deeper 
historical ills underlying it. As Afa puts it in the same verse speech, “This basin men call sea / 
Never get red for men blood it have” (61). On one level, he is talking about the Dauphin 
fishermen whose lives the sea has taken—“If is compassion you want talk to the sea, ask it where 
Bolo bones, and Rafael, and friends I did have before you even born” (53)—but another level to 
                                                
2 As well as in the passage close to the end of his book quoted above, Froude also cites the same line from Iphigenia 
in Tauris, in a slightly different translation, close to the beginning: “The sea washes off all the woes of men” (21).  
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the sea’s status as insatiable consumer of men’s blood is suggested by Augustin’s sarcastic 
response: “What it have across the sea? / You leave something in Africa? / Between there and 
Dauphin, ten thousand miles?” (61) Beneath the hardships and losses of contemporary Dauphin 
life and the painful legacy of its more recent colonial history, the bloody history linking Africa 
and the West Indies comes into view—another “ill” that, rather than washing away, the sea 
sustains. 
 Unlike The Enchafèd Flood, then, but in a manner completely different than that 
envisioned in The English in the West Indies, “The Sea at Dauphin” uses the sea to reflect on a 
history that is still ongoing, that continues to shape the present as a consequence of an 
unresolved past. Augustin implicitly frames the Middle Passage as part of Afa’s personal 
experience, something with which he is directly and individually involved: “You leave 
something in Africa?” Again, he speaks sarcastically, but Afa similarly asserts his own 
inescapable involvement in an ongoing maritime or oceanic history throughout the play. At the 
close of the play, Afa once again enumerates Dauphin’s dead at sea, including this time 
Hounakin (not technically dead at sea) as well as his fellow fishermen and himself: “Last year 
Annelles, and Bolo, and this year Hounakin…And one day, tomorrow, you Gacia, and me…And 
Augustin” (80, ellipses in original). The inclusion of Hounakin, in particular, indicates that Afa is 
listing not the literal victims of the sea so much as the victims of an ongoing historical process 
constituted or embodied by the sea—a process that preserves the past, subsumes the present, and 
stretches on into the future. The play makes this point more succinctly a little earlier, in an 
exchange between Afa and his companion Gacia. To Gacia’s avowal that “I finish with the sea,” 
Afa responds, “You always finish with the sea. But you and I, compère, we cannot finish” (78). 
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In place of Auden’s representation of the sea as historical rupture, Walcott casts the sea as an 
unfinished history, one that cannot be finished with or forgotten. 
At the same time, though, the play also recurrently stresses the sea’s compassion. The 
same speech of Afa’s that renders the sea in notably bleak terms as a white man’s spit on the 
people of Dauphin, “[n]ever…red for men blood it have,” ends on this seemingly incongruous 
note: “The sea / It have compassion in the end” (61). Most obviously, this “compassion” consists 
in the merciful oblivion encompassing those who die at sea—one way in which the sea in 
Walcott’s play does wash away human ills. Yet in another sense, the play presents the sea as 
compassionate by virtue of what else it offers: not just the means of making a living, however 
meager, or even the opportunity to exercise craft and wield agency, which affords men like Afa a 
dignity they otherwise would not be able to find, but a sense of identity born of connection to the 
broader and deeper history the sea embodies, even if that history is a violent and traumatic one. 
For Hounakin, going to sea, and joining the sequence of those whose blood and bones it has 
claimed, represents a positive alternative to the meaninglessness of his life in Dauphin, where 
“You break your back for seventy cane reap times / And then is ashes” (68). In comparison to 
this empty and meaningless personal history, the sea offers the reawakened sense of identity that 
comes from a return to origins and an affiliation with something older and more lasting: the 
seaborne history to which Hounakin and the rest of Dauphin belongs. In Hounakin’s words, 
“This sea have many navels, many waves, and I did feel to die in Dauphin sea, so I could born” 
(69). Entering and claiming the history preserved by the sea affords a kind of rebirth—and 
though Hounakin does not ultimately “die in Dauphin sea,” Afa and the play end up including 
him in their maritime-historical litany nonetheless. By upholding this compassionate prospect of 
finding meaning and identity—being “born”—through the act of coming to terms with a painful 
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maritime history, “The Sea at Dauphin” shows Froude’s vision of maritime-historical continuity 
and its rejuvenating potential being put to a new use, in the twilight of modernism and empire, 
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